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PREFA(_3_§_

The subject of fertiliser marketing has been of absorbing

interest to me ever since I joined The Fertilisers And Chemicals,

Travancore Limited (FACT, Udyogamandal) in 1964. However, until

1979, the idea of doing a research study on marketing of Fertili

sers did not enter my mind, though I had been publishing For many

years, a number of articles in various magazines and trade jour

nals on the different dimensions of marketing of Fertilisers in

India. The difficulty experienced in gathering the required data

For some of these articles made me realise that Fertiliser market

ing in India is a very fertile subject For research. My associa

tion with Dr. M.V. Pylee Former Vice—Chancellor of Cochin Univer

sity and Dr. N. Parameswaran Nair, Director of the School of Nana

gement Studies of the Cochin University led to the translation of

the idea into the present research project.

In 1979, I got registered with the University of Cochin for

research on this subject. I had the good fortune to have Dr. N.

Parameswaran Nair, as my supervising teacher.

The present topic of research was selected after much thought

and deliberation. The possibilities and choices in this regard

were many, for Fertiliser marketing has been such an absolutely

virgin area For research. To my knowledge, no one has so Far

worked For a Ph.D on this broad area. It was thought that the



study being the First of its kind in the Field should cover the

subject in its entirety. It would have been possible to choose

any particular aspect of this subject and investigate it in great

est depth. Any one of the several dimensions of Fertiliser mar

keting in India which are broadly examined in this dissertation

would have been a suitable topic For such a study. But it was_

Felt that a total study of the subject would be more valuable than

the study of any single aspect of the subject in isolation. It was

felt that an integrated and broad study of the subject would be more

relevant in the existing context of investigation in the area.

As the topic chosen is very vest in scope, the dissertation had

to cover a wide range of dimensions. It starts with an overview of

Indian agriculture and the Indian fertiliser industry, and stretches

on to the various aspects of Fertiliser marketing - the Fertiliser

marketing system in the country, Fertiliser transportation, Fertili

ser warehousing, pricing of Fertilisers, distribution channels and
marketing costs. An investigation of the structure of
marketing costs in the Indian fertiliser business, based on a survey

of the industry is an important part of the study. I hope that the

study would stimulate Further research on the subject of Fertiliser

marketing by the Fertiliser industry, the government and the acade

mic world.

I am extremely grateful to Dr. N. Parameswaran Nair, my super

vising teacher For guiding me in this complex project with great

devotion. Unmindful of the harsh demands made by me on his time, he

guided me at every stage of the research, generously appreciating



every piece of good work put in by me and gently correcting the

mistakes committed by me in the research procedure and in the

presentation of the research Findings.

The management of FACT permitted me to pursue this project

as a part time researcher. I acknowledge my sincere gratitude

to my management. Several persons have helped me, in one may or

the other, in this project. I acknowledge my gratitude to all of
them.

V . S . RALIASW
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C H A P T E R - 1

THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY

This is a descriptive snd analytical study. It investigates
how Fertilisers are marketed in India. It describes and evaluates the

system of fertiliser marketing prevalent in the country at the time

of this study (1979-82). The study, as the title will indicate, has

been conceived on a large canvass and in very broad and generalised

terms. Such a large framework has been chosen with the intention of

investigating the task of Fertiliser marketing in its totality.

Importance of the study:

Fertiliser is big business in India. It is becoming bigger year

by year. It is, in fact, one of the Fastest growing businesses in the

country.

Fertiliser occupies a very significant position in the economy of

the nation because of its central role in agricultural production.

Agriculture accounts for nearly on! half of the national income of

Indial It is the largest single sector of the country's economy. And

it is likely to be so For very many years to come. On the strength of

agriculture, depends the ability of the nation to Feed its growing

population. In addition, agriculture has to provide the base For the

growth of the other sectors of the economy.

Agricultural production depends heavily on Fertiliser use. In the

Indian context, the role of Fertiliser in increasing agricultural pro-4

duction is particularly critical,since it is the most important input

in introducing modern agricultural technology in the country.

CT-its ¢~va Z-91¢ r - 9 £3313. 5

1. Lggia 1980, Publications Division, Government
of India, New Delhi, 1980. P.207.
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India is the Fifth largest consumer of chemical Fertilisers

in the world 2 The consumption of Fertilisers in India in 1981-82

was in the order of‘14fndllion N.T. in terms of different Fertiliser

products and six million M.T. in terms of Fertiliser nutrients. The

value of Fertilisers marketed in India in the year was more than

%. ,30D crores excluding subsidies and sales taxes.5 In Fertiliser

production too, India is well advanced. The country is the Fourth

largest producer of nitrogenous fertilisers and the eighth largest

producer of phosphatic fertilisers in the world.

There are 80 Fertiliser manufacturing units in the country

currently in production. 40 of them produce nitrogenous and complex

Fertilisers and the rest produce single superphosphate.s more units

are under construction. And many of the units that are already in

production have ambitious plans of expansion. The units are spread over

the public sector, the private sector, the joint sector and the co

operative sector.

-1i—-é -- ff.‘ Cjj-1 ‘T.

2. Fertiliser Statistics, 1980-81
The Fertiliser Association of India (ed) New Delhi, 1981.p.III-16.

3. Fertiliser News, July, 19Qg&
The Fertiliser Association of‘ India (ed) Negipaéni, 1992. p.135.

‘Q fertiliser Statistics, 1980-81, ogcitfi p.III-5

5: Fertiliser News, July, 1982, op.cit; p.82
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The units, put together, produce more thanltlmillion M.T. of

various fertiliser products per annum.6 The investment already

made in the fertiliser industry is of the order of %.S,200 croros.7

In tune with the growth of fertiliser production and consumption

in the country, the fertiliser marketing job in India has also been

growing rapidly. In the early stages of the fertiliser industry,

‘technology’ and ‘production’ commanded maximum attention. More

recent times have witnessed a growing interest in the area of

‘marketing‘ of fertilisers. As was already pointed out, today, more

than 1l[mil1ien M.T. of various grades of fertilisers valued at more

thanieé§,@U0 crores are sold in the country every year. An industry,

with such a large volume of business and potential for further

growth cannot afford to ignore the importance of the marketing

function.

In fact, a mammoth effort in marketing and promotion of fertili

sers is already on throughout the country. The fertiliser business

involves, more than 110,000 retail outlets spread throughout the

ceuntry.E3 The expenditure involved in the marketing of this commodity

adds up to a staggering %J§00 crores every year. The expenditure

incurred by the various government departments on agricultural exten

sion and fertiliser promotion are beside thoI%.800 crores spent

directly by the fertiliser industry and trade. 0n transportation alone,

the fertiliser business spends more than R5150 crores per <'3nnum.9

6. For details please see page 3 2,
7. For details please see page 7 0
For details please see page Z. ‘*3’
9, For details please see page 333'



An original study:

Despite the fact that the fertiliser marketing job is so

mammoth in size, and so critical to the national economy, no

independent and comprehensive study on the marketing of fertilisers

in the country has been made so fern No doubt, various expert

committees and governmental agencies as well as the Association of

the Fertiliser Industry (FRI) have studied the different aspects of

fertiliser marketing and distribution from time to time. But,

almost all of them were piecemeal studies, each dealing in isolation

with a particular aspect of the marketing job. None of the studies

has attempted to research the problem in its totality. As far as we

are aware, this study is the first of its kind made so far.

It is in this context that the present study assumes its signi

ficance. This study is an attempt to understand fertiliser market

ing in India in all its aspects and dimensions in a unified manner.

It deals with the entire gamut of activities involved in the fertiliser
marketing job. It has been undertaken in the belief that fertiliser

marketing in India deserves better attention and more expert handling,

be it from the planner, the policy maker or the marketing professional.

The scope of the study:

The study as the title indicates has a very wide scope.

(i) It covers all the different types of chemical fertilisers
that are marketed in India.

(ii) It is an all-India study. It covers fertiliser marketing in

the entire country. The different aspects of fertiliser

marketing have been studied from an all India perspective.
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(iv)

(v)
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It covers all the major areas of fertiliser market

ing such as product-mix, logistics, distribution,

promotion, prices and subsidies and distribution

margins and marketing costs. The main thrust of the

study, however, is on the Following core aspects of

Fertiliser marketing.

- Logistics
- Marketing costs
- Distribution margins

It covers all the agencies that are involved in the

marketing of Fertilisers in India, such as the government,

the domestic fertiliser industry, the import handling

agencies, the cooperative net work and the private trade.

The study also evaluates the various policies that have been

enforced by the Government from time to time on the market

ing and distribution of Fertilisers in the country.
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C H A P T ETR - 2‘__:j

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In designing the study, it use felt that no single

research method would completely meet the total demands of the

research projects Accordingly, a mix of research methods was

employed in the project. Basically, the mix consisted of desk

research and field survey. The latter consisted of two parts

a postal survey aided by a questionnaire and depth interviews

aided by a schedule. The field survey was a census survey of

the fertiliser industry. The data obtained from the field

survey was integrated with the data generated through desk

research.

There was a certain amount of overlapping in the

methodology employed for generating a particular component of

data from different sources/respondents. Likewise, there was

some overlapping in the methodology employed for generating

different components of data from the same source/respondent.

The methodology employed generally ensured an integrated re

search approach throughout the study. The entire research

work is based on latest available authoritative data.

The details of the methodology chosen for the

research study and the details of how the study was actually

carried out are furnished below.



Initial desk research:

Initially, desk research was carried out for a

period of six months. Intensive effort was made to generate

the maximum possible data from the primary and secondary

sources that were accessible. Later on, desk research was

continued side by side with the field survey.

One of the first steps taken towards desk research

was to develop a comprehensive bibliography of all primary

and secondary source materials. Continuous additions and

deletions to the bibliography were made as the desk research

was in progress. The bibliography thus collected was classified

as shown below:

— Books.

- Technical journals.
- News paper articles.
- Expert Committee reports.
- Government publications.
- Industry/Trade Publications.
— Annual reports of fertiliser companies.
— Papers/proceedings/reports of seminars

and conferences.

- Year books, Directories and hand books.
- Abstracts of relevant technical literature.

The bibliography is given at the end of the thesis. A list

of the libraries that were perused is given in Appendix — I, page 37 4. .

The data generated by the initial desk research helped to

clarify further the subject of research. It facilitated the

decision as to what specific areas of fertiliser marketing should

be taken up for more intensive research. Moreover, based on the
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data already gathered through the initial desk research and based

on the clear selection of the specific areas for more intensive

study a through investigation was done regarding the additional data

that would be required to carry out the research study.

Inadeguacy of desk research:

It became clear that by desk research alone the study could

not be completed.

generated through desk research.

inadequacies

Field survey:

in published form.

A number of inadequacies were noticed in the data

The important ones among these

are mentioned below.

In some cases the data was incomplete.
In some cases, thedata on the same subject
obtained through two different sources did
not tally with one another. Some of the
data was also sometimes misleading.

The data had undergone some ‘processing‘ by
those who had used it in the first instance
to suit their particular pwrpose.

Data on somefitems was not available on a
comparable basis. It was difficult to reduce
the available data to a common comparable
basis.

The headings under which some of the data
had been included did not have comparable
definitions. For example, headings, like
‘Primary transport‘ ‘Secondary transport‘,
‘Promotional activities; etc,, meant different
things to different people.

Some of the data required for the research was
of a ‘confidential’ nature and was not available

Desk research could not reveal
such ‘confidential’ information.

A good part of the data related to the latest
period — i.e. 1979-1981. It had to be gathered
from the source through direct efforts as they
were not yet available in published form.

In view of such inadequacies of the desk research, it was



decided to carry out a field survey to supplement desk research and

to generate the required primary data.

As the first step, the primary data that was to be generated

through the field survey was clearly identified. Then a plan for

obtaining such date was developed. The pros and cons of a census

survey versus a sample survey of the fertiliser industry were con

sidered. The census survey was preferred.

It was felt at one stage that the field survey could be a

sample survey of the fertiliser industry with a view to generate the

required unpublished data on the marketing practices and marketing

cost structures of the various fertiliser firms. This was, however,

felt to be quite inadequate. It was concluded that a census survey

would be necessary to meet the objectives of the study. This was

felt for several reasons. The most important reason was that each

fertiliser firm, whether it be in the private, public or cooperative

sector, had its own marketing system, and cost structure. A sample

survey would not have been enough to bring out these widely varying

systems. Accordingly, it was decided to carry out a census survey

of the fertiliser industry.
It had also to be decided whether the field survey could be

a factual survey or an opinion survey or a combination of both. It

was initially felt that a combination of factual and opinion survey

would be the best, since it would bring out not only the required

factual data, but also the opinions of the respondents. The res

pondents were chief marketing executives of the various firms. They

were men with eonsiderable expertise in the field. It was felt that
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their opinions would be useful. But, based on the insights

gained from the protesting of the questionnaire, this decision was

reversed and a Factual survey was chosen. Further, opinion survey

would have had Full value only if the opinions of all the executives

in the different Firms were to be collected. This would have been

a neargk impossible task, considering the very large number of

persons involved and the constraint of time. It was decided that

only the chief marketing executives will be included as respondents

and that the survey would be limited to more collection of Facts.

It was also decided that the survey would be a postal survey

to be supplemented with personal interviews where responses were not

Forthcoming at all or were not forthcoming in the expected manner.

It turned out that in almost all cases, the personal interview became

inevitable. In many cases, more than one interview became necessary.

The formation of the schedule posed several problems. As the

subject to be studied is very vast and complex and a large volume of

statistics on distribution, sales, marketing costs, etc., had to be

obtained through the survey, a suitably designed questionnaire was

usod.1

The sources to be tapped were listed. As the decision was to

carry out a census survey, all the Fertiliser units currently in

production in the country were included in the list. However, units

which make single superphosphate (SSP), Triple Superphosphate (TSP),

Ammonium Sulphate (A.S.) and Calcium Ammonium Nitrate (CAN) were left

out. Their marketing operations are not comparable to those of the

19 For a copy of the questionnaire, please see Appendix II, km f§'f]”7
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larger units which manufacture urea and complex fertilisers.

Moreover, these units taken together form hardly 10 percent of

the fertiliser industry of India.

Just as the sources to be contacted were first listed out,

the types of data thatwere required from them were also listed

out and with the help of this, the questionnaire was developed.

A clear procedure was also worked out for collecting the data from

the appropriate sources. A follow up scheme to remind the silent

respondents and gather the required data was also used, wherever

necessary.

The field survey was conducted based on detailed planning and

scheduling. The draft questionnaire was pretested with a few

knowledgeable persons and was refined, taking into account the

suggestions given by them. The improved questionnaire was again

pretested with a cross section of the respondents, before it was

administered to all the respondents. In fact, the original question

naire underwent a good deal of modification on the basis of pretest

ing.

The questionnaire was pretested with six fertiliser units.

Typical responses from them were as follows:

- The questionnaire is too long, with too many

questions.

- The questionnaire demands highly specific and

intricate data. Such data will not be readily

available. It will take a good deal of time
to collect and furnish the data.
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- Some of the data sought is too confidential

to be provided.

- Data cannot be given in the Form and manner

demanded by the questionnaire.

- The questions solicit both ‘Facts’ and ‘opinions’.

It may be better to restrict the questions to
'facts'.

The questionnaire was revised, taking into account these comments

and responses. The revised questionnaire meant a drastic condensation

of the original one. It also meant a lot of simplification. And where

as in the original questionnaire, questions eliciting facts and opinions

had been included in the light of the protesting experience, questions

seeking opinions were excluded from the revised questionaire

Administration of the field survey:

The questionnaire was mailed to all the respondents. Three res

pondents sent back the questionnaire duly Filled in, without any re

minder being sent to them. In the case of others, a vigorous Follow up

by means of postal reminders, telephone calls and personal contacts had

to be made. Four of the respondents suggested on their own accord a

detailed personal discussions on the subject of the research and on the

questions involved in the questionnaire. In the case of the others,

even though they did not suggest personal interview For Furnishing the

data it became necessary to do so. Sometimes more than one interview

had to be conducted with the same person to gather the data. The same

mailed schedule was used in conducting the interview also.
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In effect, what was originally conceived as a postal survey

turned out to be a personal interview survey.

The interviews were quite useful. Even those who had not, at

first, taken the mail questionnaire seriously, were Full of coop

eration when Face to face discussions were held. Moreover, the

interview technique provided a certain amount of Flexibility unlike

the mail questionnaire. It Facilitated the adjustment of data

collection to the extent to which the individual respondent was will

ing to go in sharing the data. It made possible the collection of

certain Factual data which might not have been Forthcoming in the mail

survey. In some cases, the respondents came out with additional data

and ideas on the subject on their own accord. Thus the extent of

accuracy, completeness and reliability of the data automatically

improved with the interview technique.

The interview, belonged to the direct and structured type. The

pre-structured schedule was employed and it was administered directly

(in person). Recording of the responses to the questionnaire took

place simultaneously with the interview. All the interviews were done

by the research scholar personally.

Subsequently, the data collected through the questionnaire was

once again checked. All the missing data was collected through Further

correspondence/telephone contact.
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Analysis and integration of data:

On completion of the Field survey, the data that was generated

through the survey was analysed in detail. Some additional data be

came necessary in the light of the Field survey. This was obtained

through further desk research. The data gathered through the Field

survey and the desk research were compared with each other wherever

the two were relatable. Than, the data obtained from Field research

and desk research were integrated. Once the integration of all the data

gathered through the different methods was completed, the entire data

was analysed systematically. Finally, a Frame work was developed For

the presentation and interpretation of the data. The data~Frame work

has delimited the contours of the dissertation.
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c H A P T E R - 3

INDIAN AGRICULTURE_ .. AN_Qy__P:'_R_U_I_§_l1_J_

A general survey of Indian Agriculture as it exists today and

a description OF its potential for growth will be useful in under

standing thc problems related to the marketing of Fertilisers in

India.

The place of agriculture
in Indian economy:

The importance of agriculture in the overall economic structure

of a country like India can never be ever emphasised. Agriculture

Forms the backbone of Indian economy. Three fourth of the total popu

lation of the country depend on agriculture For their livelihood. And

half of the national income is contributed by the agricultural sector.

Agriculture also supplies the raw materials to a large section of India's

Industry. Industries in cotton, jute, sugar, rubber, etc., as well as

the Food processing industry depend totally on agricultural commodities.

A substantial portion of the country's experts is also provided by the

agricultural sector. Agricultural commodities like tea, coffee, tobacco,

jute, spices, etc., are major Foreign exchange earners For India. As it

is, agricultural commodities account for half of the country's total

exports. Obviously, the production and utilisation of the various Farm

1. India 1980, Publications Division, Government of India,
New Delhi, 1980. p.207.
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commodities have a strong bearing on India's national economy.

Unlike in the developed countries, in India, agriculture has

continued to maintain its pre-eminent place in the national economy

even after the country went through a good measure of industriali

sation. In most of the developed countries, agriculture lost its

pride of place in the national economy when industrialisation took

place at a rapid pace. where as, in India, as much as 72 percent of

the total population continue to depend on agriculture as the main

source of livelihood, in U.K., only three percent of the population

is engaged in agriculture. In U.S.A., it is Four percent; In canada

eight percent; In France it is 14 percent. where as, agriculture and

allied occupations in India contribute to afilfiercent of GNP, in U.K.,
agriculture contributes to only three percent of GNP; in U.S.A. too it

is three percent; In Eanada it is Five percent and in France it is six

percent.2

OF late, several industries in India have turned their eyes on

the vast rural markets of the country. The Future expansion of busi

ness in consumer goods in the country will depend heavily on the

prosperity of the rural people, which in turn will be a Function of

agricultural advancement. -Dr. Uortman has brought t“i3 out nicely‘

He says,"0nly by extending science based, market oriented agricultural- - a - _ e can meatproduction systems among great masses of rur-l poopl c o

2 Sankarahn Dr. A; A witness to an era of Indian Agriculture
Dr. A.Sankaraia, Madras, 1979, ‘p. 10 and 50
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ceuntries substantially expand their domestic markets For products

of urban industry".3

The above observation is especially relevant to India. Many

Firms in the Indian consumer goods industry have already started

looking at rural India as a land of immediate promise and not merely

as a distant heaven.

This would indicate that agriculture and industry are not in any

way antithetical in the Indian context. They are just the two Faces

of the same coin. In Fact, agriculture can be described as the largest

industry in India. India's prosperity is inextricably bound up with

prosperity in the agricultural sector.
A critical evaluation of
Indian agriculture:

Indian agriculture has many strengths and weaknesses. A critical

evaluation of both the strengths and the weaknesses is essential For

obtaining an overview of Indian agriculture.

Strengths of Indian agriculture:

The robustness of the soils of India constitutes the prime strength

of Indian agriculture. India has centinuouakyfed populations of mammoth

size, The soils of India have had the inherent strength to sustain such

cultivation. To quote Sir Hutchinson,

"The striking contrasts between India and Africa - both
low-level production agricultures till quite recently,
the one carrying a very high population and the other,

3. wortman, Dr.Sterling; Accelerating Agricultural Development
(Ceramandel lecture), Coramandal Fertilisers Limited; New Delhi,
1977.p.4.
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8 very low population is that the soils of India,
in contrast to the soils of Africa, stand up to
continued cultivation For a very long time. Four
thousand years of agriculture, sometimes with two
crops a year, have still left the soils of India
in a Form in which they respond to amelioration by
modern techniques in spite of this exploitative
agriculture For so long a period. It is no exag
geration te say that one can do more damage to the
soils of Africa in Four years than has been done
to the soils of India in Four thousand years. It
is just this that the soils of India are robust and
responsive.

India has a total geographical area of 329 million

hectares, which equals the entire area of Europe,

Oxcluding U.S.S.R.5

with a gross cropped area of 173.92 million hectares and

an irrigated area of 48.41 million hectares in 1977-78, India

ranks third in area of cultivated land (after the USSR and USA)

and First in irrigated land. India cultivates nearly 45 percent
of its geographical area. fippreximately three-fourths of total

cropped area is devoted to Foodgrains.

4. Hutchinson, Sir.3oseph, 8; The Strategy of Hqrie
cultural development (Ceramandal lecture),
Ceramandal Fertilisers Ltd., New Delhi, 1970. p.4.

5. India 1980, op.eit; p. 207.

6. Balu Bumb, A survey of the fertiliser sector in India,
staff working paper No. 331, world Bank, washington,1978
p. 3 & 4.
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Performance of Indian
agriculture:

Between 1951-52 and 1980-81 India's food grains production went upt .
from 52 million tonnes to 130 millionéwwmfiioduction of sugarcane went

up from 61.6 million tonnes to 151 million tonnes. Production of

groundnut went up from 3.2 million tonnes to 5 million tonnes .

Since weather plays a vital role in agricultural production, it

will perhaps be more appropriate to compare Farm production between

two periods of three consecutive years each rather than to make a

straight comparison between any two yeanh A comparison of crop output

between 1949-58 to 1951-52 and 1976-77 to 1978-79 is given in Table-1.

TABLE-1.

Changes in crop output from 1949-50 to 1978-79?

flverage annual
Aproductigg Increase PercentageCrops 1949-50 1976-77 in pro— increaseto to duction.

1951-52 1978-79 ( 8-4)A 8 0 0
Rice 23,259 49,472 26,213 112.70wheat 6,640 31,914 25,274 380.63Total cereals 47,683 111,147 63,464 133.09Pulses 9,452 11,835 2,383 25.21Foodgrains 57,135 122,981 65,846 115.25
Dilseeds(Fivo major items) 4,958 8,796 3,838 77.41Sugarcane (cur) 6,958 16,614 9,656 138.78Cotton (lint) 3,019 7,003 3,984 131.96Jute 3,923 5,723 1,800 45.88
Note:- 1. Figures For all crops except cotton and jute are in thousand

tonnes.’
Cotton: In thousand bales of 170 kg each
Jute: In thousand bales of 180 kg each

7. Fertilggnnr9t8tidicsy198D—81, The Fertiliser Association of India,
New Delhi, 1980. p. II-25.

and
Report, 1981-82, Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India,1982
pp. 185 & 106.

8. Swaminathan, Dr. M.S.; "Indian agricultural scene" in FAI(ed)
Development of Fertilisers in India, The Fertiliser flssociation
of India, New Delhi, 1980. 0.4.
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It can be seen that output has been more than doubled in the

intervening period. This is true if we take cereals alone or all

feed grains. This is also true of sugarcane and cotton. In the case

of wheat, the performance is even more striking — the levels of output

have been more than trobled. It is apparent that India's agricultural

production has taken impressive strides since the country attained its

independence.

The Phenomenon of
'Green%RevolutioQ:L

These achievements have been particularly outstanding in the

years that Followed the advent of India's 'Green Revolution,’ The

spectacular growth in feed grains production, especially in wheat,

in the latter half of the 1960's is commonly referred to as India's

Green Revolution. The Green Revolution brought new hopes to the

country by achieving a break through in agricultural production by

the application of modern agricultural technology.

The beginnings of India's Green Revolution can be traced to

the year, 1966-67. Referring to India's Food production efforts in

the latter half of 1960's, Dr. w.David Hopper mentions,

"The year 1966 must be counted as the Founding year
of the so called ‘Green Revolution‘. It was the
year in which the scientists knew certainly that
the biological basis For an immense increase in
grain output was at hand. They had a solution to
the long sought goal of achieving a sizable. . . . 9increase in India's Food production".

9. Hopper, Dr.U.David; R perspective on India's food production
(Coramandal lecture) Goramandal Fertilisers Ltd., New Dolhi,1976. p.1.
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The Green Revolution was the direct result of the initiative

to try out a technological solution to the_country's sluggish pro

gress in agricultural productivity. In the earlier stages, the main

sources of increase in farm production were increase in the area

brought under the plough, increase in the area under irrigation and

changes in the cropping pattern and locational shifts among the differ

ent crops. But after the Green Revolution, the increase in Farm pro

duction largely came from the use of technology. Technological break

through was the clear goal of the new initiative. The strategy was

implemented with boldness. It paid off.

Factors contributing to the
Green Revolution:

The main Factors that contributed to the Green Revolution were?

-—» High yielding crop varieties

—- High level of irrigation and

—— High use of Fertilisers

This is forcefully brought out by Dr. Hopper. He saY5o "The

transformation of Indian Farming was based on the productive inter

action of plant nutrient (chemical Fertiliser) assured and timely

crop moisture and grain varieties capable of responding to high

applications of each". 10

Most analyigf of India's Green Revolution agree with this view.
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There is no doubt that the agricultural progress was rapid and

steady in areas where high yield-cum-high stability technnlvjy

was available in combination with assured irrigation.

The strategy centered around intensive cultivation, adopt

ion of modern farming, extension of area under high yielding

varieties, increased use of fertilisers and plant protection chemi

cals and better management of water. According to Dr. A. Sankaram,

"Green revolution has been essentially a process
of modernisation based on science and technology
and five different revolutions in five different
sciences have made their contribution to the Green

Revolution. The genetic revolution brought the high
yielding crop varieties, the chemical revolution
brought the fertilisers and plant protection che
micals, the engineering revolution enhanced the
efficiency of cropping and removed the drudgery
of farmers in multiple and intensive cropping, the
communication revolution through press, radio, T.U.,
farm visits, training etc. enabled the dissemini
nation of the new farm technology and finally the
management revolution enabled the intelligent mani

11pulation of the inputs for the highest out-put".

A more detailed analysis will however throw up several other

factors in addition to the three main factors listed earlier as

contributors to the Green revolution. The following factors are

11. Sankaram, Dr. A; og,cit; p.VI
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in particular, noteworthy.

- The right ‘know-how‘ of Farm production
— Transfer of the ‘knew-how‘ to millions

of Farmers through effoctice extension
- The right varieties of seeds (High Yielders)
— More and better irrigation
- Rural electrification
- Chemical Fertilisers
— Plant protection chemicals
- Adequate and timely availability of credit

(finance) for the Farm operations
- A Favourable price relationship (Favourable

to the farmer) between inputs price and
produce price

— Appropriate post harvest technology and
Facilities for 'marketing' of the produce
and For ‘processing’ the produce wherever
necessary

- The willingness of millions of Farmers to
try out the new farming technology.

Some of these factors need elaboration. It may be appropriputh,

to take up the last mentioned factor First.

The role of individual
Farmers:

Among the Factors that made India's green revolution possible,

special mention has to be made about the remarkable role of the

thousands of Farmers who took to the new Farm technology with enthu

siasm and Faith. Dr. Sterling Wortman, President of International

Agricultural Development Serqice underlines this aspect when he says.

“Scientists and industry have provided the building
blocks for today's advanced agricultural systems,
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but let us not Forget the role of the more progressive
farm producers in the equally sophisticated task of
putting together For the individual Farm the components
of productive and profitable systems."

Touching on the same aspect, Dr. U.David HGPDGP d0mUli9h95 thb

myth of ‘unchanging traditionality of the Indian Farmer’ anfi fi5fl§'3
—~"  (Jhandsome tribute to the role played by the so called tradition b.un

Farmer of India in the agricultural transformation. HBzgWY3o

"The rapid spread of the new practices among
Farmers should lay to rest the vision of the
Indian agriculturist as a stubborn, changeless
robot slavishly Following his inherited agri
cultural traditions. I have a particular pique
with the too often repeated cliche that ‘what
can you expect? They have been doing ir for a
thousand years, and why should they change now?‘
I have yet to meet a thousand-year-old Farmer,
and I can think of many reasons why Farmers of
any age might wish to change if new methods,
more efficient and profitable methods are shown
to them".13

High yielding varieties programme and
massive use of chemical fertilisers:

The high yielding crop varieties have played a great part L

the green revolution. It will be no exaggeration to say that to

advent of the high yielding crop varieties especially in wheat

literally triggered off the green revolution.

12, wortman; eg.cit§ p.3

130 Hopper, 3  &
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The big thrust in the High Yielding Varieties Programme

(HYUP) came in 1967-58 and there has been no going back, since

then/on this programme. Year by year, the acerage under HYUP

increased, though the actual rate of increase was not uniform

in every year.

The use of High Yielding Varieties seems to have a definite

correlation to the consumption of Fertilizers. The table below

shows the growth in the HYUP coverage, the increase in Fertiliser

consumption and the increases in feed grain production over different

years after the advent of the Green Revolution.

TABLE - 3.

HYUP Coverage and Fertiliser consumption
1966-67 to 1978-79

Gross area Fertiliser Food grains
During under HYUP consumption production

(million ha) N + P + K (million M.T.)
(million MT)

1966-67 1.9 1.10 74.21967-68 6.1 1.54 95.11968-69 9.2 1.76 94.0
1969-70 11.4 1.98 99.5
1970-71 15.4 2.26 108.4
1971-72 18.2 2.66 105.21972-73 22.1 2.77 97.0
1973-74 26.0 2.84 104.71974-75 27.0 2.57 99.8
1975-76 31.9 2.89 121.01976-77 33.6 3.41 111.2
1977-78 38.0 4.29 126.4
1978-79 41.1 5.12 131.4

14. John, Dr. Ease, "Growth in Fertiliser consumption in India"
in Eiii#l§9gQgvelopment or Fertilisers in India, The Ferti
liser Association of India, New Delhi 1980, p.154.
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It would appear then that the High Yielding varieties and

chemical fertilisers are ‘made for each other‘, each thriving

in the company of the other. The High Yielding varieties are

able to achieve their Full yield potential only with high doses

of application of chemical fertilisers. lfmnversely, the

traditional varieites seem unable to absorb large doses of

Fertilisers. High Fertiliser consumption is thus related to the

adoption of the HY varieties. ./4.5 GEcw5~u fjtfiivw n5¢2:y~S/
"It is the close relationship and synergetic effect
between the High Yielding Varieties and chemical
fertilisers that enabled the Food grains production
in the country to scale new peaks". £5?‘

The HYU which responded quickly to Fertiliser application

increased Farmers‘ confidence in the use of Fertilisers and made

the communication on this aspect quicker and easier. The marketing

of fertilisers received a great Fillip in this respect.

Dr. M.S. Swaminathan points out:

"Cultivation oF high yielding varieties of crops is
a major plank of the new strategy For increasing
agricultural production. Till 1979-79, a total of
42 million hectares of area had been brought under
high yielding varieties of rice, wheat, maize, jowar.
and bajra. It, however, accounts for about 40 per
cent of the area under these crops and points to the
vast untapped potential For increasing crop output,

u 165especially the Food grains.

15. Ibid; p. 155

16. Swaminathan, og.cit; p.14
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Characteristic features
of the green revolution:

The green revolution has not been a uniform phenomenon in Indian

agriculture. It has not touched all the crops in the same measure. It

was predominantly a wheat revolution. The levels of increase in the

output of other crops bear no comparison to the spectacular increase in

the yields of wheat. Geographically too, the greenrevolution has not

been a uniform phenomenon all over the country. Different regions in

the country have benefited in-different measures from the green revolution.

The revolution has taken place mostly in areas of assured irrigation. It

would be mostly true to say that practically the entire rainfed agricul

ture of India is yet to experience the revolution.

Again, large and medium farmers have been the main beneficiaries

of the green revolution. The revolution has almost totally bypassed the

small and marginal farmers of the country. This happened not because

the new technology behind the green revolution was inapplicable to the

small farmers. In fact the technology behind this revolutionuas scale

neutral. The difficulty was that the technology was not resource neutral.

The small and marginal farmers did not have the resources to make use of

the new agricultural technology.

The more one studies the impact of the green revolution, the more

one understands that so much more has to be done for broad-basing the

revolution over the entire country and ever the entire range of crops in

the country. However, the significant point is that the spectacular

success brought about by this revolution, though limited to a few crops

and to a few regions, has become the pace setter for the growth of Indian

agriculture in general. The green revolution of India has also demon

strated that nations can succeed in agricultural programmes if they have

the will. t has also demonstrated that the farmers of any country, how

ever traditional they are, will try new technology if they are given the

means and motivation.
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weaknesses in Indian agriculture:

The strengths and achievements of Indian agriculture, described

in the foregoing paragraphs may give a very rosy picture of bnd®en<

Indian agriculture. In reality, Indian agriculture is not totally

rosy. There are several weaknesses and inadequacies in Indian agri

culture. An evaluation of Indian agriculture will remain incomplete

withoutlggalysis of its weaknesses.

Some of the weaknesses of Indian agriculture stem from policy

constraints and therefore are rooted in the present. But several

other weaknesses are rooted in the past and are attributable to the

social and economic structure of the country. The major weaknesses

of Indian agriculture are discussed below briefly.

(i) Too many people depend on agriculture:

To begin with, in India, a very large percentage of population
n

depend/agriculture. India is the the second most populous country in

the world with a population of 684 million as per 1981 census. It is

growing at the rate of more than a million per month. And three fourth

of this population depend on agriculture. A vast majority of this large

section still remains illiterate and extremely poor. A good percentage

still consider Farming more as a way of life than as an occupation or

a commercial venture. They can do only ‘subsistence Farming‘.

(ii) Uneconomic Farm holdings:

It is common knowledge that a majority of India's Farm holdings

are thoroughly unviable and uneconomic For science based and commercial

Farming. As per the agricultural census 1970-71, there are 705 million
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operational holdings in the country, spread over an aggregate area

of 16.2 million hectares. The average size of a holding is 2.30

hectares out of which the net area under cultivation is 2.06 hect

ares. The heavy preponderance of marginal holdings, estimated at

less than one hectare, is one of the dominant Features of the oper

ational holdings. Dne half of the operational holdings are less than

one hectare, 19 percent between one and two hectares and 15 percent

between two and Four hectares. Medium holdings measuring Four to ten

hectares account for 11 percent. 2.8 million holdings or less than

4 percent of the total are of 1D hectare and above. They account For

50 million hectares. In other words 84 percent of the total farm

holdings in the country belong to less than Four hectares category and
1

96 percent of the Farm holdings belong to less than 1D hectare category.

(iii) Dependence on vagaries of weather:

Despite all the technological break through, Indian agriculture

depends on the vagaries of weather to a large extent. The country has

not been able to impart a good measure of stability to her agriculture,

Free of weather conditions. As already mentioned, India achieved an

all time record Food grains production of 132 million W.T. in 1978-79.

But, the very next year, Food grains production slumped to 108 million

N.T., the lowest level in recent yeers.18 The drought in the country

during that year had caused such a steep fall - a Fall of 20 percent of

the total annual output. It is likely that the story may get repeated
:__ ..-,_

17. fertiliser Hqggetipgnflpws, Marcg4_j976, The Fertiliser
Association of India, New Delhi, pp. 5-7

18. Please see page '2 5- °'J"5\"?'
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this year, i.e. 1982-83, though the Fall in production this year

may not perhaps be so steep as in 1979-80. But, such a sliding down

once in every three or Four years due to drought is a pointer to the
weakness in Indian agriculture.

Apart From droughts, many other natural hazards like Floods,

cyclones and hail storms cause enormous loss to agriculture in India,
practically every year, though in varying measures. The country is

yet to put into practice systematic disaster management,

(iv) Preponderance of dry Farming:

Despite the fact that India has the largest irrigated area in the
world, three Fourth of Indian Farm lands still remain unirrigated.

During 1977-78, the percentage of irrigated area to total cultivated

area was 0”lY 25-5-19 As per the Agricultural census, 1970-71, the 70.5

million Farm holdings in the country are made up of 12.4 million wholly

irrigated holdings operating over an area of 12.1 million hectare; 17

million partly irrigated holdings covering an aggregate area of 46 million

hectare of which the irrigated component adds up to 17 million hectare;

and 41 million wholly unirrigated holdings operating over a total area of

77 million hectare.20 These do not enjoy any sort of irrigational Faci

Also there are 6.3 million whollylities but, depend entirely on rain.

irrigated holdings in the country of size less than half an hectare.

19- stics. 1980-81» 29.-_c_i.1:.s D-I1 9
h20. Fertiliser Marketing News,_flgrch 1976, EB&E££; pp. 5-7

21.“ Ibid.
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This means that more than half the total number of wholly irrigated

holdings belong to the sub—marginal category.

(v) Low levels of productivity:

Indian agriculture is also characterised by low levels of pro

ductivity. while the country ranks very high in the total production

of several agricultural commodities, the productivity afixkmmkx, in

almost all these commodities, is extremely low by international standards.

India is the second largest producer of rice in the world but India's

productivity (yield per hectare) in rice is the lowest among the major

rice producers in the world with 1792 kg./ha. Japan has a productivity

of 6240 kg., China 3717 kg. and Pakistan 2508 kg. Similarly India is

the Fourth largest producer of wheat in the world. But India's D30’

ductivity in wheat is one of the lowest, if not, the lowest in the
world. It stands at 1574 kg./ha. as compared with 5212 kg./ha. in U.K.,_ , 22
4773 kg./ha. in France and 3618 kg./ha. in Mexico.

The International ranking of India in productivity is very low not
Thismerely in wheat and rice, but practically in each and every crop.

can be seen From Table 4 below.

22. Food and Agriculture organisation, Production Year book —'1979o
FAD, Rome, cited by Fertiliser Statistics 1988-813 2E;E££} D-T11
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TAsLE_.,j_

Crop India's-International Ranking in productivity 1977.23

Area ProductivityRice 1 35wheat 4 35Pulses 1 46Potatoes 4 36
Ground Nuts 1 37

(vi) Imbalances in agricultural production and productivity
among different crops and different regions:

Another major weakness of Indian agriculture becomes evident

when we make intorcrop and intorrcgional comparisons in production

and productivity. There are extremely wide variations in out put

increase and productivity among the different crops grown in the
country. There are equally wide variations in out put increase and

productivity among tho various states/regions in the country.

(vi.a) Crop to crop variations:

During the period between 1960 and 1979, Foodgrains (coroals

plus pulses) production grew at the rate of 2.56

23. Extracted from Appendix III on pageig 57/
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percent per annum, nonfoodgrains grew at the rate of

2.23 percent and cereals production grew at the rate of

2.94 percent per annum compounded. Pulses recorded a

negative growth. Growth 1:?! oil seeds £i‘Lt;»’::f?!.=.*,;-_.'«’T

fr . -k«.-£.Y''C.w‘?..Y‘.‘6:..— 2 L’

The growth in production of coarse cereals ISM?/K
2157

especially discouraging. In a way, it points out to the

lack of development of dry farming since, a good part of the

coarse cereals are produced under dry farming conditions.

Grains like jovar, bajra, maize, ragi, small millets and

barley belong to the Family of coarse cereals. An unhappy

feature of this relatively poor development of coarse

cereal production is that the economically vulnerable

sections of Indian farmers constitute a major part of the

coarse coroal growers. Lack of growth in this segment

has partially been the cause of regional imbalances in

agricultural advancement and uneven distribution of the

fruits of green revolution in the country.

State to State variations:

Such variations are present not only among different

crops but also among different states and regions.

For example, whereas Punjab has had an average yield

of 2449 kg. per hectare of wheat during 1975-76 to 1977-78,

24.

25.

Swaminathan, opxcitg p.7

Ibid; pp. 8 & 9



Madhya Pradosh had only 821 kg. The all India average

yield of wheat was 1425 kg. In the case of rice, Punjab,

again, came up with an average yield of 2887 kg. in the same

period. Madhya Pradesh had only 793 kg. The all India

average was 1215 kg. More details regardingwfitate toefitate

variations in crop productivity are presented in cat Table._-gf.

green below.

Variations in yield levels Froh State tofitate 3'6

Crop State Yield - kq;?ha.

RICE Punjab 2887Orissa 896
MHEAT Punjab 2449

Karnataka 667
PULSES Punjab 2307.

Andhra Pradesh 274
SUGARCANE Tamilnadu 96982

Madhya Pradesh 30684
UIL SEEDS Tamilnadu 971

Himachal Pradesh 318
COTTON Punjab 351

Maharashtra 72
JUTE Orissa 1509Bihar 964

Average yield of erop(1975 to 1978)

26. Ibid; p.20

«r y—.—.
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The inescapable cénclusion fiEE$¥fiQ from all this

wE¥a—is that modernisation of agriculture in India has been

an uneven process. The extent of technological progress

varies widely from one farming system to the other, from one

region to the other and from one crop to the other.

A technology-gap in
agriculture still persists:

Despite the green revolution, there is still a technology

gap in Indian agriculture. The country is yet to develop

location specific and crop specific Farm technology for some

of her farming systems. A standard or proto-type Farm

technology does not work in India because the country is

so vast and so heterogeneous, with agroclimatic and agre

economic conditions vastly égying from region to region and
even from one district to another within a state.

In the case of dry Farming, undoubtedly a big technology
. Lr £7Lvb& 5§’i

gap exists even teday.:hhb& alselfhgcultivation in hilly tracts.1‘

Crop varieties and production technologies eminently suitable

for those cropping systems are not yet available. Similarly

the country is yet to provide a farm technology that will

suit her innumerable small and marginal farmers who account

for as much as 70% of the farming population of the country.
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Providing location specific Farm technologies and

production strategies in a country like India is by no

means an easy task. The fact that a very large number of

farmers and farm households have to be involved in the task

of agricultural development in India and the Fact that these

Farmers do Farming under vastly varying conditions make the

job all the more difficult. In the words of

tR. Thamarajakshi,

"Increasing agricultural production in
India is an intricate task considering
that production decisions are taken by
inhumerable farmers who cultivate under
diverse agro-climatic conditions and range
all the way from largely subsistence Farm

., 2.7mers to largely commercial operations .

Even in these regions and farming systems where an

improved farm technology is already working well the country

has to learn to operate in still higher planes of techno

logy if she has to reach anywhere near her potential or the

levels that have already been reached by the agriculturally

advanced countries.

Apart from the gap in the Farm technology, there is also

a gap in transferring the available farm technology. There

27. Thamarajakshi R, "Indian Agriculture", in ID2_fl£flQHs'“adraSo
dated 4-9-1978, p. xxx
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isaa time gap, a quality gap and a volume gap in this

fialdo

) Pefir per capita productionof Fooderainssr

A ifiessads-er6.majer weaknesses of‘ Indian agriculture €44

I32-&\3\' its inability to overtake the rate at which population

has been growing. Viewed in absolute terms, the country's

achievement in increasing food production may be impressive.

But the Food production in India onjper capita basis is still

b&:x?7£?3)4 low. The out-put increase has not got suffi
ciently accelerated to oFf£§et the growth in population. In

many years, per capita availability of feed grains remained

stagnant, the out-put increase barely matching the population

increase§lAnd in the remaining years the per capita avail

ability has actually declined.

€§?L an indepth analysis of the not per capita

availability of feed grains in India it can be seen that be

tween 1950-51 and 1970-71, over a period of 20 years, the

country could register only a paltry increase of 27 kg. in

per capita annual availability, Still worse, in the next

six years, more than half of the previous 20 years’ increase

was nullified. The per capita availability dropped to

158.7 kg. in 1975-77 from 171.1 kg.in 1970-71. \Ia'e‘''t'ab1a 5'

below illustrates the position‘? separately for cereals and
pulses and For total feed grains.
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T A B L E - 5

Per capita availability of Food qrains in India28

Per capita net availability of Food graigs
Years Cereals Pulses Total Food grains

(Kilograms per annum)

1950-51 122.0 22.1 144.1
1960~61 145.9 25.2 171.1
1970-71 152.4 18.7 171.1
1976-77 142.8 15.9 158.?

It can be seen From the Table that the per eapita Food

availability has not only stagnated over several years but has

even declined considerably in certain time intervals. In relation

to other countries also India presents a very poor picture in per

capita food supply.

"During the period 1975 to 1977, the developed
countries of the world had a Food supply of 3373
calories per capita per day. The developing
countries had only 2282 calories. India's posi
tion was deplorably low at 1949 calories. The
world average For the same period was 2600 calo
ries. Even China had almost caught up with the
average; the corresponding figure For China was
2439 calories. The figure for Soviet Russia was
3443 calories." 29

Even during the time intervals when the per capita availability

of food had gone up in India on account of Food production growing

28. Swaminathan, og.cit; p.11

29. The Economic Times, Bombay, dated 25-1-1981, p.8
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marginally faster than population, the per capita consumption of

Food had not gone up. Apparently mere availability could not lead

to more consumption in the absence of purchasing power. In Fact,

the surplus and overflowing buffer stocks of Food in some years are

directly attributable to this phenomenon. It suggests ‘under con

sumption'rather than ‘over production’.

Commenting on the aspirations of India to become a Food surplus

and Food exporting country, The Hindu of Madras in an editorial men

tioned as Follows:

"Mention is constantly made of the self sufficiency
in foodgrains that has been achieved by now. what
Government spokesmen conveniently gloss over is the
fact that it is only because of the lack of purcha
sing power and the existence of a sizeable number of
people below the poverty line that there is an illu
sory plenty about the harvests." 30

U.I. Chaoo illustrates this point by comparing the position of

India with that of U.S.S.R. in this regard. He pbints out, "The U.S.S.R.,

with a population of 260 m. has problems with a Food grains output of

230 m. tonnes whereas we Find a surplus with a production of 115-120 m.

tonnes For a population of over 600 m." 31

The inference is obvious. The ‘surplus’ of India and the 'deFicit'

of U.S.S.R. are indicative of the very high per capita consumption of

Food in U.S.S.R. and very low per capita consumption in India.

30. The Hindu, Madras, dated 18-12-1980, p.8

31. Chaco V.I; "Rural development and modernisation of Indian agricultur:"
in Deshpande Arvind & Bapat S.B. (ed) Indian Agriculture - PerForq
manc & Potential,Jaico, Bombay, 1980. p.162
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The potential performance gap
in Ingian agriculture:

An incredible gap exists between the absolute maximum production

potential of Indian agriculture and current levels of output. S.K. Sinha

and N.S. Swaminathan have estimated the absolute maximum production po

tential in terms of a grain equivalent For India by dividing the country

into 10 major soil type groups. Their analysis indicates that the abso

lute maximum production of grain equivalent in India may be 4,572 million

tonnes per year.

Such estimates of absolute potential are macro estimates arrived at

on the basis of several broad generalisations and assumptions. One

major assumption is that the entire land will be utilised For producing

grains. This assumption may not be valid in actual practice. Consider

able land will be utilised For growing Fruits, Forest produce, Feeds,

Fibre etc. And the absolute potential will perhaps never be achievedl

at all, even if the entire land were put to grain production. Neverthe

less, these estimates, serve as pointers to the size of the untapped

crop production reservoir existing in the country.

Taking due note of the limitations of these estimates, it can be

seen that a very big gap exists between the absolute maximum production

potential or India's agriculture (4572 million m.T.) and the highest

level of food production achieved~eo~far L134imillion»M.T. in 1981-82).

32. Swaminathan; og.cit§ p.26
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Even the target aimed in the sixth Five year plan by 1985 is only

154 million N.T. of Food grains. This wide gap between the ulti

mate potential of agricultural production and current level of out

put in India is a pointer to the immensity of the scope For Further

development in Indian agriculture as well as the colossal nature of

the efforts required For bridging this gap. what has been achieved

in the past few decades pales into insignificance when compared with

the potential that can be realised.

The absolute maximum production potential being a mere theori

tical concept, it would be worthwhile to compute a more tangible pro

duction potential for the country which is capable of practical reali

sation within definite time limits. Two tangible yardsticks can be

considered in this regard, viz. the yields obtained in the National

crop Competitions and the yields obtained From the National Demonstra

tions Programmes both carried out on the farmer's fields. Table-£3

given below illustrates the gap between current average yields in the

country and the yields demonstrated in the crop competitions and the

demonstration programmes.

T A B L E - 6

Yield levels attained in India 1970-71 33

(Yield (kilograms per hectare)
Name or crop National National crop National

average competition Demonstrationyield yield yeild
Rice 1123 15862 5610
wheat 1307 16117 4070

33. ‘Department of Agriculture, Govt. of India, New Delhi
(unpublished statistics.)
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The immense scope For pushing up crop output levels From the

existing averages will be evident from the above Figures, especially

the yields from the National Demonstrations. Dr. M.S. Swaminathan

elaborates this as Follows:

"A comparison of yields of National Demonstrations
and average yields in various states shows that
there exists tremendous potentiality to increase
yield of crops, though the yield potential differs
From state to state. For instance, it is quite
Feasible to increase yield of paddy from 1.24 to
3.50 times. Similarly, depending upon the state,
wheat production can be increased by 1.5 to 4
times the present level. For bajra, the ratio va
ries from 1.72 to 2.80. For jowar, it varies from
1.07 to 3.95. In the case of maize, the potential
varies from 1.44 to 5.23 times the existing level".34

All these indicate that potentialrperformance gap in Indian agri

culture and the possibilities of much higher crop output even with

existing Farm technologies. This is not obviously beyond the capability

of the country. For after all, it has been achieved in certain regions

of the country like Punjab. An effective extension service supported
OuAJ

by adequategtimely supply of inputs and necessary infrastructure can
certainly at least double our annual production capacity.

34. Swaminathan; 0Q.cit; p.25



THE FUTURE OUTLOOK FOR
INDIAN AGRICULTURE:

Having discussed in detail the strengths and weaknesses

and the apportunities and threats of Indian agriculture, it

may be appropriate to mention briefly what the Future 

immediate and distant, holds For Indian agriculture.

The most encouraging featureggndjan a9r1¢U1ture in

the past Few years is that science and technology have left

an indelifible impact on its advancement. Gone are the days

of total dependence on antiquated methods of cultivation.

A majority of the Indian farmers have seen with their eyes

what the technological break/through could do to agriculture

in India eventhough  . , all of them I‘hv-ytigfsf: 5»-ti: 5-°~V£.
enjoyed its Fruits in the same measure. The break/through

has triggered off a new revolution — the revolution of rising

expectations among large farming communities of India. The

confidence andGovernment has also gained theé:

expertise For taking the nation ézfrurther heights in agri

cultural development from the2§€e§m:or'take—orr' that has
already been reached.

Self-sufficiency in Food out/but, even}; low level of
percapita consumption is by no means a small achievement For

a nation of India's population combined with its backwarness.

The various agricultural programmes launched over three decades,

have contributed to this achievement in production and

productivity. The agricultural scientists and researchers,
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the extension men, the planners, policy makers and adminis

trators, the various agro-inputs manufacturers and above all,

the farmers of the country have all made their contribution

towards this achievement.

It has been demonstrated that the nation has the

capability for solving its farm production problems. The

infrastructure for agricultural growth has been created to

a reasonable extent, though inadequacies in this respect

still exist in varying measures in varying parts of the

country. ,Q; solid base hzsxuaenxdseatsd For the provision

of the required inputs for farm production has also been created.

It is now a question of carrying Forward the good work

and the good results already accomplished.

AGRICULTURE IN SIXTH
FIVE YEAR PLAN:

The revised Sixth Five Year Plan (1930-35) has accorded

a high priority to agriculture. The basic strategy adopted

by the plan For crop production is to increase the producti

vity of the area already under cultivation’

to increase the area under irrigation, increase the crqpping
intensity and ensure larger application of inputs. This will

be backed by improved agronomic practices for higher efficiency

through a strengthened extension system. A growth rate of

nearly Four percent in the output of the agricultural sector

is expected to be achieved during the Plan.
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36.

1980-85, Planning Commission,

-45:
The farm production targets set by the plan for the

terminal year of the plan - i.e. 1984-85 are as Follows:

TABLE -7 3 6
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION TARGETS — VI FIVE YEAR PLAN_..4 .

Assumed Plan Compound growthCrop base target rate in the plan
1979-80 1984—'B5 period

( in million M.T.)

Rice 51.24 63.00 4.2wheat 35164 44.00 4.3Cereals   “'
Total cereals 116.25 139.10 —Pulses 11.61 14.§0 
Total rooo graihs 0 127.05 153.50 rounded to. (128) (154) 3.9
Oil seeds (5 major 9.32 11.10 _items)
All Oil Seeds 10.20 13.00 5.0
Sugar Cane 175.80 215.00 4.1
Cotton(In million 7.34 9.20 4.6bales of 170kg.each

rfin

The plan relies heavily on fertiliser use For achieving

the above targets of farm production. It has envisaged a near

doubling of Fertiliser consumption in the five year period, as

can be seen from the targets shown below:

Government of India; V1 FiV9 Year plan;
Planning Commission; New Delhi? 1980. pp.q19_12D
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T A B-_L__t_:_—.r-I

Fertiliser consumption targets — UI Figs Year Plan3

Assumed base Plan target1979 - 80 1984 - 85
(in million M.T. of nutrients)

NitrogeneusFertiliser (N) 3.50 6.00
PhosphaticFertiliser (P) 1.15 2.34
PotassicFertilisers (K) 0.61 1.31
Total (N + P + K) 5.26 9.65be Tobe —:——-¢—-—--—-—

Note: All the above Figures are in terms of Fertili
ser nutrients. The consumption target for 1984-85
will be more than 23 million W.T. if it is expro
ssed in terms of Fertiliser products.

In conclusion, it has to be stated that India has the potential to

solve her agricultural production problem but the solution is not an easy

one. Sustained efforts will be required, year after year, to achieve and

maintain self sufficient levels of production in each segment of the Farm

sector.

Fertilisers have played a crucial role in India's agriculture in the

past three decades, especially since 1966-67. In Fact, fertiliser use

has become the kingpin of the Farm strategy chosen by India since 1966-67.

The role of Fertilisers in Indian agriculture will become all the more

important in the years to come as agriculture in many other parts in the

country gets modernised.

This is the larger setting in which the use of Fertilisers and its

distribution have to be viewed.

37. Planning Commission, Government of India, VI Five Year Plan
1980—85_og.cit; p.105
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C H A P T E R -.4.

THE PLACE or CHEMICAL FERTILISERS
IN INDIAN Ac5;puLTuRE

*Evolution of Fertiliser use
in the world:

It was kgrl Marx who first foresaw the Far reaching impli

cation of the invention of chemical fertiliser in Germany by Liebig

and other scientists. He asserted that the new chemical would

explode all theories of diminishing returns of land. Nothing could

have been more prophetic 1 The new chemical did explode/in an
.astonishing manner, the law of diminishing returns of the soil. With

the new wonder chemical, it was possible to continuously improve soil

fertility and crop production. In the first half of the twentieth

century, thanks to fertiliser use, world agricultural production in

creased like never before. The continents of Europe and North America,

in particular, created a great upsurge in agricultural productivity

through the use of chemical Fertilisers. In the second half of the

twentieth century, other countries of the world, including India, joined

this process of agricultural productivity increase.

Tracing the evolution of manuring in general, Sir 3.8. Hutchinson

says:

"manuring is an ancient practice. Doubtless it began when obser

vant farmers saw that they reaped better crops in those areas

where wastes and refuse from human and animal Feeding were depo

sited. Modern manuring practice began with the systematic use¢3f
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wastes to improve crop production in the Netherlands".1

This preeess continued through the Middle Ages and the Nether

lands was a large scale demonstration of the rewards of manuring.

England copied this technique from the Netherlands. Many other

countries of the world also used organic manure in varying measures

to improve and maintain the soil Fertility. But,till the invention of
’Xeme.x—' ’tfl—¢L

chemical fertilisers, the ‘ffiénsfer of soil fertility';5onfineo to the
four walls of the farming system. There was no addition to the world's

agricultural Fertility from outside the farming system until the inven

tion of chemical fertiliser and the resultant understanding of the

true nature of soil Fertility.

Even after the invention of chemical fertilisers, there was no

immediate jump in the addition of fertility to the soils of the world.

To quote Sir. Hutchinson again,

"Fertiliser use began very slowly. In 1845, the U.K. only used

50,000 tonnes of Fertiliser and most of it was guano, which in

fact is of organic origin. There was only a slow increase

during the next 70 years; guano was replaced by Sodium Nitrate

and Ammonium Sulphate but even by 1942, the consumption of all

nutrients had only risen to 2,50,000 tonnes. But since the end

of the war, the increase has been very rapid and in 1964,

Britain used nearly one and half million tonnes of the major

nutrients. world consumption has shown a similar pattern of. 2increase" .

2.

Hutchinson, Sir. Joseph, B. The 5tr8t9QX_OF AQPiCU1tU;g$
Development, (Coramandel Lecture), Coramandal Fertilisers Ltd.,
New Delhi, 1970. p.S

.1..t2.i_.C.L'5. P-9
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By 1979-80, the United Kingdom consumed 2.4 million tonnes of

chemical fertilisers, in terms of nutrients. The world consumption

in that year was 112 million tonness.

Evolution of fertiliser use in India:

For a long time, chemical fertilisers did not find a significant

place in the time honoured practices of Indian agriculture. Though the

use of chemical fertilisers in the country was started by the beginning

of the twentieth century, it was quite meagre and was confined for quite

sometime to the plantation crops like tea & coffee. A little later, it
crops

spread ta sugarcane. But the use of chemical fertilisers for food like

wheat and paddy was slow to pick up.

Royal Commission on agriculture, 1928:

Evidence about the conditions existing in the first quarter of

this century in the matter of fertiliser awareness and use in India,

is available in the report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture

headed by the Marquess of Linkithgow. This report came out in 1928.

To quote from the report:

"Of the principal plant-food materials in which the
soils of India are deficient, by far the most impor
tant is nitrogen, and the manurial problem in India
is, in the main, one of nitrogen deficiency. India,
as is well known, depends almost exclusively on the
recuperative effects of natural processes in the
soil to restore the combined nitaogen annually
removed in the crops, for, but little of this is
returned to

3. 7oltll;aer.8tgt§ot1§g 1fl8Q;§ . The Fertiliser Association of
India, NewflDelhi, 198%. pp.III-17
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the soil in any other way. Much of the farmyard manure
available is burnt as fuel whilst a large quantity of
combined nitrogen is exported in the form of oil-seeds,
food and animal products such as hides and bones. This
loss is in no way compensated by the importation of
nitrogenous fertilisers"?

It is evident that at the time of the Royal Commission Report,

there was very little awareness about fertilisers and very little

fertiliser use in India. There was continuous depletion of the nutrients

in the soils but very little addition of nutrients to the soils from

outside the farming system. The country made no effort to import fer

tilisers to feed the hungry soils of India. In fact a good part of

whatever nutrients were available in the country were exported. This

included most of the bones and bone meal and the Ammonium Sulphate

produced in Tata's Steel Plant at Jamshedpur.

It is also significant to mention that at the time of the Royal

Commission report, Nitrogen deficiency was the only one identified.

Neither pbeephatic nor pottassium deficiency was talked about in India.

‘Grow More Food‘ Campaign’1943:

In 1943 some attempt was made in India to popularise fertiliser

use for food crops under the ‘Crow More Food‘ Campaign. But, during that

gfigiwbign there was an unwanted controversy about the rob of chemical
fertilisers and organic manure. As a result, the farming community

remained confused about fertiliser use. It took quite some time before

fertiliser‘Mae caught up in India for food crops.

4. Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, 1928, cited by
Sivaram B, "Fertilisers in Indian agriculture", in Fertiliser
Association of India,(ed) Development of Fertilisers in India.
New Delhi 1980. p.34.
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Post independflnce period 1947-1966:

It was after the country attained independence in the year 1947

and especially after the launching of the Five year plans, that ferti

lisers use in India showed good increase. The rate of increase was

however not anywhere near the required level in the Fifteen years Follow

ing independence. Programmes like the National Extension Scheme and the

Community Development Programme did contribute in some measure to the

increase in Fertiliser use in the country, during this period, but the

impact was not very significant.

By 1961-62, Fertiliser use in India went up to agfifigaqm

tonnes in terms of nutrientsis’ In 1961, the National Extension Scheme

and the Community Development Programme were given up as unsuccessful

experiments in modernising Indian agriculture. These programmes were

replaced by the Intensive Agricultural Development programme (IADP) and

the Intensive Agricultural Area Programme (IAAP) popularly known as the

package programme. The IADP and IAAP programmes that were adopted in

several districts did give a Filip to Fertiliser consumption. The pro

grammesemphasised the package approach to achieve, agricultural producti

vity.

The next stage in fertiliser use in India came as the outcome of

the programme of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR). The

For details please see page 8fi§;..-..»-éfuwapter 6.
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programme consisted of coordinated agronomic trials and intensive

fertiliser promotion. A significant feature of this period was the

contribution of the fertiliser industry which competed with and
6-Hwfrd 66'

complimented thakgovernment agencies in
fertiliser promotion in the country.

Advent of green
revolution:

The advent of the green revolution in 1966 and its impact on
6

Indian agriculture was explained in detail in chapter-3. Modernisation

of India's sluggish agriculture by means of a technological break
-é’

through was the goal offigreen revolution. Improving productivity of
the already cropped area was clearly accepted as the source dfincreasing

/‘\ alesfa/;a‘vn O 6'
high yielding varieties and massive use

LUQ72.
of fertilisers under better conditions of irrigation identified as
agricultural productionv

the tools for achieving the goal. Intensive cultivation received

Simultaneously, Fertiliser availability and fertimaximum emphasis.

liser promotion were expanded. The result was a big jump in fertiliser

The C/ecu/.§«_e, 7consumption. relationship among increased adoption of

high yielding crop varieties,£Ez9W?use of fertilisers and increased
agricultural production was explained in chapter-3. The significant

growth in fertiliser consumption in the years that followed the advent

of green revolution will be explained in greater detail in Chapter-6.

The importance of chemical
fertilisers in the Indian
context:

In chapter-3 it was mentioned that agriculture is the main stay

Please see Ch3Pt9F‘3: P399 20

Ibidg p.25
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of the economy of India. Chemical fertilisers play a key role in

agriculture. And, in the Indian context, the role of chemical ferti

liser in agriculture is unique. It is not without justification that

fertiliser is described as the king pin of the farm strategy of India.

In India,there is rmt much'sC0p0 for increasing the area under

cultivation. The strategy has got to be one of continuously in~

creasing productivity per unit of cropped area per unit of time. As

the National Commission on agriculture has pointed out in its report,

"Because of the narrow 1and—man ratio which would get still narrower

in coming years, the only hopeful means of supplying needs of agri
"9cultural produce would be by raising the productivity level.

It was also mentioned  that two third of the
I 0 ‘MT’

cropped area in India is under rain Fed conditions. It may<be possiblel§7

?Ma~k4i*95:?.

spectacular jump in the area under assured irrigation QEHIE3%+l§vmwn&de;~£3&
_fvx%funne

This Factor also tends to reinforce the dependence on Fertiliser use

as a major source of future increase in agricultural production in the

country.

The importance of chemical Fertilisers in Indian agriculture can be

easily understood from the efiliéfififi. relationship between fertiliser

use and crop production in the country. Admittedly, crop production

Please see chapter-3, pp.15-17

Report of the National Commission on Agriculture, cited by
Sivaraman, B, gQ.cit; p.31

Please see Chapter - 3, p.30.
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cannot be attributed to Fertiliser use alone. Several othegfi especially
weather, influence crop production. Yet, an analysis of the trends in

Fertilisé{ use and Food production in India reveals the strikingly close

relationship between the two.

An year by year analysis of Fertiliser use and Food production

between 1966-67 and 1978-79 was made in chapter—31{ This analysis will

show clearly the close relationship between fertiliser use and Food

production in India. Table—1 below shows the relationship between

Fertiliser use per unit of cropped area in the country and yield of

food grains per unit of cropped area.

TABLE-1.

Fertiliser consumption per hectare Efld food grains. Iyieldfper hectare:

Year Fertiliser consumption Yield oF food grainskq./hectare ___ kq./hectare
1951-52 N - 0.44 )

P - 0.05 gwpx - 0.55 535K - 0.05 )
1951-52 N - 1.50 )

- 0.39 gmpx - 2.17 705

1971-72 N - 10.55 )
9 - 3.35 gNPK -15.14 555K - 1.55 )

1975-79 N - 19.55 )
P - 5.42 gNPK -29.70 1025K - 3.43 O

*I-Please see page 25 chapter.3.

‘gt Fertiliser statistics 1980-81, op.cit. p.I.92 & II.26.



Basic aspects of
soil Fertility:

To understand correctly the role and importance of chemical

Fertilisers in crop production, it is essential to have an apprecia

tion of the basic aspects of soil fertility. Management of the soil

is, indeed, the key factor in scientific agriculture. And, correct

evaluation of the soil status and soil fertility is the first step

in managing the soil. Sir, Hutchinson points out,

" The management of soils today is the key Feature of

agricultural strategy. All the nutrients that the

plant requires except Oxygen and Carbon-di-Oxide, it

obtains from the soil. The soil is the reservoir,

the supplier, the repository of all ingredients and

by-products of_organic life. On the health of the

soil depends the whole of organic life, both the plant

life rooted in it and the animal life living on the

plant."
It will be evident from the above statement that the soils must

always have a buffer stock of plant nutrients.

Organiqf and chemical
Fertilisers:

The soils and crops, no doubt pick up a good part of the

L3. Hutchinson, Sir. Joseph 8., 0g.cit; p.2.
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plant nutrients from nature. Fertilisers are essentially a

supplement to the nutrition that a plant obtains from nature.

Addition of organic manure of various types also supplements the

process. The organic manure plays a vital role in improving the

physical structure of the soil apart from supplying the nutrients

to the soil. Organics are essentially a recycling process 

bringing back to the farms, nutrients from within the farm system.

Chemical fertilisers on the other hand are a net addition of nutrients

from outside the Farm system. with organic manures alone, it is not

possible to replenish all the nutrients removed by the crops. Appli

cation of chemical fertilisers therefore becomes innhscapable.

Bio—fertilisers or
Bacterial Fertilisers:

Apart from the recycling of organic wastes back to the Farm,

there is another promising source For augmenting soil Fertility.

This is the biological source and the products from this source are

referred to as bio-Fertilisers or bacterial Fertilisers. They are

actually,nyicrobial inoculants. Like the organics, the bio-Fortili

sers also play three roles in the soils. They supplement the chemical

Fertilisers by Fixing 1"V~”-”‘\—‘:'7='r'\.r~'[-‘--r f‘V°’M V‘¢’(:"""“€ ,3 /‘:97 “("0 (’”"L“""""‘ mt)”

availability and efficiency of whatever nutrients that already exist

in the soil as a bank. In addition, they improve the quality of the

soil in general.

A full discussion on bio-fertilisers is not attempted here. It

is enough to say that great scopeéxists in this Field.



Integrated Nutrient Suggly System:

From the foregoing,it is clear that there are several routes

to improved soil fertility and that there are several components that

make up and maintain the fertility of the soil, .In;¢ho

interests of efficiency and economy, the various sources of plant

nutrients should be tapped in the right combination and in an inte

grated manner. They become more valuable, more productive , more

efficient and more cost-effective when applied as part of a system 

an integrated nutrient supply system rather than in isolation. An

integrated nutrient supply system will ensure a ‘total approach’ to

soil fertility evaluation and a ‘total cost approach’ is making avai

lable the required nutrients.

Improving the efficiency
of fertiliser use:

Fertiliser is not only a very productive input, but also a

costly input. It is imperative that the use efficiency of every tonne

of fertiliser applied to the soil is increased to the maximum extent

possible. In India,the scope for improving the use efficiency of

fertilisers is enormous, since the present level of use efficiency is

generally low.  ‘Ex-<&.$ b&.QV» F°""""‘:’L‘L W’: “Zak
" The utilisation efficiency of various fertilisers in

the farmers fields is generally low. In case of nitrogen

it may vary from less than 30 per cent in low land rice,

to 50-60 percent in irrigated crops grown in dry season.

As regards phosphate, only 15-20 percent is utilised by

the first crop. Normally the utilisation efficiency of
000130
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potassic fertiliser is Fairly high (about 80%). However

under certain situations this may drop to a relatiuely

lower Figure if appropriate measures are not taken.

These low efficiencies compounded with increasing prices

of fertiliser materials due to rise in petroleum prices

makes the point e’ -ncreasing fertiliser use efficiency

very important."' ‘I ll‘

Ambika Singhand N.P. Singh are of the uiew that "In field

experiments, recovery of the Nitrogen applied is lessthan 50%."¢f7.

According to Goswami and Sarkar, "Available evidence shows that about

6,000 million N.T. of soil and 2.5, 3.8 and 2.8 million M.T. of N, P, K
1

respectively are lost annually in India."1‘

In any farming system,a running battle is going on all the time

between two different processes — the process of uptake of nutrients

by the plants and the process of loss of nutrients from the soil, what

ever may be the reason. If one of these processes is weak, the other

is the winner of the battle. It should be '17:’ endeavour to strengthen

the process of uptake of nutrients bythe plants and weaken the process

of nutrients loss. A variety of factoys are involved 1q¢i4\l«,+\l»ll

/$6 Roy R.N. and Subhash Cnadra, "Improving the efficiency of Fertiliser use
in India" in Fertiliser Industry-1979, Bombay, 1980. D5112

/57 Ambika Singh and Singh N.P. "Time and method of Fertiliser application
-under limited avai1abilityV, in FAI (ed) Proceedings of FAI-FAO seminar,F¢AoIo New

fé. Goswami M.N. and Sarkar M.C., "Nutrient losses from soils - Mechanisms
and magnitude and ways to minimise them" in Proceedings of FAI-FAO_seminar, 197d. og,cit; p.223 V
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this process. They can be classified into two main categories as

shown below:

I. Ecological Factors:
—— Soil type

—— Climate

- Extent and spread of rainfall

II. flg;g_Technical Factors;

- Proper crop programming and crop sequencing

—— Choosing the right crop variety

—- Proper water management

-— weed control

- Use of the right type of fertiliser suitable to
the soil and the crop

- Balanced application of the different fertiliser_nutrients

- Application of other components in the nutrient package,
such as organics, bio—fertilisers, micro nutrients etc.

-—— Using the right quantities of Fertilisers as well as
other sources of nutrients

—- Manipulation of application techniques (method, time etc.)
* Split application
* Placement technique
* Foliar application etc.

-—- Controlled release of fertilisers
* Coating the fertilisers
* Use of chemicals
* Manipulating the particle size etc.

i—- Fertiliser application For the entire cropping system
instead of for a single crop.



The out look for fertiliser
use in the years to come:

Today, the level of fertiliser consumption is universally regarded

as an important index of agricultural progress. It is gratifying that in

India, the level of fertiliser consumption has been steadily going up.

From a meagre quantity of sixty six thousand tonnes of nutrients in

1950-51, fertiliser consumption has gone up to 6.1 million tonnes in

1981-82. The growth in fertiliser consumption over the last thirty years

will be discussed in detail in Chapter.6.

India has committed herself Firmly to the strategy of enhancing

agricultural production through increased fertiliser use. The strategy

has proved a sound one judged from pho achievements in agricultural pro
37duction registered by the country

However, any further break through in fertiliser use would depend

upon a sound programme of agricultural research and an innovative pro

gramme of agricultural extension. The most essential requirement is to

minimise the risks involved in employing the modern farm strategy. It

is apparent that the modern farm strategy is not only investment inten

sive, but also risk intensive. when the risk of growing the crops is

high, there is a tendency to resort to a low cost and low effort system

of farming. It is very essential to reduce the risk element if the level

of fertiliser use is to be stepped up further. Factors affecting ferti

liser use have changed in the past several years and are changing conti

nuously. The agricultural strategy must provide for the existing reh}i

ties and render farming and fertiliser use remunerative under existing

conditions.

[Tl Please see chapter 3, pp. 19 & 29



Fertiliser use could be stepped up considerably if the small

and marginal farmers in the country are brought under the new farming

strategy. This is admittedly a difficult job.

Similarly, fertiliser use in India could be stepped up consi

derably in the years to come if the dry farming systems in the country

are persuaded and enabled to apply a reasonable level of fertilisers.

This is as difficult a job as enabling the small and marginal farmers

to use a fair amount of fertilisers. The future of fertiliser use in
India will depend, in a significant manner, on the extent to which

these difficult tasks are accomplished.
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guy A P T E R - 5

THE PROFILE OF

THE INDIAN FERTILISER INDUSTRY

It was mentioned earlier that India is the fififi largest consumer

of chemical fertilisers and the fourth largest producer of nitrogenous

fertilisers in the wcrld1. Evidently, the fertiliser industry of India

is quite big by international standards. Apart from its bigness in terms

of installed capacities of production, India's fertiliser industry is

also characterised by a high degree of technological sophistication and

a high intensity of investment. It is also, one of the fastest growing

industries of India. In this Chapter it is attempted to provide an

outline of the significant dimensions of the Indian fertiliser industry.

Brief history of the Indian
fertiliser industry:

Indian Fertiliser Industry was born in 1906, when EID Parry & Co.,

entered the scene with the first fertiliser factory in India at Ranipet,

Tamilnadu. The production was confined to single Superphosphate, (SSP)

using powdered animal bones and Sulphuric Acid. The plant is still in

operation though it has undergone some modification. The next to enter

the scene was Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Company(DMCC). DMCC established

a factory in 1924 at Ambarnath in Maharashtra State. This was followed

by Delhi Cloth Mills (ocm) which put up a factory in 1945 at Delhi.

These two factories also produced single Superphosphate.£ And both of

them are still in operation.

1. Please see page.2, Chapter.1.

2. Cha:£,;K.S. ?IndianlFertiliserrIndustry"*1 Ear iliser industry
# 1§fl2,3Bombaj;'1979, pp.9~1U
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As regards nitrogenous Fertilisers, Tate Iron and Steel Company

(TISCO) at Jamshodpur was the first to enter the field. In 1933

TISCO produced Ammonium Sulphate as a bye-product from the coke oven

plants attached to their steel plants. Mysore Chemicals and Fertili

sers at Belagula near Mysore was the first unit in India to make

syntheticiemmonia and Ammonium Sulphate, as a straight product, though

on a small scale. This was in 1941. The capacity was a more 5 M.T.per

day of Ammonium Sulphate. This unit was abandoned in 1965 as uneconomic

and unviable.

The Fertilisers And Chemicals, Travancore Limited, Alwaye (FACT)

was the first large scale Fertiliser unit in India. FACT went into

production in 1947. It produced Ammonium Sulphate, using the wood

.gasiFication process For making Ammonia. This process was till then

confined to the laboratory and was exploited For the first time in the

world by FACT for commercial production. To start with, FACT had a

capacity of 50,000 tonnes of Ammonium Sulphate, i.e. 10,000 tonnes of

N. The wood gasification process was replaced after some years by the

electrolysis process and still later by the Oil gasification process

using naphtha, as the Feed stock. This plant is still in operation.

FACT has undergone a series of expansions in the past thirty years.

Today, it ranks among the top fertiliser units in the country.

These were the humble beginnings of an industry that was to grow

into a giant in thirty years time.

Table - 1 in the next page gives the details of the growth of

fertiliser production capacity in India, in a chronological order from

1933-Séfl‘ Till 1976-77, the capacities in selected years only are shown

in the Table and from 1976,73 till 1981-82, year by year details are shown.

3. Ibid.
Q, Ibid.
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TABLE — 1.

Growth in fertiliser reduction copacitxg;

Total installed capacitxflcumulativez
in ‘O00 M.T.

Year _rg_ __Q_1933 - '34 5 31
1947 - '48 92 31
1951 - '52 182 129
1951 - '52 283 182
1955 - '55 571 188
1971 - '72 1487 532
1975 '77 3072 1040
1977 '78 3224 1042
1978 '79 3299 1117
1979 '80 3903 1284
19804 '81 ), 4585 1330
1981 '82 g 4735 1451

Ramanathan, K.V. and Rao, D.G. "Evolution of the
Fertiliser industry in India", in The Fertiliser
Association of India(ed) Development of fertilisers

_;g_;gg;g, F.A.I. New Delhi. 1980. pp. 55, 79 & 80.

6. Figures in respect of‘ 1980-81 and 1981-82 have been
'taken from feggiliseg News Jul! 1982, The Fertiliser
Association of India, New Delhi, p. 87.



It can be seen from the Table that the fertiliser capacity

in India was merely 92,000 M.T. oF!Vzmu131,Qg0 N.T. of P when India

attained independence (1947).

It is the post independence era that gave a real impetus to the

growth of the fertiliser industry in India. As agriculture and food

production gained dominance in national planning, it was, but natural

tnatffirtiiieer induetryaubemtal.3::-fc~»aLné’?>?*rf%'£3éi!5y-The year 1951 saw

the birth of a new Fertiliser plant at Sindri in Bihar. Sindri Ferti

lisers which formed part of the later day Fertiliser Corporation of India

was the first large unit to go into production in Independent India.

The Sindri Fertilisers matched the contemporary international standards

in size, technology and sophistication. This also underwent a series

of changes and expansions. At the initial stages of operation at Sindri,

the unit had used coke and coke ouer)gas as raw material and later

supplemented it with naphtha. Sindri was an important milestone in the

saga of Fertiliser industry in India. Following Sindri, a string of

fertiliser Factories got established all over the country. The Nangal

Fertiliser Plant went into production in 1961.

In January 1951, the Fertiliser Corporation of India Limited (FBI)

was established to take over the management of Sindri and Nangal

factories. The Corporation since then grew into a giant, managing a

substantial proportion of the total Fertiliser capacity in the country.

But it was divided into Five corporations in 1977 as part of a re

structuring policy.
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Table — 1 reveals that during the ten year period between 1961

and 1971, the Fertiliser industry of India underwent a very Fast

expansion. Capacity increased from a mere 283,000 M.T. of N to one

and a half million N.T. of N. A dozen major units entered the scene.

The existing units also underwent rapid expansion. FACT expanded its

capacity as well as the range of products considerably. Neyveli was

a major new entrant in the Field in 1966 with a capacity of 70,000 M.T.

of N per year in the Form of Urea - based on gasification of lignite and

as a part of an integrated lignite development complex. FCI/Trombay,

FCI/Gorakpur, FCI/Namrup, Hindustan Steel Ltd. (HSL)/Rourkela, E10 Parry

Ltd./Ennore, Gujarat State Fertiliser Co. Ltd.(GSFC)/Baroda, Coromandel

Fertilisers Ltd. (CFL)/Uizag, Indian Explosives Ltd. (IEL)/Kanpur and

Shriram Chemical Industries (SCI)/Kota went into production during this

decade.

Between 1970 and 1980 the fertiliser capacity Further increased.

FACT/Alwaye, SCI/Kota, CFL/Uizag, FCI/Gorakpur and FCI/Namrup expanded

their capacity. A Few more new units — Madras Fertilisers Ltd. (NFL).,

Zuari Agro Chemicals (ZACL) Goa, FACT-Cochin Phase I and Phase 11, FCI/

Durgapur, Indian Farmers Fertiliser Cooperative Ltd. (IFFCO)/Kalol and

Kandla, Southern Petro-Chemical Industries Corporation Ltd. (SPIC)/

Tuticorin, Mangalore Chemicals and Fertilisers Ltd. (WCF), FCI/Barauni,

FCI/Durgapur and FCI/Namrup went into production.

By 1980, the installed capacity of the Indian fertiliser industry

had reached 4 million l"I.T. of N and 1.3 million P1.T. of P. (.5411; Tc:—.b/12. ~’;'
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The present position of the
Indian Fertiliser Industry;

At present, i.e., during 1981-82 there are 31 major Fertili

ser plants producing nitrogenous and complex Fertilisers, six plants

producing Ammonium sulphate as a by-product, three TSP plants and

40 SSP plants (including 10 units in the small scale sector) oper

ating in the country.

As on 1-10-1981, the installed production capacities of Ferti

liser in India stands at 4.74 million M.T. of Nitrogen (N) and 1.45

million N.T. of Phosphate (P) in terms of P 05 (see Table - 2) In2

addition to the above mentioned capacities which is already in pro

duction, a capacity of 2 million M.T. of N and 0.16 million M.T. of P

is under construction but not ready, yet For production. The details

of capacities that are currently in production capacities under imple

mentation, capacities that are approved in principle and those that

are under consideration are furnished in a nutshell in Table-2.

7. Fertiliser News - July 1982; Qp.cit; p.82
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TABLE - 2

Fertiliser production capacities as on 1-10-1991

4¢—._ % _r—r_,_ *7?

Capacity (in'0O0 N.T.)g N P
I. Factories in production 4736 1450
II; Under implementation 1973 164
III. Approved in principle 813 516
IV; Under consideration 2120 590

5ra“¢ T°ta1 1 9642 2720

A map indicating the location of each of the Fertiliser Factories

in India - those already in production, under implementation, approved

but not yet taken up, and those under consideration is shown

in Appendix IV in page j3éP2_.

The Product—Nix

The Fertiliser industry of India produces a wide range of Fertili

seruproducts. The installed capacity of 4.74 million N.T. of N and 1.45

million m.T. or P, making up a total of 6.19 million m.T. in terms of

nutrients (Please see Table - 2) as on 1-10-1981, will work out to nearly

16 million M.T. of various fertiliser products.

Urea is the most popular, most extensively used and most extensively

produced fertiliser in India. It has a nutrient content of 46% N, It

accounted for 79 percent of the ‘Nitrogen- produced in the country in 1981

82. The Quantity of urea produced during the year was 5.38 million M.T.

The Fertiliser Association of India} Fertiliser Statistics
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Table~4 in the next chapter (page ) gives the details of actual

production of each type of Fertiliser during 1981-82. It will give

an indication of the relative importance of the different Fertilisers

in the total product mix of the fertiliser industry.

Single Superphosphate (SSP) is the oldest chemical fertiliser.

It involves a relatively low technology, small sized plants and

relatively low investment. Its nutrient content (16% P) is also the

lowest among all chemical fertilisers. The production of SSP in 1981

82 in India was 1.2 million M.T.

Triple Superphosphate (TSP) is another straight phosphatic Ferti

liser like SSP but has a much higher content of P(45%). There are only

three units producing TSP at present in India. The quantity of TSP

produced in 1981-82 was 48,000 M.T.

D.A.P, is the most concentrated or the highest analysing complex

fertiliser manufactured in India. It carries 18% of N and 46% of P.

The quantity of DAP manufactured in India in 1981-82 was 278000 M.T.

As regards the other N.P. and NPK complexes, there is a large

variety of grades. It may not be quite appropriate to club all of them

together. Yet, it would be worthwhile to mention that the production

of all varieties of NP and NPK complexes in India totalled up to 2.78

million M.T. in 1981-82.

As regards Potessic Fertilisers, the needs of the country are met

entirely through imports.



Investment profile:

Earlier it was mentioned that the fertiliser industry is

characterised by a high intensity of investment. To be precise, as

on 1-11-1981, the total Financial outlay in the Fertiliser industry

of India stood at|%.5247 crores. Out of this amount, the invest

ment in the units already in production works out tolk.3U66 crores

and the balance is invested in the units under_implementation. In

addition to this, an investment oF|%.788 crores has been committed

to the units which have been approved in principle..9

Not only the overall investment in the industry is of a high

order, but the investment in each individual unit in the industry is

also quite sizeable. The latest units like Hazira and Thal—vaishet,
investment

under construction will have more than %.1D0O croreqleach when

completed.

Ownership pattern in the
Fertiliser industrx_

The impact of the mixed economy adopted by India is Fully seen in

the Indian fertiliser industry. Though, Fertiliser belongs to the core

sector of Indian industry, the Fertiliser units are widely distributed

over the kublic and Private sectors. There is also sizable Fertiliser

3. Fertiliser Statistics . 1980--81, op.cj_t'; ,;,,1.'.243
‘Hanna 5 -av-. 5*‘



capacity in the cooperative sector.

It can be seen

regards the units that are already under production, 60% of the capacity

in respect of N is in the éublic Sector, 30% in the private sector and
10% in the cooperative sector. In respect of P, the private sector has

a dominant role. 46% of the total capacity of P under production is in

the private sector; 38% is in the public sector; and 16% in the cooper

ative sector. As regards the projects under implementationvin the case

of N, more than 50% is in the public sector, 14% in the private sector

and 35% in the cooperative sector. In the case of P, 73% is in the

public sector and 27% in the private sector.

Technology profile:

The Fertiliser industry of India presents a kaleidoscopic variety

in the technology and process employed as well as in the size and age of

the units. Units varying From the smallest to the largest size, units of

varying vintages, units using all possible Feed stocksifunits using a
variety of technologies are simultaneously in operation in India.

Catching up with latest
technology;

Fertiliser is one of those industries where the economics of scale

is constantly being pushed upwards. ugth the adyenteaf."ty new

technology, units that were considered as giants

10 . For details, please see Appendix U , p.35, 2 3
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a few years earlier, come to be classified as old generation units

-Luoggtfiaylndia has been

catching up fast with the rapidly changing echnological developments

in the Fertiliser field. The latest units under implementation in

India are on par with the best in the world in size and technological

sophistication. As S.K. Mukherjee points out,

"The growth in size and technology have taken the industry

to a level where it can hhld'its own with the best in the

world. The eyes of the world fertiliser industry are

constantly: and continuously reviewing developments in

every aspect of the industry in India. The international

agencies concerned with the development of agriculture

and chemical Fertilisers constantly refer to India's

progress in this vital field. These are matters of
ll

satisfaction to all of us connected with the industry",

fl. Mukherjee, Dr. S.K; "Technological developments in India's
Fertiliser industry" in Development of Fertilisers in India.
og.cit; p.111
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c H A P T E R g_g

REUIEM or PRODUCTI0N1gC0fi§UNPTI0N

.££fi_HflEQET5 OF FERTELISER5 1” INQlfl

In Chapter 5, the profile of the fertiliser industry of India

and its history From its beginning till date was reviewed in some

detail. In this chapter the performance of the country so Far in

the matter of production, consumption and imports of Fertilisers will

be examined. Effcrts will also be made to assess the present position

and what the Future holds out in each of these areas.

PRODUCTION 0F FERTILI§§fi§

Table 1. gives the details of the growth in production of fertiu

lisers in India since 1951-52. The growth is indicated over time inter»

vals of ten years.
T A B L E 2 1

1growth in production of Fertilisers in India

leg; Production in '000 M.[;.E .E .E;tJ3
1951 — 52 29 10 39
1961 — 62 154 65 219
1971 » 72 949 290 1239
1981 - 82 3143 950 4093

The data presented in Table 1 reveals that from the very low

level of 29,000 M.T. of N and 10,000 M.T. of P in 1951-52, the Ferti—

liser production in India has increased to 3.14 million N.T. 0? N and

0.95 million M.T. oF P in 1981-82. The data also reveals that the

nravfiaj

1. _Fertiliser Statistics 1980-81, The Fertiliser Association of India,
New Delhi, 1981. p.I-178. The Figures in respect of 1981~82 have
been taken from Fertiliser News July, 1982, The Fertiliser fissocia—
tion of India, New Delhi. 1965. p.86
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sixties was a decade of great development in Fertiliser production.

During that period the production of nitrogenous Fertilisers grew

more than six Fold and that of phosphatic fertilisers nearly Five

fold. The seventies also was a decade of impressive growth in

Fertiliser production but the compound rate of growth during the

seventies was not as good as that of the sixties. This was partly

because the base had become much larger and the same high rate of

growth on such a larger base could not be sustained. In absolute

terms, however, the growth in seventies also was quite remarkable.

Production in recent years:

Table 2 below gives year by year production of Fertilisers bet

ween 1971-72 and 1981-82.
T A 8 L E -_2

Year by yeargproduction of fertilisers-1971-72 to 1981-822

leg; Production in '000 M.T. of nutrients.N. E. .'\.'_+...E1971-72 949 290 1239
1972-73 1055 330 1385
1973-74 1050 325 1375
1974-75 1187 331 1518
1975-76 1508 320 1528
1976-77 1862 478 2340
1977-78 2000 670 2670
1978-79 2173 778 2951
1979-80 2224 763 2987
1980-81 2164 841 3005
1981-82 3143 950 4093

2. Same as 1. in page 73
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It can be seen from Table-2 that production of nitrogenous

Fertilisers got doubled between 1971-72 and 1976-77, in Five years’

time. The next two years i.e. 1977-78 and 1978-79 also witnessed

appreciable growth in production. In 1977-78, production of nitro

genous Fertilisers in India crossed the one million tonnes mark for

the first time. A more detailed analysis of the production in re

cent years is provided in the succeeding paragraphs.

ProductioQ:;n 1979-80

Domestic production of Fertilisers in 1979-80 amounted to 2.22

million N.T. of N and 0.76 million M.T. of P, making a total of 2.98

million N.T. of nutrients. This was against the installed capacity

of 3.9 million N.T. of N and 1.3 million M.T. of P, totalling 5.2

million M.T. of nutrients. This meant that the capacity utilisation

in 1979-80 came down to 63 percent in the case of N and 68 percent in

the Case of P from the level of 69 percent and 71 percent respectively,

of 1978-79.}

The increase in production in 1979-80 over 1978-79 was only mar

ginal - an increase of half a lakh tonnes of N or a mere 2.3 percent

increase. In the case of P, there was actually a drop of 15,000 M.T.

or 1.9 percent as compared with 1978-79. The gravity of this poor

production performance will be evident when we reckon the addition of

a Fresh capacity of 6 lakh M.T. of N during the year. Inspite of

addition of a fresh capacity of 6 lakh M.T. to the capacity, the.pro

duction increased only by half a lakh M.T.

3'. For details, please see Appendix VI , page 3 814 ,



It is not, perhaps, inapt to describe 1979-80 as an unhappy year

for fertiliser production. As a matter of fact, it was an year of set

gback and stagnation for industrial production in general. The infra

structure sector, especially power sector performed poorly during the

year. As regards the fertiliser industry, the new units could not

stabilise the production. Some of them could not even get going with the

'commissioning‘. A few of the functioning units also performed poorly

during the year.

Production in 1980-81:

If production in 1979-80 was bad, production in 1980-81 was worse.

Production of Nitrogen in 1980-81 totalled up to only 2.20 million M.T.

This was far short of the target of 2.75 million N.T. which itself was

modest. Furthermore, production in 80-81 was less than that of 79-80

even though there was an addition of new capacity in 80-81 of nearly

1% million M.T. over what was available in 79-80.

Production of P was however not bad, compared with the targets.

It totalled up 0.84 million M.T. compared with the target of 0.85 million

M.T. and 0.75million M.T. actually produced in the previous year.

In terms of capacity utilisation, again, the performance in 1980-81

was very poor in respect of N and reasonable in respect of P. Compared

with the utilisation rate of 63% in 1979-80, the utilisation rate in 1930

81 in respect of N was only 53%)a decline of10%. In respect of P the
rate of utilisation was stationary at 65%.
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Production in 1981-8;

Production in 1981-82 was a refreshing contrast from the stagnant

position of 1979-80 and 1980-81. whereas 1979-80 witnessed a meagre

rate of growth and 1980-81 a negative rate of growth, there was substantial

growth in production in 1981-82. Production of N in 1981-82 reached the

all time high of 3.v1million M.T. registering an increase of one million

N.T. in a single year. The percentage increase in N worked out to 45_2

In the case of P also, the production was an all time high at 0.95 million

M.T. registering an increase of 0.11 million M.T. over the production of

8.84 million M.T. achieved in the previous year. The percentage increase

in production of P in 1981-82 over that of 1980-81 worked out to 13.0.

Poor utilisation of the
production capacity:

Poor capacity utilisation has been a perennial problem with the

fertiliser industry in India. This, coupled with the unduly long gestation

period of the Fertiliser projects has kept the actual production of ferti

lisers far short of the licensed capacity at any given point of time.

Over the years, the capacity utilisation in the fertiliser industry has

oscillated between 50% and 65%. The lowest percentage capacity utilisation

in recent years was 53% in N in 1980-81 and 45% in P in 1975-76. The

highest was 69% in N and 71/. in Peace in 1975-79.

Appendix V/ in page gives year by year details of‘ installed capacity,

actual production and percentage of capacity utilisation - separately For

N and P between 1973-74 and 1981-82.
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The constraints that inhibit the Fuller utilisation of the

established capacities of production in the Fertiliser industry

in India are many and varied. To quote two experts in the Field,

"Though the capacity built up in this country over the
years has been spectacular, the actual outputs realised
have been poor by international standards. A variety of
reasons has contributed to inadequate capacity utilisation
in the plants. More important among these are technical
limitations or mechanical break downs in the plants, quality
or quantity short comings of Feedstock, Failure to make
timely provision of inputs like Fuel, power and Feedstock,
and the time taken by personnel to develop the necessary deg
ree of skill to run and maintain plants based on modern tech
nology"g%

An exhaustive list of constraints that inhibit a better utilisation

of the installed production capacities in Fertilisers is given below:

- Some of the units are very old. They are
not amenable to For high rate of capacity
utilisation.

- Some of the units are brand new. They suffer
from many teething troubles that are inherent
in the Fertiliser industry.

4?: Ramanathan K.V. and Rao D.G., "Evolution of the Fertiliser industry
in India — A historical review" in Development of Fertilisers in India.
The Fertiliser Association of India, New Delhi, 198D.p.76
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- Some of the units suffer from special technological

problems due to the process or the type of feed stock

chosen by them.

— Some of the units haie gone in For unproven equipments

and suffer from Frequent Failures of critical equip

monts.

- Inefficient operation and maintenance of the plants

- Power problem - power cuts, power Failures and

voltage instability.

- Shortage of coal ~ non-availability of coal or the

bottle necks in transporting the available coal.

— Shortage of Feedstock like naphtha, gas or Fuel oil.

- Shortage of raw materials other than feed stock, like

rock phosphate and sulphur and imported phosphoric acid.

- Labour problems and disturbed conditions in some parts

of the country.

- Overall unfavourable environment in which some of the

units operate.

Unit to unit variations in
capacity utilisation:

Apart from the low capacity utilisation in general, there are wide

variations in capacity utilisation among the various fertiliser units

in India. Some of the units have a very creditable record in capacity

utilisation and compare very well with similar units in the most advanced

countries. But, a good number of units are below 70? level in capacity

utilisation.
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The short fall in production arising out of such poor performance

is proving extremely costly to the nation, because the nation is left

with no alternative but to make good the short fall by imports at a

prohibitive cost. This aspect has been dealt with in some detail in the

$‘..lZCH.§-5l..'.Mon ‘imports’.  }>»€.£.;2/>8. /$—<J;_  o '03 ’ ”’ )

Zone wise and statewise
production of fertilisers:

The production of fertilisers in India is not uniformly spread over

the different regions and states in the country. There is a good concent

ration of fertiliser producing units in some states and zones. The reasons

are mainly techno—economic. Taking the recent years into consideration

it can be seen that the South Zone and west Zone dominate the fertiliser

production scene in the country. Table 3 below gives the details for

198DéB1 and 1981-82.
TABLE - 3

5?
Zonewise production of fertilisers (in ‘one M.T.).8 .E
1980-81 1981-82 1980-81 1981-82

Producteqi share Product- % share Product-»%‘shnre'Product- % shareion of the ion of the ion of the ion of thegoge T . zone g zone_ __. zone
Central 326 15.1 588 18.7 63 7.6 68 7.2East 187 8.6 470 14.9 34 4.1 36 3.8
North 291 13.4 486 15.5 2 0.2 6 0.5
South 779 36.1 829 26.4 350 41.6 361 38.0
west 581 26.8 770 24.5 391 46.5 479 50.4
All India 2164 100.0 3143 100.0 841 100.0 950 100.07 jwa
_5T Fertiliser News — July 1982, 0p.cit., P.87
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It can be seen from Table 3 that the South and west zones together

account For more than SD%of the total production of nitrogenous Fertiliser

in the country and htarly 80% of the total phosphatic Fertiliser production,

while the other three zones viz. North, central and East together

account For only less than 50% of the total production of N and
20% of the total production of P. The very high
concentration of production of‘ P in the South and West is mainly due to the

Fact that the phosphatic Fertiliser units are mostly port based. They cluster

around the peninsular part of the country. The reason For such port based

locations of phosphatic Fertiliser units is that the two main raw materials

needed by the phosphatic units viz. phosphate rock andéulphur are,

mns9%/imported into India from outside. Such concentration of Fertiliser

production in some parts of the country has several marketing implications,/£3:

important among them being those related to transportation, ware

housing and physical distribution. Some of those implications will be EEXQFL ~

?T1€Hfibfl.in the relevant chapters that Follow.

The statewise position of Fertiliser production has been Furnished in

Appendix 2. The wide eriations in production from state to state will be

evident from the date presented in Appendix.

Forms in which Fertilisers
are produced in India.

The foregoing paragraphs have explained the position of Fertiliser

production in terms of the nutrients - N and P. It is necessary to have an

idea as to the forms in which the country produces the Fertilisers. Urea

is the most widely produced fertiliser in India. As much as 80% of the total

straight nitrogenous fertiliser production in the country is in the form of

Urea. In quantitative terms, the production of Urea in 1981-82 in the

go Please refervchapter Q & 10 v

7- Please see Appendix—\/II , page3Z~5 .



country amounted to 5.4 million M.T. The main Forms in which fertilisers

are produced in India and the quantities of each of these major Fertili

sers produced in 1981-82 are given in Table 4.

TABLE - 4.

Product wise production of Fertilisers 5?1981 - 82 ______
Material Production in

('ooo M.T.)

Urea 5382
Ammonium Sulphate 443C.A.N. 404S.S.P. 1207T.S.P 215D.A.P 278
Various N.P. and N.P.K. )
complex grades put ) 2588together _(0577 l4‘-5

CONSUMPTION OF FERTILISERS:

Consistent with the growth in production described above there has
been a big growth in Fertiliser consumption in India during the last thirty
years. In Fact, the consumption has all along been Far in excess of the
production and the country has been importing large quantities of fertili
sers to bridge the gap between consumption and domestic production.

i. For more details and source: please see AppendixWf/ page 336 .
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TABLE-5.

Growth in consumption of fertilisers in India ‘?
1951 -'52 to 1981—'8g_ 41__

('000 M.T.)

Growth rate (%)
Year N P K N-1-P+K ever the previous yearN + P + K

«r

1951-52 59 7 Negligible 66 1956-57 106 13 10 131 1961-62 250 61 26 339 1965-66 575 133 77 765 -'1966-67 736 249 114 1101 40.31967-66 1035 335 170 1540 39.91966-69 1209 362 170 1761 14.41969-70 1356 416 210 1962 12.51970-71 1479 541 236 2256 13.61971-72 1796 556 300 2656 17.71972-73 1639 561 346 2766 4.31973-74 1630 650 360 2640 2.5.1974-75 1766 472 336 2574 - 9.41975-76 2149 466 276 2694 12.51976-77 2457 635 319 3411 17.91977-76 2913 667 506 4266 25.71976-79 3420 1106 592 5116 19.41979-60 3499 1150 607 5256 2.7* 01960-61 3676 1214 624 5516 4.901961-62 4069 1322 676 6067 10.0

The date/presented in Table.5 reveals that fertiliser consumption

§. Fertiliser Statistics 1980-81, 0 .cit, pp.I—178 - I-180.
*Fertiliser News, July 1982. Up.cit, P.76
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in India increased from 66,000 N.T. to 6.1 million M.T. over a period

of thirty years — from 1951-52 to 1981-82. Fertiliser consumption in

1961-62 was twenty times that in 1951-52; consumption in 1971-72 was

Forty times that in 1951-52. Consumption in 1981-82 was ninety two

times that in 1951-52.

Chequered growth in
Fertiliser consumption:

Detailed analysis however shows that Fertiliser consumption in

India has had a chequered history. In some years the growth has been

spectacular, in others moderate and in yet others meagre. A couple of

years have even witnessed negative rate of growth.

The country took Fifteen years from 1951-52 to achieve the first

million M.T. Lhifertiliser consumption. But the second million was

achieved in just four years. It took another six years For the country

to cross the three million mark. The Fourth million N.T. of consumption

was achieved in the very next year; so also the Fifth million. But it

took three more years to achieve the next million M.T.

The uneven rate of growth will also be evident by looking at the

growth rates in the best and the worst years. The growth rate in the

best year i.e. 1966-67 was + 40.3%. The growth rate in the worst year
MVQ5quEé\flE¢1£r

i.e. 1974-75 was -9.4%. In recent years too, the consumption has
/~

varied widely between 25.7% in 1977-78 and 2.7% in 1979-80.




Such year to year variations in the growth of Fertiliser consumption

is quite disturbing. It may perhaps be misleading to draw conclusions

regarding the progress of Fertiliser consumption solely based on the

year to year variations. It may be difficult to correctly discern the

pattern of Fertiliser consumption by looking at even two consecutive

years in isolation. One may have to look at the average performance

over much longer periods, say, over time intervals of Five years, to

discern the true patterns of consumption and trends of growth. An

exercise of this kind has been done and the patterns Furnished in Table

5-A in the next page. The table shows the actual consumption during

the chosen years at intervals of five, over a time span of 30 years

from 1951-52 to 1981-82. It also shows the exponential growth rate

during each of the Five year time intervals.

It can be seen from the Table that the exponential growth rates

in respect of N + P + K over the Five year time intervals have varied

from 5.2% to 26.6% confirming the chequered growth in Fertiliser con

sumption in India. The Fifteen year period commencing from 1966-67

has especially witnessed a wavy, undulating pattern of consumption.

The Five year interval between 1961-62 and 1966-67 witnessed the highest

exponential growth rate of 26.6%. In the next five year interval, the

growth rate went down to 19.2%. In the next Five year interval there

was a total slump, the growth rate sliding down to 5.2%. In the last

Five year interval i.e. between 1976-77 and 1981-82, there was

resurgence, the exponential growth rate becoming double that of the

previous five year interval.



T A B L%E - 5-A

Five yearly exponential growth rate of
fertiliser consumption

1951.3; to 1901-02 /0
N + P + K

Year Consumption Exponential rate
in ‘D00 M.T. of growth over the

previous Five years
(%)

1951 - 52 66 
1956 — 57 131 14.7
1961 - 62 339 21.0
1966 — 67 1101 26.6
1971 - 72 2656 19.2
1976 - 77 3411 5.2
1981 - 82 6067 12.2

/C7! Derived from Table 5 in page



Major break through in .
fertiliser consumption4h~
mid-sixties.

The real break through in fertiliser consumption in India came

in 1966-67. From Table 5, it can be seen that during 1966-67, ferti

liser consumption in India reached 1.1 million M.T. of nutrients,
ES¢,\,\_/eat.-2.)’,

registering the highest annual growth rate of 40.3%./{In the chapter
on Indian agriculture, u , was it was }\13¢¥36£—that the year 1966-67

o

heralded India's green revolution.’ It was also mentioned that, from

that year an up,§urge took place in Indian agriculture through the

combined effect of high yielding crop varieties and massive use of

chemical fertilisers. The covariance of increased adoption of high

yielding crop varieties,increased use of chemical fertilisers and

increased food production between 1966-67 and 1978-79 (year by year)

was also illustrated in Table-3 of that chapter.’

Table-5 in the present chapter will show that in 1966-67, a

very significant increase in fertiliser consumption - an increase of

316000 M.T. of nutrients over the previous year was registered. The

rate of growth in that single year was 40.3%. Table-S also

reveayfthat the five year interval commencing from 1966-67, was the

most significant period for fertiliser consumption in India. By the

end of this five year period, i.e. by 1971-72-fifii consumption had

gone up to nearly 2.7 million M.T. of N+P+§; an exponential annual
growth rate of 19.2% during the five years.

if, Please see chapter-3, pp. 20-27

jib Ibidg p.25
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No doubt, in the previous Five year interval, the exponential

growth rate was still better at 26.6%. But the quantum increase in
consumption in those five years was not as appreciable as in the

Five year period between 1966-67 and 1971-72. This was so because

the growth in the previous interval was on a relatively smaller base,

whereas the growth in the latter interval was on a relatively larger

base. In terms of quantum increase, the growth in the last Five

year interval between 1976-77 and 1981-82 was the best. But in terms

of exponential growth rate, it could take only the last but one place

in the six time intervals shown in the table . This means that

when both the aspects i.e. quantum increase and the growth rates

are together taken into account, the five year period 1966-67 to

1971-72 has been the best period for Fertiliser

Consumption in India. Neither before, nor afterwards, fertiliser

consumption prospered as much as it did during those Five years.

For feed grains production toofhiive year period was the best, as

could be seen from the chapter on Indian agriculture.

Downward trend in consumption 
1973-73 to 1974-75:

The spectacular increase in Fertiliser consumption registered in

the year 1966-67 and the Five years that Followed received a set backxx

£ during the
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period 1972-73 to 1974-75. The growth rate slumped to 4.3% in 1972-73.

In 1973-74, it became worse, dropping to 2.5%. In 1974-75, fertiliser

consumption in India received the worst set back. During that year,

fertiliser consumption, registered, for the first time after 1960-61,

a negative growth. The drop was as steep as 9.4%. During the next two

years also, fertiliser consumption was unsatisfactory, though it was

not as bad as in 1974-75. A variety of factors were responsible for

the slump in consumption in this three year period.

In the first place, svailability of fertilisers itself became

a limiting factor. The period of surplus availability through liberal

imports came to a clasezby the end of 1971-72. world fertiliser

market became very tight. The surplus countries had only limited

stocks for exports. Secondly the international prices were showing
an uptrend. Domestic production in India continued to be far short

of requirements. The shortage situation brought in its turn, govern;

mental centrels and restrictions on distribution. On top of this,

the sharp escalation in fertiliser prices in the international market
we

as a result of the world energy crisis triggered&a near doubling of
fertiliser prices in India during June, 1974. Besides, a credit

squeeze was also imposed. 1974-75 also witnessedtbn unfavourable

weather situation. The combined effect of all these factors was a

reversal of the fourteen year long trend of rising consumption. As

mentioned earlier, 1974-75 saw a drop in consumption of 9.4 percent

compared to the previous year. The drop occurred in all the nutrients,

the highest being in the case of P20 at 27.5 percent.5
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Recovery of consumption trends
in 1975-76 & 76-77:

The Government and the fertiliser industry took certain steps to

arrest the deterfigorating trend. Realising that the high price of ferti

liser continued to inhibit fertiliser consumption, the Government of India

reduced fertiliser prices twice during the second half of 1975. The

industry and the government agencies intensified the promotional efforts.

Still, the position was that the bad trend got reversed in 1975-76 only in
owxafi

respect of NA\not in respect of P and K. This was mainly due to the fact
that the unit prices of P and K were abnormally high compared to unit priceof N, The government
tookafew major remedial measures through the price mechanism and through

the introduction of subsidies and an adjustment in the excise duties. As

a combined result of all these measures, there was a resurgence infertiliser

consumption in1976-77, compared with the slump of 1972-73 to 1974-75 and

the feeble recovery of 1975-76. Consumption during 1976-77 grew by 18%

éclréfoéroverfi1975- 6.
High growth rates in 1977-78
end 1978-79.

The resurgence in 1976-77 was maintained during the next two years

i.e. 1977-78 and 1978-79. The rate of growth in consumption during these

two years over the immediately preceding years were 25.7% and 19.4%

respectively. During 1978-79, for the first time, the annual fertiliser

consumption in India exceeded the 5 million M.T. mark. The actual consumption

was 5.14 million M.T. of nutrients. And this was more than double that of

1974-75. In other words, within four years between 1974-75 and 1978-79,

fertiliser consumption got.doublcd.
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Re-emergence of downward trends in
1979-80. 1980é81 and 1981:§2

1979-80 as well as 1980-81 were bad years For fertiliser consumption

in India. The wave like pattern in fertiliser consumption was confirmed

by the trends in these two years. Having reached an annual average growth

rate of 25% during the Four year period between 1975-76 to 1978-79, the

growth rate slumped to nearly one tenth of it in 1979-80. The rate of growth

in that year over 1978-79 wasvery meagre - 2.3% in N, 4% in P, 2.5% in K and

overall 2.7%. The good going of Four consecutive years, 1975-76 to 1978-79

was reversed. The performance of 1979-80 was poor even when the entire

decade of 1970's is taken for comparison. The growth rate of 2.7% of 1979-80

compared very poorly with the average annual compound growth rate of 10.8%

of the previous nine years.

1980-81 was also not a happy year For Fertiliser consumption. Against a

targetted growth rate of 18% the achievement was only 5.5%. In absolute

terms, the target of consumption for 1980-81 was 6.1 million M.T., the

achievement was 5.57 million M.T. Hopes of major resurgence in fertiliser

consumption in 1980-81 were belied. The only consolation was that the

growth rate in that year (5.5%) was better than that of the previous year

(2.7%). But the previous year being a drought year, the consumption was

very low. Viewed against that reality, the growth of Fertiliser consumption

has not shown a satisfactory trend in 1980-81.

In 1981-82, Fertiliser consumption showed a discouraging trend for

the third year in a row. -there wasfle decline in consumption as

compared with the previous year, but the rate of growth was unsatisfactory.

A target of 6.7 million N.T of consumption was fixed For 1981-82. This
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represented a growth rate of 22% over 1980-81. Actual achievement was

however less than 6.1 million M.T. representing a growth rate of only

10%.

Fertiliser consumption
reaching a plateau:

The unsatisfactory growth in Fertiliser consumption in 1979-80,

19aoee1 and 1981-82 in a row, is indeed very disturbing. In 1979-80

there was a severe drought in the country and the slump in Fertiliser

consumption could be attributed to a good measure to the poor weather

conditions. But, 1980-81 and 1981-82 were very different from 1979-80

as Far as weather conditions were concerned. There were two steep

price revisions - one each in 1980-81 and 1981-82. The details of these

two revisions have been Furnished in the chapter on Fertiliser pricing.

The high prices of Fertilisers has been cited as the main reason For the

poor growth rate in Fertiliser consumption in these two years. At the

time of submission of this thesis, (1982) Fertiliser consumption has not

shown any healthy recovery. In Fact, there is a glut in the Fertiliser
business.

It is essential to investigate objectively whether the high prices

of Fertilisers is the main reason for the slump in Fertiliser consumption.

No serious attempt seems to have been made to assess the extent of price

elasticity of demand in respect of Fertilisers. No one seems to know

precisely the extent of impact of the price level of fertilisers on the

growth rates of Fertiliser consumption. This is an important area to

be studied in depth.
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still there does not seem to be reason to doubt that the high level

of Fertiliser prices is a factor that inhibits Fertiliser offtake.

It is quite possible that there are other inhibiting factors in the

Indian agricultural Front which are more disturbing than the Fertili

ser price Factot. Perhaps, the country has reached a plateau in the

technological revolution on the Farm Front. Th impressive technolo

gical breakthrough achieved in the second half of the 1960's and sus

tained in the seventies, may be grinding to a halt, leading to a slow

ing down in the consumption of Fertilisers. we have already noted that

in recent years there has been no major breakthrough in Farm production{3

In the present chapter, we have also seen that in recent years there is

no appreciable growth in fertiliser consumption. The two Factors seen

together may enable to reach a prima Facie conclusion that a plateau has

been reached in Fertiliser consumption corresponding with the plateau

reached in the technological break-through in the Farm front. It will

require more detailed analysis to arrive at a definite conclusion re

garding these.

Regional spread of Fertiliser consumption

Table 6 below presents 2one—wise consumption of Fu:tilisers in India.
/17’

Appendix X. presents statewise consumption of Fertilisers.
T A B L E — 6

I4Zone-wise consumption of NPK — 1981-82 (in 'ooo M.Tgi

Zone _l\1 E _1_<_ N-1-P+K
Central 1209 329 115 1653East 385 113 67 566North 810 257 47 1113South 1030 360 271 1660west 571 234 129 9350thers 64 29 48 141
All India 4069 1322 676 6067

'13 Please refer chapter 3, page 19 and 29
11+ Fertiliser News, July 1982, op.cit., pp 108-117
,3 For details please see Appendixjx , page 337



It can be ngcn from Table-5 that there are wide variations in

consumption among the diffctent Zones. The variations are even more

pronounccd when the consumption is analysed state by atdbuo lhesu1 , dv\'
aspocts are discussed in detail unrfcr lhoJ»4.J’--V"1&'—on/\"Naj0r wczknessos

in the pattern of fortiliscrs consumption."

Seasonal Spread of forti
lisor orneumgtion:

Thg aL1 India pattern of season wise consumption of fertilisers is

as*fn1lows: /
.T_“_‘i.'=‘:3.-;.'Z.1 _Year Consumgtion (‘U00 N§T.)_ty_ Khagif‘ Ra_b1'1978-79 1285 21351979-90 1359 21391980-81 1444 22341981-82 1561 2508

E’.1978-79 391 7151979-30 424 7271980-8T* 422 7911981-82 471 852
ES1978-79 256 3361979-80 276 3311980-81 272 3521981-82 278 398
N + P + K

1978-79 1831 31861979-80 2059 31971980-81 2138 33781981-82 2310 3757

/6: Fertiliser News, July 1982, 0p.cit., pp 107 - 118.



It can be seen from the above figures that the Kharif season

accounts for 35 to 40% of the total Fertiliser consumption in India and

the Rabi season accounts For 60 to 65%. A 40:60 share between Kharif and

Rabi can be taken as the broad pattern of Fertiliser consumption in India.

Tablééalso reveals that the pattern of seasonwise consumption varies
from nutrient to nutrient. A broad pattern of 40:60 between Kharif and

Rabi will apply only to the overall consumption of N + P + K and not

necessarily to the individual nutrients, Similarly, the pattern applies only

when the entire country is considered and not when the individual zones in
8

the country are considered. This will be evident from Table&given below:
TABLE- 8

Zone wise share of consumption over Kharif
and Rabi seasons ['7

Zone‘ Ratio of consumption
Kharif : Rabi

1980-81 1981-82Central 30:70 32:68East 33:67 36:64North 32:68 31:69South 44:56 39:61west 54:46 54:46All India 39:61 38:62

1?. Ibid, ‘p.106
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It can be seen from Table-8 that whereas the central zone

shows 30:70 share of consumption between Kharif and Rabié the west

zone shows a share of 54:46. It is evident that the Zonal pattern

varies widely from the national pattern of 40:60.

The true picture about the extent of seasonality of Fertiliser6&1:
consumption in India wi1J.5££ovn£‘hN9W‘iH)k_when a state by state analysis

is made. In the All India pattern and the zone wise pattern, the

seasonality is not seen so vividly. The state by state position of

seasonwise Fertiliser consumption has been shown in Appendix [)4 f’-555?‘?/

Major weaknesses in the pattern of
fertiliser consgmptionz

At the beginning of this section it was mentioned that Fertiliser

consumption in India has had a chequered history. Over a period of

thirty years, the growth has been uneven showing a wavy,undulating

pattern. In addition to this uneveness in growth, there are several

other weaknesses in the pattern of fertiliser consumption in India.

The major ones are:

(i) An extremely low level of consumption per
unit of cropped area;

(ii) unevenness in consumption among the various
regions and districts in the country;

(iii) unevenness in consumption by the different
cropsgand

(iv) unevenness in consumption of the three main
nutrients. N, P & K.



Low level of'fertiliser
consum tion er unit of cro

while in absolute terms i.e. in total quantities of Fertilisers

consumed, India stands Fourth among all countries of the world, in con

sumption of Fertilisers per unit of cropped area, India compares very

poorly with other countries.

The position of India in relation to some of the high Fertiliser con

suming countries of the world in 1979-80 has been as Follows:

TABLE- 9

Comparative position of India in /5:
fertiliser consumgtionger gnit of crogged area

1979-80

Consumption/ha of
arable landCountry (N + P + K in Kn.)

Netherlands 805Japan 478west Germany 479
Republic of Korea 384France 312U.K. 324Egypt 212U.S.A. 111China 129U.S.S.R. 75India 30
World average 77

15} fertiliser Year Book, Volume 30, FAQ Rome
cited by Fertiliser Statistics 1981-82., 0 ,c1t , p,111,35,
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It is evident that the level of fertiliser consumption in India

is very much below the world average. The Fact that India is the

fourth largest consumer of Fertilisers in the world in absolute terms,

loses its significance when it is reckoned that on per hectare basis,

India is not even consuming half that of the world average. :i*§»é¥“41E;

India is at the bottom of the table in this respect.

There is Fortunately, a trend towards higher per hectare Fertiliser

consumption in India though the acceleration is not rapid enough. Table.1a

provides the details of the gradual improvement in fertiliser consumption

per unit of cropped area.

TABLE .

Fertiliser consumption per unit of_ 1 I‘?
Year Consumgtion (kg./hectare)

fl_ E_ g_ N + P + K
* E1965-66 3.7 0.0 0.5 5.0
(1975-76 12.5 2.7 1.5 15.91978-79 19.9 6.4 3.4 29.7
1980-81 21.3 7.0 3.6 71.91981-02 23.2 7.5 3.9 34.6

]9. Fertiliser News. Julx 1982, 0g.cit., p.141
* Fertiliser statistics 1980-81. 0p.cit., p.I.92
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Uneveness in fertiliser consumption among the
different zones and states in the country:_

An examination of stateuise levels of fertiliser consumption in India

will indicate the wide variations in fertiliser consumption in different

zones and in the different states in the country. The latest statistics

in this regard are furnished in Appendix /)</ /> ._.')<‘? 7 .

The figures in Appendix L*5hom that five states - A.P., Maharashtra

Punjab, U.P. and Tamilnadu - out of the

tories in India, account for nearly 60%

country. From a deeper analysis it can

‘noticed in the consumption levels among

due to differences in size or extent of

states. For, even after converting the

basis i.e. on a per hectare basis, very

TABLE - 11

State wise consumption of

total of 22 states and Union terri

of all fertilisers consumed in the

be seen that the-wide variations

zones and states are not necessarily

cropped area of the different zones/

consumption figures on a comparable

wide variations are seen:

fertilisers
per unit of cropped area 2°,

1981 - 1982
State

Punjab
Tamilnadu
A.P.
Haryana
Gujarat
Karnataka
Kerala
W. Bengal
U.P.
Maharashtra
Jammu & Kashmir
Himachal Pradesh
Bihar
Madhya Pradesh
Orissa
Rajasthan
Assam
All India

Consumption of
N + P + K (Kg./ha)

123.7
66.7
50.0
45.5
38.6
34.4
32.9
32.8
32.2
26.6
21.8
19.5

cm. Fertiliser News. July 1982., -2  ’op.citi.p.1'i43
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It can be seen from the Figures shown in Table that the per

hectare consumption varies from 124 kg. in the case of Punjab to a

meagre 3 Kg. in the case of Assam. Again, while Punjab tops the table

with 124 kg. per hectare, the second @2Q«’V_‘r..§5&:onsumer, namely, Tamilnadu

_ .£e;a21T5§F .
has only around 50% of PunJab‘sKconsump ion per?héDtzzex And only five
states consume more than the national average consumption. This shows

that the rate of application of Fertiliser widely varies in different

parts of the country.

Even within a particular state, there are wide variations in levels

of Fertiliser consumption from district to district. A group of 50 districts

out of the total of 412 districts in the country, account For more than

sixty percent of the total consumption of fertilisers in India. To be'hq5mzL

precise, in the year 1980981, 63 percent of Fertiliser consumption was

accounted For by 46 districts. The details are Furnished in Table I Z
TABLE - 12

Classification of districts according to range of
consumption and their share in total fertiliser
consumption (N + P + K) in 1980-81

Range of No. of % of the % share in Cum.
consumption Dists. Diets to consumption %the total share

no of Dists.

Above 40000 31 8 32. 3230001 — 40000 17 4 10.5 42.520001 - 30000 45 11 20.5 5310001 - 20000 122 302 19 825001 - 10000 51 12 7 89Below 5000 145 35 11 100

g1§,rerti1iser Statistics 1980-81., og,cit., p.I. 127
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It can be seen from Tablea12 that thirty percent of the districts

in India account for 82 percent of the total fertiliser consumption, the

other seventy percent accounting for a mere eighteen percent of the

total consumption. In other words, the level of fertiliser consumption
/’3&c.'¢‘/sm

varies in the ratio of 1:10 between the-Egfifl édVk&QEB7districts and the

&57t3Z)Q3}l;. The highly skewed pattern of fertiliser consumption in

India is high lighted by B.V.K. Rao in the following words:

"we increased our annual fertiliser consumption
by 25 lakh tonnes of nutrients from 1974-75 to
1978-79. Strikingly, 8.7 lakh tonnes of these
additional nutrients went to just 36 out of
over 380 districts in the country; these were
already high consuming districts..... This uneven
sharing of the increase in fertiliser consumption,
and continued skewness in our consumption pattern

2;
is one of our major weaknesses". ht.

There are several reasons for such a skewed consumption pattern.

Some areas enjoy a favourable combination of factors that facilitate

high consumption of fertilisers while in other areas these factors are

very weak. Some of these flactors are socio economic, some are infra

structural and yet others are institutional. The attitude of the farming

community of the area appear to be a very significant factor.

In the opinion of Dr. M.S. Swaminathan,

"Variations in the fertiliser consumption are more marked than

variations in the net area irrigated, suggesting thereby differential
T133

adoption of chemical fertilisers in different states".” M

$32. Rao., G.V.K., Proceedings of fertiliser seminar-1979, F.A.I(ed)
" New De1hi,1979 p.3.

fi2§5 Swaminathan, Dr. M.S.,Performan§§ and potential of Indian agriculture,I ‘ DEC Cite; D524
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5.5. Puri points out that "As against 95 percent of

the households using fertiliser in Punjab, less than 6 per cent of the

households in Assam are reportedly consuming fertilisers. In the states

of Nadhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Urissa and Himachal_Pradesh, the percentage
-‘Urof households using Fertiliser varies between 15 to 35"‘

Crop to crop unevenness in
Fertiliser consumption:

The Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute (IASRI) have

indicated on the basis of a sample survey of 38 districts spread over

15 states of the country covering 5 major cereals namely rice, wheat, maize,

jomar and bajra and two/bash crops, namely groundnut and cotton, the rates

of application of NPK nutrients byjgrmers to the different crops in 1975-76,
separately For HYV and for local varieties. These indications are reproduced

below:
TAQLE-13

Average rate of NPK application by
farmers during 1975-1975. 2 5

(kg/ha)

:1. -Crops High-yielding Local ._o. varieties varieties
1. Daddy (Kharif) 144.4 105.5
2. Paddy (Rabi) 170.2 127.1
3. Paddy (Average) 152.3 110.74. wheat 144.0 98.95, Maize 128.0 98.56. Jouar 72.5 36.07. Bajra 88.1 42.6
8. Average of 5,6,7 96.1 59.89. Groundnut 75.8 58.010. Cotton 135.4 50.4
4 A . U . , . ’).
415; Puri. 5.5., Meeting Farmers noods - A peep into the future inDevelopment of Fertilisers in India., op.cit., p.191., I'21:. Cited by Mahdi 8.8. id Fixation of All India and Statewise consum

ption target§’baper presented at the FAI Seminar, New Delhi,1981. p.3
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It can be seen from the above figures that there are very wide

variations in fertiliser consumption from crop to crop from 170.2 kg./ha

in respect of paddy (HYV, Rabi) to 36 kg./ha in respect of Jowar

(local variety).

DiSPYbfOrtiensiIathe consumption of
Lthe three nutrients LN, P & Klg

India, at present, consumes the three main fertiliser nutrients

N, P a. K in the ratio of 6:2:1 (Please see Table14). Evidently, the

consumption of Nitrogen is relatively far higher than the consumption of

the other two fertiliser nutrients. A better balance among the three

nutrients is very much called for. Admittedly, a perfect balance of 1:131

is not necessary. After all, fertiliser application should depend on the

nutrient status of the soil. If a particular area is rich in Potash,

there is no need for applying further large quantities of Potash to that

soil. But, when the consumption of the different nutrients, relative to

the conditions of the soils, is lop sided, corrective action is definitely
called for.

Table14gives the details of the ratio in which India has consumed the

different fertiliser nutrients in 1961~62 and in each year between 1976-77

and 1981-82.
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TAaLg-._ _.1.,_4

Z
Egggggggign ratiqfof.Forti1isor'gut§ients

v—.

__ Year All India consumption ratio of
[1 P205. K201961 - 62 8.9 2.2 1.01976 ~ 77 7.7 2.0 1.01977 - 78 5.8 1.7 1.01978 - 79 5.8 1.9 1.0

1980 - 81 5.9 1.9 1.01981 4 82* 6.0 1.9 1.07 ,..
It can be seen from Table that the fertiliser consumption has shown

a better balance of 5.8:1.7:1 in 1977-78 as compared with 8.9:2.2:1 in

1961-62. But after 1977-78, there has been no improvement in this respect.

In fact, thebalance has deteriorated somewhat. -7*Pr-.-<3 /Swwrt c‘(,— '6/sPé~‘ci9»-24

M?/Sét    1 ,<:~.~;J«il-e.»«f.7'  i¢nr~4a,'-__e.-a.»~z»rcL?;:a,«,e,.a Jcfiilg‘ 2 bajhéfia ‘
""" '7“ 0» '2—'I§'14§~,Gk<€../*\The zone wise pmtfire is as follows:TABLE - 75'

Zone wise NPK ratio in fer§;;iser consumption" 0. 1981-1982 2.7.‘ ‘
ZoneL Ratio

N . : P.M : LKCentral  209East 5.77 1.7 1North 17.4 5.51 1South 3.8 1.3 1West 4.4 1.8 1Uthers - - —
All India 6 1.92 2 2 1

Fertiliser statistics — various issues., op.cit.

115* andc,"l*7. Fertiliser News. July 1982., 0p._cit.,- p.144.
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Projections for
the future:

Accurate projections of (LC:

production, consumption and imports of fertilisers over the next five
O1/\L CL/k«‘<f«f-‘€'_A./--Ct" ‘.23 5-lflk/M»-/~'v—-¢_aI cook 

or ten yearsf\ It is partly due to the difficulties inherent in such
projections and partly due to the problems that are peculiar to

Normally, projection of fertiliser production should be an

easy exercise. But in India,
siieeage in the schedule of construction and commissioning of new ferti

liser plants. There are also unforeseen variations in the extent to which

the available installed capacity is put to_production. Further more, the

projection exercises and forecasts suffer from lack of objectivity with

the result that the projections tend to be either over optimistic or

over pessimistic. As regards consumption again, apart from the effect_ OJ/.5-o
of the usual u:yx£wa.~:ca.§’..£r1-sv factors weather, there is/{a tendency
to confuse desirable levels of fertiliser consumption as synonymous with

forecasts of effective consumption.

After going through the fertiliser consumption forecasts developed
(£:o.L'

by different agencies in India, Balu Bumb points out,"In spite of the

critical role played by the future projections, a suitable forecasting

methodology based on realistic behavioural assumptions is still lack
26‘ing.fl

2$.L3__alU[Bumb‘. fLe_»_L_J;vey of the fertiliser sector in India,
Staff Workifig Pafier No. 331, Uorld Bank, Uashingtcn,
1978.p.22.
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Notuithstanding the inaccuracies, it is worthwhile to go

through the projections of fertiliser consumption and production

developed by the different agencies. The projections of fertili

ser production and consumption made by the Planning Commission of

India are presented in Table—16. They relate to the terminal year

of the sixth five year plan i.e. 1984-85.

T A B L E - 16

?‘?Projection of Fertiliser production and consumption - 1984-B5

Consumption Production Bag
(in million m.T.)N 6.00 4.20 1.80P 2.30 1.40 0.90K 1.31 Nil 1.31

Total gap 4.01
jjjgn-1-ac-ofinooq-j-uuzcom u ——:ojp:-——

The projections of consumption worked-out by the Ministry of

Agriculture and the Fertilizer Association of India.(FAI) For 1984-85

and 1989-90 are given in Table-17 below..

ZQL Planning Commission, Government of India, UI Five Year Plan 1980-B§,
New Delhi, 1980 p.265
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T A 8 L E- 17

Consumption Forecasts
in (‘coo M.T.)

1984 - 85 1989 — 90
Ministry of Ministry of
Agriculture FAI Agriculture FAIN 6000 6434 8500 9883

P 2338 1761 3500 2558K 1316 993 2003 1486
K.C._Sharma and R.R. Poricha have developed a balance sheet of

Fertiliser production, consumption and gap during 1984 - 85 and 1989 - 90.

They have taken into account the creation of additional production capa

city as per projects approved till the end of 1980. They have also

reckoned the normal rate of utilisation of the established production

capacity. As regards consumption estimates, they have taken the projections

of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Government of India. They have left

out Potash as Potash is, in any caseoimported totally and there is no need

to do a separate exercise For determining the gap between consumption and

domestic production in respect of Potash. The balance sheet drawn by

them in respect of Nitrogen and Phosphate is shown in Table- 18.

jggy Cited by Sharma, K.C. and Poricha, R.R;"Growth of Fertiliser
Industry — the next decade", in Development of Fertilisers in
India, gp.cit. p.134
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TABLEé1§

Likely gap between indigenous availability and
demehd ggto the and of the decade -55‘

_b('0Q0 m:T°)V _ “V” _ .3 Nitrogen ¢_ } Phogghate
Year } Consump- {Produc- 2 Gap }Consump— :Produc- ; Gap

% 3 tion gition : 4 :tion v:tion. :
1984-85 6,000 4,330 -1,670 2,338 1,115 -1,223
1989-90 0,500 5,400 -3 100 3,500 1,115 -2,3859 —.— @
IMPORTS OF. FERTIL:§_1§_S__

It has already been stated that India continues to be a net

importer of chemical fertilisers, despite all the efforts at augmenting

domestic production. The expahsion in production has not been able to

catch up with the growth in cohsumption. As far as potassic fertilisers

are concerned, in the absence of any domestic source of supply, India

inevitably depends on imports for her entire requirements. In the case

of nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilisers, India imports the quantities

required for bridgidg the gap between domestic production and consumption.

In the fifties. imports were limited to nitrogenous and potassic

fertilisers. There was practically no imports of phbsphatic fertilisers,

as domestic production was adequate to meet the than existing levels of

consumption. In the sixties, India had to import nitrogenous, phosphatic

and potassic fertilisers in an ever increasing measure. This trend more

or less continued in the seventies too. Appendix)!/gives the details of

year by year imports of fertilisers in India from 1970-71 to 1981-8253;:

It can be seen from Appendix 7‘! that the import bills of India have gone

on mounting year by year and reached the peak of Rs. 723 crores

gt. Ibid; p.137
_‘2g_. Please refer A;->pendix—XI, page 38°.‘ 0
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in 1975-76. The main reason for such a steep increase in the import

bill in 1975-76 was the sharp escalation in fertiliser prices that

year due to the spurt in oil prices. In the next year, i.e. 1976-77,

the import bill however came down as the prices of Fertilisers in the

international market registered a downward trend.

In the next three years, i.e. from 1977-78 to 1979-80 the imports

of Fertilisers were at a moderate level. The import bills were well

below. the peak oFl%.723 crores reached in 1975-76. In 1977-78 it

totalled up to|%.306 crores, in 1978-79,lE.460 crores and in 1979-80

fk.S55 crores. But, in 1980-81, there was again a steep jump in the value

as well as quantum of Fertilisers imported by the country. The country

very much wanted to reduce the dependence on imports during 1880-81, by

increasing domestic production through expeditious commissioning of the

plants under implementation and better capacity utilisation of the
€‘.av~(L'.Q)/

already running units. But, as   the actual result was
disappointing on both counts and the imports could not be avoided or

reduced. The import bill in 1988-81 touched the all time high offb.925

crores of Foreign exchange. It was partly due to the Fact that the

Fertiliser prices in the international market again went up that year

substantially. In terms of quantities, it consistfidbf 1.5 million M.T.

of N, 0.45 million M.T. of P and 0.8 million N.T. of K.

In 1981-82 imports of Fertilisers was substantially lesser as

compared with 1980-81. Yet, the value of imports in 1981-82 touched

fb.717 crores. In terms.oF quantities, it amounted to one million M.T. of

N9  million moTo Of P and  million MOTO OF K0
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Presently the imports are mostly in the Form of Urea, MOP and

DAP.

An analysis of the pattern of imports in relation to the actual

consumption, reveals that imports expressed as a share of consumption,

has been coming down, though, in absolute terms, imports have been going

up. The analysis also reveals that the imports in any particular year

do not match the 9p between consumption and domestic production in that

year. Usually, the imports vary widely from year to year. Also, in some

years the imports are considerably in excess of the gap between consumpt

ion and domestic production and in some other years, the imports are very

much lower than the gap. The surplus imports in some years actually get

consumed in the succeeding years. The consumption does not suffer in the

years of low imports. It is sustained by heavily drawing down on the

inventories built up by the previous years‘ imports. For example, during

1979~ao, imports of N, P & K formed 101.6%, 61.2% and 78% or the respect

ive gaps between consumption and domestic production. The unbridged gaps

in P & K was met by drawing down on the inventories.

Need for proper planning
of imports:

It is evident that imports of Fertilisers require proper planning

and a durable strategy. Basically, the job involves the bridging of the

gaps between consumption requirements and production prospects. In

practice, the task is not however that simple. The consumption targets

and production prospects have to be critically examined and carefully

evaluated. The extent to which the installed production capacity is

presently utilised and the extent to which it could be stepped up haH“5
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to be evaluated. Planning of imports will also have to take into

account the requirements of buffer stocks of fertilisers in the

country and the likely pattern of prices of fertilisers in the in
ternational markets.

Carelessness in planning of imports of fertilisers will cost

the economy a great deal. It will also affect adversely the via

bility of the domestic fertiliser industry. Some of the features of

fertiliser imports in India méil be discussed in a couple of succeed

ing chapters of this thesis:;;
SELF SUFFICIENCY IN
FERTILISERS:

From the analysis of India's imports of fertilisers and the pro

jected balance sheet of consumption, domestic production and gap, it

will be obvious that self-sufficiency for India in fertilisers is a

long way off. Though India has been planning for self-sufficiency in

fertilisers ever since the country attained independence in 1947, it

has been consistently slipping in this objective. The three main rea

sons for notaehieving self sufficiency in fertilisers have been (1)

sufficient production capacity had not been planned and provided for

in time; (2) The execution of the sanctioned projects with a fan;

exceptions took unduly long time; (3) The rate of utilisation of the

capacity already created was poor.

‘Z3. Please refer khapters 9 and 10.
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A very interesting and a very significant point emerges when

we analyse, side by side, the rate of utilisation of the fertili

ser production capacity already created in the country and the ex

tent of the country's dependence on imports. The capacity utili

sation of the fertiliser industry in India has oscillated over the

years around two third of the total installed capacity, leaving idle

one third of the total capacity.;‘* The fertiliser imports in India

have also oscillated over {he years around one third of the total

consumption requirements.3é; In other words, the extent of dependence

on imports and the extent of unutilised domestic capacity of product

ion more or less match with each other. If it is possible to turn out

a hundred percent utilisation of the installed capacity, there will be

no need to import any fertilisers into the country. The goal of self

sufficiency in fertilisers, aimed at for the last thirty years can be

achieved without bringing in fresh production capacity. This may,

however, be difficult in the existing circumstances. Accordingly. the

nation may have to continue the import: for some_moIB.x§§tsq

Moreover fertiliser coneumption.cannot be frozen at current levels.

There is need for increasing the consumption. And so long as the defi

cit between domestic production and consumption requirements persists,

the deficit has necessarily to be made good through imports, for other

wise, food production may fall and the import bill for food can be much

larger than that for fertilisers. However, atleast the quantum of im

ports could be reduced considerably by expeditious completion of the

new units and improved utilisation of the capacity of the existing units.

36}. For details please see Appendix VI 9 page

:3§: For details please see Appendix X3 . page f35§‘fi'
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CHAPTER-2
THE FERTILISER MARKETING SYSTEM

Fertiliser marketing in India
has been a unique process: ___

Marketing of Fertilisers in India has been a rather unique

process. It has differred significantly from the marketing of

other products in the country. Its impact on the country has been

in three major directions: (1) Commercially, the Fertiliser business

has emerged as one of the largest businesses in the country. (ii)

Economically, the process has resulted in a revolution in agricul

tural production, especially Food production in the country. (iii)

Sociologically, it has made a significant contribution to the con

tinuing transformation of a traditional rural society into a more

modern one.

The unique Features of the system:

The unique Features of the Fertiliser marketing system can be

appreciated better if one traces it to its genesis and growth.

Marketing in India has generally been synonymous with urban

marketing. The industrial expansion especially in the post indepen

dent era brought into the market a large spectrum of industrial and

consumer goods. These were sold essentially in the urban markets,

to urban consumers. To cater to these urban consumer segments was a

comparatively easier job. Communication was easy. To sense their

existing needs, to arouse their latent needs, to create new needs in

them and to serve those needs was a job For which certain proven
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marketing approaches and methods were already available. The

urban consumers were generally amenable and accessible to the

marketing strategies, promotional appeals and advertisement me

ssages brought out by the marketers of consumer goods and indus

trial goods. Consumer goods like textiles and cosmetics were some

of the first in which the socalled modern marketing techniques were

applied. In dealing with an urban clientele, the marketers of con

sumer goods generally adopted the marketing techniques developed in

the west with some modifications.

This marketing process, which was mostly directed at theLurban

middle classes was not suitable for the marketing of fertilisers. The

tools and techniques and the tempo and style of marketing consumer

goods in an urban setting were not quite applicable to communicating

with the farmers and peasants of rural India.

It was a totally new market, involving a totally new customer 

one with just a loin cloth on his body who had not seen the portals

of a school. His life and ambitions were confined to the four bunds

of his small paddy or wheat field. He could understand only his

village dialects. To add to this complexity, the product was a new

one, the use of which was totally alien to the culture and age old

practices of rural India. To most Indian farmers even the names of"

chemical fertilisers sounded

alien. Their attributeswnre yet to be proved. It is this combination

of a new market, a new customer and a new product that made fertiliser

marketing different from the marketing job in the urban markets. In

other words, the uniqueness of fertiliser marketing has been due to the
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uniqueness of the market, the uniqueness of the consumer and the

uniqueness of the product.

The market is unique:

The market for fertilisers is significantly different from the

market for consumer goods. The market for fertilisers is constituted

of the villages of India. The six lakh villages in the country con

stitute a market segment quite different from the towns and cities.

Though the basic principles and techniques of marketing may be appli

cable equally to the urban and rural areas, when it comes to a question

of operating a marketing system, problems of a different magnitude and

complexity arise in the rural market. The Rural India has been to a

large extent bypassed by the various social, and economic developments

that have taken place in this country. It is a market of more than

five hundred million people, a market in which the consumers are widely

scattered. It is also an extremely diverse and heterogeneous market.

Cultural, religious and linguistic diversities are the hall marks of

the rural market of India. The market is also characterised by wide

economic disparities. Appallingly low standard of living and extre

mely poor purchasing power are the common features of the market. In

other words, a combination of economic and social backwardness chara

cterise the rural market of India. In the early stages of fertiliser

marketing not much of ready demand existed for the product. It was

just a mass of three hundred or four hundred million people that had

to be called a market - the rural market of India. In direct contrast

to the growing, prospering and thriving urban India, the rural market

of India was characterised by its conservatism, traditionalism, ignor

ance and poverty.
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The consumer is unique:

In fertiliser marketing the farmer is the consumer. The ferti

liser consumer constitutes a completely different segment from the

urban middle class consumer, at whom most of the marketing activity

in India is aimed at today. There are significant differences in the

buying behaviour.of the fertiliser consumer and the consumers of other

goods. The consumer segment for fertilisers is constituted by a large

mass of illiterate, tradition bound, poverty—striken farming communi

ty widely diffused geographically all over the country where the farm

ing conditions vary widely from area to area.

Each aspect in this consumer profile had a special significance

to the fertiliser marketing man. Illiteracy was a barrier to be met

in marketing communications. The scattered nature of demand meant a

serious challenge in physical distribution. The traditional outlook

of the farmers meant a challenge in extension, conversion and training.

The poor purchasing power of most of the farmers created some other

hurdles. Credit had to be found for the purchase of the product and

innovative marketing systems had to be found, linking supply of inputs

with supply of credit.

The product is unique:

The fertiliser marketing man in India had not only to face a

unique market and a unique consumer but also a unique product for the

conditions of the country. As a product, fertilisers are differentia

ted from other consumer and industrial goods. The product is an input

with which the farmer can hopefully increase his returns. There is

also no certainty about returns when he uses the fertiliser. Farming
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in India is characterised by several uncertainties and Fertiliser by

itself cannot do the trick. Fertiliser is but one new item in a large

package of factors, most of which are, in the present context of the

country, uncontrollable. Theefiements of risk are numerous in Indian

Farming and the use of costly chemical Fertilisers is a controllable

new variable which the average Indian Farmer is exhorted to consume

with no certainty of success.

Moreover, the use of this product implied a total change in the

agricultural technology. Its use implied the conversion of the Farmer

into an entrepreneur. It involved the adoption of the new technology,

by large masses of peopld. In Fact, it was the sheer, weight of the

large masses of people thar‘required to be converted, that made the

Fertiliser marketing job extremely challenging. It also implied the

need to communicate and educate on an unprecedented scale to an audience

deeply entrenched For many years in traditional technology about the need

and desirability of change

Fertiliser is a highly seasonal product. It is required only once

or twice or thrice in an year. The extent of seasonality involved in

this product has been dealt with in detail in the previous chapter.1

The high degree of seasonality of the product adds to the uniqueness of

Fertiliser marketing and makes it a still more complex process.

Fertiliser is also a high cost product, used in high volume. Ferti

liser cost was in the range oF|.20D/- to %.50U/- per tonne in the early

days after independence and is around %.235D/- tofh.360U/— per tonne now.

It was difficult to store it because of the large volume and high costs

involved.

1. For details please see chapter—6, pp. 94-96
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Agriculture by itself is
a unique venture:

Another problem in fertilizer marketing related to the un

certainties associated with agriculture in the country. These un

certainties are caused by the very nature of farming, and are compli

cated by the conditions that are peculiar to Indian farming. It is

very difficult to establish a measurable relationship between the

cost of fertiliser and the returns derived from it. This feature of

farm operations is the most significant factor that makes an agri

cultural input like fertiliser, different from most other products.

To quote Sri Shyamal Banerjee,

"One almost ubiquitous characteristic of demand
for an economic good is a measurable relation
ship between the cost of a good and its utility 
by way of return or satisfaction. A consumer good
has a demand in proportion to its utility or the
consumer's satisfaction. A capital good is valued
and, therefore, demanded, based on its return to
the owner or user ............ In organised in
dustries and business, the initial effort is clearly
linked with the ultimate outcome. There is hardly
an investment in industry which, in one form or the
other, is not preceded by a feasibility study or
evaluation. This study is prognosis of what invest
ments are needed, for what results and with what
annuities or return on the initial investments .....
........ Farming conditions are dissimilar to in
dustrial situations. The profit orientation or
return computation in industry has an assumed basis
of certainty or near certainty of fulfilment. In
the farm sector, the condition of operation and the
so—called economic infrastructure and super-structure
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are all inadequately developed as yet. Thus, a Farmer
who takes to farming_for the First time is often not
quite sure whether he can carry it out successfully
even if he has the resources. Having launched such an
operation, he is not quite in command asmany external
factors can spell hazard to his success. In western
countries where Farming has been industrialized, con
ditions are more controlled than in India. First is
water management. Our dependence on monsoon and un
certainty of irrigation are still a deterrent. Crop
management and technologically sound practices are as
yet not quite standardized; the attack of pest, disease
and Foul whether is still quite common especially in
humid conditions of Farming. These and many other
factors are still largely beyond the control of Farmers." 2

It is well known that the Indian farmer is under the constant
threat of adverse weather conditions. Chemical Fertiliser Further

compounds the Financial risk of his Farming operations. To him there

is no insurance other than his Faith in God and he can turn to oone

if his crop Fails due to drought or Flood.

The uniqueness of the market, the consumer ard the product

and the uniqueness of the farming operations described above had many

implications to the Fertiliser marketing man. These resulted in

certain problems in physical distribution, channel operations and

mass communications,

2. Banerjee'Shyamal; "From Tradition to modernity”
Fertiliser News‘.Uctoge£ 1976
The Fertiliser Association of India,
New Delhi. P,8
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Special problems in physical distribution:

One of the prime tasks in fertiliser marketing is to design

and implement a physical distribution system that is most suited to

the rural areas, keeping the costs of distribution as low as possible,

guaranteeing at the same time, a minimum level of service to the con

sumer and ensuing timeliness of supplies. The main hurdle in accom

plishing this task was the absence of an established distribution

infrastructure in the rural areas. The lack of proper Facilities

of transport, storage and communications posod special problems in

marketing. Most of the rural areas are not asrvadby rail or road

adequately. Rail linkage is not available to most parts of rural

India. where roads are available, they are often kutcha
roads and not adequate to carry heavy loads. During the monsoons,

some parts are totally inaccessable, even by roads. And the bridges

on roads are not designed to carry heavy loads.

Storage is another problem area like transportation. Good

warehouses are not available in the rural areas. Fertiliser re

quires extensive warehousing. It has been an uphill task in Ferti

liser marketing to establish the required warehousing Facilities in

the interior parts.

Special problems in operating
distribution channel:

Just as a number of problems are encountered in physical

distribution, a number of difficult problems are encountered in

creating and managing the distribution channel. The fertilisers

had to be made available through innumerable outlets spread in

every nook and corner of rural India. The Fertiliser marketing man
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had to start from the scratch and create a distribution channel.

Choosing a channel model and developing a network of retail outlets

in the interior parts pose a host of problems. Getting a bunch of

competent dealers in the rural areas was by no means an easy task.

The fertiliser marketing man had to choose some from the traders and

money lenders available in the rural areas, absorb them as his dealers

and develop them in course of time. He also had to persuade the

village level cooperatives to take up fertiliser dealership. Some

of the fertiliser firms wont to the extent of providing the re

quired storage space to thetrader and entrusting him with the stocks

of fertilisers, with the understanding that he need pay for the stocks

only when he sold the stocks. This consignment system was the

forerunner of today's fertiliser distribution structure.

Again, controlling and administering the channel members

was an equally hazardous task. The fertiliser manufacturer had to

depend on several links structured into many tiers for reaching the

farmers. And he could not directly take up the responsibility for

operating these forward links in the distribution chain in view of

the cost, complexity and magnitude of the task. He could exercise

direct control only over the first links in the chain — the ones that

formed an integral part of his outfit, viz, company's own branch

office and buffer stock points. when direct control by the manu

facturer over the forward links in the chain was difficult, it

meant, some special hurdles in distribution. These hurdles had to

be met by employing a large sized sales force.

Furthermore, as said earlier, fertiliser marketing meant

selling a high cost product to a market having a very low purchasing
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power. This was a fundamental problem that challenged the fertiliser

marketing man. Extension of liberal credit was the only feasible

answer. But, this implied the problems of credit management and

recovery of dues. Even if the fertiliser marketing man was willing

to extend credit to the distribution channel, he could get very little

security to support the credit.

Special problems in promotion
and mass communication:

Advertising, promotion and mass communication was another

challenging area on fertiliser marketing. This is particularly

because the fertiliser marketing man just did not have the required

media to reach the farming community. The media that was available

was not effective and the media that was effective was not available.

Printed media was available in the rural areas to an extent, but its

scope in fertiliser promotion was limited because of the illiteracy

of a majority of farmers. The other traditional media also had

limitations in the rural context in terms of reach, cost, coverage

and effectiveness. Visual and audio—visual media, however, had

greater scope. So also ucjd of mouth communication through dealers

and opinion leaders. Television would have been an effective medium

for fertiliser promotion but the country entered the television era

only recently; paradoxically, the rural areas are not
covered by television.

Apart from the non—availability of an appropriate communi

cation medium, promotion became a problem in fertiliser marketing for

another reason. Fertiliser marketing meant the introduction of a
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new product. while manuring the field is a concept known to the

farmer the use of chemical fertilisers was new to him. And therefore,

both generic promotion and brand promotion had to be done simultaneously.

This put an additional burden on the marketing man. Fertiliser market

ing required more strenuous promotional efforts than what was ever

required for promoting some of the consumer goods whether in the rural

market, or in the urgen market. The novel and technical nature of the

product demanded special innovative promotional efforts.

Special problems in other
functional areas:

Apart from the special problems in the areas of physical

distribution, channel managementanfiass communication, the fertiliser

marketing job has some special problems in certain other areas such as

personal selling, presale and aftersale service, marketing organisat

ional structure, marketing controls, marketing research activities,etc.

Fertiliser marketing is the first
organised effort on a massive
scale in rural marketing in India:

An in depth study of the evolution and grow*h of fertiliser

marketing in India will clearly reveal that fertiliser marketirg is the

first largescale effort in rural marketing in India. It is tfs ferti
liser sector that should legitimately get the credit for beirg the

pioneer in rural marketing in the country. It is not forgotten here

that some consumer goods had entered the rural markets of India before

fertilisers entered those markets. But the marketing of P308 of

these products involved such large volume and massive e ’art as the

marketing of fertilisers did. Nor did it involve such social inno

vation and incessant process of education as fertiliser marketing
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did. Also, the marketing effort, in the other sectors was nowhere

near the effort in the fertiliser sector in its impact on the rural

masses of the country. In style, size and impact, the marketing

effort in the fertiliser sector was a class by itself, unmatched by

any other sector.

For example, manufacturers of consumer goods like tea and

vanaspati did make commendable efforts at rural marketing in India,

even in the early stages of the evolution of the overall marketing

process in the country. But those goods differed from chemical ferti

lisers in the kind of satisfaction they provided to the consumer.

Consumer products like tea and vanaspati were intended to provide

immediate and direct satisfaction to the users. The users directly

experienced the value and utility of the products. without belittling

the market development work done by the marketers of these products,

it must be mentioned that no such fundamental conversion in attitudes

and practices was involved in the marketing of these products as in

the case of chemical fertilisers. Again,the turnover and quantity

involved in the sale of these products was consid erably limited

when compared to the huge volume and huge turnover involved in chemical

fertilisers. The ‘risks’ as perceived by the consumer are consequently

much greater. while consumer products mentioned above were aimed at

a particular segment of the rural population characterised by income,

education or age chemical fertilisers had to be aimed at practically

the entire rural India. That way, fertiliser marketing demanded a

penetration and a physical coverage which no consumer gooqztg the

same extent. Literally, millions of tonnes of fertiliser products
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had to be transported to rural India, stored in several rural warehouses

and distributed to millions of farmers.

Major experiment in rural communication:

Fertiliser marketing also meant the first large scale

experiment in rural mass communications in India. Fertiliser was a

product that demanded a real.demonstration of its utility. It was a

technical product. And the very process of demonstrating the efficacy

of this product involved a good deal of time, men and money. No

instant demonstration was possible. To convince the farmer was not

easy. ‘The Promise of Plenty‘ couched in a rural idiom with a rural

theme and a rural appeal had to be made. For years together, in

Chcsen Farms and Crops farmlrs had to be shown the efficacy of the

fertilisers; more than that, they hcd tb be convinced that the product
will not spoil their crop and soil.

Birth of a new eze:

The entry of fertilisers in the rural markets of India on a

large scale was in a way the birth of a new era. Marketing men without

the benefit of past experience of marketing that product, were plunging

into the difficult rural market with a difficult product.

The experiment however, did succeed as the history of fertiliser

marketing in India for the last twenty five years will show. The

marketing men could break though very slowly the barriers of the

Indian farmer and make him accept this product as a clue to his profit.

It goes to the credit of the fertiliser marketing men that they could

do so in such adverse circumstances. The growth of fertiliser

consumption in India from the scratches in the fifties to its present

day heights is the real testimony to the success of their endeavours.
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This is not in any way to ignore the significance of the

governmental efforts in the same direction. Governmental efforts

were significant in respect of educating the Farmers and in providing

incentives to the farmers to use fertilisers through subsidies and

other means. The extension work done by the several agencies of the

Government - in particular the Departments of Community Development

and the Departments of Agriculture at the State and Central Government —

is also worthy of specialmention here. But it must be realised that

this is only a pant of the total marketing effort that was required

in respect of making Fertiliser consumption part of a way of like for

the farmer. Complementing the activities of the Government were the

remarkable efforts in fertiliser marketing put in by the manufacturers

and distribution agents. This was not perhaps as apparent as the

governmental efforts were, but nonetheless equaly necessary and fruit

ful.

The social implications:

It is incorrect to view fertiliser marketing purely as a

commercial process ignoring its sociological content. Fertiliser mar

keting in India, from the time it made the first inroads into the rural

areas of the;country till today, has retained a real social content. At

no time, was it a purely commercial Venture. At the same time, the

well accepted commercial principles were also applied in this

marketing process. It is to the credit of fertiliser marketing efforts

in India that it was able to strike a happy balance between the social

and commercial requirements of the business, unique as it was. It

will not.tm2inapt to say that fertiliser marketing was the major

effart in social marketing in India. It was not a mere profit making
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venture for the industry. It meant taking the results of science

and technology to the rural people. It also contributed to converting

the home need based Farming system of India into a market oriented farm

ing systorn from a feudal to a capitalistfaming system, Indirectly, it

aimed at the improvement of the quality of life of the rural masses of

India, Truly, it helped to lay the Foundations of a social marketing

process in India.

Transfermation from
tradition to modernity:

The process of Fertiliser marketing in India has involved an

experiment in breaking tradition and bringing in modernity among vast

masses of people living in rural areas. Undeniably, the fertiliser

marketing men, have made praiseworthy efforts in breaking the pyscho

logical barriers and knowledge barriers of the Indian Farmers. They

took science and technology to rural India and offerred it in a manner

digestible by the Farming community. Tireless extension work has been

an integral part of this process. Discerning analysts of the process of

Fertiliser marketing in India have correctly under scored the sociolo

gical content of the process. They have recognised that the process

had combined at the same time, a sociological experiment as well as

an economic experiment. As Mr.B.Venkatappiah, Former Governor of the

Reserve Bank of India says, "Fertiliser marketing involves at once a

sociological—cum—economic enquiry of the most sophisticated type on

the one hand and an extension-cum-sales promotion of a most complicated

nature on the other"«3

3. Venkatappiah. B; keynote address presented in the
seminar on Fertilisers held by the Fertiliser
Association of India, New Delhi, 1967. P. 1.3
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Highly coordinated effort:

In another aspect too, fertiliser marketing set the trend for

the overall rural marketing process. This was in the matter 9? C99rdiat’

ion of efforts by different agencies. Fertiliser marketing W35 3

sector where coordination of efforts was very essential, especially

in matters of distribution and promotion. Agencies of Central and

State Governments and fertiliser manufacturers and marketers peeled

their resources and experiences and nurtured this marketing process.

Such coordination was the natural outcome of the recognition of the

enormity of the task.

Evolution of the Fertiliser
marketinq_system:m

A detailed study of fertiliser marketing in India shows that it

has evolved through three distinct chases of development. Each of

these phases has had its own special marketing features. In fact, each

phase has been the result of the marketing environment existing in the
country at that time.

The first phase:

The first phase Covers thefper!od{frem~the beginning of the
twentieth century to the early 1940's. Some pioneering
efforts were made during the period in promoting fertiliser use. But

no significant strides in fertiliser marketing took place in this period
in the country. Fertiliser sales were meagre and were confined to the

plantation crops like tee and coffee.

Perry and Co. of Madras, was the first firm in India to market

fertilisers in the country. It marketed superphosphate manufactured
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in their own unit in Tamilnadu. Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI)

was another pioneer in Fertiliser marketing in India. It imported

and marketed Ammonium sulphate and Ammonium nitrate.

The going was certainly not easy for the pioneers in Fertiliser

marketing. It took them considerable time and effort to populerise

fertiliser use. Even after the initial barriers were broken, the

progress in fertiliser use was very slow throughout the first phase of

the evolution of Fertiliser marketing in India.

The second phase:

The second phase commenced Frem 1944 and extended till the sixties.

It is during this phase that Fertiliser marketing became an important

Function in the country. The creation of the Central Fertiliser Pool

(The pool) by the Government of India in 1944 marked the beginning of

this phase of Fertiliser marketing in India. The pool, as the name

would indicate, was supposed to pool all the Fertiliser products —

domestic and imported materials and distribute them in all the states

at controlled prices. As Sri Heredia says, the pool was created with

the objective of "ensuring the eguitablg_distribution of the §vgilgblg_

Fertilisers at j§i3_erices to all provinces of the ceuntry. Obviously,

at this stage in the history of Fertiliser marketing in India, the em

phasis was not on ‘marketing’ but on 'rationing' of the available
4Fertilisers".

4. Heredia, F.3; "Evolution of a Fertiliser marketing system, a
critical review", paper presented at the seminar held by the
Fertiliser Association of India, New Delhi, 1980. p.I—2
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The pool consisted of ammonium sulphate, urea, CAN and ASN.

Superphosphate and fertiliser mixtures were, left outside the pool.

The distribution of the pool fertilisers was effected through the

cooperatives and a few private dealers specially licensed in this

behalf. In many states, the departmental (government) sales outlets

dominated the marketing of fertilisers in the early years. The far

tiliser availability, was mainly from the imports and was very irre

gular - varying from year to year.i Again, neither the quantum of

fertiliser used nor the degree of fertiliser consciousness was uniformly

spread through out the country. Consumption was confined to a few

pockets and a few crops.

The creation of the fertiliser pool more or less coincided with

the introduction of the Crow More Food campaign about which reference

was made earlier.5 This campaign was launched with the objective of

achieving self sufficiency in food output.

A characteristic feature of the second phase of the evolution of

fertiliser marketing in India was the active intervention of the govern

ment in the fertiliser business. In the years that followed India's

independence (1947), and especially from the latter half of the fifties,

the government, in the centre and in the states, enlarged their control

over the production, imports and distribution of fertilisers.

The declaration of fertilisers as an essential commodity under the

Essential Commodities Act, 1956 (ECA) was a major land mark in the se

cond phase of the evolution of fertiliser marketing in India. Govern

ment considered it desirable to regulate the quality and distribution

5. Please see Chapter -4, page 50
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aspects of Fertilisers in addition to its price. The Fertiliser

Control Order (FCU) was issued by the government in 1957 under the

ECA. The FCU regulated the quality, price and trading of Fertili

sers. This also necessitated the licensing of Fertiliser outlets,
both wholesale and retail. The declaration of Fertiliser as an

essential commodity under the statute clearly indicated the high

degree of importance that the government attached to this commodity.

It also set the pattern For several other regulations that the govern

ment exercised on this commodity in later years.

Another major landmark in Fertiliser marketing that took place in

this phase was the publication of the Report of the Committee on Ferti

lisers.6 The Committee was appointed to examine the long term and short

term problems connected with distribution of all chemical Fertilisers 

nitrogenous, phosphatic and potassic, and to recommend measures For

evolving an effective system of distribution of fertilisers with a view

to bringing about a rapid increase in their use For increased agricul—

tural production. The Committee was also to examine the question of

Fertiliser prices, the role of cooperatives in fertiliser marketing and

the role of extension services in the promotion and popularisatien of

the use of Fertilisers.7

6. The Government of India appointed a Committee under the Chairman
ship of Sri B. Sivaraman in 1964. The Committee submitted its
report in 1965. The report is popularly known as Sivaraman Committe
Report.

7. Government of India, Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Report of the
Committee on Fertilisers, New Delhi 1965. p.89
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The Sivaraman Committee report articulated the objectives of

Fertiliser marketing in the following terms:

"(1) Guaranteeing availability of Fertilisers at
fair prices in the remotest corners of the
country so that no part of it is kept outside
the growth potential.

(ii) Building up a good Fertiliser distribution
system by activating the cooperative sector

(iii) Carrying the message of balanced Fertiliser
application to all parts of the Country."

One of the important recommendations of the Committee was to

allow the manufacturing units in the country to distribute a part

of their production of nitrogenous Fertilisers through their own

distribution system. This was done with the idea that when the in

digenous production increased substantially, there will be a cnmpee

titive distribution system between the cooperatives who were hither

to having a near monopoly in the business and the private trade.

Experience showed that this was a crucial and wise recommendation.

The acceptance of the recommendation brought about major changes in

Fertiliser sales.

The Sivaraman Committee also highlighted the importance of Fer

tiliser promotion in stimulating consumption of Fertilisers and in

creasing Food production. The Committee went to the extent of reco

mmending the creation of a separate Fertiliser Promotion Corporation,

— a unified agency For the promotion and distribution of Fertilisers.

8. Ibid; pp. i - ii
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The Dport envisaged the Following responsibilities For the proposed

corporation.

" (i) Taking charge of a massive promotion pro
gramme throughout the country to ensure the
consumption of large quantities of fertili
sers programmed to be made available in
Future by organising an effective demonst
ration programme; and

(ii) giving Free assistance to Farmers by pro
viding soil testing services and agronomic
advice on the use of fertilisers and other
related inputs in an integrated programme
with the help of farm information services."

It must be admitted that even the Sivaraman Committee did not go

the whole way towards the concept of a total marketing system, in the

modern sense of the term. The emphasis was still on distribution,

though promotion was also recognised by the Committee as an essential

part of the Fertiliser marketing job, in the prevailing context of the

country.

The new Fertiliser policy:

The period that Followed the Sivaraman Committee report witnessed

a new Fertiliser policy. This policy actually came out of the reali

sation that increased consumption of Fertilisers held the key to large

scale increase in food production. It was equally well realised that

increasing the domestic capacity of Fertiliser production without merely

depending on imports is the surest way of increasing the availability

of fertilisers to the Farmers of the country.

9. Ibid; p.77
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The policy hitherto Followed underwent a change so as to

encourage the establishment of new Fertiliser manufacturing units.

It was decided to open up the Fertiliser industry to the private

sector - Indian and Foreign. It was Felt that otherwise, it would

not be easy to expand the production capacity to the required

measure in a short span of time. The decision to attract the private

sector investment into the Fertiliser industry had its natural con

sequences in marketing. The decision to open up the industry to

private sector was Followed by the grant of partial Freedom of mar

keting to the manufacturers.

Components of the ‘New Fertiliser
policy‘:

The main components of this new Fertiliser policy package were:

— Fertiliser will be accorded the priority
status of a core industry

- Substantial Fresh production capacity will
be created in the country with a sense of
urgency.

- Both public and private sectors, including
foreign private capital will be encouraged
to enter the Field afresh or expand existing
capacity.

— Fertiliser marketing will be liberalised in
every respect. There will be progressive
decontrol of Fertiliser distribution, pri
cing and marketing.

- Private trade will be allowed to carry on
aggressive marketing of Fertilisers side by
side with the cooperatives and other insti
tutional channels.
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- Fertiliser dealer licensing will be replaced

by mere registration.

- Fertiliser promotion work will be organised
on a massive scale and with a multiagency
approach.

The most significant component of the new policywas, no doubt,

the decontrol on Fertiliser marketing.

The decontrol was planned to take shapte in stages. During the

First year, 30 percent of the production could be taken for decontrolled

and open marketing; during the second year 50 percent; from the third

year onwards 70 percent to 100 percent of the domestic production could

be taken For decentrolled and open marketing, subject to the proviso

that government reserved the right to command and procure upto 30 per

cent of the product of any domestic producer For ‘pooled marketing‘.

It was also envisaged that the domestic manufacturers could take the

Fertilisers wherever they wanted within the country and market them

through the channels of their choice and at prices to be determined by

them.

As a corollary to the above policy came the decision to abolish

licencing of Fertiliser dealers. The law obtaining until then had

required every Fertiliser outlet to apply and take a licence from the

department of agriculture of the respective state government. The

state governments were not very liberal in granting such licenses.

The change permitted manufacturers to appoint any number of dealers

wherever they deemed it necessary to do so, the sole formality to be

complied with beingtnncommunicate for registration, particulars of the

appointee to a designated officialwof the state government concerned.
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This progressive measure had a very Favourable impact on the deve

lopment of Fertiliser marketing. Not only in letter, but in spirit

too, most of the state governments became liberal regarding the

expansion of the Fertiliser distribution machinery in the private

sector. There was no longer the restrictive approach to the private

trade nor the over protection of and exclusive dependence on the co

operative channels.

The new farming strategy:

It was during the same period that Indian agriculture witnessed

the birth and adoption of the new Farming technology based on high

yielding erep varieties. These crop varieties were highly Fertiliser

responsive. with the introduction of the high yielding varieties,

consumption of Fertilisers was expected te shoot up dramatically.

This was the beginning of the Green Revelution.]D

This development had a great impact on Fertiliser marketing in the

country. The new agricultural strategy and the new Fertiliser policy

together determined the new course of Fertiliser marketing. The six

year period between 1965-66 and 1971-72 was one of spectacular achieve

ments in expansion of Fertiliser production capacities as well as in

Fertiliser consumption in the country. The installed capacity (of N + P)

went up by 1.16 million M.T. in the six years, from 0.86 million M.T. in

1965-66 to 2.02 million M.T. in 1971-72. Fertiliser consumption (N+P+K)

more than trebled, From 0.78 million M.T. in 1965-66 to 2.66 million M.T.

in 1971-72. The number of Fertiliser sales outlets in the country in
11creased from 60000 in 1965-66 to 86395 in 1971-72.

10. Please see Chapter ~ 3, pp, 20-27

11. Fertiliser Statistics, The Fertiliser Association of India, New Delhi
various issues.
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It would be appropriate to describe the year 1966-67 as a

‘watershed’ yearian year that divides an earlier epoch of ferti

liser ‘distribution’ from the current era of fertiliser 'marketing',

in which a wide range of straight and complex fertilisers was offered

for sale to the farming community, through modern, sophisticated and

integrated marketing.systems.

However, within a short time, after the liberalisation of ferti

liser marketing as explained above, the Government completely reversed

the policy. The freedom of pricing was withdrawn. In fact, freedom

of marketing and pricing, which was supposed to take place step by step

was not even allowed to reach its last step. Before then, the policy

was reversed. Consequent on the policy reversal, control was reimposed

on the prices of the straight nitrogenous fertilisers viz. Urea, A/S,

CAN and ASN, which together constituted 80 percent of the total for

tilisers consumed in the country at that time. The relaxation in

respect of distribution fortunately continued for some years. It was

six years later that the distribution freedom was also taken away by

bringing all Fertiliser supplies under a supply plan coordinated by thoGcm

and notified statutorily under the ECA.

The relaxation regarding the licensing requirement for operating

a fertiliser sales outlet was however not withdrawn, along with the

withdraw} of price freedom and distribution freedom. The liberalised

policy continues till today.

The third phase:

In the third phase, which is the current phase as well, fertiliser

marketing in the country has assumed a very complex posture. Chemical
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fertiliser is no more a new product. The problems associated with

new product marketing have vanished to a large extent. But the

variety of fertiliser products has increased. So also has the

number of competing manufacturers and brands. The market has assumed

a new demand supply profile. Consolidation of fertiliser consumption

has been the distinguishing feature of this phase of fertiliser mar

keting. The quick growth achieved in the mid-sixties could not be kept

up. Instead, efforts were made to consolidate fertiliser consumption

and maintain a reasonable growth rate.

There was a big quantum jump in both production and consumption

of fertilisers during this phase. Fertiliser production (N + P) went

up from 1.24 million M.T. to 4.09 million M.T. between 1971-72 and

1981-82; fertiliser consumption (N+P+K) went up from 2.66 million M.T.

to 6.07 million M.T. The details in this regard were furnished

earlier.1

This enormous jump in consumption and demand meant new types of

challenges to the Fertiliser manufacturing and marketing agencies.

They have been trying out new experiments in physical distribution,

channel design and sales promotion.

This phase has thus, been characterised by more sophisticated

marketing. Competition among the different brands and increased availa

bility of fertilisers in the country were the main factors that brought

about a higher degree of sophistication in marketing in this phase.

Different manufacturers were offering the same fertiliser product to the

farmers under different brand names. There was not much difference among

12. Please see Chapter—6, pp.74 and 83
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the different brands of a given Fertiliser product. The vnrious

Firms had to develop and assign new and distinct appeals to their

products. The product personality and the service rendered by the

Firms had to be played up. New services, new Facilities and new

concessions, improved packing, improved physical quality of the pro

duct and offer of other related inputs were used by the firms to give

distinctive appeals to their brands which were otherwise net distin

guishable From other brands. The Firms also tried to motivate the

distribution channels in the private as well as the cooperative sectors

through a variety of incentives. This phase, in general, witnessed a

transition — from generic promotion to brand promotion, From distri—

butioh to creative selling, From shortage to surplus, from co-existence

to price war. Fertiliser marketing in the country thus saw the advent

of a number of new comers into the Field. Proven and established

systems of distribution were getting shelved and new ones were desi

gned in this place. The emphasis was on wooing the Fertiliser dealer

and to ensure his commitment and loyalty.

while greater Freedom in marketing and distribution was made

available to the industry, governmental regulation and control still

persisted. The government continued to assume prime responsibility

For the availability of the commodity as well as For various other

aspects of marketing of the commodity. Though the role of the govern

ment as a regulator can be seen practically in every phase of the

evolution of Fertiliser marketing in the country, in certain respects

it became more pronounced in the current phase. The social overtones

of fertiliser marketing have been such that the government could not
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but intervene in the business and exercise control through various

policy measures. The impact of these govermental policies on ferti

liser marketing in India has been large. A new pricing system, totally

overhauling the old pricing structure of the fertiliser industry, new

policies on rail and road transport of fertilisers witha the objective

of rationalising fertiliser distribution, new policy on fertiliser

supplies to the interior village markets and stricter control on market

zones of the various Fertiliser firms have been some of the measures

taken by the government in this phase. This was understandable. The

relevance of a proper production and distribution system to the eco

nomic development of the country was be important that government had

to step in continuously to regulate them. Moreover, having gone ahead

with massive investment in chemical fertiliser production under the

conviction that fertiliser is the most essential input in the farm

package, the government could not look away in the matter of marketir@;and

distribution of the commodity. with millions of tonnes of fertilisers

available with the domestic manufacturers and import handling agencies,

the government had necessarily to assume responsibility for ensuring

increased fertiliser consumption.

Fertiliser marketing in India has today grown into one of the

biggest businesses in the country, but it is still at the cross roads.

The business has become much more competitive, but the consumer is still

unsatisfied on different fronts, particularly with regard to price. The

overall objective of the government to keep the prices of farm outputs

down does not easily go with continuous escalation in the cost of pro

duction including tho price of fertilisers.

It is in this context of developments that the bold contours of the

fertiliser marketing system prevalent today in India have taken shape.
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Impact of Governmentgpolicies
on fertiliser marketino_in India:

The evolution of fertiliser marketing in India makes it clear

that Government policies constitute the major influence on fertiliser

marketing in the country. It will be no exaggeration to say that the

fertiliser marketing system in India at any given point of time has

been the product of the governmental policies in existence at the

timao Sri F.3.Heredia describes this process in the following words:

" 'Evolution' is an apt word for the process
that have shaped the apparatus through which provi
sioning of fertilisers for India's'agficultural
communities is currently effected. The ‘life force’
powering this particular evolution is not the commer
cial equivalent of Darwinian ‘natural selection’ ; it
is, in effect, Government policies that are mainly
responsible for the characteristics of fertiliser
marketing in India today."

Government controls and regulations on fertiliser marketing

exist in several countries of the world, especially the less developed
ones.

ing is

But, the impact of the government policies on fertiliser market

particularly significant in India. As Dr.Baijal says,

"In most countries of the world, Government policies
play a very important role in shaping the prospects
of the fertiliser sector. Whether it is in the form
of setting the prices of fertilisers or those of feed
stocks, directing investment into fertiliser manufacture,
operating a crop price support mechanism, developing
fertiliser promotional programmes and organizing credit
mechanisms, these policies have a determining influence
on the manner in which the production of fertilisers as

13. Hercdia, F.3 ; Up.c1t Q P.I—1,



well as their off-take expand. This holds true with
particular force for India in view of the substantial
direct participation of Government in the fertiliser
sector." °

There is no doubt that in India various policy decisions

taken by the government at different points of time have determined

the course of fertiliser marketing and shaped its institutional

framework. Important among the government policies that have shaped

fertiliser marketing are:—

(i) The policy that fertilisers will be marketed at a uni

form price throught the country and that the maximum

selling price will be controlled by the government and

statutorily notified.

(ii) The policy that distribution of the fertilisers shall

take place as determined by the government and statu

torily notified under the Essential Commodities Act (EDA).

As per this policy, specified quantities of specified

fertiliser products will have to be made available by

the manufacturer to specified states in each crop season.

(iii) The policy which prescribes the fair retention prices

for the products for the manufacturer and the subsidies

to which he is entitled.

(iv) The policy which prescribes the equated freight for the

products for each manufacturer within which he has to

manage the transportation of his fertilisers. If the

manufacturer spends more than the prescribed equated

freight, the excess will not be reimbursed to him by the

government which administers the retention prices and sub

Sidiesg

14. Beijal, Dr.S.S. ; Fertiliser policies and their
impact on fertiliserpreduetien and consumption" in
DGVGlT?mQQ*_;£_FOrtil1sOrS Ln_IQdie, The Fertiliser
Association of India, New Delhi , 1980, P.259.
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Tho policy which prescribes as a corollary to (iv)

above, the mix of transport modes, ie the percentage

share of rail and road, For moving the fertiliser from

the Factory to the marketing territories.

The policy which prescribes that all rail transportation

of the products from the Factory to the marketing terri

tories shall be by full train loads consigned to a single
destination from where the manufacturers shall take care

of Further dispersal of the stocks by road transport.

The policy which prescribes that specified distribution

margins shall be payable to the channels of distribution

in respect of each fertiliser product.

The policy that all fertilisers shall be delivered Freighti

paid upto the block headquarters by the manufacturers.

In addition to the above mentioned policies on pricing, trans

portation and distribution, which directly impinge on the course of

fertiliser marketing in the country, there are many other government

policies which exorcise indirect influence on it.

8I.‘D3

Somo of them

- Industrial licencing policies

Investment policy on Fertilisers

Policies on return on investment

- Feed stock policies

— Policies on choice of technology and scales of production

— Policies regarding agricultural output pricing and

agricultural output targets:
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Fertiliser marketing in the country had necessarily to

operate within thegeneral Frame-work of the government policies in

all these areas. In the area of pricing, in particular, the Ferti

liser sector in the country had to totally conform to the directions

of the government. As mentioned earlier, a feeble attempt to de

contrcl Fertiliser prices was made in the country between 1966 and

1970, but was civen up as inadvisable. Outside of this brief period,

the Fertiliser sector hasbeen under total control of the government

in the area of pricing. And when the 'Marathe Formula‘ on Fertiliser

pricing and return on investment was introduced in 1977, it became,

by Far, the most important and the most Far-reaching example of the

influence of government policies on the fertiliser marketing system

in the ceuntryzs The Marathe Formula has touched practically each

and every aspect of the fertiliser business, not merely the pricing

and marketing aspects.

Comgetitiggrmarketing
despite governmental
controls.

A recognition of the overwhelming impact of government

policies on Fertiliser marketing in India should not however lead to

the impression that Fertiliser business in India is a noncompetitibe

business. The truth is Far From this. Keen competition is a strik

ing FeatLre of the Fertiliser business in India.

The domestic fertiliser manufacturers in India have always

been allowed to play their marketing role, notwithstanding the govern

ment regulations on practically all the aspects of the Fertiliser

15. A detailed description of the
'Marathe Formula‘ on Fertiliser pricing has
been furnished in chapter — 8, pp.
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business. The manufacturers have had Freedom to develop their

individual brands of Fertilisers. They have had the Freedom to

compete with one another and develop their own systems of market

ing and channels oF distribution. In addition, competition has

also been permitted between domestic Fertilisers and imported Fer

tilisers. As a result of this, Fertiliser marketing in India pre

sents almost a Free enterprise scene, notwithstanding the govern

mental controls mentioned earlier.

The three main marketing models prevalent in
the Fertiliser marketing system:

The Fertiliser business in India consists of three main parts,

viz.,

(1) Imported Fertilisers other than potassic fertilisers

(2) Potassic Fertilisers

(3) Domestic Fertilisers of various grades and types.

Each one of these parts has an associated marketing arrangement.

Briefly, the marketing arrangements are as Follows:

- All imported Fertilisers except potassic Ferti
lisers are marketed by the central Fertiliser
pool of the Government of India. The pool how
ever has no marketing organisation of its own.
It operates through the Food Corporation of India
and a Few domestic Fertiliser firms who are nomi
nated as the pool handling agencies.

- All potassic fertilisers are handled on an exclu
sive basis by the Indian Potash Ltd. (IPL), a pub
lic sector company.
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- The domestic Fertilisers are marketed inde
pendently by the respective Fertiliser firms.
Individual Firms have their own systems of
marketing and channels of distribution. Almost
all the domestic fertilisers have incorporated
both the cooperatives and the private trade in
their respective marketing systems.

It must however be mentioned that though three distinct components

as mentioned above are seen in Fertiliser marketing in India, at the

market level, ie, the wholesale and retail level all Fertilisers, be

they imported nonpotassic Fertilisers, imported potassic Fertilisers or

indigenouslymanufactured Fertilisers of different kinds, are marketed by

the same agencies irrespective of the differences in the marketing arra

ngement Followed at the apex level. Another striking feature is that

at the market level, cooperatives as well as private trade share the job

of Fertiliser marketing in India almost as two equal halves of the system

This is so, irrespective of, the type of marketing arrangements or the

agency nominated For the job at the apex level.

Marketing model employed in the marketing
of imported Fertilisers (non—potassic)

Tracing the history of Fertiliser marketing in the country, it was

mentioned earlier that the central Fertiliser pool of the Government of

India was created in 1944 and in the early years, the pool, as the name

indicated, was pooling the domestic and imported fertilisers and was

allocating them equitably to the various states.16 The pool was actually

taking over the domestic Fertilisers and allotting them to the states at

16. Please refer page 129
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ore-determined prices. It was also paying the domestic fertiliser

Firms their respective retention prices. As regards the imported

fertilisers, the pool was allotting them to the states on the same

lines as they allotted the domestic fertilisers, except for the di

Fference that in the case of the imported fertilisers, there was no

need for adjustments between allotment prices and retention prices.

when domestic production of Fertilisers increased substantially

in the sixties and the seventies, the domestic Fertiliser industry

started playing a leading role in the Fertiliser marketing system in

the country. The pool was satisfied with a secondary role. It aban

doned the marketing of domestic Fertilisers. Presently, the pool is

in charge of the marketing of only the imported, nonpotassic Fertili

sers. But the role of government in coordinating the allotments to the

states, however continues in respect of imported Fertilisers as well as

domestic Fertilisers. The coordination in supplies is achieved by the

government rhough a system of allocations under the Essential Commodities

Act (ECA). This system is being explained in detail in page15g3in’this

chapter.

Between 1944, when the pool was created and 1968 when the Food Cor

poration of India (FCI) was created, the pool operated through the Reg

ional Directorate of Food of the Ministry of Food and Agriculture. After

the creation of FCI in 1968, the Regional Directorate of Food got merged

with the FBI and the pool carried out its fertiliser handing and market

ing operations through the FCI. This system continued For a Full decade,

till 1978. The FCI used to handle the Fertiliser ships at the various
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Indian ports on behalf of the pool, as the sole pool handling agency

and despatch the Fertilisers as per the instructions of the pool, to

various places in the country in the account of the various states and

other buyers/allottees of the fertilisers. Alternately, they despat~

ched the Fertilisers to the various buffer stocking points which usu

ally meant the FBI godewns or the godowns of the Central and State

warehousing Corporations in upcountry. The stocks were subsequently

distributed/sold as per the instructions of the pool. The FCI was

suitably compensated by the pool For this handling job.

There was a change in the above mentioned system in 1976. To

quote Sri B.P. Sikder,

"During early 1976, the Government decided that the
Financing of the handling and distribution of im
ported Fertilisers should be done by the banking
sector and to that extent the pressure on the go
vernment budget would be less. In persuance of this
decision, the handling and distribution of imported
nonpotassic Fertilisers were entrusted to Food Cor
poration oF India on "ownership basis". Under this
system, FCI would open L/Cs in favour of the Depart
ment of Agriculture while the ships are on high seas.
They are given 60 days credit after which these L/Cs
are encashed. Terms and conditions on which FCI have
been handling imported nonpotassic fertilisers have
also been mutually agreed to. On the basis of these
terms and conditions, FCI have been doing this work
on 'actuals' basis. Buffer stocking is also done by
them on the basis of the guidelines given by the pool
from time to time." 17

17. Sikder, B.P; "Handling and distribution of imported Fertilisers in
India", Fertiliser News Jul 1981, The Fertiliser Association of
India, New  p D0270
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The system of handling the imported fertilisers through the

FBI was found wanting in some respects. In 1978, the Government

of India decided to throw this job open to some of the domestic

fertiliser units in the country who were willing to do it at a

mutually agreed rate of compensation. In fact, even in the late

sixties and early seventies, some of tbeseemeetic fertiliser units

did handle substantial quantities of imported fertilisers. But that

was on a seeding programme for facilitating the marketing of their

eventual production of fertilisers. There is a difference between

the distribution undo: tbe seeding programme in the early seventies

and the large scale marketing of imported fertilisers by a number of

domestic units in the late seventies under the banner of pool handling

agencies. In tru'3aEi~l.i‘e1-:.ase,- FCI continued to handle the imported

shipments and the seeding programme material was issued to the domestic

units by FCI as allotments from the pool. But in the latter case, the

pool handling agencies operated independently replacing the FCI. The

FCI also continued to do the handling job in a limited way but was re

duced to the position of one among the several pool handling agencies.

The decision of the Government in 1978 to have several pool hand

ling agencies instead of depending on the FBI as the sole pool handling

agency was prompted by the considerations of costs as well as capacity
18limitations on the part of the FCI. It was felt that the domestic

manufacturers with their marketing infrastructure and marketing expertise
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were better equipped to aggressively market the imported fertilisers.

Moreover the hands of the FCI were Full with Food procurement, admi

nistration of Food buffer stocks and other activities.

Presently, the Following domestic Fertiliser manufacturers operate

as pool handling agencies in addition to FCI.20

1. Indian Potash Ltd.

2. Southern Petro Chemical Industries Corporation Ltd; (SPIC)

3. Nangalore Chemicals and Fertilisers (WCF)

4. Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilisers (RCF)

5. Hindustan Fertiliser Corporation (HFC)*

with the introduction of the policy of marketing the imported

Fertilisers through the domestic Fertiliser manufacturers, the role of

FCI in this Field understandably started shrinking. while FCI conti

nues to be in the business, its share has come down to 40 percent in

1980-81 as against its earlier monopoly position in handling the non

potassic fertilisers. IPL and SPIC have taken up a big role as pool

handling agencies. The agency-wise quantities of imported fertilisers

handled during 1978-79, 1979-88 and 1980-81 are given in Table-1.

19. Ibid.

200 Ibid; p028

* Note: Some other firms also handled some quantities of imported
fertilisers in a sporadic way._ The five firms mentioned here
regularly handle the imported Fertilisers.
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Table - 1

Agencyuise quantity of imported nonpotassic fefitilisers
handled durinqA1978—79 to 1980-81:V...

Qty. in terms of material
(in lakhs of N.T.)

Qty. handled during goty. handled: Qty.handled
Name of the agency 1978-79. Nulti agencyIdurinq*%979—’ during 198system started eperat— 80 81.ing in October. 1 l
F C I 24.70 17.07 15.31
I p L (Ndn—pdtassic) 2.02 7.48 10.14

fertilisers
alone)5 P I C 1.2? 4.23 5.63M C F 0.85 2.27 2.92M F L - 0.14 0.30R C F — 0.14 1.12

0thers 29.57 32.23 37.34
For the sake of operational convenience, different agencies are

assigned the lead roles in different specified ports. In marketing

the quantities also, different agencies are assigned the lead roles
in different states.

The imported fertilisers are transferred to the respective pool

handling agencies on ownership basis. Accordingly they have to finance

the marketing and handling operations. They are given 60 days credit

facility. They are also given appropriate remuneration to cover the

Note: In addition, IPL handled 10.14 lakh tonnes of MOP and SOP.
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handling expenses, Freight, distribution margins and other marketing

costs incurred by them in this process. The actual distribution of

the stocks is coordinated by the Government of India through the EDA

allocations and through instructions to the pool handling agencies.

The following Features of the marketing system in respect of the

imported Fertilisers are worth noting:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Imported Fertilisers continue to Form a sizable component of the

total quantity of Fertilisers marketed in the country every year,

though, as a percentage to the total consumption, the imports are

on a declining trend. Accordingly the pool and the pool hand

ling agencies have a significant share in the total Fertiliser
marketing job in the country.

The pool plays the role of a residual supplier. Accordingly,

after the domestic fertilisers are Fully allocated to the states,

the residual requirements of the states, i.e. the deficits are

registered with the pool. Thus, the imported Fertilisers are

marketed only in those states, where there are gaps between total

requirements and total availability from domestic suppliers.

The pool plays a major role as a buffer stock agency in Fertili

ser distribution in the country. It keeps adequate stocks in the

buffer at any given time and plays a role similar to that of the

Food buffer system in price maintenance inaruehing stocks to

pockets of shortages and in guarding against Future shortages.

The buffer stocks maintained by the pool at any point of time is

DC the order of 2.5 million M.T. in the form of material. And
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these buffer stocks are maintained at 650 centres spread
*

all over the country, close to the consuming areas. It

would be apt to say that the major Function of the pool

is the management of the Fertiliser buffer.

The marketing model employed in the
marketing of potassic Fertilisers:

The marketing system in respect of the potassic Fertilisers is

similar to, but somewhat different from the system adopted For the

marketing of the other imported fertilisers which are commonly termed

as the pool Fertilisers. whereas the nonpotassic imported Fertilisers

are marketed through several pool handling agencies and tho FCI, the

marketing of potassic Fertilisers, i.e. M.0.P. and S.D.P is handled

exclusively by the Indian Potash Ltd. Sri B.P. Sikder describes the

marketing system For potassic Fertilisers in the Following words,

"Prior to 1955, potassic Fertilisers used to be
imported by a number of companies in the private
sector. In order to regulate the import of these
fertilisers and to ensure equitable distribution
on a rational basis throughout the Country For
stepping up the consumption of these Fertilisers,
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry established
the Indian Potash Supply Agency as a consortium of
potash importers and distributors. In 1957, the
import of these fertilisers was entrusted to the
State Trading Corporation of India, but the Indian
Potash Supply Agency remained the sole distributor
of potash in the country. These arrangements con
tinued till the end of September, 1970. The Govern
ment reviewed the position in 1970 and decided to
entrust the work of distribution and handling with

* Ibid; p.$0
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effect from October, 1970 of imported peta
ssic Fertilisers to M/s. Indian Potash Supply
Agency on ownership basis. However, they were
asked to broad base their share capital in
such a way that cooperatives and public sector
undertakings would have major percentage of
the share of the company. In persuance of this
directive, the company changed its name to Indian
Potash Limited and also broad—based its share
capital".22

The potassic fertilisers are sold to Indian Potash Limited on high

seas by the government. The handling of ships and the distribution of

these Fertilisers are done by Indian Potash Limited on the basis of the

instructions given by the government From time to time. And the govern

ment pays a suitable remuneration to the Indian Potash Ltd. For the

handling and marketing of the potassic fertilisers.

Marketing model employed in the marketing
of domestic Fertilisers:

Domestic fertilisers is the largest among the three components of

the Fertiliser business. They are of various types and grades. They

exclude potassic Fertilisers as there are no indigenous sources of

potassic Fertilisers in the country. As mentioned earlier, domestic

Fertilisers are marketed by both cooperatives and private trade, V ~39

the marketing systems adopted by the cooperative channels and the

private trade differ from bne another, the marketing model employed by

the domestic fertiliser firms isaannowhot complex. It is an integra

tion of both the marketing ayptams.

22. Ibidg p.26
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The marketing model in respect of the cooperatives is des-s

cribed below. The model in respect of the private trade will be

described in the chapter on ‘Distribution channels'.23

The marketing model used by the
cooperativesfi

The cooperatives play a vital role in marketing chemical Ferti

lisers in India. Their share in fertiliser marketing has grown over

the years, keeping in tune with the growth in Fertiliser consumption

in the country and the national policy of assigning them a commanding

role paxtham in Fertiliser marketing. They have more than doubled thei

Fertiliser business in the last twelve years, the increase being from

1.2 million M.T. in 1969-70 to 2.78 million M.T. in 1980-81 in terms of

nutrients. In some states like Maharashtra and Gujarat three Fourth of

the total fertiliser business is accounted For by the Cooperatives.

The cooperatives have several inherent strengths For doing ferti

liser business. They have a very large network spread through the

length and breadth of the country. They claim to cover 97 percent 0?

the 528,000 villages in the country. They also claim a membership of

45 percent of all rural households.2S About 43 percent of the total- . . . . 26rertiliser sales outlets are in the cooperative sector. Moreover,

23. Please refer chapter.12, pp

24. Hiremath, C.R; Marketing and distribution of fertilisers through
cooperatives, paper presented at the training programme of the
Fertiliser association of India, New Delhi, 1982. p.2

25. Ibid;
26. For details, please see chapter—12. p.
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the state governments, channelise their agricultural credit facili

ties almost entirely through the cooperatives.

To quote Sri Hiremath again,

"In 1981-82, cooperative societies advanced short, medium and

long term loans to the extent offh.2250 crores of which nearly|.900/

creres was for Farm requisites comprising mainly of Fertilisers".27 The

cooperatives are looked upon as Farmers own outlets. while the quality

of service provided by the cooperatives may not be ideal in all cases,

the Fact remains that the cooperatives safeguard the interests of the

Farmer.

The cooperatives enjoy another marketing advantage on account of

their storage Facilities - both field level storage Facilities and buffer

storage Facilities. "The cooperative structure has a network of about

40,000 rural and 6,700 marketing godowns with an installed capacity of

about 51 lakh tonnes which is largely used For stocking and sale of

Fertilisers." 28

The cooperatives in the country have by and large adopted a three

tier system of distribution For Fertilisers. The standard marketing

270 Hiremath, COR; 0 Cit; ps3

28. Ibid; p.4.
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model prevalent in most of the states in the country is shown below:

Apex Marketing Federation
STATE LEVEL

. «rt Cvroann-I

Lhliiwvf

5E 5. ‘L
%,! § §  *I Fertiliser g { Marketing '5’ '.g Buffer warehouses 1 3% Societies J\= L

_ Agricultural creditI societies
VILLAGE LEVEL

In most of the states, the state level Apex Cooperative Federation

functions as the centralised and sole purchaser of fertilisers in the

cooperative sector from the various domestic manufacturers of fertili

sers as well as from the pool and the pool handling agencies. The

actual stock transactions, however, take place at the marketing society

level or the regional buffer warehouse level. The Apex body monitors

the supplies, pays for the stocks and monitors the subdistributien/

marketing of the stocks through the different cooperative outlets.

In some states however, (Gujarat in an example) the cooperatives

operate through a four tier distribution consisting of the apex level,

district level, taluk level and village level cooperatives. In some

other states (eg. Drisa and Haryana) only two tiers are involved in the

distribution of fertilisers in the cooperative sector.

The cooperatives usually deal in all brands of Fertilisers availa—

ble in the state though they give different degrees of patronage to

different manufacturers/brands due to a variety of considerations. The
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distribution margins payable to the cooperatives (the apex bodies)

by the domestic fertiliser manufacturers have been determined and

announced by the Government.29 The government has also determined

the terms of delivery — It is F.O.R./F.U.L block head quarters. If

block level delivery cannot be effected the predetermined equated

amount shall be payable by the manufacturer to the cooperatives

in lieu of block level delivery. The terms of credit which the

manufacturers extend to the cooperatives vary from state to state

and from manufacturer to manufacturer and from product to product.

The coordinated fertiliser
supply system:

Having discussed, the.marksting models employed by each of

the major components of the fertiliser business;

itawill be useful to get an idea of the mechanism used by the country

for integrating the roles of the different components of the business

and for arriving at a coordinated fertiliser distribution plan for

the country as a whole and for each of the states/territories.

Fertiliser supply plans state~wise and sourcewise for the two

agriculture seasons, Kharif and Rabi are finalised in bi-annual zonal

conferences of representatives of Central Government, State Cnvernments

and the fertiliser firms. Import handling agencies, railways, ware

housing corporations, the FAI and other agencies associated with ferti

liser marketing also participate in these conferences. These confer

ences are held just prior to the commencement of each agriculture season

29. For details please see chapter 13, page
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namely Kharif and Rabi, in January and July. They review the Ferti

liser situation and the requirements of each state and Finalise a

Fertiliser supply plan statewise for the particular season. For this

purpose, the state and union territories in the country have been

grouped into Four zones, as shown below:

Z o n e Constituent states and union territories__—v¢. > ._.

East Rssam, Bihar, Orissa, west Bengal,
Arunachal Pradesh, Nanipur, Meghalaya,
Nagaland, Tripura, Mizoram, Sikkim,
Andaman & Nicobar and Tea Board.

North Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and
Kashmir, Punjab, Chandigarh, Delhi &
Uttar Pradesh.

South Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala,,
Tamilnadu, Pondicherry, Coffee Board,
Rubber board and UPASI (United Plan
ters Association of South India)

west Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa, Dadra, Nenar,
Haveli, Nadhya Pradosh and Rajasthan.

The first exercise in thisregard is the assessment of fertiliser

demand for the ensuing crop season For each state. The requirements

of plantation crops like tea and coffee are assessed separately. The

demand projections are made by the respective state governments based

on the broad criteria or parameters indicated by the Government of

India. These projections are examined and refined by the ministry of

agriculture of the Government of India. Finalisation of demand
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projection for the season is followed by an assessment of availabi

lity of fertilisers for the season from indigenous sources. Indige

nous production availability is decided upon on the basis of the pro

duction estimates given by each domestic manufacturers for the season

and as further refined by the ministry of chemicals & Fertilisers of

the Government of India. The gap between demand and domestic supply

is taken to be met through imports. within this broad Framework, the

coordinated supply plan Statemise and Sourcewise for the season is

finalised at the zonal conferences. Each manufacturing unit in the

country gets its allocations to the different states, as a part of the

coordinated supply plan.

In making the allocation of indigenous production under the ECA,

the following principles are normally kept in views

1. No state should depend on a single manufacturer for
its requirements.

2. No manufacturer should depend on a single state for
his market.

3. The pool should act as a buffer stocking agency and
a residual supplier.

4. wasteful and cries cross movement of fertilisers
should be avoided .

5. Marketing infrastructure built over the years by
the manufacturers should be respected.

The supply plan thus decided for a season is accorded statutory

recognition by the Ministry of Agriculture by notifying the plan under

the Essential Commodities Act.
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The zonal conferences also offer a platform for discussion and

general review of various aspects of fertiliser distribution and con

sumption- The major areas of review and discussion are:
(a) Review of statewise consumption of Fertilisers during

the previous season.

(b) Review of supply performance, statewise and manufacturerwise for

the previous season against the plan for the season.

(c) General review of agricultural and seasonal conditions and crop
production.

(d) Fertiliser promotion efforts.

(e) Problems and prospects in respect of distribution infrastru
cture like transport, warehousing,retail outlets, etc.

(f) Port operations and handling of imported fertilisers

(g) Special programmes and policies of agricultural development,
fertiliser distribution, promotion etc. proposed by the state
and central governments.

(h) Fertiliser price situation

(i) Statewise estimation of consumption in the ensuing season

(j) Drawing up a coordinated supply plan for the ensuing season.

As a followup of the supply plan and to facilitate implementation

of the supply plan finalised in the zonal conferences, coordinated

quarterly trahbpert plans are drawn-up manufacturerwise at the quarter

ly meetings organised by the ministry of agriculture with the repre

sentatives of Indian Railways and manufacturers. These are fairly

detailed plans of transport of fertilisers to different states/desti

nations as per the supply plans finalised in the zonal conferences.
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Further, monthly er bimonthly review meetings are organised by the

ministry of agriculture with the representatives of state govern

ments, and manufacturers for monitering the implementation of the

supply plans ensuring a regular, across the table communication

among the various agencies involved in the implementation of the

plans.

The coordinated supply plan developed in the zonal conferences

is by no means a perfect supply plan. It involves many distortions

and compremises. Yet, this plan has served a useful purpose over

the last nine years, ie eighteen crop seasons in regulating ferti

liser distribution in India.
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CHAPTERg8

FER'I‘ILISER PRICING

‘PRICING’ in respect of a. sensitive and crucial commodity

like fertilisers is no doubt, a. difficult area; for decision making.

A number of mutua1l'3r conflicting con3:°Ld.e1'atiOn§: g‘oSi(n1to the decisions
on fertiliser pricing.

fllhe prime consideration is no doubt the acceleration of

agricultural production, especially food production, so that the

nation can feed its growing population. And for realising this

objective, the farmers of the country must have the required incmtive

either in the form of low input prices or in the form of high out .v—

put prices. High out-put prices may push the food grains beyond the

reach of the poorest sections of the population . It may also aggra

vate the overall inflationary pressures. So, the provision of the

farm inputs at a reasonably low price, often remains a. major objective

of fertiliser pricing in India. At the same time, in an era of

escalalating costs of production, the fertiliser producers have to

be protected with fair prices for their fertiliser products. In

fact, it is this need to meet the two equally essential but conflict

ing requirements that necessitates the subsidies that are extended

to fertilisers by the Government. No doubt, the Government also

tries to hike the prices of fertilisers periodically, offering

at the same time a corresponding increase in the prices of farm

out put so that a fairly attractive input - output price equation
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is available to the farmer without the subsidies going out of hand.

But as stated earlier, if the price of the farm output is hiked too
Q~1dv

much, it becomes counter productive,A

This is the strategic predicament in fertiliser pricing

in India. To quote Sri S.S. Baijal, "It is perhaps correct to say

that the compulsion of fostering growth of fertiliser consumption

’on one hand and the need to assure a reasonable return on the ever

increasing investment required in fertiliser manufacture on the

other, have posed a strategic predicament for the determination of

fertiliser price policies the world over. India is no exception
to this"

The main issues involved
in fertiliser pricing

The process of achieving the two basic objectives mentioned

above is admittedly difficult. .And, ultimately, the Government has

to meet the social overéheads involved in this process. The questions

that always confront the fertiliser pricing decisions ares

-— ‘What is the ‘reasonable price‘ of food grains to the

c nsumers in the country in a given context?

_FT

1. Baijal S.S., "Fertiliser policies and their impact on ferti1i-
ser production and consumption" in.Ek%$$EéndifDevelgpment_of
§’_e_1:ti_1}§ers i:1,_p§§:1<}ia. 5‘1&~e°‘€2~sv€3c’iE«.‘/,e vi ,lEr.9<> cxaJ:.,~c~—» erg. 2&1;
hJ4g;>g;;nRLo4_ I‘? 919 V fi>- ‘L—£§£T .
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-— what is the ‘reasonable price‘ the farmer should get for

his farm produce in the given context?

- What is the ‘reasonable price‘ that the farmer should

pay for fertilisers in the given.ontext?

-— “What is the ‘reasonable price‘ the fertiliser manufa

cturers should get for their fertiliser products

irrespective of the farmer - level prices of the
fertilisers?

—- .Accepting the inevitability of state subsidy for bridg

ing the gap between the ‘reasonable price‘ at which the

farm produce has to be offered to the ultimate consumers

and the ‘reasonable price‘ which the farmer should get

how best the element of state subsidy could be allocated

over:

(a) farm inputs pricing

(b) farm output pricing (procurement prices) and

(c) farm out put distribution costs.
India has always followed a policy of balancing the ‘input prices‘

and the ‘output prices‘, tackling both in a composite manner with

the objective of accelerating the agricultural production. She

has also followed a policy of mixed subsidies — subsidising'partly

the inputs, partly the output and partly the public distribution

of the output.
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To quote Sri Baijal again, "fry system of fertiliser prices
is inextricably linked to the structure of farm output prices. As

the Report of the Committee on Controls and Subsidies which was sub

mitted in 1979 pointed out, the issue is not only that of the benefit

cost ratio: arising out of fertiliser application to the farmers but

also the national imperative of quickly raising the level of agri

cultural production in the country. Thus, it is essential that a

long-term parity is targeted for achievement between fertiliser

prices and the general level of agricultural prices." 2

The Fertiliser Pricing System
presently in vogge in India:

iii/e foregoing paragraphs give an indication of the complexity

involved in  relating fertiliser pricing with
farm output pricing in India ’i’lt'1e/1'e is another major complexity t/L»:

§:;£a'l:!n&‘s‘%l fertiliser pricing in India) lfigvklforiginates from the
manufacturing side of the fertiliser business. India has a wide

variety of fertiliser manufacturing units - units of different vin

tages, of widely differing capital costs, using different technologies

and feed stocks. Their costs of production vary widely. But, as a

matter of national policy, fertilisers are sold to the farmers at a

uniform price.
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flhe fertiliser pricing system that is presently in vogue

in India has come out of the recognition of these complexities.

The pricing system is based on a formula where by each individual

fertiliser manufacturing unit in the country is given a particular

price that assures the unit's viable operation, while a general

pooling'arrangement yields a single equated price at the farmer

level, for all units. The farmer level price is kept remunerative

to the farmer just as the unit level price is kept remmnerative to

the manufacturing unit. The resulting gap is met by state subsidy.

We shall examine this Pricing Systan in a detailed manner.

The Marathe Committee Report
and the retention price system:

The Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilisers of the Governr

ment of India constituted in January, 1976 the "Fertiliser Price

Comittee" under the Chairmanship of Sri S.S. Narathe, Chairman

Bureau of Industrial Costs and.Prices to study the existing basis
[F)

forkpricing of fertilisers and to recommend a rational pricing
policy which would assure a fair return on investment on a sustained

basis.

A number of compelling reasons prompted the Government

to appoint this Comittee.
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In the wake of the unprecedented escalations in the OPEC

prices of oil in 1974, and the continued uptrend.in oil prices there

afterwards, the entire economics of fertiliser production and distri

bution went hay Wire. Not only the feed stock prices went up enormou

sly, the capital cost of fertiliser plants also went up steeply.
Serious inhinitions developed in the free build up of fresh fertiliser

production capacity. Simultaneously, the cost of imported fertilisers

also went up considerably. The fertiliser Pricing System had necessar

ily to be overhauled. The foremost questions were:

- In the case of existing fertiliser manufacturing units,

when their costs of production far exceed the statutorily

fixed consumer prices of fertilisers, how do we compen

sate the manufacturing units?

- In the case of future manufacturing units, the cost of

production is bound to be even more higher than that of

the existing units because of the steep hike in the

investment costs. What kind of a pricing formula will

ensure a reasonable return to the future units and be

equitable to all the units?

The answers to these questions were provided by the reco

mendations of the 'Mnrathe Committee‘ and the ‘Retention Price

System’ for fertilisers introduced by the government following the

acceptance of the Committee's recomendations.
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The terms of reference of the committee wereag »#—e'“[/C«.:~g,J/5 ,' —.

To ewolve the norms for determining the production costs of

the various fertiliser units including the return on capital

which would make investment in the industry attractive.

To suggest with due regard to the feed stock used, vintage

of plants and other constraints to production, the retention

prices for different units in operation and those likely to

be comissioned during the 5th plan period which would give

the requisite rate of return and also recomend a scheme of

pooling for the operation of the retention prices concept.

To examine the cost of feed stock and other major inputs at

different fertiliser factories and suggest whether the prices

of feed stock and inputs need to be rationalised.

To suggest a formula for revision in the manufacturers er

factory realisation, plantdwise, from time to time consequent

upon any increase/decrease in the cost of the feed stock or

in other major inputs.

Tb evolve a policy for pricing of the imported fertilisers

in relation to cost of imports, the nutrient content and

the price of indigenous fertilisers of similar grades.

To consider any other matter which.may be related to or

have a bearing on the issues mentioned above.

_.—so-’J}
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The Comittee gave its report in two parts:

Part I. dealt with pricing of nitrogenous fertilisers 

Urea, Amonium.Sulphate and Calciun1Ammonium Nitrate.

Part II dealt with the pricing of complex fertilisers and

the marketing'and distribution aspects of all fertilisers. Part II

also dealt with the working of the ‘Pool’ which deals the imported

fertilisers.

The Committee studied in detail the ‘cost profile‘ of all

the fertiliser units and found that the costs of production of the

same fertiliser product vary widely among the different units in
'3»?/vi. C1>"r'~f)a'r~L'/{f:2«€/ £¢‘uv~oL (‘O30-(I ,5.¢,\,¢.4.. \/av-.,.'ov£'¢é»wn.\” l«u.(k

the country,ldue to a variety of reasons such ass
- ‘Differences in the Technology/Process employed.

- Differences in investment per unit of installed

capacity of production and consequent differences

in depreciation.

-— Differences in the pattern of financing.

- »Differences in 21ge' of the various units.

—. Differences in the feed stock used.
- Differences in the extent of capacity utilisation.

—- Differences in the location of the factories.

-- Differences in the cost of gnergy.

9bL‘c-Z ’—_____:___j_;
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The older units were generally lowbinvestment units and

the new ones, high-investment units. The highpinvestment units

had to be protected against cost competition from the low-invest

ment units. Ordering all the units to sell their fertilisers at

a uniformly notified price, irrespective of their widely varying~

costs of investmeL?,ar“and costs sf production would have played

havoc with the fortunes of the individual units. flhe committee

highlighted this fact.

The Committee was also aware that, with the sharp escala

tion in capital costs involved in setting up new generation plants,

these plants would not be viable at the prevailing se1ling'prices

of fertilisers. To attract invesemtnt for new capacity, it will

be necessary to ensure an adequate net return. The committee

recognised this requirement and felt that a fair return should be

provided to each fertiliser unit taking into account, the unique

features of each of the units, maintaining the consumer prices of

fertilisers uniform. .As regards the quanturm of fair return, the

comittee felt a post tax return of 12 percent on equity would be

the ideal profit margin to the manufacturing units. -lhe committee

provided for this in the fair ex-factory realisation fixed for each

unit.

f I 9b(‘0L ’
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The committee, however, avoided a simple cost plus formula

of pricing» It recognised that a fair and. viable pricing'arrange

ment cannot wholly be dependant on actual costs, irrespective of

whether or not such costs can be deemed as fair and reasonable in

the particular context.

The committee also recognised that a high level of capacity

utilisation is imperative for reducing costs of production and for

earning'reasonable returns in the case of a capital intensive

industry like fertilisers. Some units in India had attained 90

percent or more capacity utilisation. Some were operating'at

around 80 percent of capacity. There were many others working at

a much lower level. The committee did not intend to punish the

units functioning efficiently and reward those functioning'in

efficiently. It, therefore, adopted for the purpose of cost

calculations, a uniform capacity utilisation for all units, namely

80 percent of the installed capacity. The comittee also stipu

lated the achievement of indicated consumption norms in respect

of raw materials, energy, etc., as a condition for earning the

normative rate of return.

After taking a definite stand on these issues, the committee

addressed itself to the question as to what should be the fair

realisation price, exworks, which would assure the anufacturing

unit of 12 per cent post tax return on its netdworth at the level

of 80 percent capacity utilisation, given the basic parameters of

the unit and its consumption.norms.
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The committee determined the fair exdworks realisation price

(retention price) separately for each unit. The retention prices

fixed for each fertiliser unit with effect from 1-11-'77 onwards

the day when the new system came into force, are shown in Appendix-XIIL6

The prices have no doubt undergone many changes in the last five

years. The prices fixed on 1-1-77 illustrates how the Marathe

price formula was worked out and the wide variations among the

different units in the fair retention prices fixed as per the

formula. It can be seen that the retention prices for urea varied

from.m;948/F per M.T. in respect of Indian Farmers Fertiliser

Co-operative Ltd, (I F F C O) tolb 2,261/- per M;T. in respect of

Neyveli Lignite Corporation (N L C).

The fairness of the committee's formula lies in the recog

nition that the determination of the fair retention price should be

linked to a reasonable level of capacity utilisation plus conformity

to the specified norms of consumption of raw materials. Through

this formula, the committee introduced a basis which provides a

rational frame work for investment decisions in the fertiliser

industry and encourage managerial innovation and efficiency in

fertiliser production.

The operation of the retention
price system:

The Government of India accepted the main recommendations

of thelfiarathe Committee and introduced a new pricing system for

6. For details, please see Appendix-XIII Sage

Note:- Since, to start with, the retention prices were fixed
only for urea, Appendix -[Xéfves the retention prices
in respect of urea only.
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fertilisers. The Government also created an institutional frame

work - the Fertiliser Industry Coordination Comittee (F.I.c.c.)

for administering the new system. The new system came into

being with effect from 1411-1977 in the case of Nitrogenous

fertilisers (Urea) and with effect from 2-2-1979 in the case of

Phosphatic and complex fertilisers,

A clear idea of how the new pricing system was imple

mented by the Government can be had from the Gzette Notification

issued by the Government on the subject. Relevant excerpts from

the Notification of the Government of India dated 1-11-1977 are

reproduced below:

"Government have decided to introduce a system of

retention prices for units in the nitrogenous fertiliser industry

with effect from 1st November, 1977. The system will be admini

stered by a Fertiliser Industry Co—ordinaticn Committee to be set

up for this purpose and the Committee will operate a Fertiliser

Price Fund.Account for purposes of administering the system.

The system provides for a fair ex-factory retention

price per tonne of Urea (hereinafter referred to as retention

price) for each plant based on a capacity utilisation of 80 percent

and a combination of norms and actuals in regard to the consumption

of raw materials, utilities and other inputs, maintenance and other

costs and provide for a post-tax return of 12%ion net worth. The

retention prices have been worked out on this basis by the Marathe
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Committee for the period upto 31 st March, 1979 for each of the 21

Urea. manufacturing plants. Units whose retention prices, as fixed

under this scheme, are, lower than the ex--factory price mentioned in

para. 3 will be required to credit the difference to the Fund Account

referred to in paragraph I above in accordance with the procedural

instruction to be issued for the purpose. Units whose retention

prices under the scheme are higher than the ex-factory price will

receive the difference from the Fund Account.

The Fertiliser Industry Co—ordination Committee («J43/fijunction
under the chairmanship of secretary (Chemicals and Fertilisers) and

include Secretaries in the Ministries of Agriculture, Finance etc.

There will also be representatives of the industry on the Committee.

Itédfiirfitlfzmve an Executive Director and his office W adequately
staffed to maintain accounts, make and recover payments undertake

costing and other technical functions, collect and analyse production

data, costs -and other information, review the retention prices periodi

cally in consultation with the Bureau of Industrial Costs -a.nd.Prices

and make adjustments where necessary. The examination necessary for

fixing retention prices for future pricing periods WM also/Ene under
taken by the Committee.

I?
These decisions come into effect from the 1st November 1977‘ 

T

7. Government of India; Notification No. 166/24/77 FD (A)
dt. ‘I-11-1977 of the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilisers,
Government of India; New Delhi, 1977.
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Though the Marathe Committee report (Part I ) dealt with

all types of nitrogenous fertilisers, the Government of India decided

to bring only Urea into the retention price system for the present

and leave A.S. and C”W outside the retention price system. Even

when the second part of the comittee report covering the phosphatic

and complex fertilisers was implemented with effect from 2~2-1979,

A.S. and CAN continued to be outside the retention price scheme.

When the scheme was implemented in respect of Phosphatic

and complex fertilisers, an adjustment was made first for the sub

sidy of Rs 1250/. MT. of P2 05 hither to provided for these fer
tilisers and retention prices and consumer prices were fixed after

the adjustment. In other words, the benefit of retention prices

for these fertilisers automtically displaced the earlier benefit

of P205 subsidy; Whereas the earlier subsidy of‘ms1250/- perIM.T.

of P205 was available uniformly to all the units making these fer~

tilisers, the retention price system conferred differential sub

sidies to individual units related to their respective costs of

production and the formula pricing and formula return. Immediately

following the implementation of this policy, on 2~2-1979, the

subsidy on phosphatics and complexes varied from zero toIh.3484/M.T.

to the different units as against the previous dispensation of a

uniform subsidy of Rs.1250/- per M.'I'. of P205 to all the units.

Understandably, with the implementation of the Part II

of the report concerning the phosphatics and complexes, these

fertilisers were also brought under statutory price control.
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However, there are still a few types of fertilisers that

are outside the retention price system. Some of them are decontrolled

and others are subject to some form of price control, but outside

of the retention price system. For the sake of clarity, we may

mention that presently statutory price control operates on all

fertilisers except:

(0.) Ammonium Sulphate (A.S)

(b) Calcium Ammonium Nitrate (CAN)

(c) Fertiliser mixtures — powder and granulated

Ammonium Sulphate and C.AJN., are decontrolled in the matter

of pricing. The pricing is done by the:manufacturers based on cost

factors and market factors. Retention prices are not applicable

to them.

As regards fertiliser mixtures, the mixture manufacturers

fix the prices based on the prices of the basic fertilisers that

form the ingredients of the mixtures. The formula for this purpose

was agreed to by the manufacturers and the respective state govern

ments, years agp. Since the basic fertilisers which form the

ingredients of fertiliser mixtures are covered by the retention

price system, it can be taken that fertiliser mixtures in the

country are also under the retention price system.

In other words Ammonium Sulphate and CAN are the only

two fertilisers that are outside the retention price system;
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These two fertilisers, put together form only a small slice of the

total volume of fertilisers consumed in the country. A lion's share

is accounted for by those fertilisers whose prices are controlled

by the Government and which come under the retention price system.

Even in respect of A.Sa and.CAN, proposal is pending with the

Government to bring them under the retention price system so that

the entire fertiliser industry of India, without exception will be

under a uniform price system.

An objective analysis shows that in the matter of fer

tiliser pricing, the Government of India has been following'by and

large a pragmatic policy. It is aware of the limitations of a

simple ‘cost plus‘ pricing policy in a comodity like fertilisers.

It is also aware that the fertiliser prices cannot be kept very

low, unmindful of the ‘costs’. It is trying to follow as a com

promise, a ‘cost plus‘ pricing policy the effect of which is

partially mitigated by state subsidies. It is prepared to sub

sidise the fertilisers within reasonable limits so that the gap

between ‘fair price to the producer of fertilisers‘ and ‘fair price

to the consumer of fertilisers‘ is bridged. "When costs escalate

enormously, the Government recognises that the subsidies cannot

match the cost escalations. It does not hesitate to increase the

prices of fertilisers to the extent necessary even though price

increases in fertilisers are unpalatable decisions.
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When the prices of fertilisers are hiked, the fertiliser

consumption in most cases tends to be somewhat depressed. The

Government is pragmatic to initiate a variety of steps to offset

the depression trend, whenever the prices of fertilisers are pushed

up due to inevitable circumstances. Again, the Government does not

fight shy of retracing the step if waranted by pragmatic consider

ations. There have been instances where the Government has brought

down the fertiliser prices after watching the trends in consumption.

A ten year pattern of fertiliser prices in India has been

Shown in Appendix. 71? Z  -3912'

Fertiliser subsidies
in India

From the foregoing*analysis of the fertiliser pricing
policy followed by India, it is evident that India believes in

using fertiliser subsidies as an important policy instrument for

achieving certain overall national objectives. Sustaining'agricul

tural production and balancing the conflicting:requirements of farm

output pricing and farm input pricing are the chief objectives of

fertiliser subsidies. Besides these two main objectives.a number

of other objectives are also sought to be achieved through ferti

liser subsidies. The other objectives are supposed to lead to the

two main objectives.
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Objectives of
fertiliservsubsidies:

The important ones among the many objectives that are

be realised through fertiliser subsidies are given below:

To encourage adoption of modern and scientific
agriculture.

To bring new areas and new farmers and new crops

into the fold of fertiliser use.

To correct the imbalances in the consumption of

different fertiliser nutrients.

To ensure availability of fertilisers in all parts

of the country, including the remote and inaccessible

areas.

To benefit the small farmers who do not have much

of marketable surplus of farm produce and who

therefore cannot benefit from an increase in the

farm output prices; only input subsidies will help

them in a tangible manner.

To offer incentive for domestic production of

fertilisers, by ensuring fair return on investment

to the fertiliser industry.

To support the maintenance of buffer stocks of fer

tilisers in the interest of uninterrupted agricultural

production.
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Types of fertiliser subsidies:

The fertiliser subsidies that are extended in India can be

grouped £115"-;o the following categories:

-— Subsidies extended to the domestic fertiliser units

under the retention price system administered by the

FICC. This component of the fertiliser subsidies

forms the lion's share of the total subsidies on

on fertilisers.
-- Subsidies extended to the ‘pool’ on the marketing:

of the imported fertilisers, to cover the differential

between consumer prices and the actual cost of imports

plus distribution expenditure.

-— Subsidies extended to specific target groups of

farmers to meet specific requirements.

(a) Small and marginal farmers (S.F.D.A. Programme)

(b) Farmers in the drought affected areas or drought

prone areas (D.P.A.P. Programme)

(c) Farmers in the tribal areas and hilly and

inaccessable areas.

(d) Dry land farmers (I.D.A.D.A. Programme)

The target group oriented subsidies are generally

a limited.kind of subsidies available to limited

groups within specified financial limits.
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-— Subsidies given by some of the State Governments on

specific fertiliser nutrients, with a view to promote

a more ba1anced.use of fertilisers.

-— Freight subsidies on the transport of fertilisers

depending upon exigencies.

The size of fertiliser
subsidies °

The overall subsidies extended by the Central Government

have been going up steadily. It went up from.mn394 crores in 1973-74

to Rs. 157301-ores in 1978-79. The budget estimate for 1981-82 is /2,9.

200} crores. The lion's share of the subsidies is accounted for by

§ggg_ and fertilisers. They are followed by ggport subsidies. The

share of fertilisers in the total subsidies has been going'up steadily

in the last few years. It was 8.6% in 1977-78, 20.3% in 1978-79 and

28.6% in 1979-80 and 33.4% in 1981-82.

Until 1975-76, a major part of the fertiliser subsidies was

granted to the imported fertilisers. From March 1977, substantial

amounts of subsidies came to be granted to domestic pnosphatic and

complex fertilisers. In 1978-79, freight subsidy for road movement

of fertilisers was extended since rail wagon availability was very

inadequate. This was subsequently withdrawn. From Noveber, 1977,

the domestic nitrogenous fertilisers started receiving heavy sub

sidies since they came under the retention price system. From

February 1979, the phosphatic and complex fertilisers also came

under the retention price system and the subsidies on this category
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enhanced considerably, not withstanding the fact that the earlier

P2 05 subsidies got replaced in the process. Throughout the 1970's,

fertiliser subsidies in India have grown in size and importance.

Details of subsidies on fertilisers provided by the Caltral Government

and their percentage share to the total subsidies year by year

between 1973-74 and 1981-82 are given in Table - 1.

T.A B L E - 1

Fertiliser subsidies given by the
Central Government 5’

F - — . - - ” - — n - .2{m§u{§»c “ - ” . _ 1.; S  of-the-.t-o.ta.l- 
Y e a 2: (Rs in crores) subsidies provided by

the Government

1973-74 33 8.4 %
1974-75 371 47.0 %
1975-76 242 34.0%
1976-77 112 10.4 % E
1977-78 107 8.6 %
1978-79 319 20.3 %
1979-so 1 448 28.6 %
1980-81* 466 N.I .
1981-82* 679 33.4 %

.. _ _ . _ . _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ .. .. .4 , . _ . _ _ _ . . _. .. ._
* Budget estimates

3. Government of India, Report of pthe committee on controlsin New Delhi. 1979. P. 30
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The break up of the fertiliser subsidies over the

different items for the year 1979-80 are shown in Table - 2.

TABLE‘-2.
Fertiliser subsig_.;_iLes_3_ in 1979-80 (Rs croresi

..'- “ “ - - " " “ " - ' * “ ' “ ’ " - ' * - ' * "' "‘ ‘I
' Subsidy on Phosphatic fertilisers

I
I

. outside the retention price system : - 20 |. . ;‘Subsidy related to the retention ' ,‘price system (all fertilisers ‘ ,: put together) : - 245 I
I

I

| Subsidy on the handling of imported : ', fertilisers , - 145 :I II Freight subsidy I- 38 :I I --=--~«--— _
Total fertiliser subsidy E 448 .I

Ifiijjjjjcrjuhjijjjjuoan-o1¢.uj—D-O11

In 137‘)-(30, between food and fertiliser alone, subsidies

to the tune or;;i;51ooo crores were flowing out of the public

exchequer. The Government of India and the Planning Commission

became concerned about the growing proportions of subsidies LL34-0&7

these heads. That is why the Government jacked up the consumer

prices of fertilisers by 38% in June 1980 and by another 18%

(over the already enhanced prices) in July 1981. Fertiliser

subsidy in 1980-81 would have increased to Rs.12OO crores but

for the 38% price hike in June 1980, And subsidy in 1981-82

would have increased to 1800 crores but for the 38% price hike

in the previous year and another 18% price hiked in July 1981.

,.__’..:—-_.
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It will be evident from the facts detailed above that the

hation is in a strategic dilemma in the mtter of fertiliser pric

ing. The adverse implications of increasing the farm gate prices

of fertilisers are weighing heavily on the one side. On the

other side, the implications of ever escalating subsidies are

equally disturbing. It is in this context that cost reduction

in the fertiliser business assumes special significance. IManu~

facturing costs as well as marketing costs will have to be reduced,

if fertiliser prices and subsidies have to be contained. In the

next chapter, the need and scope for reducing'marketing costs

will be dealt with in detail.
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CHAPTER — 9

FERTILISER TRANSPORT

Transportation is a major function in fertiliser marketing.

The importance of transportation in fertiliser marketing was enum

ined in brief in the chapter on ‘The Fertiliser Marketing System'.1

Transportation is also a major cost area in the fertiliser business.

In view of its high importance in fertiliser market

ing, transportation demands a detailed study.

The magnitude and complexity of
fertiliser transport in India:

Fertiliser transport in India is a mammoth and complex job. A

variety of factors has contributer to its magnitude and complexity. In

the first place, fertiliser is a bulky commodity. The consumption of

the commodity runs into millions of tonnes every year. It was seen

earlier that there had been a handsome growth in fertiliser consumption

in India in the last twenty years.3 Growth in consumption has obviously

involved growth in transportation. Between 1959-60 and 1979-80 the

quantity of fertilisers transported in India grew from 1.8 million M.T.

to 12.8 million N.T. - more than seven fold. Table-1 illustrates the

growth in Fertiliser transport.

1. Please refer chapter - 7, p. 120

2- This is discussed in detail below, pp.219-225

3. Please refer chapter - 6, p. 813
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TABLE - 1

Growth of Fertiliser transport in India“

Qty. of Fertilisers transported Year (million m.T.) __
1959 — 60 1.8
1969 — 80 4.1
1978 — 77 9.0
1977 - 78 11.2
1978 — 79 12.4
1979 — 80 12.8
1980 — 81

3333 Z 33 33223 3 Estimated

The sheer bulk makes fertiliser transport mammoth and complex.

And the Figures quoted as Future consumption estimates clearly indi

cate that Fertiliser transport in India is bound to be a continuously

growing job.S Secondly, unlike some other commodities, Fertilisers have

to be transported to all the six lakhs villages in the country, spread

over an area of one and a quarter million sq.miles and Five thousand

administrative blocks.

Thirdly, the consumption of the product is highly seasonal and

time sensitive. There is no uniformity or continuity in consumption

over the twelve months in the year. Consumption is restricted to a Few

months in the year. And a very large part of the total quantity is

<jL~¢~.ln51“ILu5'' 1 l‘ g  V .4. 0&7 3\/-0‘/Cc.’ ’7'~1f)'?&JE4/ 0‘. °‘T"’”“ ‘I 9‘ Q r‘
4; :':’c_»{r’4 » at», 2: ,/

5. Please refer chapter - 6, p. iC>7
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consumed during a few critical days before and after the sewing and

transplantation of crops. Factors like monsoons greatly influence

the critical days of Fertiliser application. It was explained in

chapter - 6 that fertiliser consumption varies widely between the

two crop seasons of the country. - Kharif and Rabi.6 Roughly 60%

of the fertiliser off-take in an year is accounted for by the Rabi

season and the remaining 40% by the Kharif season. In some states the

pattern is even more skewed. It is in the ratio of 70:30. This means

that a large share of the total quantity of fertilisers have to be made

available in one crop season. This is an additional strain on the tra

nsport system.

while the consumption of fertilisers is so seasonal the product

ion of Fertilisers is continuous and uniformly spread over the year

except when the fertiliser plants are shut down for maintenance. The

imports of fertilisers are also fairly uniform throughout the year.

The uniform production and imports has to be dovetailed with the sea

sonal pattern of consumption through an efficient system of transportcLtT¢2wn.

and warehousing.

In chapter - 6 it was also explained that the locations of most

of the fertiliser units in the country have been chosen on the basis of

closeness to raw material-Source}? Such raw material based location

rather than consumption or market based location has permanently saddled

the transport system, withfilong lead traffic pattern. Further more, due
to techno—economic considerations, (economiés of scale and optimum tech

nology)  F~¢'7(5/i(‘:/3>*Q¢5/:[4’T‘/‘*.‘.‘(:c*{11A9~»/3v6;.’!€Ov~§br’3  %~

6. Please refer chapter — 6, p.

7.  "  -.-'3
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The transportation job would hays been Far easier

if a much larger number of fertiliser factories, each producing con

siderably smaller quantities, had been established,

throughout the country. The economies of scale did not permit

this. It had instead necessitated the setting up of giant units in

a few strategic locations. Infact, tomorrow's tertiliser units like

Thalvaishat and Hazira projects will be five times as large as today's

giants. Fertiliser transport from such locations in such quantities

to the Far flung consumption areas will understandably, pose a major

challenge.

The locational imbalance i.e. the imbalance between production

locations and consumption pockets is all the more acute in the case of

complex Fertilisers than Urea. The Urea Factories are spread out re

latively wider. But all the complex fertiliser units are located at

the ports, the consideration being the economy and Facility in handling

the imported raw materials like sulphur, rockphosphate and phosphoric

acid.

The locational imbalance, unfortunately applies as much to the

imported Fertilisers as it applies to the domestic fertilisers. In

fact, the position is worse in the case of the imported fertilisers.

The geographic position of the country is such that all ports are lo

cated in the Southern and the Eastern Zones,
while large fertiliser consuming areas are in the Indo Gangetic plains

in the North. The imported Fertilisers usually travel a long distance
the main

because of this locational imbalance between ports andzconsumption areas.
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Faulty planning in the movement and distribution of the imported

Fertilisers, worsens the position Further.8

In addition to the imbalances arising out of the location of

the domestic Fertiliser units as well as the ports, there are also

imbalances arising out of 'tho product patterns of some of the

units. The product pattern of these units do not match the demand

patterns in areas contiguous to them.

Yet another problem feature of Fertiliser transport in India is

the concentration of Fertiliser consumption in a few selected areas in

the country. This was also explained in detail earlier.9 The con

sumption is as much skewed geographically, as it is skewed seasonally.

One third of the administrative districts in the country eccount For

three-fourth of the fertiliser consumption in the country. The posi

tion may change slightly with better market development work in the

other districts. But, the broad pattern of some districts being very

heavy consumers and others very low consumers of fertilisers may con

tinue For years. This factor also adds to the complexity of Fertili

ser transport. Juxtaposed to the magnitude and complexity of ferti

liser transport explained above is the capacity constraint.in the

transport system in India.

8. This aspect 33 dealt with in detail beleuu
Please see p. 242

9. Please refer chapter - 6. pp.99-103
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The transport system
in India:

The transport system in the country is not adequately deve

loped to meet the growing requirements of transport.. Fertiliser is

one of the commodities that suffers acutely from this capacity con

straint. To understand the problems involved in this field, it is

essential to have an overall idea of the transport system that is

presently operating in the country. Since rail and road are the

basic modes of transport relevant to the fertiliser cargo, it would

be necessary to examine the two transport systems in some detail.

The rail transport system in India:

The railways of India is Asia's largest rail system and the

world's fourth largest in terms of route k.m. It is also the second

largest rail system in the world under a single management. Indian

Railways is also the largest undertaking in India, with assets exceed

ing %. 6,000/— crores, annual revenue exceedingfb. 2,000 crores and

the number of employees exceeding 1.4 million, excluding 0.3 million

casual labour. It is the nation's premier transportation agency

carrying over 65 percent of the freight traffic and over 51 percent

of the passenger traffic of the country.1D

10. Pei, P.A; Movement of fertilisers by rail, Paper presented
at the training programme of the Fertiliser Association of
India at Madras, 1980, p.1.
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Indian Railways is a multi-gauge system extending over 60,231

route kms. split equally between broad gauge (B.G.) and metre gauge

(M.G.) with a small portion of narrow gauge (N.G.). Both the 8.0.

and M.G. systems extend to most parts of the country. Eight percent

of the traffic is carried on 8.0. The metre gauge largely works as

a feeder line. The freight traffic carried by the railway has to be

dealt with at 7,056 stations/goods sheds and through 97 break of

gauge transhipment points. Over 95 percent of the goods handled are

moving as full wagon loads. The rest of the five percent are handled as

11 In 1978-79, the railways carried an originating Freight‘smalls’.

traffic of 223 million M.T. It came down to 218 million M.T. in

1979-80. It is expected to carry 309 million M.T. of freight in

All this may give the impression that the rail transport system

in India is a strong system, equipped adequately to meet the transport

needs of the country. But, in reality, the capacity of the rail trans

port system in India has not kept pace with the country's expanding

requirements of transport. The inadequency of capacity, no doubt

applies as much to the road transport system as it does to the rail

transport system. But in as much as rail is a more massive component

of the total transport system than road, the inadequacy of rail capa

city appears graver. To quote from the report of the National Transport.

11. Ibid.

12. Planning commissiongfiovernment of India, Sixth Five Year
Plan, 1980-85} New Delhi. PU. 299-300
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Policy Committee (NTPC):

" Despite continuous efforts made since 1951 to
augment the capacity of various modes of trans
port, the transport sector has generally experi
enced bottlenecks and capacity of transport faci
lities has adversely affected the smooth function
ing of the economy. During the last decade, in
particular, the growth of transport capacity lagged
behind requirements of the economy, so much so that
difficulties and problems arose in almost every
part of the country in regard to movement of essen
tial commodities needed for industrial and agricul
tural development and for meeting consumer needs of
the community."13

In the case of fertilisers, the infrastructural shortage has

been of a critical nature. For example in the ten years between

1968-69 and 1978-79 the consumption of fertilisers grew at the rate

of 19 percent per annum.14 But the total freight traffic of the

railways grew only at 9.5 percent per annum.15 Taking a recent period

of four years between 1975-76 and 1979-80 it can be seen that whereas

total fertiliser transport rose by 20 percent per annum fertiliser

transport by rail rose only by 13.9 percent.16

The total demand on rail transport has been estimated to be at

about 309 million M.T. of originating traffic in 1984-85, the terminal

year of the Sixth Five Year plan. In terms of transport effort, this

is expected to account for 220 billion K.M.1

13. Planning Commission, Government of India, Report of the
National Transport Polic Committee, New Delhi,1980.p.21

14. Please refer chapter-6, p.83

15. Sixth Five Year Plan 1980-85, og.cit; p.299.

16. Uerma N.P. 0g.cit; p. 24.

17. ixth Five Year Plan 1980-85, og.cit; p.300
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It appears that even the modest rate of growth envisaged in

the Sixth Five Year Plan may not be actually realised during the plan

period. Resources constraint is the main impediment in realising the

targetted level of transport capacity. The railways require massive

and urgent investment for carrying out the required expansion and

modernisation. They sought an investment offe. 10,000 crores in the

Sixth Five Year Plan. But the Plan has provided a total outlay of

only %. 5,100 crores to the railways. 0ut of this, %. 2,100 crores

has been provided for adding rolling stock. This provision is quite

inadequate.

The working group set up by the Planning Commission to prepare

the resources arithmetic for the railways had stated that the demand

for wagons by the end of the Sixth Plan for a target traffic of 309

million tonnes will be around 260,000 wagons. However, while fina

lising the Plan, the Planning Commission fixed the requirement at one

lakh wagons only. It also stated that the entire demand of wagons

should be met through the indigenous sources and no imports of wagons

should be allowed.16

Apart from resources constraint, the rail transport system in

India also suffers from low productivity and other problems. These

are examined in some more detail later.

13, The Economic Times, Bombay dated 21-2-1982; p.S.
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The Road Transport System in India:

Road transport is as important a component as rail in the

total transport system in India though it may not be as massive

as rail transport. Jgome of the functions performed by road

transport are irreplaceable by rail or any other mode of transport.

In particular, it plays a crucial role in reaching the interior

parts of the country.

In the last 30 years, road transport in India has grown con

siderably, despite various constraints including the oil crisis.

Between 1951 and 1978, road transport of freight in India expanded

from 5.5 billion tonne K.NEO77 billion tonne K.M.19 The increase

was nearly twenty fold. Actually during this period, the rate of

increase in road traffic has been considerably larger than that in

rail traffic. Over a period of thirty years, total transport in the

country (rail and road combined) did not register even one third of

the growth rate that was registered by road transport alone.20 Yet,

the road transport system is unable to meet in full measure the

demands placed on it.

By 1975-76, India had a total road length of more than 1.4

million K.M. It was less than 0.4 million K.M. in 1951 out of the
net work of 1.4.

19. Report of the NTPC, op.cit; p. 366.

20 Ibid;
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million K.M. roughly 40 percent is surfaced. The national highways

constitute nearly 29,000 K.M. and the state highways nearly one lakh

K.Vh‘21 The Fact that India has a road net work of more than 1.4

million K.M, may be a matter for some gratification. But it has got

to be recognised that the network is thoroughly inadequate to meet

the transport requirements of this vast country. And the quality of

the roads is quite poor. The increase in the network of national

highways is particularly inadequate. The national highways network

constitutes hardly six percent of the total surfaced road length in

the country, though the Format carries over 25 percent of the total

road transport load. whereas, the total road network in the country

went up from 0.7 million K.M. to 1.4 million K.M. between 1961 and

1975, the increase in the national highways network in the same period

was a meagre 5540 K.M.

A major gap in India's road system is in respect of rural

linkages from the nearest national and state highways. And rural

roads are of special significance to fertiliser transport. As on

31-3-1978, as against a total number of 5.76 lakh villages in the

country only 1.69 lakh villages or 29 percent of the total had all

weather roads. Another 93,000 villages or 16 percent had Fair weather

roads. The total length of rural roads as on 31-3-1978 was roughly
235 lakh K.N.

21. Ibid; p. 15

22. Ibid; p.371

23. Ibid; p.181
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The details of growth in tuck svailebility in the country

over the years are presented in Table - 2.

TABLE - 2Jsdfimrj V

A

Growth in Truck avei"ogi it~,"128- -'- Cs-our  v..Q- 

No. of goods vehicles registeredY B a r in India
1950-61 81,888
1960-61 1,67,649
1970-71 3,42,577
1975-76 3,44,093
1976-77 3,67,202
1977-78 3,68,193
The sixth Five Year Plan (1980-85) has provided the Following

5
outlay For road trnnsportv-2

Road not work - fb.344O crores
Road transport — &»1200 "

Total fh.4640 crores
The auto industry of India is poised For big growth in this plan

period. By the end or the nian, the production of vehicles foil nLto

vehicles out together) is targetted to go upto one million per annrw

Not only will the volume of production of vehicles go up but ttere will

also be some technological upgrsdition of the vehicles.

2- :7 .- .- ---—£n:4.

ca. Ioid; p.184
23 Sixth Five Year Elan 1980-85; op.cit; p.311
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Notwithstanding the growth that has_taken place in the

production of trucks in India in the last thirty years, India

compares poorly with other countries of the world in the matter

of number of trucks per unit length of surfaced road. India

.needs conscious and urgent efforts For increasing the availabi

lity of trucks in the country. It also needs a continuous pro

gramme For modernisation of the fleet.

The share of rail and road in
Fertiliser transport in India:

Rail and road together account For 99 percent of the total

quantity of fertilisers moved in India. Coastal shipping and inland

water transport together account For lesstthan 1% of the total quan

tity moved. The details of the share of rail, road and coastal sh

ipping in Fertiliser transport during a period of Five years from

1976-77 are given in Table-3 below.

TABLE — 3

(‘EL 7:

Intermodal mix of Fertiliser movement in India.”“

Qty. of Fertiliser transported - 
in million M.T.Y e a r ~ 

Rail Road Coastal Total Rail Road Coastalshipping shipping
Percentage share

1976 - 77 7.8 1.2 Negligible 9-00 87.0 13.Cl Negligible

1978 -'79 8.6 3.8 0.04 12.44 59.2 30.5 0.3"'  802
1980 - 81 8.1 5.63 0.07 13.80 58.8 40.8 0.4

26 NaraiQ,Shanti; Transportation of Fertilgggggo papér Dresentéd at
the training programme of The Fertiliser Association of India;
New Delhi, March, 1982.p.2
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Traditionally, rail-road movement of fertilisers had been

around 85:15. In 1978-79 there was an abrupt change in the pattern

since availability of rail wagons became extremely critical. The

road share went up steeply to 30 percent in 1978-79 from 17 ptrcent in

1977—78.and the share of rail dipped to 69 percent from percent.

This trend continued in 1979-80. The road share went up to 35 per

cent and the rail share came down to 64 percent because of the sub

sidy extended by the government to road movement of fertilisers .
-2
In\)

In 1980-81, the share of rail touched the all time low at 58.8 per

cent and the share of road reached the all time high at 40.8 percent.

This trend was however reversed in 1981-82, when railways implemen

ted the new policy of moving fertilisers by unit trains and made all

out efforts to improve their freight traffic capability.’

Rail vs. Road;comparison of
merits and demerits:

The two main modes of transports, viz. rail and road have their

associated merits and demerits from the view point of the user.

Rail enables large scale movement at a stretch. A quantity of

1500 to 2200 M.T. gets pulled out in one unit train. This advantage

is not available in truck transport. In truck transport, a unit

despatch usually consists of 10 M.T. to 13 M.T. only. As many as

160 trucks will have to be lined up for hauling the same quantity

which a single unit train can haul up.

27. For more details please see pp. 205 - 207

20 For more detailsplease see pp. 208 - 218
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Rail freight rates are telescopic. Cost per tonne per K.N.

by rail works out much lesser for long distance haulage. Road

transport does not provide telescopic rates. The difference bet

ween rail freight and road freight keeps on widening as the dis

tance range keeps moving up. Rail tariff also involves differential

and concessional rates depending on the commodity carried. For fer

tilisers, rail freight rates are concessional. In the case of road,
the freight rates are uniform for all commodities.

Again, the freight rates in the case of rail are relatively

more Itable over time. They do not fluctuate easily. In the case

of road, the market rates vary widely, season to season and even

day to day. Absence of return loads does not influence the rail

freight. Irrespective of direction or destination, rail freight

rates remain uniform, unlike the rates of road transport.

The cargo that is entrusted to rail transport is secured since

the railways are a government undertaking. In the case of road

transport, suitable guarantees will have to be taken from the carri

ers as security for the stocks entrusted to them.

Also, planning of movement of large quantities can be done in

advance in the case of rail by suitable liasion with the railways.

In the case of road, usually planning can be done only on the basis

of day to day or week to week availability of trucks.

In contrast, road transport has also a number of merits. The

roadways have much more extensive net work throughout the country

than the railways. The net work of roadways works out to 29 k.m.
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For every 100 sq. k.m. of land, whereas the rail net work is only

1.74 k.m. for every 100 sq. k.m. 29 Roadways have also greater Fle

xibility in the matter of route accessability. They can, unlike

the railways, reach every nook and corner of the country. The rail

ways are restricted in their routes limited by the permanent way as

well as by the break of gauge/transhipment. Road does not have such

problems. Out of total of five thousand administrative blocks in

India, more than 2900 blocks, nearly 60 percent of the total, do not

have any rail head. In reaching such interior blocks, road trans

pot has a preeminent role. And for reaching hilly areas in the co

untry, rcad is the only mode of transport that can be thought of.

Deeper penetration of the market and servicing of the retail outlets

in the interior parts is an essential requirement of fertiliser mar

keting. Road transport Fits this requirement very well.

Road transport also Facilitates despatches of Fertilisers in

smaller lots. 0n the other hand, especially after the switch over

from wagon load movement to block rake movement, the unit consign

ment by rail is in the order of 1,600 tonnes to 2,200 tonnes bound

for a single destination. The users prefer, For a variety of commer

cial and infrastructural reasons, to move the goods in smaller unit

volume wherever the choice is available.

Secondary transport of fertilisers, as a rule, takes place by

road. Road has to be resorted to for breaking the bulk and taking

the goods in small assortments to scattered places. In other words,

29, Derived from area of the country and the route length of rail
and road network.
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whatever be the mode of primary transport, the culmination of trans

port has to be necessarily by road, by trucks or by bullock carts.

Even in respect of primary transport, for short and medium

distances road often works out cheaper than rail transport on 8’tu

tal cost approach‘. This is so because, road transport can take the

goods from point to point without involving double handling. Terminal

handling costs can be either avoided in toto or be kept minimal in the

case of road transport. Rail transport on the other hand involves

double handling. For short and medium distances, the total transport

costs usually work out cheaper in respect of road, compared to rail,

mainly on account of the savings in the terminal costs.

The variation between rail and road in the matter of terminal costs

assumes added significance in the context of the new policy of limiting

the rail movement to a few rake receiving points in full train loads.30

when read bridging over long distance has to be undertaken from the rake

receiving railheads, the terminal costs become all the more significant.

Road transport also enables the reduction of inventory costs and

simultaneously improves the customer service level. This is because the

transit time is reduced considerably when the cargo is moved by road.

By reducing the inventory requirement, road also facilitates more effi

cient and equitable distribution of available fertilisers under conditi

ons of high demand and inadequate supply. The available supplies could

be stretched to a larger number of distributors by road since supplies

by road take place in small lots.

30. For details of this policy please refer pp.2D8—215 belda.
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Even when costs are marginally higher, road transport is often

preferred and will continue to be preferred in view of its better

user orientation as compared with rail. The quickness of delivery,

the smallness of the unit consignment and the door delivery facility

are not the only plus points of road. There are many more.

Transit losses are usually negligible in road movement; in any

case, far lesser compared to rail. The procedures for getting the

transit losses settled are also relatively easier and less cumbersome.

Yet another incidental advantage of road transport is that as

the number of handlings are limited in the case of road, the damage

to the product and the package is least when goods are transported by

road.

Again, packaging specifications are not as strict in thecase of

road, as in the case of rail. The procedures of despatch are also

relatively simpler in road movement. Rail involves cumbersome des

patch procedures. Even calculations of freight are cumbersome in the

case of rail; it is quite simple in the case of road.

Roadways are not a monopoly industry like the railways. As such,

competitive freight rates are available when one chooses to move by

road. A choice can be made out of the several available offers based

on cost considerations as well as considerations of the quality of ser

vice provided.

Further more, the railways sometimes refuse consignments to cer

tain destinations because of route restrictions. The cargo does not

move to places where it is required. It moves, instead, to places

where the railways can and want to take it at the given moment. On
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some other occasions, the goods are moved where they are required

but by a circuitous route, again because of the railways‘ operat

ional problems. And the consignors have to meet the additional

expenditure. In the case 0? road transport, the problem of route

restriction and congestion does not normally arise.

Impact of some of the recent
government policies on ferti
liser transport:

Government policies affect fertiliser transport in the country in

a significant manner. Among the policies introduced by the government

in the recent past, the following have left a special impact on ferti

liser transport.

(i) The policy of ‘road subsidy’
(ii) The policy of movement by unit trains/block rakes

(iii) The policy of delivering fertilisers at block level

(iv) Substantial hike in rail freight for fertiliser
cargo.

(i) The Road Subsidy Schemezgfi

From 1976-77 onwards inadequate rail wagon availability became a

serious problem for the fertiliser cargo. The volume of fertiliser

traffic went up still further in the next two years, without the capa

city and productivity of the railways keeping pace with thecsteep ex

pansion of the fertiliser traffic. In 1978-79, fertiliser movement by

rail suffered a serious setback in almost all the regions of the coun

try. In some cases, wagon supply dropped to fifty percent of the pre

vious year's level. Increased production of fertilisers in some units,

increased imports of fertilisers into the country, competing demands

.1’-r

31. This section is based on an article published earlier by the
research scholar. Please refer Ramaswamy U.S. "Fertiliser trans
port - Railways should do the job removing road subsidies", Ih§_
Econggig Times, Bombay dt.24-4-1979 & 25-4-1979 p.5 in both.
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on the available wagons from imported shipments of other materials

like cement, coking coal etc., were to some extent responsible for

the wagon crisis. The main reason for the crisis however, was a

significant decline in the productivity and efficiency of the rail

ways.

In the latter half of the financial year 1978-79, the Govern

ment of India got reconciled to the fact that the railways will not

be in a position to move the stocks of fertilisers accumulating at

the ports and the domestic fertiliser Factories. The Government

brought in a scheme of subsidy for the road movement of fertilisers

so that road transport can relieve the strain on the railways. The
Government had to resort to this unwelcome measure because of two

reasons. Production of fertilisers in the factories in the country

had to be kept going. It would be suicidal to sacrifice fertiliser

production merely because of the transport bottleneck. A break down

in the production of fertilisers would have seriously hampered agri

cultural production. Moving the stocks by road was the only alterna

tive. But the fertiliser manufacturers were not in a position to

move the stocks by read without a subsidy from the Government. As

per this scheme, subject to certain conditions, the difference in the

cost of road movement and rail movement was to be reimbursed by the

government to the manufacturer. The cost of road bridging at the

loading as well as unloading end was also to be reimbursed.

The subsidy scheme pushed up the share of road in fertiliser

movement considerably. The stocks had to be somehow cleared out of
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the Factories and ports. And, here was an opportunity and incentive

to move the stocks by road at somebody else's cost.

The road subsidy scheme was a direct result of the railways‘

failure in moving the Fertiliser cargo. To that extent it was waste

ful. It could at best serve only as a stop-gap arrangement. The

scheme had no chance of serving as the durable remedy For the problem,

though it provided some temporary relief at a high cost to the nation.

In the first place, conceptually, the scheme was erroneous. The con~

cept that road could replace rail, in respect of the primary movement

of a bulk cargo like Fertiliser is primafacie unacceptable because of

the high cost involved to the user and the economy. Secondly, the sc

heme amounted to an admission on the part of the railways that they were

incapable of moving this essential commodity. This was full of serious

implications to the national economy. Instead of raising the question

as to why the railways could not perform, the non-performance was acce

pted and an expedient solution, involving a large drain on public re

sources, was introduced.

Apart from the additional cost involved, road movement could not

adequately Fill the gap created by the Falling levels in rail movement.

Getting enough lorries to make up For the shortfall in wagon supply was

not easy. Further, because of the subsidy scheme, the truck Freight

rates went up considerably. It was a question of too much money chas

ing too Few trucks. The availability of trucks after all did not go

up merely because the government introduced the road subsidy scheme

For fertiliser movement.
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Fortunately, after two years, the scheme of road subsidy was

withdrawn. In the meanwhile there was some marked improvement in

the railways’ capacity for hauling the fertiliser traffic. Though

this involved certain changes in the system of movement and certain

additional costs to the user, it was a welcome relief. The_changes

introduced by the railways in the system of fertiliser movement is

discussed in the next section.

(ii) Movement of fertilisers by unit
trains (or block rakes)

Seized with the growing complexity of transporting the ferti

liser cargo, the government and the railways had to consider a number

of innovations in movement. The road subsidy scheme discussed earlier

was one such innovation. It was noted that the scheme failed to ser

ve as a lasting solution. The other arrangement that was introduced

in 1979-80, restricted rail movement of fertilisers to full train

loads, moving on point to point basis, from originating railhead to

destination railhead as a block rake.

The new arrangement was justified on the following grounds:—

—— It confers several benefits on the railways.

«—— The railways’ operational system is such that
the utilisation of its rolling stock improves
considerably when goods are hauled in block
rakes from point to point. when the haulage
takes place in this manner the railways are
able to improve the turn around of the wagons
and carry more traffic with a given fleet of
wagons. The rolling stock on the railways are
specially geared for such a point to point train
load movement.
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-— when movement takes place in block rakes, point
to point, there is considerable savings For the
railways. It has been Found that as much as 30
percent savings in resource costs is possible
when movement takes place in this manner, as
compared with movement in piecemeal to several
destinations. 32

—— Marshalling of the wagons at the marshalling yards
en route is eliminated totally when the goods move
in full train loads directly from the originating
station to the terminating station. The transit
time is cut drastically and the goods are delivered
with great speed. The railways are also able to
monitor the stocks better and minimise the damages
to the stocks in transit.

—- Closed circuit block rakes running to gauge termi
nals would also avoid the transhipment bottlenecks.

-— In general, railway assets are utilised most produ
ctively, when haulage takes place in block rakes.

- Fertiliser is a commodity that lends itself admi
rably for movement in this manner.

- The railways jyst do not have the capacity to move
the growing volume of the Fertiliser cargo, if move
ment takes place in piecemeal. There is a limit to
which the rolling stock could be expanded in thesh—
ort run. Even assuming that there is no investment
constraint or wagon production constraint, the rail
way system cannot take additional wagons beyond a
point. Increasing the turn around of a given quota

32. This is discussed in more detail be1ow.pp.231-233
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of wagons through block movement is the only
answer to cope with the increasing demand for
transport. Therefore, fertiliser transport by
rail has to be in block rakes.

Sri N.P. Uarma explains the situation in the following words:

" It would be, at this stage, relevant to consider the
pecularities of the railsystem. Its rolling stock
utilisation improves in geometric progression with
every rise in the proportion of train load operation
to total freight operation. The traffic is capitive,
the turnround low, (as the train load skips marshall
ing yards) and the stream steady. The incidence of
rake disturbance is minimal. There is assurance of
full haulage capacity utilisation. what is true of
the world railways as a system is true even to a lar
ger extent of the Indian railways. Estimates indicate
that 80 percent of its fleet lends itself of train lo
ad operation. Nowhere in the world except in the U.S.
S.R. such a situation exists. Exploitation of this
advantageous situation holds key to the improvement of
the troubled Indian rail road industry."33

The railways were convinced that movement by block rakes will

improve and this is the only way to improve in the immediate period,

the carrying capacity with the given rolling stock and other resour

ces. They, accordingly selected and notified a list of railheads

(sidings) capable of receiving full train loads. The railways peri

odically update this list in the light of developments that take

place. There are 165 such railheads at present.34 They are to serve

33. Vlmaug, N.P; “problemsrand prospects of adopting nodal
point concept in fertiliser distribution", fertiliser News
December 1980, The Fertiliser Association of India, New Delhi; p.68

34. The Fertiliser Association of India (FRI) communication No.ES/5.1
dated 15-4-1981, New Delhi.
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as terminal points for the block rakes, from where road bridg

ing will take place to the destinations where the fertilisers

are to be stored For Further distribution/consumption. And as

a concomitant of the new policy, the piecemeal movement by wagon

loads to all and sundry railheads was sought to be totally eli

minated or restricted to the barest minimum.

The system of block rake movement has a number of demerits

from the user's point of view. In the past, rail wagons used to

carry Fertilisers to any rail head in the country as desired by

the fertiliser manufacturers. They numbered 7056 railheads in

all.35 It was predominantly a one car operation, moving from any

where to anywhere, largely on the pattern of truck operation?6 with

the block rake movement, this Facility of reaching each rail head

in the country through a direct and single stage rail movement has

been taken away. Fertilisers, hence Forth was to move by rail only

to the specially nominated 170 railheads and not to anyone of the

7056 rail heads as before. It would move only in Full train loads

from destination to destination, in one block. The first impli

cation of this is that a Second Stage Movement becomes necessary

For carrying the cargo to the desired destinations from the rake

destinations to which the railways take them. And the Second Stage

-Movement can only be by road which is more expensive and energy in

tensive. Such second stage movement may involve even back transport

35. Pai, P.A; o .cit; p.2
36. Verma N.P., op.cit; p.68
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from the rake railhead to the desired destination. If the manu

facturers want to use rail, they have to suffer the handicaps

arising out of this policy. They also have to necessarily send

1600 m.T. to 2200 N.T. of their products to one single destina

tion that is nominated as the rake receiving railhead by the rail

ways whether demand of this level exists or not in and around that

railhead. And from there, they have to disperse the rake load of

stocks by road to various places where the stocks are needed. Such

places may be even 200 and 300 kms. away from the rake rail head.

Not only do all these factors make the job more complex but the net

effect of these can be one of increased dependence on road in the

form of road bridging from the rake rail heads. Thus, there seems

to be some in built drawback in the policy of movement by block rakes.

Uperationally, the policy of block rake movement has faced and

is still facing several constraints. A majority of these constraints

arise on account of lack of adequate infrastructural facilities at the

originating points as well as at the destinations. Loading, unload

ing and handling operations are strained to the maximum. Trainload

operation requires certain investments at both the loading and unload

ing terminals. Setting up of unloading terminals is particularly ca

pital intensive since at a number of receiving rail heads, such faci

lities have to be created. Presently, even the few selected railheads

that are described as rake receiving railheads do not have adequate

facilities to handle full rakes. when a bunching of rakes takes place,

the difficulties are compounded further. The sidings are not adequate

for the placement of all the wagons at a time. Moreover, covered
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platforms are not available at a number of places for the hand

ling of the wagons during rainy weather. Usually, under the

block rake policy, the quantity involved is 1600 W.T. to 2,200

M.T. The railways allow only five to nine hours free time, de

pending on the size of the rake, for unloading the rakes at the

receiving railheads. Because of the infrastructural constrains,

most often, it becomes difficult to cope with this time limit for

clearance.

To quote Sri N.P. Verma, again,

" These so-called "rake handling points" do not have
the necessary facilities which are required for hae
ndling a trainload with reasonable efficiency, speed
and without loss of material. Some of these points
cannot even physically accommodate a rake. None of
these have even minimum infrastructural facilities.
Unloading cannot take place during inclement weather.
Some tell-tale photographs appearing in the dailies
depicting extensive damage to fertilisers on account
of rain are no mere exaggerations. worst, in many
cases, fertilisers get unloaded where trucks cannot
reach on account of approaches being under deep water
or cluttered up with extensive pits. The situation
is axasperating. To the receiver, in many cases, a
very large chunk of his working capital is blocked.
He is helpless, he cannot handle the volume at one time,
he cannot muster so many trucks and there is not enough
labour. Yet the clock is on. The railways have their
own limitations of statutory time limit during which the
contents of the entire train should not only be unloaded. . 3'but also taken out of its premises." /

37'  ‘L6? 4
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Similar problem is faced at the loading and also. At both

ends, the manufacturers, however, get penalised with demurrage

for not coping with the time limit. Neither the manufacturers

nor the railways are fully geared up at the despatching end and

at the receiving end to smoothly operate rake movement. In fact,

with the introduction of the policy of block rake movement, the

manufacturers had to bring about a realignment in their despatch

mechanism and change their entire planning of despatch, storage

and sale of their fertilisers.

Apart from the constraints described above, the block rake

movement bristles with certain other constraints such as uncer

tainties regarding the time and date of availability of rail rakes

for loading, rivalries among the railway divisions on interdivi

sional allocation of the rakes, resultant adverse effect on road

despatches because of priority to be given for rake loading,etc.

All these constraints have to be overcome if the policy of

block rake movement should succeed on a lasting basis. Detailed

and extensive planning at different levels is the first prerequisite

for effectively operating the policy of movement by rakes. Creating

the necessary infrastructural facilities at both ends - the loading

and and the unloading ends is of equal importance.

Even, the railways and the government admit that the new policy

suffers from all these constraints and has the net effect of adding

to the total distribution costs, in comparison with the previous

policy of taking the cargo in wagon loads to anywhere and everywhere.

But, their contention is that the railways have no alternative to
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this policy. If the huge quantities of Fertilisers have to be

moved to the various parts oF the country, it has to move in block

rakes. They also contend that, the balance of advantages lies with

block rake movement. Both these contentions appear to be well Fou

nded. The Fertiliser industry had to accept this policy, though

with some reservations and grumblings.

Experience in the last two years has proved that the policy of

block rake movement will optimise the available national transport

capacity. The policy is, however, not a panacea for the basis pro

blem of inadequate transport capacity. The problem of transporta

tion of Fertilisers or, for that matter, the problem of overall

transportation cannot be solved by such arrangements alone. Only

by real expansion of transport capacity the problem will Find a

lasting solution.

(iii) The policy of block leyel delivery
of fertilisers;

Till 1980, the terms of sale of Fertilisers, practiced by the

Pool stipulated that the fertilisers would be delivered by the Pool

Freight paid F.0.R. at any rail head in India. The transportation

From the railheads to the actual places of sale/consumption was to

the account of the distribution channel. The cost was supposed to

be met out of the channel margins allowed by the Pool. The differ

ence between the maximum selling price to the Farmer and the Pool

issue price to the channel constituted the margin.

In the latter half of 1980, the Government of India came For

ward with a new policy in respect of the terms of delivery of Ferti

lisers. As per the revised policy, the pool as well as the domestic
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fertiliser industry were to take the fertilisers at their cost

right up to the block level locations — whether the block has a

railhead or not — whether the block is located close to the rail

head or far away from the rail head. And this improvement in de

livery terms will not alter the existing channel margins or the

existing prices of fertilisers.38 Obviously, the new policy con

ferred a new benefit on the fertiliser distributing channels and

through them to the farming community.

The earlier policy of railhead delivery and uniform distribu

tion margins irrespective of whether the stocks are sold near

about the railheads or far deeper, had to some extent inhibited

fertiliser sales and consumption in the interior parts. This inhi

biting factor was sought to be overcome with the new policy of

‘freight paid delivery at all the blocks‘ in the country, leaving

the prices and distribution margins untouched.

The full implications of this policy will be discussed in detail

in the chapters on ‘Distribution Channels‘ and ‘Distribution Nargins'39

However, this policy change had certain implications with regard to

the transportation function.

The new policy enlarged the fertiliser transport job by offering

an incentive for pushing the fertilisers to the interior parts of the

country. The domestic fertiliser manufacturers were required to arrange

for such interior transport at their cost. The government viewed this

activity as part of the transport job and preferred accordingly to

38. Government of India, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperation,
Guide lines for organising delivery of fertilisers upto blockhead guarters dt. 29-10-1980. pp.3 - 4 '

39. Please refer chapters 11 and 12.
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provide For this expenditure under transport rather than under

dealer margin, though in actual practice both the Pool and the

domestic industry gave a Fixed amount to the channel as additional

margin, in the name of block level transport rebate. In an era of

escalating Freights and shrinking provision by the government to

cover them, the equated Freight may just about cover the primary

and secondary Freights, but not the block level transport rebate

which the manufacturers are required to extend under the new policy.

50, transport cost optimisation acquired an added significance on

account of this policy.

The new policy had another implication on transport — the role

of road has enhanced to some extent at the secondary and tertiary

stage. Even in the primary stage, road has assumed a slightly en

hanced role For when the cost of directly moving the Fertilisers by

road from the Factory to the block level locations is compared aga

inst the three stage movement by rail - Factory to rake railhead as

the first stage; rake railhead to warehouses as the second stage and

warehouses to block level as the third stage all road route may prove

profitable for some more destinations.

(iv) Escalations in rail freight rates:

the rail Freight rates for fertiliser cargo have undergone very

steep hikes in the recent past. Till 1980, the rail Freight rates

used to remain relatively stable. They were, in any case, not going

up as frequently as read Freight rates. The hikes in road hhamxnaik

rates were not only more Frequent but also far steeper. This was

largely due to the effect of the hikes in diesel prices. As such,

calculations of rail-road trade off points involved a general

assumption that with every diesel price hike, road will cost more
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and the trade off point will get shifted more and more in favour of

rail. Recent policy has, however, proved that such assumptions are

erroneous. ‘It cannot be assumed that only road freight rates would

keep escalating frequently and rail freight rates would remain re

latively more stable. Ndt it can be assumed that the rate of in

crease in road freight rates would be far more severe than that in

rail freight rates.

within one year, from 1-4-1981 to 1-4-1982, asmany as five

escalations have taken place in rail freight applicable to fertili
40

sers. Briefly, the escalations have been as follows:

(1) with effect from 1-4-1981, a 15 percent supplementary

charge was added to the freight rates ruling on

31-3-1981.

(2) with effect from 15-5-1931 the classification

was upgraded from 45 to 50 for fertilisers

listed in Division (E). It meant an increase

varying from 8.9 percent to 10.3 percent.

(3) with effect from 14-8-1981, the classification

was upgraded from 52.5 to 57.5 in respect of

fertilisers listed in Division (A). It meant

an increase varying from 7.8 percent to 9.2

percent.

(4) with effect from 1-1-1982, additional supple

mentary charges of 10 percent upto 500 KM and

15 percent beyond 500 KM. was imposed.

(5) with effect from 1-4-1982, another 15 percent

additional supplementary charge was imposed.

the cumulative effect of these escalations has been to push

40. For details, please see Appendix - XV’. (E2 ._"'>C‘L‘3 ,
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up the fertiliser freight by 46.6 percent to 60 per cent depending
4

upon the category of fertilisers and the distance slabs travelled.

The railways may have their justification for such freight

hikes. It is sufficient to mention here that any discussion on ferti

liser transport should take due note of the realities in respect of

freight rates. It should also be recognised that in an era of escalat

ing freight rates one cannot draw a stable trade off point between rail

and road and claim that beyond that point the advantage lies with rail.

Transportation costs in the
fertiliser business:

The survey of the fertiliser industry conducted as a part of the

present study has revealed that transportation is the most significant

cost area in fertiliser marketing. It is seen from the survey that

transport and handling costs account for as much asj35'percent of the

total marketing costs in India's fertiliser business.42

The RITES report (1978) mentions that about 34 percent of the

total distribution cost in the fertiliser business is in the form of

transport cost.43

8.0. Sikdar estimated in 1978 that transport cost forms 8.38

percent of the farmgate price of Urea.44

41. Ibidfi

42. Please see chapter 13.p. '33"? c-/‘-/C '/-a~ 1,9’-’—°"-Z?” ' l 7- L '
43. Rail India Technical and Economic Services Ltd. (RITES)

Report_on Fertiliser and Raw material transportation in
India; (RITES Report); RITES, New Delhi, 1978.

44. Sikdar 8.P.; "Logistics of fertiliser distribution in
relation to increase in energy costs," Fertiliser News
August, 1988; 0p.cit; p.49.



All the figures of transport costs mentioned above have included

the cost of transport and handling of the Fertilisers From the Fact

ory to the retail outlets, but have excluded the cost of transport

From the retail outlets to the Farm yard which is borne separately by

the Farmer.

Estimate of transport cost
in 1980-81

The survey of the Fertiliser industry conducted as a part of
the present study has revealed that nine major Fertiliser Firms in
curred the undermentioned costs on transport and handling during
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45F i r m Transport cost in 1980-81
(Rupees;sI~tonne; average
of all products put toge
ther.)IEL 81NFL 87GSFC 90RCF 95SFC 120MCF 136FACT 163IFFCO 178SPIC 198

The quantities of Fertilisers transported by these Firms in
1980-81 were as follows:

F i r m Total quantity of fertilisers
transported in 1980-81 (N.T.)
(Products covered by retention__ price)IEL 284000

NFL 707000
GSFC 389000
RCF 612000
SFC 254000
MCF 182000
FACT 625000
IFFCO 976000SPIC 526000

Note: Quantity produced in the year is taken as quantity transported
in the year in all the above cases.

45. Extracted from Table-1 in Chapter—13-p. 3.3‘-}

46. Extracted from Appendix-XVI, page..3°l‘1
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As such, the weighted average cost of transport in respect

of these Firms works out to %.134.563per tonne. It is reasonable

to take this Figure as the average For the industry as a whole in

respect of the products covered by the retention pricing system.

In thisccategory of products a total quantity of 6.35 million M.T.

was transported dbring 1980-81.47 Accordingly, the transport costs

incurred by this category of Fertilisers during 1980-81 works out

to Rs. 85. 5+ crores.

As regards imported Fertilisers which consists of potassic as

well as nonpotassic Fertilisers, a total quantity of 4.6 million N.T.

of such Fertilisers was transported during 1980-81. 8 The cost of

transport in respect of imported Fertilisers is usually much higher

than the cost of transport in respect of products covered by the re

tention prico system. Separated data For the pool fertilisers is not

readily available since the pool is disbursing to the distributing

agencies, an omnibus margin which covers compensation For several

items besides transportation. However, on the basis of the ratio of

transport leads of domestic and imported Fertilisers, the transporta

tion cost in respect of imported fertilisers can be assumed asI%.180/

per tonne. The total costs of transport of Fertilisers in this cate

gory will, therefore, work out to approximatelyl.§3 crores.
As Far as the category of domestic fertilisers not covered by

the retention price system is concerned, a total quantity of 1.89
49

million W.T. of such fertilisers was transported in 1980-81. . The

48. Please see Appendix -)<\7~, p. 378

49. Please see Appendix -Xmu p. 347
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cost of transport in respect of products in this category is usu

ally lesser than the cost of transport in respect of the products

covered by FICC equated Freight. Based on an estimated transport

cost offb.1D1/- per tonne, in respect of Fertilisers in this ca

tagory, the total costs oF transport as Far as this category is con

cerned will work out to approximatelyi%.19 crores.

As such, the total transport costs incurred in 1980-81 by all

categories of Fertilisers will work out tol%.187.1,crores. The unit

cost of transport will work out tolk.146 per tonne.

Estimate of transport cost
in 1982-83

At the time of commissioning the survey of the industry as a

part of this study, the latest cost data that could be generated

was that of 1988-81. Since the study had been in progress For two

years beyond 1980-81, the cost Figures of 1980-81 could no longer be

described as the latest. In the intervening period, significant es

calations have taken place in the various elements of marketing costs

in the fertiliser business. Costs of transport in particular have

gone up steeply during the period. As was noted earlier, the incre

ase was particularly significant during 1981-82 because of the steep

hike in railway Freights during that year.5D This escalation got

reflected Fully in the transport costs of 1982-83. Actual costs of

transport For 1982-83 could not be collected through the census sur

vey of the fertiliser industry. As a matter of Fact, the year 1982-83

50. Please see pp.216-218 above
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is not over at the time of submission of this dissertation. But

the final figures of equated freight allowed to all the fertiliser

firms covered by the retention price system have come out. Though

these figures do not represent the actual transport costs of 1982

83, they will be pretty close to the actuals for most of the firms.

The details of the equated Freight for 1982-83, firm—wise and pro

duct-wise are furnished in Appendix—XUII, page_3 75’

The quantities of various categories of fertilisers transported

during 1982-83 have also not yet become available, as the year under

reference is not yet over. An estimate, therefore has to be made in

respect of the quantity of fertilisers transported in 1982-83. Based

on the trends seen so far, it is reasonable to assume that the quan

tity of fertilisers transported in 1982-83 will be higher than the

corresponding quantities in 1981-82 by approximately ten percent. It

can be seen from Table-5 below that a total quantity of 13.59 million

M.T. of various fertilisers was transported in India in 1981-82. A

ten percent increase in this quantity would mean 14.95 million M.T.

The break up of these quantities is given in Table-5 below:

TABLE - 5

Quantity of fertilisers transported in 1981-82
and 1982-83.51

Category Quantity actually Quantity assumed
transported in 1981-82 for 1982-83
(in million M,T,)

Domestic fertilisers underretention price system - 8.28 9.18
Domestic fertilisers not
covered by retentionprice system. - 2.06 2.27
Imported fertilisers - 3.25 3.58Total 13.59 14.95

51. Extracted from Appendix XVIII, pagei3?7and Appendix XIX, page.3? 8
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As Far as the domestic fertilisers under the retention price

system are concerned, the estimated weighted average transport cost

works out tofb.161c21 52 per tonne. On the basis of this weighted

average, the total cost of transporting 9.10 million M.T. of Ferti

lisers in this category in 1982-83 works out to &u147 crores.

As regards the category of domestic Fertilisers not covered by

the retention price system is concerned, a total quantity of 2.27

million M.T. was transported in 1982-83. Applying the same Formula

that was used in estimating the transport cost in respect of these

Fertilisers during 1981-82, the transport cost For 1982-83 for this

category of Fertilisers could be taken asl%.121 per tonne. The total

cost of transport of this category during 1982-83 will therefore work

out tofb.27.5 crores.

In the category of imported Fertilisers which consists of potassic

as well as nonpotassic fertilisers, a total quantity of 3.58 million

M.T. of such Fertilisers was distributed during 1982-83. Applying the

same Formula that was used in estimating the transport cost of this

category of fertilisers in 1980-81, the cost of transport in 1982-83

for this category could be taken aslh.21S/— per tonne. On this basis

the total cost incurred in transporting 3.58 million M.T. of fertili

sers in this category during 1982-83 could be placed ati%.77 crores.

As such, the gotal transport costs incurred by all categories

of fertilisers in 1982-83 will work out tofE.2S1.5 crores. The cost

of transport per tonne will work out tolb.168/

52. For details of computation, please see Appendix-XX, p._3 9 ?_
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Noteworthy Features of the
Fertiliser transport cost:

The two most noteworthy Facts emerging from the foregoing

analysis of the costs of Fertiliser transport are:

(i) Transport costs in the Fertiliser business
are showing an uptrend.

(ii) There are wide inter firm variations in
fertiliser transport costs.

(i) Uptrend in Fertilisgr transport costs:
The transport costs in the Fertiliser business of India have

gone up from Rs.187.ér<>rores in 1980-81 to Rs.251.5 crores in 1982-83.

The increase in transport cost could not be attributed merely to the

increase in the volume of Fertilisers that has taken place in the in

tervening period. For, whereas the volume has registered an increase

of 17 percent only, the cost has registered in the same period, an in

crease of 34 percent. The cost of transport of a unit quantity has

gone up from %.146 to %.168/

(ii) Interfirm variations in transport costs:

From the data on transport costs of individual Fertiliser Firms

For 1982-83, presented in Appendix-— XV0’it can be seen that there

are wide interfirm variations in transport costs in the Fertiliser

business.53 As a matter of Fact, the interfirm variations are not

limited to transport costs. Variations are seen in the total market

ing costs as well as in several individual components of the market

ing costs, besides transport costs. But, the interfirm variations in

transport costs are especially large.S4

53. Please see Appendix-XXV;/’p.3 9 S’

54. Please see Chapter--1'3, p.3lf~6
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wide variations in transport costs are seen not only between

one Firm and another, but also between one Fertiliser product and

another. when all the Firms and all the products are considered, it

is seen that the transport cost varies Fromfb.81/— per M.T. tofe.274/—

per m.T. Urea of Bhatinda Unit cr National Fertilisers Ltd. (NFL)

has incurred the lowest transport cost and DAP of Madras Fertilisers

Ltd. (NFL) has incurred the highest.

Even when one particular product is considered, the variation

between maximum and minimum costs of Freight For that product is

very wide. For example, when Urea alone is considered, the trans

port costs vary from m»81/— in respect of NFL, Bhatinda Unit to

e.235/— in respect of Hindustan Fertilisers Ltd. (HFC), Namrup Unit.

The simple average of transport cost in respect of Urea works out to

%.1B5/-. The weighted average transport cost works out to %.195/-.

As regards DAD, the variation is betweenlh.99/— per M.T. in the

case of Gujarat State Fertiliser Company (GSFC) tplh.274/- per M,T.

in the case of NFL. DAP of Southern Petro Chemical Industries Cor

poration Ltd.(SPIC) has incurred a cost of %.236/— per N.T. and DAD

of Fertilisers & Chemicals, Travancore Ltd. (FACT) %.23U/- per W.T.

As regards 28:28, the Coromandal Fertilisers Ltd. (CFL) product has

incurred %.164/— per N.T., the Zuari productl%.2U1/- per N.T. and the

FACT product %.239/— per N.T.

The two grades of complex Fertilisers made by Indian Farmers

Fertiliser Cooperative Limited (IFFCO) have incurred a cost of ku2S7/

per M.T. The Fact that the two IFFCO grades add up a very large volume

is significant. It has to be noted that the high cost, high volume
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transportation of these grades pushes up the average cost of trans

port of complex Fertilisers considerably. As a general observation,

it can be mentioned that the transport costs incurred by complex fer

tilisers is substantially higher than the transport costs incurred by
urea.

Minimising the costs of
Fertiliser transport:

From the foregoing analysis of the Fertiliser transport costs,

it is evident that there is urgent need For reducing the costs. It is

imperative in the interest of the Fertiliser industry, the national

exchequer and the farmers of the country. Analysis shows that there

are only two main routes to cost reduction in Fertiliser transport.

They area

(1) Uptmising the modal mix
(2) Reducing the lead of the traffic by rationalising

the distribution of the commodity.

Optimal inter—modal mix For
Fertiliser transport:

The determination of the optimal intermodal mix will provide one

half of the solution for achieving economy in fertiliser transport. It

was seen earlier that rail and road are the main components of the modal

mix For fertiliser transport. Coastal shipping and inland water trans

port are no doubt, resorted to in some areas, but they are as was noted

earlier, totally insignificant in the overall context.S5 Accordingly, the

discussion on intermodal mix for fa:t.u.1.uc- ftoauaport has to be confined
to the mix between rail and road.

There are some objective considerations that have necessarily to be

taken into account in any exercise on optimal intermodal mix. There are

also several practical considerations that require to be taken into acceount.
.l

55. Please see page 198 above.
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Objective considerations for
choosing optimal modal mix:

The ‘objective considerations‘ that should go into the determi

nation of the optimal inter modal mix ares

V
79'

9(

It

considerations and arrive at optimal inter modal mix.

mination of

complexities.

what is the relative energy efficiency of the different

transport modes? Or, what is the transport output given

by the different modes per unit of energy consumption?

How do the different modes of transport compare in

respect of ‘resource cost‘ to the economy? which is the

mode that incurs the least ‘resource cost’ to the economy

for a unit of transport capacity?

How do the different modes compare in respect of actual

costs to the user? which is the most economic mode?

what is the trade off point between one mode and the other?

Is the mode that is seemingly the most economical, really

the most economical if all the costs are considered together?

At a given point of time how good is the availability of the

most economic and most efficient mode? Can it carry 100 per

cent of the traffic? Is it available timely?
How much of user-orientation do the different modes have?

what is the quality of service provided by each of them?

is not certainly easy to apply all the above mentioned objective

For eg., deter

of the alternate modes bristles with several‘resource cost‘

'resource cost‘ involves several components like ‘costs
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to the operator‘, ‘costs to the user‘ and ‘costs to the society‘.

How do we compare the resource costs of one mode against that of another?

There will be similar difficulties in applying the other ‘objective

considerations‘. On top of all those problems, it may also happen that

the Government, for valid reasons, applies some non-efficiency consider

ations (socio-political considerations) in the determination of optimal

inter modal mix of transport. All the same, one has to make a sincere

attempt to evaluate the relative merits of the different modes by

applying the objective considerations.

The energy consideration:

The foremost among the objective considerations is the ‘energy

efficiency factor‘ of the different modes of transport. The transport

sector uses nearly a third of the country's total commercial energy and

more than half of the country's oil supplies;“5The National Transport

Policy Committee, (NTPC) has emphasized the importance of the energy factor

by its observation "There is no doubt that energy conservation will be the

most important guiding principle in the frame work for determining an

optimal mix of our future transport system." 57

Since energy conservation is a fundamental and unexceptionable re

quirement, ue may without further investigation, accept it as the most

important among the objective considerations in the determination

56. flgggrt of the Nati0nal_TranSp0rtPqlicx Committee; QE‘§i£3.p,27

57. Ibid; p.8
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of optimal modal mix and see how the different modes stand in relation

to this consideration. If the different modes of transport have sub

stantially different energy efficiencies, it is evident that the mode

that yields maximum transport service per unit of energy consumption,

has to be preferred.

National Institute of Training in Industrial Engineering (NITIE)

has worked out the propulsion efficiency of freight transport in India

by rail and road. The details are given in Table- 6.

TABLE — Q.

Propulsion Efficiency of Freight
Transport in [QgQ§L____

Fuel Efficiency
M o d e (BTU/tonne-km)

Steam Train (b) 2764.80
Diesel Train (b) 166.30
Electric Train (b) 105.76
Diesel Truck (c) 1587.30

(b) Density class 20,000 to 30,000 net—tenne-km per day
per km of route_

(c) 7.5 tonne pay load, 40 km. average speed.

It is evident from the above Table that Railways (electric

traction followed by diesel traction) is the most efficient mode

of transport from the energy angle. It is also evident that the

steam traction of the Railways is the least efficient mode of trans

port confirming thereby, the age old saying that the most expensive of
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all inventions is Stevenson's steam engine!

The ‘Resource cost‘ consideration:

The NTPC after studying the comparative resource cost advantages

of the different modes of transport have felt that for large volume

commodities like coal, fertiliser, wheat, cement etc., the advantage

of ‘Road’ is limited to short hauls of 200-250 Km and beyond that

distance range, the advantage lies with ‘Rail’. In this Finding, the

NTPC has largely gone by the study on resource costs conducted by Rail

India Technical Services (RITES). The planning commission had earlier

entrusted RITES with a study of the comparative resource costs of the

different modes of transport. RITES considered the costs to the operator

and the costs to the user but excluded the costs to the society in their

exercises on the subject, Social costs were kept out due to difficulties

relating to its conceptual clarity as well as quantification of its

effect. The break even point in resource costs, in respect of fertilisers,

as per the RITES study is shown in Table - 7

TABLE * 7 .

Resource cost break even point between 59Road and Rail for fertilisers (in K.fl)

Commodity: Fertiliser

Diesel Single Diesel double Electric doubleLine Line line *
Average

Block wagon Block wagon Block Wagonload load load load load lead
183 275 185 281 155 222 200

* Average of the three transactions appropriately moderated by the pro
portion between block load and wagon load in which the cargo presently
moves.

590
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It can be seen from the above figures that beyond the trade off

zone of 200 km. rail is advantageous for fertiliser traffic. It must

however be remembered that such cut off points vary dependant on several

factors. Even within a given mode of transport, the costs are seen to

vary dependant on how the cargo is carried. For example, within rail

transport, the costs differ depending on whether stocks are hauled by

diesel traction, single line or double line or by electric transaction.

Theaosts also differ depending on whether the stocks are hauled in wagon

loads or in train loads. Between wagon lead movement and train load

movement the variation in the resource costs is as high as 30%. Like wise,

there are variations in the costs depending on whether the traffic in

volves break of geauge/transhipment or not.

'Rvailability'
consideration:

fipart from ‘Energy Efficiency‘ and the ‘Resource cost‘ considerations,

the existing realities regarding availability of the different modes,

timeliness of availability, adequacy of capacity, operational aspects etc.

also have to be taken into account. It was seen earlier that the

availability of rail transport for moving fertilisers was inadequate in

the years 1977-78, 1978-79 and 1979-80fK)The position has however improved

considerably in 1980-81 and more so in 1981-82. The railways presently

evince confidence for meving as much as 85% of the total fertiliser

traffic. while such a high level of transportation may not be achieved

by the railways there is no doubt that no other transport mode is

available in a larger measure than rail. The railways have been and will

continue to remain the most massive component of the transport system in

India. It is available extensively.

60. Please see page 204 above.
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The consideration of
'Actual goat to therg§er‘:

From the foregoing paragraphs, it may appear that Rai[ qualifies

For the pre-eminent position in fertiliser transport. But deeper

analysis shows that Rail is not such a convincing winner. when it is

questioned whether irrespective of the resource cost advantage and

energy eFFiciency,the cost to the user in the case of rail is reafiiy flnr

lesser than read, the answer is not very encouraging. After all, the

user will not opt For a particular mode, merely because it is in national

interest to do so or it is the best from the point of view of resource

cost and energy efficiency. Other things being equal, he will prefer the

mode that costs less. Between rail and read, other things are not equal;

they are loaded in Favour of road because of its better user orientation.

This uea.exp1ain0d in detail earlier. 61 IF costa are also
higher in the case of rail than in the case of read, the users will no

doubt prefer road. The cost to the user is seen to be lesser in the case

of rail For long distances, but the same is not true of short distances.

For medium distances, rail used to be cheaper but the position is shift

ing with the recent steep hikes in rail Freight rates.
Another Factor

is that on a total cost basis, rail is net cheaper to the user in respect

of most distance slabs. This is only partly attributable to the recent

hikes in rail Freight rates. It is largely due to the multi staqe move

gggt and handling involved in rail transport especially after the advent

of the policy of moving Fertilisers by unit trains. This policy and its

implications were explained in detail in the section under "Movement by

unit trains‘. when an analysis is made on a total cost basis, it is

61. Please see pp.2U0 - 204.
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seen that the economy claimed by rail is undermined in several cases

because of the policy of limiting the rail movement of fertilisers to

unit trains. when movement takes place only in unit trains and only to

a few selected rail heads and from these rail heads if the stocks have

to be transported over long distance by road, to reach the'real desti

nations’, rail transport loses its advantageous position in the matter

of ‘cost to the user’ even in respect of distance slabs in which it

hold the cost advantage prior to the advent of the policy of moving

stocks in unit trains. It cannot be axiomatically assumed that moving

by rail is cheaper in certain distance slabs. The total costs involved

in the rail-cum-road movement has te be compared against the total costs

involved in read.

The new policy of restricting rail movement of fertilisers to unit

trains, affects not only the consideration of ‘cost to the user‘ but also

the energy consideration that was discussed earlier. It cannot be

assumed that movement by rail ensures the best energy efficiency. In

some cases, rail may still ensure the best energy efficiency. In some

cases, all road movement may result in better energy efficiency than rail

.cum road movement especially when the latter involves multi stage move

ment. One has to take a total approach to the job, and analyse the

total cost as per current fiagiffg and the total energy efficiency, before

drawing any conclusion on the relative merits.
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Unit level considerations in
choosing the optimal modal mix:

It

mix cannot be applied to all the Fertiliser units in the country. Only
the broad

can be easily appreciated that a standard optimal intermodal

principles could be applied commonly, and the actual modal

mix has got to be worked out separately For each manufacturing unit,

taking into consideration the peculiar Features of that unit.

factors will influence modal mix decisions at the unit level.

ant among

The relative

from unit

for the same unit.

be the prime consideration but not the sole consideration .

mises have to be made in the light of the realities.

them are :

Location of the factory

Extent of marketing territory under primary
market, secondary market and tertiary market.

The ‘Marketing System‘ adopted by the unit.

Availability, adequacy, timeliness, convenience
and costs of the alternate transport modes
within the marketing zone of the unit.

Seasonality Factor within the marketing zone
of the individual unit.

Nature of the productsumade by the unit - Fast
moving or slow moving etc.

Aspects relating to warehousing - the were
housing policy of the company, the number,
locations and capacities of the warehouses
and their accessability by rail and road.

‘Customer service level‘ aimed at by the
unit.

emphasis between rail and road may vary not only

to unit but also from time to time and product to product

The ‘trade off point‘ between rail and road will

Compro

It is also

Several

Import
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necessary to look at the trade off point in the broadest sense and

not in the narrow sense of the actual freight differential, since a

variety of mutually interacting costs other than freight are involved

in marketing and distribution.

In summary, it may be stated that the two major alternate modes

have their associated attributes, associated costs, merits and demerits.

They have also their own capacity constraints. All these factors must

be considered together while deciding on the optimal modal mix. Since

the transport problems of individual units vary widely, the unit level
considerations must also be taken into account in the determination of

the optimal modal mix.

Reducing the lead of the
fertiliser traffic:

Optimisation of intermodal mix examined above will provide one

half of the solution for achieving economy in fertiliser transport.

In what follows, it will be seen that reducing the lead of the traffic,

(distance travelled) will provide the other half of the solution.

Long lead is a major problem with fertiliser traffic. Since the

cargo is bulky, long lead has the effect of pushing up the total cost

of transport considerably. Long lead also implies wastage of energy;

In addition, it increases the resource costs; Above all, it adds to

the strain on the transport system to the point of breakdown. fluckly

long lead is not totally unavoidable in the Indian fertiliser

business, even though, to an extent, it.is:uncvo£dablo /the existing

context.

In Chapter 6, it wasmentioned that the fertiliser factories
R

6 .
of India are not evenly spread out throughout the country.‘ They are

62. Please see Chapter - 6, p.81.
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concentrated in a few places at the west and south zones dominate the

production scene. Phosphatic fertiliser production is particularly

concentrated near the ports. It was also mentioned earlier that such

raw material and port based location of fertiliser production has per

manently saddled the transport system with long lead pattern.63

In the past few years some dispersal of fertiliser production has

taken place. But, paradoxically, the Fertiliser lead has still been

continuously going up. During the decade 1965-66 to 1975-76 the aver

age fertiliser lead rose from 675 km. to 859 km. In 1976-77 it became

900 km. In 1977-78 it skyrocketted to 1100 km. There afterwards it

is oscillating between 1000 km. and 1100 km.64°

The 'RITES' study 65

The continuous increase in the lead of the fertiliser traffic had

two main adverse effects. In the first place, it pushed up the cost of

transport of this vital agricultural input. Secondly, the turnaround

of the rail wagons got slowed down due to the long lead. with the given

rolling stock, the transport capacity of the railways had come down.

when the railways started feeling increasingly the strain of mov

ing the everexpanding fertiliser traffic, they made an indepth study

of the problems involved in fertiliser movement. In fact, the

63. Please see p.188 above

64, Ramaswamy U.S. 0 .cit; p.S

65. This section and the next section are based partially on an
earlier article by the research scholar. Please refer Ramaswamy V.S.
"RITES Report and the fertiliser Industry", Fertiliser Marketing
Eggs, September, 1978.pp.1—4
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study was made at the instance of the Ministry of Agriculture of the

Government of India. The consultant wing of the Indian railways,

the Rail India Technical & Economics Services (RITES) was commission

ed to conduct the study on the ‘Transportation of Fertilisers and

Fertiliser Raw materials‘. RITES brought out a detailed report. The

salient points of the RITES study were as follows.

The study introduced the concept of nodal points or demand

centres, about 140 in number,a1l over the country for the purpose of

working out the optimum transport plan consistent with a viable dis

tribution system. Trends of consumption, irrigatioh potential, tran

sport facilities, warehousing facilities, administrative infrastructure,

etc., were among the criteria in deciding the location and number of

points. Other parameters fixed were that movement must be in the for

ward direction and conform to the existing patterns of rail traffic

and that the break of guage/transhipment should be avoided and that

criss cross movement of fertilisers should be avoided.

As a part of the transport optimisation model the RITES study

developed a rationalised and economic marketing zone for each ferti

liser producing unit in the country within which only transport of

fertilisers from that unit should take place. The report explains the

logic followed in this exercise in the following words.

"Based on the guidelines given by the Government
of India and the assumption explained elsewhere
in the Report, a computer programme was run for
preparation of a rationalised movement plan for
each domestic fertiliser manufacturer. The pro
duction and consumption for 78-79 wastaken into

account. The computer results were moderated t%;
conform to the normal patter of rail traffic“C

66. RITES report. og.ci§§ p.
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The fertiliser industry rejected the rational distribution

model suggested by RITES. The main reasons for the rejection were as
follows:

(1) The RITES study was essentially aimed at a transport mptimisat

ion model. Transport is but one of the several components of the ferfir

liser marketing job. Marketing of fertilisers is a unified system.

The efficiency of the system is not directly proportional to the effi

ciency of any single element of the system such as transport. The

major concern should be with the total system efficiency and the total

system cost and not with any particular element of it, such as trans

port efficiency and transport cost.

(23 Even within transport, the study has looked at only the pri

mary component of transport, i.e., the transport from the factory to

the nodal rail head. Two further stages of transport are involved

from the nodal point. The RITES study has attempted to optimise the

primary transport in isolation. It has not bothered to consider the

effect of such optimisation on the secondary transport. Nor has it

attempted optimisation of primary and secondary transport taken to

gether.

(3) The rational and economic marketing zone suggested by RITES

is not acceptable to many of thefertiliser units. The units would

like to have a larger marketing zone to take care of various fluctu

ations in fertiliser marketing.

(4) RITES have derived the national marketing zones by a simple

matching of the demand and supply in terms of N, P, K. Such a match

ing will not be an acceptable marketing exercise. The product mix

of the units and the product preferences of the farmers should also be

taken into consideration.

(5) Further, the RITES model has put together pdiljointod terri

tories asmarketing zones for some of the units.Contiguous areas have
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been skipped for the sake of railways convenience.

Rationalisation in the case
of Pool fertilisers:

As far as the pool fertilisers, i.e., the imported fertilisers

were concerned, the RITES study suggested that for each port in the

country, a rationalised hinterland should be identified which will

normally be the natural distribution zone for that port. This is not

practised now. Also at present, five major ports in the country

account for 90 percent of tatal fertiliser importsF7 The RITES study

wanted this pattern also to be changed.

Generally speaking, the RITES study did not give the same de

gree of attention to rationalising the movement of Pool fertilisers,

as it gave to the rationalisation of the movement of the domestic fer

tilisers. The domestic industry feels, and rightly so, that the irri

tional movement is far greater in the case of Pool fertilisers than in

the case of domestic fertilisers. Statistics on the lead pattern and

turnaround of wagons are not available separately for domestic product

ion and for Pool stocks. If the Railways would construct such data, it

would be very revealing.

No doubt, rationalisation of the movement of Pool fertilisers

is far more difficult than rationalising the movement of domestic ferti

lisers. In the first place, advance planning of movement is more diffi

cult in the case of Pool fertilisers than in the case of domestic stock.

Imported shipments may set reach the Indian ports with assured regularity

as domestic fertilisers come outzthg production pipeline. Also, the

movement of the imported fertilisers, gets compounded by problems of

port operations, problems of port labour, vagaries of ship arrivals,

bunching of ships, last minute diversions of ships to other ports, etc.

67. RITES Report, 0 .cit; p.
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mtuxx Yet rationalisation in the case of imported fertilisers is as

essential as in the case of domestic fertilisers. Irrespective of

the limitations, persistent efforts should be made towards ration

alisation.

There have been some attempts at streamlining and rationalis

ing the movement of the Pool fertilisers. But when pressure starts

building up, all planning go haywire and rationalisation is given

the go by. Obviously, tenacious efforts are required for achieving

durable results. Thetpain is worth taking, since the rewards ofe

rationalisation wouldzimmense in the case of Pool fertilisers.

Subsequent developments on
rationalisation of fertiliser movement:

In the efforts at rationalising fertiliser transport, an im

provement over the RITES study has been attempted by another study

on Development of infrastructural facilities at the nodal points in

Northern Indian States.

This report offered a modal for identifying the optimum number,

size and location of nodal points with the objective of minimisation

of total transport cost including Primary rail transport and second

ary road transport. The model assumed that the market share of a

manufacturer in a state is directly proportional to the production

capacity of the unit and inversely proportional to the distance of

the unit from the market.

Conceptually, this study contained an improvement over the

RITES study. whereas the RITES study concerned itself with only the

primary component of fertiliser transport, this study considered

both the primary and the secondary transport and aimed at.a model

53°.3>\19s2 the Ministry of Agriculture, Government
sf India sponsored this study. Fertiliser
Planning and Development of India Ltd., (FPDIL)
carried out the study and submitted the report to
the government in March, 1982.
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optimising the total transportation cost. This study introduced

another improved concept - viz. the inverse relationship between

market share and distance from the point of production.

As a matter of fact, these two concepts were developed earlier

by the working group constituted by the Ministry of Chemicals and Ferti

lisers of the Government of India for the purpose of identification of

pedal points in U.P., Haryana, Punjab and the Sri Ganga Nagar district
of Rajasthan. It is worthwhile to reproduce the norms assumed by that

working group.

"In that exercise, for arriving at the likely supplies
to different States from different producing units the important
assumptions were:

- the main marketing area of any fertiliser
production unit will be restricted to 1500 km.
in the case of complex fertilisers the lead
may have to be longer.

- in any particular area (district) the supplies
from producing units, situated within 1500 km.
will be directly proportional to their pro
duction capacity and inversely proportional
to the distance of each.

- to the extent a unit is not able to dispose
ofiits entire production within the 1500 km.
the extra quantity will be moved to more
distant markets on the basis of over all
deficit in those areas".

69. Government of India, Ministry of
Chemicals and Fertilisers, Report
of the working group on identification
of Nodalgpoints in U.P; Haryana, Punjab
and Sri Genoa Naoar district of
Rajasthan (unpublished reports,
New Delhi . 1980.
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The ins itability of
rationalisation in
Fertiliser movement:

It has to be recognised that the country has no escape from

the basic concept of rationalisation of Fertiliser movement. India

with more than 1.25 million square km. of area, is the Fifth largest

nation in the world in land area. It exrends by more than 3000 km.

south—north and more than 4000 km. east—west. It is inevitable that

the country is segmented into a number of homogenous and relatively

smaller zones or regions For the purpose of transporting and supply

ing various essential commodities. This uhould be especially appli

cable in respect of commodities like Fertiliser which are produced

and consumed in large volume. To the extent the sources of product

ion are spread out and to the extent compact zones with selFbalanc—

ing demand and supply could be carved out, it must be the endeavour

to limit all Flow of materials within such zones and achieve maximum

economy and efficiency in the transportation of the commodity. It

is often said that long lead arises on account of locational im

balance between the producing units and the consuming areas. This

is true only upto a point. within the constraint of locations, it

is possible to rationalise the movement to a substantial extent.

As regards imported Fertilisers also, it is said that the

locational imbalance between the ports and consumption areas is the

main reason why rationalisation attempts do not succeed. This again

is true only upto a point. It is possible to attempt a good measure

of rationalisation within the constraint of port location.

Recent decisions to locate some of the new Fertiliser capa

city nearer the consumption areas may help the process of rationali

sation of Fertiliser transport. Growth in consumption of fertili

sers is the zones, where production is at present concentrated, may
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also help rationalisation and reduce the need for the factories lo

cated in any given zone to seek markets in far off zone. This may

incidentally release the painful pressure on the country's south

north rail corridor. But, without waiting for these developments,

efforts at rationalisation can be intensified within the existing

constraints.

In fact, the domestic fertiliser units are themselves in

terested in rationalising their marketing zones, upto a point. It

is the normal tendency of the units to market their production as

near the factory as possible. Even if the railways permit long dis

tance movement, the fertiliser units should not be normally interest

ed in such movement, for, they have not only to incur the extra

freight, but also to suffer the lead time and face the risks of mar

keting in distant and unfamiliar territories and the eventual squeez

ing but by the new units coming up in those territories.

The difference of opinion between the fertiliser units and

the Railways is therefore not on the concept of rational marketing

zones but on how to fix the rational zone for each unit. Obviously,

it cannot be fixed arbitrarily by a government agency or the carrier

of the cargo. what is required is to find a balance between the needs

of the fertiliser industry and those of the railway system. Cost

reduction must we remain the major aim. But rationalisation cannot

be pushed beyond a point, since marketing of fertiliser or for that

matter, any other commodity cannot be operated simply on a ‘transport

optmising model’.

Pragmatic rationalisation of movement is the real answer. It

will create substantial savings in transport cost, for the manufacturer.

It may in due course lead to lower delivered price of the fertiliser
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for the former. Also, it saves national resources and reduces the

strain on the transport system. Above all it appearsthat without

such rationalisation, the railways just will not be able to generate

the wagons required for moving the ever growing volume of Fertilisers.

The Fertiliser stocks will remain at the Factories, if the.movement

is not rationalised.

To sum up, rationalisation must be applied to rail movement

as well as road movement, to domestic fertilisers aswell as imported

Fertilisers. The alternative to rationalisation is to saddle the

country with an ever worsening high cost supply system For Fertilisers.
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C H A P T E R - 19,

FERTILISER MAREHUUSING

The importance of inventory
management:

Inventory strategies and decisions play a significant role in

the fertiliser business. In fact, in every business, effective ma

nagement of the inventory is of paramount importance for operating

the business efficiently and profitably. In the fertiliser busi

ness, inventory management has acquired a special significance, due

to a variety of reasons.

Carrying inventories becomes inescapable in a business because

the producing activities and consuming activities take place, often,

at different times, in different locations and at different rates.

Inventories are usually made up of stocks in transit, supplies ari

sing from periodic shipments and reserves carried to ensure service

in the face of a surprise demand. In fertiliser business, inventories

are also carried to accommodate seasonal sales operations as against

continuous manufacturing operations.

Inventory management begins with the proper identification of the

functions actually performed by inventories. It is followed by the de

velopment of appropriate strategies for keeping the inventories at op

timum levels. This basic approach to inventory management holds good

in the case of fertilisers as well.

Inventory management is becoming an increasingly
important function in fertiliser marketing:

In the fertiliser business in India, the inventory management fun

ction is becoming more and more important day by day, as the cost of
carrying inventory.
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is constantly mounting up. By its very nature, fertiliser business

involves a high level of stock holding. And the stock holding cost

forms a significant part of the total marketing costs. with every

increase in the price of fertilisers and every increase in the bank

rate and borrowing rate, the importance of inventory management is

going up. Credit squeeze and dear money policies accentuate this

further. I And cften, as at present,
(1982) there is a glut situation in the fertiliser business in India.

Even under normal conditions, the magnitude of the fertiliser

warehousing job and the gravity of its cost implications arequite

large. The magnitude can be easily understood from the fact that at a

given point of time, 6 to 7 million N.T. of different types of fertiliser

materials are stored in the various warehouses in India.1 Ne commodity

except Foedgrains involves sun‘!-mnasai-u.e warehousing as fertilisers

E0.

The need for
warehggsesz

In the chapter on fertiliser transport it was explained in detail

that the special characteristics of the fertiliser business render the

transportation of fertilisers into a criticalycomplex and difficult jobf

The same characteristics make the warehousing job too a critical complex

and difficult one.

Fertiliser is a highly seasonal and time sensitive product. Its

consumption is not spread uniformly over the twelve months in 499 year.

1. Please see page 267 below

2. Please see Chapter - 9, pp. 186-190.



Even in areas where irrigation is available through out the year,

fertiliser consumption does not take place through out the year. It

is restricted to specific seasons. For any given crog fertiliser

application takes place during a few days within the duration of the

crop. In the rest of the duration of the crop, no application takes

place. In dry areas and areas where only one crop is grown in an year,

the effective number of days in an year during which fertiliser appli

cation takes place are really very few. This seasonality factor

necessitates a high level of storage, in the off-season months, especially

because the production of fertilisers has got to be a continuous process 

round the clock and through-out the year, for techno-economic reasons.

Over and above the seasonality factor, the governments in the

centre and in the states favour, as a matter of public policy,
the holding of high level of buffer stock of fertilisers in view of its

crucial role in the agricultural production of the country.

Further more, demand forecasting in respect of fertilisers is a

difficult exercise. vagaries of monsoon, shift in cropping patterns,

shift in agricultural practices, shift in the choice of crop varieties

etc. affect fertiliser forecasting. targe scale warehousing is no

caafiery‘ to take care of such factors.

The need for warehouses
in the Egge1d'

The location of warehousing facilities is an important question

that arises in this context. The crucial question that arises hero

is whether it is preferable to have a not work of warehouses in the

field or whether it would be better to organise the were gas: a faci

lities at the factory.
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In some of the Fertiliser factories, a month's production can be

as high as 50,000 N.T. It will neither be feasible, nor economic to

provide For storage capacity at the Factory to cover four or Five

months‘ production. Even if it is Feasible to do so, it would be better

to move out the production at an even rate and on a continuing basis to

the field rather than resorting to ‘season based‘ movement. There are

any number of limitations on movement when one wants to move the stocks.

‘The bottlenecks in transport, the physical limitations and the ‘lead

time‘ Factor, all would Favour an even and continuous outward movement of

the products. This means that a large component of the total warehousing

capacity will have to be in the Fielchlannodt at the factory.

More than the compulsions of transportation, the marketing compulsion

to make the stocks available to the distributors and retailers at the place

and time convenient to them and in the right quantity has persuaded the

fertiliser manufacturers to go in For a weli spreadzfigt work of field

warehouses. Even where options are available to hold the stocks either at

the Factory or in the Field, most manufacturers prefer to move it out and

to hold it in-scattered field warehouses. They prefer to do so in the

hope of gaining a market advantage in the Form/gfiickend product delivery

to the distribution outfit.

Still large quantities of fertilisers are held

at the Factory silos. The agadom of the policy arises

from experience, that the exclusive adoption of any one system of storage

at the Factory or storage in Field warehouses, is impracticable. Normally,

what happens is a combination of the two which results in a continuous
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flow of material, starting from the factory and passing through

major and miner warehouses of the manufacturer and the distribu

tion channel to the consumer.

Recent trends in warehousing
of fertilisers:

Certain changes occuring in the recent past, in fertiliser

marketing have brought about corresponding changes in fertiliser

warehousing also. Some of these changes come due to market fact

ors and other due tocchanges in government policies. Both types

of developments have influenced fertiliser warehousing.

Fertiliser distributors, in many parts of the country, are

adopting a new strategy. They have developed a tendency for placing

smaller and smaller orders at a time, but increasing the frequency

of purchases. They expect the manufacturers to do most of the stock

holding. This enables them to reduce costs. This almost implies a

change in role of the distributors becoming mere brokers. The fert

liser firms have no option but to expand the number, capacity and

spread of their field warehouses.

A second major change has been that keen competition in the
a

business has pushed the fertiliser manufacturers intozmore liberal

dealer - oriented warehousing policy. The field sales force of differ

ent fertiliser firms vis with one another to offer to their dealers greater

convenience and reliability in fertiliser delivery. They exert continuous
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pressure on the Firms to open up warehouses at as many places as

possible. The fertiliser firms yield to this pressure and increase the

number of Field warehouses ax/zgiadoarlier, in the hope of getting a

competitive advantage in the market place in the Form of improved deli

very to the distribution out—fit.

Related to these is the government policy. The government at the

centre and in the states also place great stress on ‘convenience in

delivery‘ to the farmers and the distribution channel and expect the

manufacturers to operate Field warehouses at a number of centres in

their marketing territories.

Equally important is the _Po11oy of the rail road system to the
As was pointed out in the earlier chapter,

Fertiliser cargo.Z_the railways insist on moving the cargo in full

train loads (or block rakes) on a point to point basis: and only to a

few major rail heads called the nodal points or rake receiving points’
they are prepared to take the cargo? Fertiliser can no longer travel

to any railhead of one's choice nor in quantities of unit wagon loads

as in the past. As a result of this new policy on rail transport of

fertilisers, large buffer warehouses at major rake receiving rail heads

have become a necessity.

Another Factor to be considered in this context is the new policy

on pricing and delivery terms introduced by the government. According
these

tozterms, the manufacturers are required to deliver the fertilisers

‘Freight paid‘ up to the block head quarters in the country. 50 Pars

the delivery was based on ‘Freight paid up to rail head‘. This change

has also resulted in some enlargement of the fertiliser warehousing

activity.

3. For details, please see Chapter - 9, pp. 207-214
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At the same time,‘ C05t9 of “are”
housing of fertilisers are sky rocketing day by day. The main cost

in warehousing is the cost of carrying the inventories, i.e. the
interest cost. There has been enormous increase

in the inventory carrying cost in the fertiliser business due to the

steep hike in the prices of fertilisers and the equally steep hike in

the cost of credit, ie. the bank lending rate. On top of the high

value of the stocks and high interest rate, the volume to be warehoused

has also gone up steeply, both in absolute terms and as a percentage to

sales volume. As a result, the inventory carrying bills climb up.

This point is ememinedin more detail subsequently.4

Alternate ways of managing
the warehousinggfunctionz

In the past, a couple of options were available to the fertiliser

manufacturers in India in managing the warehousing job. In some cases,

the manufacturer himself was bearing the burden of inventory holding in

the field. Ir: etheru, he was passing it on to the distributive trade.

Ir: such éhififi appropriate compensation or incentives was passed on

to the trade. Most manufacturers, however,had preferred to do a part of

the warehousing job by themselves and pass on the other part of it to

the distribution channel.

whereever the manufacturers had passed on a substantial part of the

steckholding responsibility to the channel, they were able to achieve some

reduction in warehousing and inventory carrying costs. But the reduction

was not real. They had offered larger compensation to the channel in

4. Please see pages 268*2!§~hfi1°”
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consideration of the stock holding‘. what had happened was a more

transfer of the cost burden in respect of stock holding from the

producer to the channel with the cost, reimbursed in good measure to

the channel by the producer. Obviously, such a transfer did not

result in real savings in warehousing costs. Real savings in were

housing costs could be brought about only by reducing the overall

levels of inventories and eliminating all avoidable and wasteful ware

housing ovftnditure, irrespective of whether the producer incurred the

expenditure or the distribution agencies incurred it. Obviously,

improved management of the warehousing and distribution jobs all along

the line is the real answer to this.
T "rowers certain advantages if the warehousing job is share” hotwoen

the producer 1 a33e§h3r%R§?33§s not Bsult in real savings in the costs of

warehousing. But, as was observed earlier, the compulsions of the present

situation are such that the manufacturer himself is forced to bear the

brunt of warehousing.

The fertiliser manufacturer has however, a wider choice in the matter

of warehouse types. He can choose from among three or four alternative

warehouse arrangements that are available.

(i) A net work of stock points run directly by the
manufacturer

(ii) A not work of stock points operated by hiring warehouse

space from central and_state warehousing corporations at

a number of places.
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(iii) A net work of stock points by hiring space from

private warehousing organisations, whereever they

exist.

(iv) A mixture of all of the above.

Under the first pattern, three different types of warehousing

arrangements are seen.

(a) A net work of company owned godowns at various

places.

(b) A net work of hired,but company managed godowns

(c) A combination of both

In operation, there is no significant difference between (a) and

(b). Likewise there is no significant difference between (ii) and (iii).

But there is a significant difference between (i) on the one hand

exude; (ii) and (iii) on the other. Each has its associated costs and

benefits. Different firms have prefersed different patterns based on

their perceptions of the relabucgcost and benefit. The most commonly

seen arrangement is the hiring of warehouse space from central and state

warehousing corporations at a number of places.

Determining the number
location and size of warehouse:

The determination of the number, location and size of the warehouses

is an important part of the overall warehousing strategy. On these deci

sions,depends the level of customer service and the competitive advantage
in the market in relation to the distribution channel.
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The number, location and size of warehouses also influence the

warehousing costs to an extent. while,in general,the ratio of sales

to inventory is the overall determinant of the warehousing costs, the

costs are also influenced by the location and size of the inventories 

at how many places and in what sizes, the stocks are held.

Generally speaking, the fees: the number of wareh0uses,tha lower

would be the cost of warehousing per unit of Fertiliser handled. If the

business gets divided among more warehouses, the volume handled by each

decreases. Some amount of increase in sales, no doubt, can be expected

as the number of warehouses is increased. It is a managerial task to

weigh the cost benefit implications and decide upon the optimum number

of Field ware-houses. The choice of the optimum number of warehouses

should depend upon the type of Fertiliser handled, the geographical

spread of each warehouse territory, the Fertiliser consumption potential

and the current level of consumption, the extent of seasonality of

demand in that area, the level of peak demand, the number of distributors/

retail outlets to be serviced by each warehouse, the acceptable order 

execution time, the possible speed of replenishment of stocks and,

finally, the cost involved in operating the warehouses.

Rlong with the decision on the number of warehouses, the decision

on the size of the warehouses must also be taken. warehouse size and

costs are inter-related inversely. As a rule, small warehouses are

uneconomic compared with larger ones. A large number of small capacity

warehouses, usually results in higher levels of inventory - expressed

as a percentage of the sales and larger administrative overheads and
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other related costs. A fair number of large capacity warehouses would

provide an advantage in this respect. Furthermore, improved material

handling devices will be justified in larger warehouses. Supervision

and management also will be more effective. All this Favour a Few large

sized warehouses. On the other hand, customer convenience and speedier

delivery call For a large number of small and medium sized warehouses.

Considerations of economics and the available volume of business will

call For a compromise. There will also be the additional balancing Factor

of Future requirement both in terms of consumption and competition guiding

the locations and sizes of the warehouses. As a general technique, we

can say that by considering the level of sales in the area and the market

share aimed at and by applying the two other Factors of transit time and

peak season demand, we can work out the optimum storage in a given place.

Unce.the optimum level is crossed, advantage may lie with the opening of

another warehouse at a new location than with further increasing the size

of the existing warehouses.

Choosing the lueatinns of the warehouses is ae important as choosing

the optimum number and capacity of each. In fact, these three decisions

are very much interrelated. The suitability of the locations must be

tested in terms of demand Factors, market factors and competition Factors»

Transport facility and lead timeffiom the Factory to the warehouse location

as well as from the warehouse to the consuming areas should be taken into

account, Commercial importance of the location, sales tax implications,

implications of octroi and other local levies have also to be looked into

Rbove all, the availability of suitable godowns at the concerned location

is a prime consideration.
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Present availability of warehousing
Facilities in India:

It is evident that a country of India's size and diversity needs

a great deal of warehousing space spread throughout the country. Lack

of adequate warehousing Facilities does hamper in varying measures the

supply systems in respect of several commodities in India, including fgrti

1i5er_Fertiliser does not have any exclusive warehousing facilities. It

completes with various other commodities For a share of the storage

space available in the country. Since the total cake is not large

enough, the share is also inadequate. It is nflfierdifficult to state in

a precise manner, what part of the total warehouse space in the country

is available For fertilisers, since there is no exclusiveness in this

matter. But, From the data regarding the actual stock levels of ferti

lisers in the country, a rough estimate of the warehouse space available

For Fertilisers can be derived.

Also, the overall warehouse Facilities available in the country
normal

could be assessed and the/share of Fertilisers in it as per the judge
ment of the main warehousing agencies could be

determined. And From this data, the extent of warnhouea Fac1.

littas available for fertilisers could be derived.

At present, the Food Corporation of India (F01) and the central and

state warehousing corporations (ENC and SWC) provide a lion's share of

the total space required For storage of fertilisers in India.5 The state

governments, civil supplies corporations and various commodity corpora

tions in the country also operate a net work of warehouses. The cooper

atives in the country at various levels also have sizeable warehouse

capacity with them spread through out the country. A part of the

5. Chhibber 0.N. "warehousing of Fertilisers — Needs and Challenges"
Fertiliser News, July 1981, og.cit., p.14
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warehouse capacity available with these agencies is available For

storage of fertilisers. Table-1 gives the details of total storage

capacity available with the different agencies in the country as on

31-3-1980.

TABLE - 1

StoracLe Cajacity as g_n___:§3_;-3-1980 (owned)6

Agencies (in million M.T.)
Food Corporation of India 7.6
Central Warehousing Corporation 2.0
State warehousing Corporation 2.4
State Governments 1.9
Cooperatives 4.7

T o t a 1 2 18.6

The capacities indicated in Table—1. relate to the pwneq and c ve qg1-Ira 1- o-ulna u- -113

warehouse space with the respective agencies. In addition, there are

other types of storage facilities with them. A sizeable capacity
hired and

oflcovered warehouse space is available with these agencies. There is

also some uncovered storage space and temporary storage shade. The Food
of India

Corporationzhas got,in addition,sizable capacity under its cover and
plinth, (CAP) type of storage.7

6. Planning Commission, Government of India Sixth Five Year Plan
J_9..8_.U.:-_E.3§- New ‘Delhi, p.310

7. For details of storage space with the FCI, please see
Appendix 92, XX’, .p.  O I 
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Out of the warehouse space with the FCI two million M.T. capacity

is available for Fertilisers.“ The pool Fertilisers (i.e. the imported

Fertilisers handled by the government) monopolise the warehousing space

available with the FCI. CWC and SMC, on the other hand offer their

warehousing space For stocking the pool Fertilisers as well as the domestic

Fertilisers.

The central and state warehousing Corporations together provide at

present, a total warehousing space of about 8 million M.T. The Central

warehousing Corporation is operating 278 warehouses having a total

capacity of about 3.3 million tonnes. The State warehousing Corporations

.are operating 1023 warehouses with a capacity of tire million tonnes. A
the

State-wise list of/number of Central and State warehouses and their

capacity is given in flppendix - XXI 9

0.N. Chhibber has made an estimate of the share of the total ware

house space of two and awe that is used by Fertilisers. He says, ” an
percent

an average, about 35 [of their total capacity could be taken as available*0 percentFor storage of Fertilisers". On the basis that 35/ of the total space

available with the central and state warehousing corporations is utilised

by fertilisers, roughly 2.8 million M.T. space is available from these

corporations For Fertiliser storage. Normally, the CMC and SUC provide

storage Facilities at important centres only. These centres can be

8. Chibber O.N. og.cit; p.14

9. For details please see Appendix - XXII, p. /-'+o2_

10. Chibber. 0.N. op.cit§ p.14
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considered as the nodal points For fertiliser storage and distribution.

Usually;the Fertiliser storage in these centres is of an intermediate

character, awaiting Further dispersal to consumption centres. They

usually have large capacity — the warehousing space varying between

5,000 M.T. and 10,000 N.T.

The next tier of warehouses in India is at the mundi level.

The cooperatives have more than 5,000 mundi.level

godowns in the country with a total capacity to store more than 2.5

million M.T.11 These godowns are called marketing godowns. Usually,

these warehouses at the mundi level have 500 M.T. storage capacity each.

In addition to the cooperative godowns at the mundi level, the private

wholesalers and semiwholesalers of Fertilisers and various other commo

dities have also their own godown Facilities. Precise statistics oFuF"t
available

share of the totaL[warehousing space at the mundi level is available For

or utilised by fertilisers are not eadily available.

The last tier of warehouses is at the village level. These ware—

houses are termed rural godowns. They are mostly in the cooperative

sector and are used mostly by the respective cooperative societies and

their members. There are at present more than:z1,000 rural godowns in

the country in the cooperative sector each with a capacity of 100 M.T.

on an average. The total storage capacity with them works out to 2.5_ 12million M.T.

11. For statewise details of cooperative godowns at mundi level
please see Appendix - XXII], p. A, c3

12. Ibid;
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If the mundi level and rural level warehouses are considered

together, the cooperatives at present have a total oFf1VO million W.T.

storage capacity. In addition to the godowns put owned themselves, the

cooperatives also hire godowns at the mundi and rural levcl. Presently
13

they have a hired godown capacity of 2.5 million W.T.

Projected requirements of
warehousing space for

---.34.. -C-DU. -‘oil

warehousing requirements for a commodity like Fertiliser depdnds on

a variety of Factors. In a paper presented in March, 1978 in the Group

Discussion on Fertiliser Promotion, warehousing and Retail network,

N.P. Uarma, Joint Commissioner, mdnistry of‘agriculture,Govarnment of

lndla,, estimated the requirement of storage space For fertilisers at

12.7 million tonnes by 1982-83. This Figure does not take into account

the storage capacity required at the factory silme and at ports For

transit storage.14

In July, 1979, N.S. Parthasarathy of EID Parry (India) Limited,

Madras estimated that the total requirement of storage space by 1983-84

for fertilisers would be 14.3 million tonnes.’5

The Administrative Staff College of India, Hyderabad conducted a

study on storage of Fertilisers and brought out a report in December, 1988.

13. Ibid.

14. Varma, N.P; cited by Chibber, O.N. o .cit; p.15

15. Parthasarathy, N.s; cited by Chibber, 0.N; Ibid.
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This report gives comparative estimates of storage requirements for

fertilisers made by different agencies. To quote from the report,

"The consumption of nutrients by 1983-84 is likely to

be of the order of 83.55 lakh tonnes. In terms of

material, it will be about 210 lakh tonnes. warehousing

facilities are required For storage and distribution of

this quantity, buffer stocks, peak storage and For

operational purposes.

To have an idea of the macrolevel requirements of

storage space For Fertilisers, it would be safe to assume

that (a) on an average there will be four turn-over and

78 per cent capacity utilisation through the year; (b)

buffer stock will be of the order of 20 percent of annual

consumption; (c) some quantity will require storage at

more than one warehouse before reaching the consumer;

and that (d) the capacity available at the Factory sites

and at ports For transit storage will be separate and a

part of it will be available as acusriien to overcome any

contingency of piling up of stocks. On this basis,

storage capacity of about 140 lakh tonnes is required by

1983-84, the total requirement of warehousing space For

an expected consumption of about 300 lakh tonnes of
46

Fertilisers in 1987-88 would be about 200 lakh tonnes".“

16. Administrative staff college or India (nscx)
A studv on storage of fertilisers, ASCI, Hyderabad. 1980.
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Projected availability of
warehouses For Fertiliser
stgraqe

It is not easy to accurately estimate what part of the total

warehouse space available at a Future date in the country would be

available for Fertiliser storage. R rough estimate could however be

made by analysing the projected growth of the warehouse capacity with

the agencies that usually store Fertiliser products.

FCI will require most of its additional storage space For the

storage of food grains. As such,no significant increase in warehouse

space need be expected for Fertiliser storage from FCI in the near

future. As regards agencies like CUC, SUC and cooperatives, a good

part of the addition to their existing warehouse space, will be available

For fertilisers.

o.N. Chhibber Rae made an estimate of the

future availability of storage space For Fertilisers, with the above

mentioned agencies. Chhibbers estimates of capacity likely to be

available in 1983-84 and in 1987-88 For storage of fertilisers with the

various agencies is given in Table - 2.
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TABLE - 2

Estimated availability of Fertiliser storage
¢_gith various aqencios

(in million M.T.)
Y e a rA g e n c y *1983-84 1987-88F C I * 2.0 2.0cvc / svc 4.0 5.5

Cooperatives 4.5 7.0Others 1.5 2.5
T o t a l 2 12.0 17.1

1Tmz5ixth Five Year Rlan has projected the additional warehouse

availability in the country by 1984-85, the terminal year of the plan.

But this availability is not for Fertiliser alone. fls was noted earlier,

Fertiliser has to compete with other commodities and get its due share

out of the total available space. The additional storage space envisaged

by the sixth Five year plan is shown in Table 3.

17.. Chhibber, 0.N; og.cit; p.14

* The Figures in respect of FCI have been added by the mesefiich SCHOIBI
to the table of Chhibber.
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TABLE - 1
10

Additional storaqe.capacit1(by13§§;§§l_

(lakh tonnes)
Agency Capacity

‘Food Corporation of India 35.60
(excluding spill-over works of
10 lakh tonnes to next Plan)

Central warehousing Corporation 16;00
State warehousing Corporation 25.00

Cooperatives 35.00 ) 55.00Rural Godowns scheme 20.00 )
T 0 t 3 1 = "$336"

It can be seen from the above table that a Fresh capacity of 55 lakhs

N.T. is expected to come up by 1984-85 in the cooperative and rural sectors.

0ut of this 55 lakh M.T. of additional capacity targetted, a capacity of

13 lakh M.T. will be in the Form of marketing godowns and 22 lakh M.T. in

the form of rural godowns. The remaining 20 lakh M.T. capacity will be

under another centrally sponsored scheme of rural godowns under which

assistance will be given to market committees or State warehousing Cor

porations or Cooperatives to build medium sized gedowns in rural areas.

18_ Planning Commission, Government of India; Sixth Five Year_Elgg
1980-85, New Delhi, 1980.p.111

19': .I.b_5a9.i Po 181
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Inventory carryingLcosts in the
fertiliser business:

Inventory carrying costs constitute the third biggest com

ponent of the fertiliser marketing costs, next only to the costs of

transportation and of dealer margins.2O During 1982-83, the ferti

liser business spent an estimated amount of H5325’? orores on carrying

the finished fertiliser products.21

_'l_‘}_1e elements in inventory
carrying costs:

There are several costs associated with the warehousing

of any product. Some of them.are fixed, others are variable and

yet others are semi-variable, i.e. fixed in the short term but vari

able in the long termd The warehousing costs include godown rent,

cost of maintenance and repairs, electricity, warehouse staff sala

ries, insurance, rates and taxes, stationery, postage and communi

cation, handling, unloading and stacking costs, cost of packaging

and labelling, if applicable, cost of transport incidental to ware

housing, cost of capital tied up on the inventory, cost of deterio

ration and obsolescence of the inventory, cost of order processing

and other administrative overheads. These costs apply to the ware

housing of fertilisers as much as they do to the warehousing of any

other product.

20. Please see Chapter - 13, page 33$

21. Please see page 268 below.
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Interest is the most significant
element in inventory carrying costs:

The most important of all these costs is the interest on

the capital tied up in the inventory. Usually, any product arrives

at a field warehouse in a ‘high value added condition‘, after having

incurred the manufacturing cost, the packaging cost and the trans

portation cost. As such, the value of the inventory as it arrives

at the warehouse must be reckoned for the purpose of working out

the interest cost on the inventory.
Estimate of interest cost in
ggg;ying_the fertiliser’
inventory during'1982-Q3

As on 1-4-1982, an estimated quantity of 2.2. million MT.

of nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilisers was being carried in stock

in the country.22 This was in terms of nutrients. In terms of ma

terial, it worked out to 5.5 mi1lion.MT. In addition, a quantity

of 0.5 million MT of potassic fertilisers was also held in stock

as on 1-4-1982?} The total stocks of fertilisers as on 1-4-1982 has,

therefore, to be reckoned at 6 million MT.

The above quantity is composed of a variety of products,

whose prices vary from one another. The weighted average of the

prices can be taken at:m2200/— per MT. {consumer price less dealer

margin). The work sheet for this calculation is given in Appendix

XXIV 24. Assuming that the average inventory carried through

out the year and the inventory on 1st.April will be the same for

the year under consideration - an year of slow sales and heavy

22. Fertiliser News - December 1982, op.cit; p.110

23. Indian Potash Ltd., Madras

24. For details, please see Appendix XXV _ p. 1» 05
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inventories, the inventory carrying cost will work out to Rs.257.4

crores. The working is shown below.

The value of inventory of 6 million MT. at the weighted

average price of Rs.2200/- per MT. an Rs.132O crores

Interest on Rs1320/- crores at 19.5 per cent per annum

an Rs.257.4 crores.

In fact, the inventory must be valued at a much higher

level than what is assumed above. For, subsidies to the tune of

125.500 crores per annum is provided to these stocks by the Govern

ment of India. The prices reckoned here represent the real cost

less subsidy. By the time the stocks reach the warehouses, they

have already incurred the subsidy element. The appropriate step

will, therefore, be to consider the value of the stocks includ

ing the subsidy for the purpose of working out the interest. In

practice, it is difficult to allocate the subsidy over individual

fertiliser products. If the subsidy is also tmen into consider

ation, the total interest cost will workout to Rs.Q9~751crores.

Causes underlying. the steep increase
_i_n_ the interest costs

There are several causes for the steep increase in the

inventory carrying costs in the fertiliser business in the recent

past. The most important among these factors are:

(i) The volume of fertiliser inventory per se has been going up.

The level of inventory expressed as a ratio to sales has also

been going up.
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(ii) The prices of fertilisers suffered steep increases in June,

1980 and July, 1981..

(iii) The rate of borrowing of money from the banks has been go

ing up equally steeply.

(iv) The eucpenditure on inventory carrying is getting duplicated

to some extent. The distribution channels are shirking their role

in inventory carrying though they are getting paid for this function.

‘The manufacturers, are forced to carry the inventory; at the same

time, they are also required to pay the full distribution ma.rg:i.ns

to the channels. Thus the marketing system incurs the inventory

carrying expenditure twice.

(i) Increase in‘ the inventory level:

As was noted earlier, the quantity of fertilisers held in

storage by the various fertiliser agencies in the country totalled

up to 6 million MT-. as on 1-4-1982. Estimates made by the Fertili

ser Association of India show that the fertiliser inventory in the

country as on 1-4-1982 -was 80 percent more than the inventory as

011 1''4'''1981-25 Both the pool and the domestic fertiliser indu

stry seem to suffer the burden of heavy inventories. Fourteen

domestic fertiliser firms, from whom stock figures as on 1-4-1982

were available, were holding q 1.4 million MT. of inventory.

These firms were holding a total of only 0.87 million MT of inven

tory as on 1-4-1981. The increase during the financial year 1981

82 has thus been 62.4 percent?5 The pool is understood to hold an

25. Fertiliser News, December 1982, Op.cit. p.110

26. For details, please see Appendix XXVI, page
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inventory of 2.5 million MT; as on 1u4-fl982. Admittedly. in relation
to the level of sales, the pool is holding'a much higher level of

stocks than the domestic fertiliser industry.

A number of reasons are cited for the high level of invenw

tories with the domestic fertiliser industry as well as the pool.

The highly seasonal nature of the business is no doubt the prime

reason. This has already been explained. Certain other reasons

for the relatively high level of inventories in the fertiliser busin

ness of India have also been explained in the same section.

The inherent uncertainty of the fertiliser business and
the inadequacy of resources at the retail level is also cited as

a reason for the high level of fertiliser inventory in the country.

The uncertainty of fertiliser demand no doubt inhibits the smooth.

flow of the fertiliser stocks to the retail level ahead of the cemm-I

encement of the season. .As was noted earlier, there is increasing

reluctance on the part of the distribution channels to hold the

inventory on their account. Instead, they expect the manufacturers

to do the stock holding. Institutional channels strive for larger

purchases in the months when consumption is high and minimum possi

ble purchases in the off season months. The private channels are

not any better. They operate mostly on ‘cash and carry‘ basis or

on ‘limited credit facility'.- They have to pass on some credit

facility to the consumers. Sometimes they have to wait till the

crop is harvested for getting the cash back. Such an operation
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does not offer any motivation for the private channels to invest

their money on off season inventory holding, in addition to meeting

the normal credit requirement of the business. Thus, the off season

inventories usually get stuck at the backward links in the long

chain of distribution. The forward links at the retail level and

semi-wholesale level seldom hold any off season stocks, eficept the

unsold carry forward stocks, if any, of the previous season. Not

only do they shun off season stocking, but they show no enthusiasm

to stock the fertilisers even a month prior to the commenceent of

the season. They wait for the season to actwally commence and in

some cases for the season to demonstrate its good behaviour, before

they start lifting the fertilisers from the wholesale outlets or the

warehouses. The wholesale links in the distribution channel in turn

éfihow similar tendency, though not to the same extent as the retail

and semi-wholesale links. This tendency is one of the main reasons

for pushing up the inventory levels with the:manufacturers. But

this again does not explain the overall increase in fertiliser in

ventory in the country. This merely explains the shifting back of

the inventory carrying responsibility from the distribution channels

to the industry or the pool as the case may be. In other words,

this merely explains why one limb of the business is holding the

inventory instead of another.
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Another reasor cited for the quantum increase in inventory

in the country is the increase in domestic production of fertilisers.

Fertiliser production in India went up from 10 million MT. in 1980-81

to 12 million Mr. 1111981-82.27 But this increase applies only to

the domestic fertilisers and not to the imported fertilisers. In

fact, the higher domestic production should have resulted in a cut

back in imports and stabilization, if not a reduction in the total

stocks of fertilisers held in.the country. This does not seem to

have happened.

Similarly, several reasons are cited for the high level

of fertiliser inventory with the central pool. In the first place,

the stocks with the pool are mostly buffer stocks, though it also

includes the operational stocks meant for current sales to the pool

handling agencies and the transit stocks at the ports, awaiting on

ward movement. The buffer stocks of the pool help tackle the fluctu

ations in fertiliser demand, protect the farmers against risks of

inadequate supply and stablise the Ptices. They also help the nation

to avoid distress purchases of fertilisers in the international market.

floreover, the pool has been assigned the role of a residual supplier

of fertilisers in the country and th€F responsibility to meet any

deficit in any state. It has the responsibility to step in, with

the imported stocks, if any one or more of the domestic manufacturers

fail to supply any state as promised by them. While these reasons

may explain the need for a reasonable level of stock holding on the

part of the pool, they do not explain why the stock levels with the

pool should be as high as 2.5 million MT. especially when the domestic
.._—¥...—. v—¢~

27. Fertiliser Statistics 1980-81 and 1981-82, The Fertiliser
Association of India, New Delhi. pp I - 50-51 and I - 52-53
respectively.
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production is good and the share of domestic production to total

sales in the country is on the increase. They certainly do not

explain why the inventsry in respect of both the domestic fer

tilisers and the imported fertilisers is going‘up.

Perhaps, it is the market conditions in the fertiliser

business that will properly explain wh the overall inventory

in the fertiliser business has been going up in the recent past.

The increase in stock levels, has to be viewed as an indication

of the fact that fertiliser consumption is not buoyant in relation

to its availability. Of late, the agricultural operations have not

{been encouraging in several parts of the country. Under such

conditions the inventory levels naturally go up.

Another reason for the high inventory is the absence

of a systematic and coordinated approach to inventory manage

ment in the fertiliser business. The sales-inventory ratio in

the business would have been far more encouraging if the domestic

industry and the pool that handles the imported fertilisers, had

together developed sound policies on fertiliser inventory and

sound systems for its control. This aspect, will be commented

upon in greater detail at the end of this chapter.

(ii) Increase in fertiliser prices:
Apart from the quantum increase and percentage increase

in fertiliser inventories described above, the value of the in

ventories has gpne up sizeably on account of the escalations in

the prices of fertilisers. A couple of years back, the fertiliser

prices were considerably lower. within the thirteen months between

June 1980 and July 1981, the prices of fertilisers went up by 62

percent.



In the case of urea, the most popular and the largest

selling fertiliser, the prices have increased as fo?‘ows:

Price increase in Urea

Price as on ft. per MT.
1-4-1979 1450/
9-6.-1930 2000/
10-6-1981 2550/

Similar increases have taken place in the prices of

other types of fertilisers. Details have been furnished in

Appendix - XIV.”

(iii) Increase in interest rates:
There has also been a steep and continuous increase in

the interest rates in the country. The interest rate charged by

the public sector banks of India on the cash credit availed by

the fertiliser manufacturers went up from 13.5 percent in 1978

to 18.35 percent in 1980. The sequence of increases has been as

follows:

Increase in interst rate on cash credit charggd by SBI

E_e__3;_i_o_(_3_._ Interest rate (
From 1-3-1978 to 31-3-1978 13.40
From ‘I-9-1978 to 12-9.-1979 14.00
From 13-9-1979 to 1-7-1980 17.0 op
FT0m 1-7-1930 onwards V1803}

28. For details, please see Appendix .-mt’ P. 3'12 .
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(iv) Duplication of inventory
carryinggexpenditure

Presently the mrketing system in the fertiliser business

is compelled to incur the expenditure on inventory carrying twice,

This is because, on the one hand the distribution channels shirk

their role in inventory carrying. On the other hand, with the

introduction of government regulated margins which came into effect

from 15-8-1981 onwards, the manufacturers have no option but to pay

the full distribution margins to the channels, whether they fulfill

their responsibility for inventory holding or not. The regulated

system of distribution margins is explained in detail 1a.te:!.‘.29

The regulated margins cover the cost of inventory holding

upto an extent. when the channels get these margins, it is incumbent

on their part to bear the burden of inventory holding to the extent

intended. But in actual practice, they do not discharge this res

ponsibility to the extent intended. In other words, they get paid

for_the function without performing the function. The manufacturers

actually hold the stocks and incur the expenditure thereof, This

results in additional cost to the business on inventory carrying

account.

As a combined effect of the four factors described above,

the cost of interest in carrying the fertiliser inventory has gone

up to m;292 crores in 1981-82. This is exclusive of the component

covered in the dealer margins towards this purpose.

29. Please see Chapter - 12,: ppg oz; -32 o 7
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warehousing costs other than
cost of interest

Next to the cost of interest, godown rent is a signifi

cant cost associated with warehousing of fertilisers. But it is

a minor element compared to the interest cost. At the gbing rate

of CWC/SWC hire charges for warehouse space, godown rent may amount

to m;five per MT per month. In addition to the rent, it may be

necessary to reckon.&:one per MT. per month towards administrative

cost associated with the warehousing function. On an average stock

holding'of 6 million MT. throughout the year the expenditure on

these two heads for 1981-82 will work out tolh 3.6 crores.

The cost of rebagging and standardisation and the cost

of shortages incidental to storage does not appear to be a signi

ficant cost. The_2ight major firms, from whom data was forthcoming

on this aspect through the survey, averaged a cost of fifty paise

per MT. on this account on the total quantity sold in an year. On

a sale of 15 million MT. in 1981—82 the total cost under this head

can be put atEh.O.75 crores. This cost might be more in the case
of pool fertilisers where losses due to long storage can be of a

much higher order than in the case of domestic fertilisers.

Handling costs at the warehouses and the cost of inward

transportation to the warehouses and outward transportation from

the warehouses are significant costs in the fertiliser business.

But they are not considered under warehousing costs but under

transport and handling costs, since in the nature of this business,

these costs are incurred not on the basis of inventory levels or

on the basis of the proportion of inventories to sales. Practically,

the entire quantity of fertilisers produced and imported and marketed

in the country suffers this cost. And this cost is the result of

distribution and retailing practices rather than warehousing practices.
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As such, this cost has been treated under fertiliser transport.
The need to contain the
inventory carrying costs:

Since the fertiliser business is highly seasonal and the

volume handled is enormous, the off season inventories would continue

to pose a serious challenge to the business. As fertiliser consumption

in the country goes up, year after year, the cost of carrying the inn

ventory is bound to increase further. Every increase in fertiliser

prices and every increase in the interest rates would aggravate the

burden of carrying the inventory.

‘Systems approach‘ to control
fertiliser inventogyzil

It is obvious that inventory control as a marketing fun

ction, cannot be treated in isolation. It has no separate identity
of its own. In the nature of things, decisions on inventories, trans

portation and distribution margins require a high degree<ifcoordination.

It may be seen that in any physical distribution situation,

the various distribution costs interact with each other. One element

subsidises another. For example, if a firm is prepared to suffer

increased cost on transport, it can possibly reduce warehousing costs.

Likewise, increased distribution margins better credit facilities and

increased transport rebates, to the channel would reduce warehousing

costs. If the various distribution functions are considered in is

olation, control may get fragmented. ‘worse still, each function

tends to adopt a narrow view of the distribution objectives of the

firm. The result is often sub-optimisation of the system.
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Because of the inter—related:nature of the functions and

costs, decisions on warehousing must be taken on a total system basis,

in alignment with the other components of the physical distribution

function. In other words, a conscious effort should be made to view

physical distribution as a single integrated system or a single uni

fied function stretching from factory to farmer. This is the bas*3

of the total cost approach or the total systems approach or the total

efficiency approach to physical distribution. Such an approach does

not treat warehousing as a separate or isolated function.

Basically, the inventory levels must be related to the

inventory functions and the cost—benefit position of holding the

inventories. A managerial approach to inventory carrying would

mean the off—setting of the costs against the advantages of hold

ing the stocks.

.At the national level, the question to be answered is

whether the contribution made by the fertiliser inventory to th

country is more than what it costs the country to hold the stocks.

Such a costubenefit analysis may bring out the weaknesses behind

the assumptions based on which the high level of buffer stocks of

fertilisers is held in the country.

For individual fertiliser firms, economics of stock held»

ing'at micro level is importantdlne way of analysing it is the

marginal cost approach, £e.; whether every new warehouse produces

some additional sales over and above the sales that would have been

got in the territory without the new mmhtasss As far as the indi

vidual firm is concerned, the additional sales must be such that it

adds to the profits after meeting'the costs of the new warehouse.
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Optimum stock level in a given warehouse can be worked out

with a reasonable degree of accuracy if the ‘demand profile‘ in the

warehouse territory is worked out reasonably accurately. In fact,

accurate demand forecasting, especially at microlevel, is the key

to proper management of the warehousing function. If the forecast

could be broken down monthéwise and fortnight-wise, a more thorough

assessment of the stock holding requirements would be feasible.

The fertiliser business must apply all these measures

and manage its inventories effectively. Unless inventory levels

are kept under check in relation to sales, the costs of the ferti

liser supply system will get pushed up still further in the coming

years. Apart from effective inventory management, the business

must evolve a way for avoiding the double payment of inventory

carrying costs. The distribution channels must be made to dis

charge their duly approtioned share of the stock holding function.

If they fail to perform that function, their distribution margins

must be reduced. This is very essential if the total marketing

costs in the fertiliser business have to be contained. This is

elaborated further in the Chapter on Distribution margins.3O

It is not enough if the domestic fertiliser industry
improves

alone/its inventory management. The pool, which.handles all the

imported fertilisers must also practfiie sound techniques of

30. Please see Chapter - ‘2! pageg .3 I5 4- 3 ‘L 0
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inventory management and try to reduce the level of stocks. It is

admitted that the pool has to maintain the buffer so that no shortage

is allowed to develop in this comodity . But it should also ensure

that no glut is generated in the market. Granting that there is

some difference in the roles played by the stocks held by the dome»

stio industry and those held by the pool, and giving due allowance

to the respective levels of sales of the two agencies, the pool

appears to hold.much larger inventory than the domestic industry.

The annual sales by the domestic industry is approximately thrice

that of the annual sales by the pool. Since both the domestic

industry and the pool are holding the same levels of stocks as

on 1.4.1982, it can be inferred that the inventory-sales ratio in

the case of the pool is thrice that of the domestic fertiliser

industry. Since the pool is a part of the government activity, it

does not feel the pinch of the inventory carrying costs in the

same way as the various commercial firms engaged.in the business

feel it. Unless the pool stocks are also held under check through

better planning of imports, the overall fertiliser inventory levels

in the country could not be maintained at optimum level, avoiding

glut conditions as well as shortages.
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C H A P T E R w 11

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

Importance of distribution channels
in theafertiliserggysinesss

Distribution channels play a decisive role in Fertiliser marketing.

The nature of the Fertiliser business is such that without extensive

channels of distribution the fertilisers will not flow smoothly from

the factories to the farmers. The study reveals that most of the

fertiliser Firms in India have Found it impracticable to undertake by

themselves the channel Functions. They have been depending heavily on

the established distribution channels for carrying out the distribution

job. In Fact, most of the Fertiliser firms consider the channel as

the most important element of their marketing mix .

Characteristics of the
fertiliser channels:

The study also reveals that the channel for fertiliser distri

bution in India is usually quite long. The fertilisers travel through

two or three tiers of distribution before they are sold to the Farmers.

The study further reveals that the channel models used by the various

Firms in the Fertiliser business vary widely from one another. Usually,

it is the number of ‘levels that distinguishes one channel sfrgm

the other, though certain other characteristics also contribute,to a

lesser extent, to the distinctiveness of the various channel models.
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Classification of channels based
on the levels in th .channels:..

when a classification is made based on the levels in the channel. . types ..  . . .three distinct channel are seen in the fertiliser business of the

country. They are:

(a) A single tier channel consisting of a net work of

retailers serviced directly by the firm.

(b) A two tier distribution channel consisting of a net
work of distributors andasecond net work of retailers

operating under the distributors. In some cases, the

distributors are referred to as stockists or whole

salers.

(c) A channel pattern that involves one or more marketers

or distribution houses between the firm and the whole

sale/retail trade. In this pattern, the channel is

usually structured into a three tier distribution

outfit for, the marketer, himself may have a two tier

distribution outfit as per pattern (b) above.

Quite a few fertiliser firms have adopted pattern (a) or (b).

A few firms have adopted pattern (c). A good number of firms have

embraced a pattern that combines the three types mentioned above.

Usually, the firms having a combination of different channels types

apply the different types in different marketing territories maintai

ning uniformity within a specified marketing territory.

The above classification of the channel based on levels in the

channel applies only to the private trade. As far as channels in the

cooperative sector are concerned, the classification based on levels is

not quite relevant.
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Classification of the channel based on
the natgre of the channel members:

Leaving aside the number of levels in the channels, it is possible

to classify the fertiliser channels based on the nature of the channel

members. For example the channels could be classified into two broad

categories — the private trade and the Cooperative outfit. But private

trade outlets and cooperative outlets are not the only two types of

channel members in the fertiliser business. Direct outlets of the

fertiliser firms and outlets operated by the state governments are also

distributing fertilisers in some parts of the country. It will therefore

be appropriate to make the classification in a four-fold manner as shown

below:

(a) Cooperative outlets
(b) Private trade outlets
(c) Direct outlets of the fertiliser firms
(d) Departmental outlets of the State Governments

The cooperative outfit has a fixed structure of its own. And

the individual fertiliser firm has no choice but to use the channel

pattern of the cooperatives as it is. In most of the states, coopera

tives have a three tier structure with an apex federation at the state

level and taluk societies and village societies at lower levels. The

fertiliser firms have adopted their outfit as it is. The pattern of

distribution followed by the cooperative channels in fertiliser busi

ness was described in some detail in Chapter 7.1

As far as the private trade is concerned, it is not bound by a

rigid structure as the cooperatives are. Accordingly, the fertiliser

1. Please see Chapter-7, pp. 155-158.
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firms have the option to follow either a two tier model or a single

tier model of distribution when they operates through the private trade.

Distribution through company's own outlets is not practised in

an extensive manner in fertilisers. Even in the few cases where the

system is adopted, it is confined to the respective home markets. The

problem of establishing a distribution net work totally owned and

managed by the manufacturing firm is really stupendous, involving

considerable resources and marketing overheads.

In some states, fertiliser mixtures - powder mixtures as well

as granulated mixtures are still popular. The firms engaged in this

business have developed a distribution outfit of their own. Often,

these firms utilise their channels for marketing the fertiliser pro

ducts of one of the other of the major fertiliser firms. Thus, the

mixing firms form yet another distribution channel for the major

fertiliser manufacturing firms. They, however do not constitute a

separate category as they generally fall under the private trade.

In addition to the private and cooperative outfits and the fertiliser

mixing firms, certain other institutional agencies like Agro Indus

tries Corporations, cooperative sugar mills and private sugar mills

also function as distribution channels in the fertiliser business.

Departmental sales outlets of the state governments are

practically on the way out. Most states do not any longer use
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departmental outlets for fertiliser distribution. They rely,
instead,on the cooperative outfit which,in a way, is a limb of

the state set up.

flelti channel model is the order of‘
fififi day:

From a survey of the channel policies of the various Fertiliser

Firms, one conclusion is inescapable. The Fertiliser business in

India operates on a multi channel model. This is true of practically

every territory in the country. This is also true of every fertili

ser unit in the country. All theffertiliser units in India use the

private as well as the cooperative out Fit, as their channel. The

study reveals that presently, the only exception to this rule is IFFCD

which uses only the cooperative channel; The Firm itself is a cooper

ative institution . Even this Firm has in the recent past started

Feeling the pinch and has partially reversed its exclusive dependence
using

on cooperatives. It has 3tartadJ[the agro industries Corporations into

its distribution Fold. In as much as the agro industries Corporation

operate mostly through the private dealers, the products of IFFCD also

will soon start Flowing through the private trade.
thus

it has_/_become an inevitable flheracteristic 0?

Indian Fertiliser business that the channel3oF Fertiliser manu

facturer; consist of both the private trade and the cooperatives.

The multi channel model has promoted ready availability of

fertilisers in all parts of the country. It has also helped the

- 5 
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Farmers to obtain the Fertilisers of their choice from the channel

of their choice.

fldebicfirahd dealership
is the order of the day:
Just as the Fertiliser Firms have adopted a multi channel pattern in

distribution,out fit the Fertiliser dealers have also adopted a multi
in India

brand approach to dealership. The average Fertiliser dealerztoday, is

a mnlti brand dealer. This is true of the Fertiliser dealers in the

private sector as well as the cooperative sector. The age of the
the

exclusive dealers seems to be over inzfertiliser business. In the

early stages of the evolution of Fertiliser marketing, some firms tried

to develop a net work of exclusive or Franchised dealers. It worked well

for some time. But, over the years, the multi-brand dealers became the

standard pattern in the Fertiliser business in India, though, many
their

dealers even now have/principal allegiance to one brand and therefore

could be termed as the franchised dealers of that particular brand. The

present position of channel-brand practice in the Fertiliser business
consumer items like

is that it is neither so totally open as in the case ofzcosmetics, orit
pharmaceuticals, nor isztotally exclusive and brand based.

been
The multi-channel approach to distribution, thathnliadopted by most

of the Fertiliser Firms and the multi-brand approach to dealership thathms hen

adopted by a majority of fertiliser dealers, have served the interests of

the Farmers well. The wide open marketing environment has resulted in a

basket of choices to the Farmers. It has helped to provide .

Fertilisers at competitive prices backed by competitive levels of service,
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offering a choice to the farmer in products and brands. The
;his brand

farmer can chooselbased on his own perception of the value offered

by each of the competing brands.

Extensive net work of
retail outlets:

Another noteworthy feature is that the distribution channels in

the fertiliser business consists of a very large number of retail outlets.

As on 31-5-1981, there were as many as 1,1D,00D retail sales outlets in

the fertiliser business in India.2 The industry circles and the concerned

government circles seem to be of the opinion that the number of outlets

should be further increased in order to step up fertiliser consumption.

This point will be discussed in detail in another context in this chapter.3

It will be sufficient here to draw attention to the largeness of the net

work ef retail outlets in the business. There are valid reasons for the

large number of outlets in the business.

Fertilisers have to be made available practically in all the six lakh

villages in the country. This means that the distribution channels has

got to be very extensive. Secondly,.all the firmsin the fertiliser

emflnufacture have XX large capacitiec zgtoduction. This means that each

firm must have a wide market spread to offload its production. wide

market spread necessarily implies a very large net work of outlets. Thirdly,

the size of agricultural holdings in India is characteristically small and

the number of consumers tc be contacted for selling the fertilisers is very

large. This again implies large and scattered net work of dealers, each

handling a large number of small sized clients.

2. Fertiliser Statistics - 1980-81, The Fertiliser Association of India,New  9 p0
3. Please see page 299 below.
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Functions performed by the distribution
channels in the fertiliser business:

The distribution channels in the fertiliser business are

expected to perform a variety of Functions. No doubt, there is

a gap between the expectation and the actual performance. In res

pect of some functions, the gap between expectation and performance

is very narrow. In the case of some other functions, the gap is

very large.

The fertiliser firms expect their distribution channels to

perform all the standard distribution functions, normally expected

of any distribution channel engaged in mass marketing. In addition,

they expect their channels to perform certain special functions

which cannot be termed as standard distribution functions. The latter

arise on account of certain unique features of the fertiliser business.. . . . . 4These unique features were discussed earlier in some detail.

It was pointed out that the fertiliser business differs from

that of most consumer products and intermediate products. The role

and functions of the distribution channels in the fertiliser business

differ correspondinolYfrom the role and functions of the channels in

other businesses.

In View of the highly seasonal nature of the fertiliser business,

the distribution channels in the fertiliser business has to play a

crucial role in offseason stock holding. Since credit is an integral

4. Please see chapter-7, pp.113-128.
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part of the fertiliser business, the distribution channels in this

business has to be capable of Fulfilling the credit needs of the

customers.

The most significant among the special Features of the Fertiliser

distribution channels is that the distribution channels in this business

cannot stop with distribution or with distribution P108 after-sale

service. They have to act as ‘change agents‘ in the farm economy of the
just the selling of

country. A Fertiliser dealer dooe more thagza mere product or a service.

He is actually selling a new technology/figifigtgnbringing prosperity to

the Farmer. The technical guidance needed by the farmer For growing the

crop in a scientic way has to come from the fertiliser dealer.

This implies a considerable enlargement of the functions of the

channel in the marketing offertilisersbusiness. A Fairly exhaustive list

of the standard and special Functions, txpected of the channels in the

Fertiliser business is given below:

- Breaking the bulk and catering to, the small size
purchases by individual Farmers.

—— Assembling different fertilisers into suitable
assortments that are acceptable to the farmers.

—- Sub-distribution

(a) Selling to retailers
(b) Retransport
(c) Handling (inward and outward)
(d) Accounting
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—— Stock holding

(a) Financing the aocks
(b) Risk bearing
(c) Making available warehouse space
(d) Keeping the stocksclose to the actual users

and thereby aiding the sales.

-—- Providing sales~manship

—— Providing service - presale and after sale

- Assisting in fiales promotion

-— Help in establjgwing new products in the market

—— Riding the price mechanism between the principal
and the customers.

—- Communication and feed back Gbportingflflarket intelligence
service )

—— Maintenance of records/registers

f- Liasion
—— Extending credit toretailers and actual users and

arranging credit Facility to them Fremcother sources
of credit.

—— Transferring the technology of modern Farming and
acting as change agents among the Farmers.

It must,however,be remembered that all the Fertiliser Firms do not

expect their distribution channels to perform all these functions.

while there are a number of commonalities among the various Firms in

their expectations regarding middlemen functions, there are also some

variations in this matter from Firm to firm.
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Firms like Coromandel Fertilisers (EFL), Madras Fertilisers

(NFL) and Mangalore Fertilisers (MCF) who operate through State

level marketers, entrust to their marketers a wide range of Functions

including extensive responsibility For stock holding, financing,

risk-bearing, promotion, communication, liaison etc. Firms like

FACT, FCI, GSFC, Zuari, IEL and Sri Ram allow to their dealers only

a relatiqely limited set of functions mostly relating to re-distribution.

The very designations given to middlemen - ‘marketer’ in the case of EFL

and NFL and dealer in the case of FACT and FCI — are indicative of the

roles and Functions expected of them.

Establishing a dealer net work:

From the description of the importance of the distribution channels

and the variety of Functions expected of them in the fertiliser business,

it will be clear that the creation of a well knit dealer net work and

effective management of the net work holds the key to successful Ferti

liser marketing. The present study has revealed that the fertiliser

firms in India appreciate this requirement very well. They also appreciate

that as Far as possible, the dealer net work should Form an integral

part of the firm, though For reasons of convenience, in some cases, they

are satisfied with an indirect dealer net work, i.e. a dealer net work

made available to them by a large marketing intermediary.
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fl- 'b'l't
Greatere-X1 1 1 iyor the manufacturers

for building a net work in the
_grivate trades

As mentioned earlier, in the matter of channel design and

establishment of retail net work, the fertiliser firms have a free

hand only in the private trade component of the channel. As regards

the cooperative component of the channel, the fertiliser firms have

to accept as it is,the ceeporatiuo ,\,V»..,..net work that is
available in the different states.

In managing and administering the channel too, the ferti

liser firms have comparatively greater freedomuihwthe private trade

component and lesser freedom with the cooperative component. But, as

regards training,motivation and development of the channel members,

the firms enjoy almost equal scope with both the sectors.

Single tier vs. two tier
channel tygosz

Basically, the establishment of a dealer net work involves two

steps - the choice of the appropriate channel tYPO and the selection

of the individual dealers.

As regards the first step and as regards the private trade com

ponent of the ehannol,the fertiliser firms have the options of a single

tier and a two tier models of outlets. The mo patterns are presented

olaeuuro-in tun uha363.5 rv~;~.—_».,,, There are advantages as well as

disadvantages in both patterns.The balance of advantage seems to lie

with the single tier system.

The main disadvantage of the two tier system is its lower pro

fitability to the dealers, as the available dealer margin has to be

5. Please see Appendix - ‘)(>< v// page. 4, a2
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shared between the wholesaler and the retailer. Also, exercising

discipline and control over the two tier outfit is more difficult

than ever a single tier outfit.

The main advantages of the two tier system are quick out flow

of stocks from the manufacturers warehouses and an intensive coverage

of the market. These two advantages are based on the assumption that

sufficient stock holding will be done by the wholesaler in the two

tier model.

However, in practice, in several cases, the whole sale kaumk sale

points do not stock the products adequately though stock holding and

sub distribution are their primary functions in the two tier model. In

such cases, the two tier system loses its main advantage, while retain

ing the disadvantages of higher distribution costs and shared dealer

margins by the two tiers in the system.

The single tier system also has some advantages and some dis

advantages. Elimination ef a tier brings some savings in distribution

cost and respite in higher profitability to the dealers. Further, double

transport and double handling can be avoided by opting for a single tier

outfit. Direct servicing of the outlets by the manufacturer is yet another

welcome aspect of the single tier outfit. Profitability, being the main

consideration of the dealer for pushing up the fertiliser sales, the

single tier system has a major merit in dealer motivation.

A main disadvantage of the single tier system is that it cannot

cover the interior markets as effectively and deeply as the two tier net
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work can. Also, the manufacturer, in a single tier system should

be able to perform by himself the functions that were normally the

responsibility of the wholesale middlemen. He will also have

to increase the number and spread of his field storage points to

make up for the absence of the wholesale tier in the channel.

It is_ovident that the choice between a two tier and a single

tier system of dealers has to be made after studying in detail the

associated merits and demerits of the two alternatives in the specific

context of the marketing objectives and requirements of the given

firm. The choice has to be made with great care since many other

marketing decisions depend on the decisions already made onzéggzgn of the

channel and the number of tiers in the channel.

Number and location of
retail outlets:

The number and location of the sales outlets is another important

area for decision making in fertiliser distribution. As pointed out

earlier, as a general rule, a large number of sales outletsunill be

necessary and desirable in the fertiliser business as it has to serve

a very large number of consumers scattered throughout the country. At

the same time, the outlets cannot be multiplied indiscriminately, for

their thdy may: become unvieble.

The sales outlets have to be so located as to afford operational

convenience to the firm, the dealer and the consumer. Ideally, the

consumer should find it possible to buy their requirements without

having to travellong distances. In other words, the sales outlets
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should be able to literally carry the Fertilisers to the door steps

of the farmers. This will mean a minimum of one outlet in each village

in the country and more than one outlet in big villages. But, from

the viability angle, the number of outlets has to be a Function of the

level of current sales and the potential of the territory. Another

main consideration in the location of the outlets, is the availability

of transport facilities from the nearest
warehouse of the manufacturer or the whole sale distributor. Likewise,

availability of roads and transport Facilities from the retail location

to the villages to be served by the outlet is also an important consi
deration.

Thus, four Factors, viz. convenience in delivery, volume of

business, economics of operating the outlets and the locational
upon

suitability have to be considered while deciding/the number and location
of the retail outlets.

The role of the individual
dealer:

Once the decision on the channelpatterp the number of tiers in the

distribution outfit, and the number and location of the retail outlets

have been taken, the selection and appointment of the dealers
at the various points..re to be UODG xmn This is a crucial area in

the Fertiliser business. The individual dealer plays a critical role
in the Fertiliser business.
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A characteristic feature of the fertiliser business is that

it is the dealer who actually sells the product not the company's

salesmen. The latter merely stimulate, enthuse and activate the

dealers. The individual dealer in effect is the pivot in the

fertiliser marketing effort.
In

the mundi towns and in the interior villages, the individual dealer

is a force to reckon_with. And, it is through the dealers in the

mundi towns and interior villages, fertilisers get sold. The.

fertiliser dealer exercises a good deal of influence on the

decision making process ixxxixxdxinxkkuxpxxxhzsxxefxfexxiiisxxs by

the farmers.

Most of the fertiliser firms have appreciated this fundamental

fact of their business. They do not consider their dealers as mere

‘outlets’ from where their products flow out. They assign their

dealers a role in market penetration, market development and sales

promotion. Their goals of increased market coverage and market share

are realised mostly through ‘dealer management’. A great deal of

competition is seen at the dealer level intthe fertiliser business.

Marketing success or failure of the firms is made at the dealer level.

And on the strength of the dealer depends the strength of the marketing

organisation.

Selection and appointment
of dealers:

The fertiliser firms in India, aware as they are of the important

role played by the individual dealers in the business, evince great care

in the selection and appointment of their dealers. They expect a variety

of qualification on the part of the dealers. Some of these qualifications

are the standard ones that are required of any
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dealer. Some other qualificationgare unique to the fertiliser dealer.

Business capacity, financial strength, credit worthiness and ability to

sell to the rural customers are usually looked for in the prospective

fertiliser dealers by almost all the firms.

One seldom comes across a fertiliser dealer possessing all the

attributes that are desired. Tho fertiliser firms, through
training and development, make up the deficiencies in the dealers and

build them up into a strong and effective network of distribution.

In as much as the fertiliser business involves high capital

investment with a relatively low return on capital, the fertiliser

firms often find it difficult to woo sufficient number of competent

and financially sound business men as their dealers. They recognise

this reality and make the necessary compremises. They do not shut

out any one who shows the potential to be a fertiliser dealer.

Dealer management,
dealer motivation and
dealer training:

Creation of a good dealer network through careful selection of

individual dealers is but one part of channel management. An equally

important part of this job is the management of the dealer network.

Dealer management will include dealer servicing, dealer administra

tion, dealer compensation, dealer motivation, dealer training and

dealer development.

The fertiliser firms do recognise the importance of each one

of the above mentioned tasks of dealer management. But, in respect

of the most important task in this field, viz. the determination of

dealer compensation, the fertiliser firms do not have a free hand.
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In 1981 Government of India introduced a system of statutory distri

bution margins in the Fertiliser business. The Freedom hitherto avai

lable to the Firms in this Field has been taken away by the government

noun. This aspect is being dealt with in detail subsequently.b

It was mentioned earlier that in the Fertiliser business, the

war for sales is fought and won at the dealer level. Evidently, better

administration of the dealer, better communication with them better

motivation and training of the dealers and the resultant superior

loyalty of the dealers to the particular brand holds the key for

winning the market. A firm that is superior in dealer management

usually gets the bigger slice of the cake.

Viability of retail outlets:—

Earlier, in this chapter, it was mentioned that the channel in

the Fertiliser business involves a very large and extensive net work

of retail outlets. As was noted earlier there are as many as 1,10,000

retail outlets in the Fertiliser business of India as on 31-5—1981.7

But, the industry circles and the concerned government circles are of

the opinion that the existing base of retail outlets is inadequate.

They also Feel that the current rate of growth in retail outlets is

also inadequate. Between May,1977 and May 1901 the retail outlets in

the fertiliser business expanded from 96,200 to 1,10,000, an increase

of 14,000 outlets or an annual growth rate of 3.6 percent in the Four

year period.8 In the

6. Please see chapter-12, page.5 j3 o&1_,3 9'7,

7. Please see page 28?, below.

8. Fertiliser Statistics 1980-81 & 1977-78; op.cit; p.I-77
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opinion of the industry and government circles, the base of retail

outlets must be enlarged rapidly and a good annual rate of growth

in the outlets must be maintained if the planned expansion in ferti

liser consumption is  materialise.

Another point that is often mentioned in this regard is that

apart from the inadequacy of the base and the rate of growth of the

retail outlets,even the existing network is not uniformly spread out

over the entire country. The outlets are generally clustered in areas

that are easily accessible and areas where the fertiliser demand is

assured. Again, there is clustering of outlets at raibheadtewna

The interior parts that are away from rail heads do not have adequate

outlets. One main reason For such clustering of outlets at railhead

towns is the Fact that, till recently,Fertilisers were supplied to the

sale points on F.0.R. railhead basis, Freight paid upto the nearest

railhead. Any additional freight incurred by the outlets For taking

the Fertilisers to places away from the railheads had to be met out of

the distribution margins available to the outlets. There was no in

centive or motivation under such dispensation for opening outlets in

the interior parts. This Factor has been taken care of to an extent

by the recent change in the policy regarding delivery of Fertilisers.

The change in the policy has been described elswhere.

The present position is that, nearly 110,000 retail outlets have

to cater to nearly six lakh villages in the country, each outlet

9. Please see Chapter-9, pp.. 214-216
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serving on an average five or six villa99S- Sincev the 110’0U0

outlets are not uniformly distributed all over the country, but
are clustered at the rail-head towns and mundi towns, in effect,

a single outlet has to serve ten or twelve vollages in many parts

of the country.

The case for increasing the number of retail outlets and

spreading them out to the interior parts is certainly strong.

Experience has shown that supply push rater than demand Pull has

stimulated fertiliser consumption in the interior parts of the

country. while fertiliser consumption, in general, has been a

function of availability in all parts of the country, it is parti
cularly true of the interior parts where the availability had been

a constraint for a long time.

But there is an equally strong case against indiscriminate

expansion of retail outlets. For, adequacy and spread of retail

outlets are but two aspects of the problem of retail outlets in the_ , _ most importantfertiliser business. A third aspect, which is in fact, the aspect

to be taken into account in this matter is the viability of the out
lets.

Many of the retail outlets in fertilisers suffer from poor

viability. They are unable to achieve a reasonable level of profit

from the business due to poor sales volume. Any expansion in the

number of retail outlets, without commensurate expansion in the total

fertiliser consumption will make further inroads into the viability
of the outlets.
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Apart from the lack of adequate expansion in sales, the escae

lations in the stock holding costs also adversely affects the

viability of the retail outlets. without holding a reasonable

level of stocks the retail outlets are unable to achieve a viable

sales volume. In thc cgntoxt of escalating prices of fertilisers and

escalating cost of credit, the outlets find igiffifig told a reasonable
level of stocks.

Improving

the viability of the retail outlets is today a more pressing require

ment in fertiliser retailing than expanding the number of the outlets,which
might complicate the situation further.

Thane 19 o ccnfllgfi here betweenhauantitative expansion of

outlets and the viability of the outlets. If the total business does

not get expand increase in the number of outlets will
further worsen the pee: viability of some of the existing outlets.

Viability will improve, on the other hand, if the quality of the dealers

is improved or if the remuneration of the retail outlets is enhanced.

An unavoidable feature of the fertiliser business is its inherent

uncertainty. while xxx fertiliser dealers at all levels suffer from the
frequent fluctuations in the variables affecting their business, the

impact of these changes on the retail outlets is all the more severe.

The quantity of fertilisers sold per retail outlet in 1980-81

works out to 80 N.T. in terms of nutrients or 200 M.T. in terms of
10products. Such a level of sales may not be considered as attractive

by many retail outlets.

10. Jayakar. K.P; " Viability of dealers," paper presented at
the Fertiliser Rssociation of India (FRI) Seminar, December 1980
New Delhi. p~iv. 5.
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But, 2 mereSer;0H§ohlem is that many retail outlets

do not have a business in the range of 200 M.T./in an year.

K.P. Jayakar says, "A recent analysis of our
t

dealer net work revealed that as many as 4oPe§?e9Eo dealers were in

the annual offtake group of below 50 tennes. It is evident that with

such a low offtake, the dealership can hardly be termed viable and. . . . . . . 1there is really no incentive for the dealer to continue in the business“?

This does not however mean that the number of retail outlets ¢hou1d

be Frozen at the existing level For sometime to come. There is certainly

need For expansion especially in the interior and in the unpepresented

parts. The new policy of delivering Fertilisers at the blocks may help

to an extent, the expansion of retail outlets in the interior parts.

Puri says,"As Fertiliser demand picks up in the interior, there will

be a greater incentive to epen more retail outlets. The decision to

deliver fertiliser upto the block headquarters and to make distribution

margin operational only From the block headquarters onwards is likely to

act as a great incentive to open retail eutlets or retail auboutlets in
1the interior".

11. _pid.

12. Puri, 5.5; "Marketing challenges in-the eighties", paper
pres ntcd at the Fertiliser Association seminar, December 1980,
New Delhi. p.v.6.
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Channel compensation:

The Fertiliser business incurs a heavy expenditure towards

channel compensation. The compensation is paid mainly in the Form

of distribution margins and credit Facilities. Cash rebatés 339

extended in lieu of credit. The compensation package also includes
a variety of special rebates and discounts.

The survey of the industry conducted as a part of this research

shows that the margins paid to the channel form the second largest

component of the marketing costs in the business.12 If the various

special rebates that are extended to the channels in addition to the

regular distribution margins are also considered, channel compensa

tion may even occupy the first position, among all elements of mar

keting ccsts, overtaking even the cost of transportation.

The Fertiliser business incurred an estimated Rs. /97 cromes

towards channel compensation during 198U—81.13 This includes the dis

tribution margins as well as the cash equivalent of the credit Faci

lities extended.

The expenditure on this account during 1982-83 was substantially

larger than the amount spent during 1980-81, both in absolute terms

and in the amount spent per unit quantity of Fertiliser distributed.Ii+

This was so because of (i) the substantial adhoc increase in margins

introduced by the government with effect from 15-B-1981 and (ii) the

various special rebates extended by the firms to the channel during

1982-83 to promote sales under glut conditions.

The subject of channel compensation is examined in detail in a

separate, chapter in view of its importance and complexity.15

'12. Please see chapter-13, page 33 g

13. For details of‘ calculations, please see Appendix >04 V/W) ‘+03.I - -5’  A.———oQ...‘ . ‘ ,
1 . Plr-false see cheapter-:17Q§, fix 'x/ i ' £7 QC;
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CsH A P,T~E4Rw.t12,

DISTRIBUTION MARGINS

'l‘he_.cmean:Lng of distribution maggg

The term ‘distribution margins‘ in the fertiliser business

signifies the discounts and eommissions passed on to the distribution

channels. It does not signify the overall distribution costs, for

a sizable part of the total distribution function is performed dire

ctly by the fertiliser manufacturers at their cost. This cost is

outside of the margins paid to the channel. Expressions like ‘trade

discounts‘, ‘dealer margins‘ and ‘channel margins‘ will be more apt

for describing the compensation paid to the distribution channels in

the fertiliser business than the expression ‘distribution margins‘.

But, in this dissertation, the expression ‘distribution margins‘ is

being used to denote the trade discounts passed on to the channel

since this happens to be the accepted parlance in the fertiliser

business. Occasionally, expressions like, ‘dealer margins‘,

‘channel margins‘, ‘channel compensation‘ ‘channel remuneration‘,

utc. are also used. All such terms are used in the synonymous

sense and all of them signify ‘distribution margins‘ as understood

in the fertiliser business.

Introduction of ‘administered
distribution mrgJg1ss

with effect from ‘I5-8-1981 the Government of India

introduced a new system of ‘mandatory‘ or ‘administered’ distri

bution margins in the fertiliser business. While the fertiliser

industry in India had almost always lacked freedom in respect of

pricing, it had till recently enjoyed full freedom in the matter

of fixing distribution margins.
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When the fertiliser prices were put up with effect from

7th July, 1981, the distribution channels, especially the institu

tional channels intensified their demand for an increase in the

margins. The Government of India appreciated this demand, but

were not clear as to how the question of margins should be handled.

They did not have with than a comprehensive formula on distribution

margins. They were not sure as to the quantum of increase that

should take place in the margins, and the norms that should govern

the fixing of the margins for different fertilisers. Nor were

they clear as to how parity in this regard was to be established

among the different manufacturers selling the same product but

under varying systems of marketing. The government therefore

shelved the overall question and announced an upward revision of

margins on a purely ‘ad hoe‘ basis with effect from 15-8-1981.

It is this announcement or margins that ushered in the new system

of administered margins taking away the freedom hither to enjoyed

by the fertiliser manufacturing units in the matter of distribution

margins. For in the earlier period, whenever the government

revised the distribution margins the revisions were confined to

the imported fertilisers which were marketed by the government.

It was with effect from 15-8-1981 that for the first time, the

government started fixing the margins for the domestic fertilisers.

1. Government of India, Ministry of Agriculture Notification
No. 1-15/81-FA(P 3: C) dt. 1__4-8-1981, New Delhi. p.1.
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As per this notification of margins, the government fixed

the margin in respect of each domestic fertiliser product coming under

the retention price system as well as each fertiliser product that

formed a part of imports. The same margin.was fixed for a given

product irrespective of whether the source of supply was the pool

or any one of the several firms in the domestic industry. The

notification also stipulated that the institutional channels shall

be paid larger margins than the private trade for any give product.

The government actually brought in two separate sets of margins 

one applicable to the institutional channels and the other to the

private trade. .A differential of'm;20/— per tonne between the

margins to the institutional channels and those to the private

trade was maintained? This differential was applied at the uniform

rate to all the fertiliser products, irrespective of their prices
and other factors.

The new set of distribution margins contained certain

anaralies Some of the firms found that the new set of administered

margins meant, in effect, a reduction from the level of margins

allowed by them to their channel prior to the revision. To rectify

such anomalies within two and a half months of the introduction of

the administered margins, the government brought in a revised set

of administered margins for some products with effect 6rom.13—11-'81.

.And this revision in the margins was made not because of any revision

in the prices of fertilisers. The prices reained the same, but the

2-lhisii
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government revised the margins by way of rectification of finvflfllififl

in the margins notified earlier. The rectification created a fresh

set of anomalies. For, as per the second revision, in the case of

some fertiliser products, different margins were fixed for different

firms for the same product. In the case of urea and DAP however,

the same margin was continued for all firms.

The set of margins that came into effect from 15~8~1981

are presented in.Appendix- XXYTTI? The set of margins that came

in to effect from 13a11-1981 in respect of five products are presented

in Appendix - xxlx‘,

Recent controversies relating to
distribution margins

Presently acute controversies seem to be raging on four

distinct aspects of fertiliser distinibution margins. They area

(i) should the government regulate the distribution margins?

(ii) should there be a difference between the margins paid

to the institutional channels and those paid to the

private trade?

(iii) Is the present quantum of margins right or excessive
or low?

(iv) If the government should regulate the:margins, should the
regulated margins be the 'floor' margins or the ‘ceilings’?

And how could the individual firms be prevented from a

margin war and the resultant unhealthy cempetition and

market malaise?

T
5. Please see Appendix - XXX '/P 17” “
4. Please see Appendix - xxx!‘ [o~ 1.» 4» ii '
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It is essential to examine eqch of these aspects in some

detail.

(is) Should the government regulate
the distribution margins?

The prime controversy on distribution margins relates to

the role of the government in the matter. At no time, prior to

15--8-1981 the government seriously considered the introduction of

‘mandatory’ margins for domestic fertilisers. The margins for these

fertilisers had always been 'normative' or 'recommendatory' .

The notifications on margins of the government were

confined to the fertilisers marketed by the pool. Since these

fertilisers were marketed by the government, it was natural that

the margins and terms of sale in respect of them were fixed by the

government. Domestic fertiliser firms were fixing the margins for

their products as per their respective marketing policies and arran

gements. However, a number of domestic firms were, on their own

accord, adopting for the sale of their products, the same terms that

were offered by the pool] government. Such matching was however

confined to the sales made by them to the institutional channel.

It was also confined to two products viz Urea and D.A.P. It was

done as a voluntary response by the firms to the market require

ments and not for meeting any governmental requirement. As against

this, the new system of administered margins enjoined an all the

firms to offer the government notified margins in respect of all

products and in respect of the institutional as well as private

components of the distribution channel.
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Even the various committees such as the Sivaraman Committee

(1965) the National Commission on Aggy;-icuJ.ture (1972) and the Quraishi

Committee (1973) that studied the subject of margins earlier did not

consider it necessary to make the margins mandatory. They merely

indicated certain normative margins.5 It is not clear as to what

objective considerations motivated the government to specify by

notification the margins to be paid in the case of domestic fertilisers

with effect from 15-8-1981. While regulation of prices of fertilisers

has a lot of merit, the same does not seem to be true of regulation

of distribution margins. The initial steps of the government in

this regard have been quite confusing, confirming the apprehension

that administered margins will hamper distributional efficiency and

inflate the costs of the fertiliser supply system in the country.

This aspect will be examined in more detail later..6

5, A reference to Sivaraman Committee was made earlier. Please
see Chapter - 7, p. The National commission on Agriculture was
appointed by the Government of India in 1972 to study the various
aspects of agricultural development. t investigated the role
of fertilisers in Indian agriculture and discussed the various
aspects of fertiliser marketing including distribution margin.
Refer Government of India Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation,
Report of the National Commission on Ilggiclflttlre, New Delhi. 1976.
In 1973 the Government of India appointed_a__conm1ittee under the
Chairmanship of Sri I~’I.A_. Quraishi to go into the details of
distribution margins payable to the cooperatives for marketing
fertilisers. The Quraishi committee gave its report in 1973.
Refer. Government of India, Ministry of Agriculture, Report of
the QL1.'gshi cgmmittee (unpublished), New Delhi. 1973.

5- Please 999 PP!» 322-327 below



(ii) Differentiation be-:c'g_e_e_n_
institutional and *priv_a_t_e_
ch'v.nnels.__i_n the rnttor of_margins_

As was noted earlier, the government has stipulated that

there shall be a diff erontial of Rs 20/- per tonne between the margins

applicable to the co-operatives and those applicable to the private

trade. The government has not come forward with any logical explor

nation for the differential treatment.

It does not seem rational to demand or to confer preferential

distribution margins merely on sectoral considerations. On the other

hand it seems both rational and fair that the private trade and the

co—operatives are treated on par and given the same distribution

rargins, so long as they do identical distribution job and perform

the same set of distribution functions. It is argued sometimes that

the cooperatives discharge the stock holding function better and

therefore they should be paid a higher distribution margin. Th >

realities of the fertiliser ‘business, however expose the illog cality

of providing»; a higher margin to the Cooperatives on the assum} ision

that the cooperatives share with the manufacturers the burden of

stock holding. If the cooperatives are truly giving such re‘ ief,

then the logical step will be/ggmpensate the cooperatives separately

for the stock holding; function and pay equal .rgins to bob the

private trade and the cooperatives for the remaining func' ions. It

also follows that if‘ stick holding is done by the privat trade too,

then they should be remunerated for that function, witho'=.t any dis

crimination between them and the cooperatives based on sectoral con

sidertttion.
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In earlier ye:.rs, another argument was also being

put forth that the cooperatives were taking the fertilisers to the

interior parts and that they should be compensated for the additional

cost incurred by them in this regard through a higher distribution

margin. With the introduction of the block level delivery of ferti

lisers, transport upto block level has been provided for under the

head of freight and therefore it is no longer logical to mix it up

with distribution margins. In other words, the only argument that

was earlier cited by the government in justification of a higher

distribution margin for the institutional channels also ceased to

be valid in the changed context. Yet the government continues the

special treatment to the institutional agencies.

Just as it looks illogical to offer differential margins

to the channels based on sectoral consideration, it looks equally

illogical to allow differential distribution margins on the basis

of the nomenclatures borne by the channel such as marketer, stock

ist, distributor, wholesaler, retailer, dealer, etc. Thougi the
names indicate in some measure the attributes of the particular

intermediary, distribution margins cannot be conferred on the inter

mediaries blindly based on their nomenclature.

(j_j_j_)Cor_1:1_:_roversy over the mJa_._r_1_t1_p_n_of mrn
No one in the fertiliser business denies the fact that

distribution margins must be reasonably attractive if fertiliser

sales have to be pushed up substantially, wtithout attractive dis!

tribution margins the overall objective oi‘ sustained growth in far

tiliser consumption would not be realised. Nor the manufactures

would be able to market successfully their current production of

fertilisers. And provision of attractive margins applies equally
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to the private and cooperative channels of fertiliser distribution‘.

At the same time, the country cannot afford to fix the diet

ribution margins at too high a level. Unhealthy price 3”‘ and ineffi

cient marketing are the consequences of giving away more than what is

necessary as margins. Moreover, in the case of the fertiliser business,

the funds required for paying the margins have to come from the public

exdhequer.in the form of subsidy under the retention price system. The

alternative to gpvernment subsidy will be an enhancement of the prices

of fertilisers to meet the increase in distribution margins. This may

not be expedient either. The need for containing the dealer margins

will thus be evident. The institutional channels almost always clamour

for a higher quantum of distribution margins. The government seems to

have a soft corner for the institutional agencies. The private trade

is attempting to join the band wagon of the institutional agencies and

to get higher margins either on par with the institutional agencies or

at least at a level that is only $n2O per tonne lesser than the margins

applicable to the institutional agencies. The manufacturers are under

standably, not happy to pass on higher and higher margins to the channel,

whether private or institutional, without pinning then down to the per

formance of the intended distribution functions. They are often forced

to take upon themselves the most important distribution function, viz.

the stock holding function, to a very large extent. They do not find

any justification for giving higher margins to the channel 1vf‘3-5""?-$1’ co

operatives or private.
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And, as mentioned earlier, in the existing system of pricing

and subsidies, the public exchequer has to bear all the zpenditure.

Neither the fertiliser manufacturers, nor the channel nor the farmers

who are the ultimate consumers of fertilisers would be willinégtc bc.r

this cost. From this angle, the government too cannot be particularly

happy to escalate the margins. If only it can Bind satisfactory answ

wers to the demand for increased.margins, and contain the pressure, it

should be happy to hold on to the present levels of margins.

What is required is an objective and thorough study of the

problem of dealer margins and fixation of reasonably attractive mar»

gins on the basis of the study, containing'the pressures for unreason~

able increases in the margins. It appears that the Government of India

does recognise the need for a thorough review of dealer margins in all

its aspects. They have directed the Fertiliser Industry Coordination

Committee (FICC) to study the distribution margins and marketing costs

in the fertiliser business. The FICC has in turn engaged a, consultant

for this purpose. The consultants, Fertiliser CPlanning:& Development)

India Uftd; (FPDIL) are yet to complete the study and submit their re

port.

(iv) Grantingpof excessive margins
by some firms — should it be
curbed by the government?

Fertiliser firms in the country are placed today in the U3"

enviable position of having to fight out a margin war. They are re

quired to offer to the change not only the full quantum of the noti

fied margins but are required to extend additional compensation to them

in various ways in view of competitive conditions and market glut,
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According'to one school of thought if the market forces will

determine the level of margins and incentives to be offerred to the

channel, the government need not make any attempt to regulate the mar

gins in the business. Their argument is that under the present cir

cumstances, on the one hand they are required to extend the notified

margins to the channel whether they are justified or not in a given
channels

set of conditions and on the other hand, they have to piy out to the/

something in excess of the due margins whenever there is a slackness

in demand. They also raise the question as to wh the notified mar

gins should not be kept at a much lower level allowing competitive

forces to take over and determine the real levels of margins in a

given context. The validity in the argument can be appreciated es

pecially when V‘9 remembers that the notified mrgins in effect flow

from the public exmchequer. The real issue is why should the fertin

liser marketing system be allowed to add to the drain on the public

exehequer?

According to another school of thought the government hay»

ing started its interference with the margins must take upon itself

the responsibility for ensuring that no fertiliser firm pays to the

channel anything'in excess of the government notified.margins. In

other words they want that the notified margins should be enforced

as the ceiling margins and not as floor margins. They pointuout

that by effectively curbing the unhealthy practices in margins, nati

onal interests as well as the health of the industry could be prote»

cted. But it seems impracticable to assign to the government the

role of ensuring that no firm pays to the channel anything more than

what is legislated. In the first place such a role on the part of
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the government will out at the very roots of the competitive existence

‘of the industry. Secondhy, it may not be feasible for the government

to take up such a monitoring role. However the issue involved is

-serious enough and requires a solution. It raises the question as to

why gpvernment should notify minimum distribution margins in a business

where the ruling practice anyway is to pay substantially more than the

government notified margins. It also gives rise to doubts regarding

the wisdom of extending state subsidies to a business that can afford

to pay more margins than what is envisaged by law. The related aspects

have to be studied in depth.

A ‘Functional approach‘ to
_distribution margins

It seems that most of the current controversies on distribu

tion margins in the fertiliser business will get resolved if a functi

onal approach to the issue is taken. After all, margins are paid to

the channels in consideration of the functions performed by the channels.

If the preconceived notions about the sectors and types of the channels

are shed and a functional approach is applied, it will be easy to evalu

ate the comparative roles of different channel types and different cha

nnel sectors. In fact, with the functional approach, one can completely

forget the sectors, the types and the nomenclatures of the channels and

directly relate the channel margins to the channel functions that are

actually performed by a given type of channel or a given level within a

given channel type. In fact, the functional approach to channels, has

two major advantages. In the first place, by such an approach, the di

stribution functions could be rationally allocated between the princi

pals and the channel, And those functions that are allocated to the

channel could be further:rationally divided over the different levels

in the channel. Secondly, the remuneration that is available could be
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allocated to the different levels in the channel in proportion to the

distribution functions that are actually performed by the particular

level.

Functionwisevbreakaup of margins:

An analysis Bf distribution margins should normally bring

to the fore the specific distribution functions that are sought to

be compensated by the margins. However, the data coming forth from

the domestic industry does not suggest a direct relation-ship of the

channel margins to the channel functions. But, the pool has made

some attempt to relate the margins to the functions. The present

distribution margin in respect of pool urea is R3140 per tonne (to

the institutional channels). This margin is a consequence of an

adhoc increase oflh 25 per tonne over the level that existed prior

to 15-8-81. The pool has not spelt out the break up of the revised

margin since, in their view, it is purely an adhoc increase, pending

finalisation based on an objective review of the functions and costs.

The break up of the preurevised margin in respect of pool urea is

shown in Table -1 below.

Break up of distribution.nm;ggg.1Urgg1Z

1111111111113:-I.o.u-.u-.-‘nan-auct--nnca-it--is-0--JO-I-GIIZIDX

1. Comission to wholesaler/retailer 25.69 22
_2. Transport charges<@ 36 paiseper km.for 25 kmsr 9.00 8
3. Loading/unloading<@ 1.06 pertonne for 5 operations 5.30 5
4. Godown rent(@Ih 3/- for 3 months 9.005. Shortage 8.79 8
6. Interest charges<@ 14 percentfor 3 months 57.22 49

115.00 100
7. Sodhi, A.J.S; Reaching fertilisers to farmers‘ door-steps,

paper presented in thefiFertiliser.Association of India
s'em'inar, Dece::".=er 1979. New Delhi . p. IV-1/16.
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The above break up was related to a consumer price ofEh.1750/—

per MT. of Urea and 2.. dealer price of ns.1635/- per MT. If the present

price oflhu 2350/- per MT at consumer level and.&n2210/—.at dealer le

vel (with effect from 11—7—fl981) is reckoned, the interest calculations

shown above will undergo a corresponding change. Likewise the interests

charge will undergo a change on account of the change in the bank rate

in the intervening period. Whereas the break up given above recognised

-interest rate at 14 percent the current interest rate is 19o5 percent.
H0“°V0ro the break up shows that the margin seeks

to compensate the following distribution functions.

-n Retransport

-— Handling

m— Warehousing

—— Interest on carrying the inventory~

~— Shortage on carrying the inventory.

In addition, it provides for the commission to wholesaler/

retailer. And that is paid to cover the cost of certain other functions.

Though these functions are not mentioned explicitly in the break up, it

can be assumed that the following functions are covered by this item:

-iRisk taking

uuisalesmanship

- Sales promotion

-— Overheads

A detailed list of the functions expected of distribution

channels in the fertiliser business has been presented elsewheref} It

can be assumed that the total distribution margin compensates all these

functions. The question now is to what extent the channels in the fer

tiliser business actually perform the Various distribution functions?
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Many functions are not performed
as intended:

The reality, today, is that the fertiliser channels in the

country do not satisfactorily perform a number of functions intended

to be performed by them. Especially, in respect of the stock holding

function, the channel has been continuously shirking its role.

As can be seen from Table -=- 1 above the distribution marg

ins provide for three months‘ stock holding by the channel. In addiu

tion, the manufacturer gives to the channels two months‘ credit faci

lity. So, altogether five months stock holding is provided for in the

total compensation extended to the channel. No dealer today maintains

an average inventory of five months‘ sales. In fact, the dealers have

almost totally shifted to the manufacturers the responsibility for st

odk holding: This is true, by and large, of the private dealers as

well as the co-operatives. If at all some off season stocking is pre

sently taking place, it is due to the fear of inadequate supplies dur

ing the peak season or due to the pressure of the state governments on

the institutional channels to stock the fertilisers ahead of the manur
conscious

ing season, But and planned off season storage is a rare phe
nomenon. In any case, it is not certainly in proportion to the provim

sion made for that purpose in the distribution margins.

It may be argued that the channels require credit coverage

not only for storing the fertilisers but also to enable them to extend

credit in turn.to the retailers and farmers. In practics, this arguu

ment does not hold good. As far as the cooperatives are concerned,they

have the institutional credit which they merely distribute. No link

in the cooperative structure is expected to bear the cost of the on

ward credit out of its pocket. As regards the private trade, they

usually collect separately the cost of credit from the farmers, if at
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all they extend credit facilities to them As such, in either case,

the distribution margins need not contain any provision towards the

cost of onward credit. It is enough if it takes care of the cost of

holding the stocks - the rolling stock as well as the off season stock.

And the provision under this head, as was seen already covers an inven

tory level of five months’ sales. The question now is whether the chea

nnels are using this provision for discharging this function or not.

If they are not using it for the intended function, they do not des

erve to be paid this amount as part of margin.

Cost of stock holding could be
delinked from distribution 1narg:i.r:1_s_2

It can of course be argued conversely, that it is due to the

inadequacy of the margins that the channels are unable to perform some

of the intended functions. Two alternatives, therefore, can be thought

of. (1) The channels could be given a higher level of margins and be

enabled to discharge in an ideal manner, all the intended functions of

distribution; and (ii) a conscious view could be taken that it is not

feasible for the channels to take up, in an ideal manner, certain fun

ctions like stock holding and that these functions are better carried

out by the manufacturers. Accordingly, a reduced level of margins

can be paid to the channel. If at all, the channels come forward to

perform the reserved functions, in full measure or in part, the manu

facturers may share with the channel the built in compensation in res

pect of such functions, in proportion to the actual extent to which

the functions are performed by the channel. A close examination indi

cates that, in the given context, the balance of advantages lies with

the second altermtive - a lower level of channel margins, taking cer

tain expensive functions, like stock holding, outside the domain of the

channel .



Fertiliser is a business where the main and the most expensive

element in the distribution function is stock holding, especially off»

season stock holding. Cost of offseason storage is higher than evmi

the total distribution margin that is presently passed on to the cha~

nnel. If full neutralisation of the cost of off season storage has to

be extended to the channel in the form of enlarged distribution margin,

the margin.may have to be doubled from the current level. .And yet,

there is no way of ensuring that the intended offseason storage is ex

rried out by the channel. On the other hand, the manufacturers, whether

they like it or not, have to assume the responsibility for offseason

storage. They have to, in any case, hold them in stock until they are

sold off. It will be, therefore, appropriate to retain the function
of offseason storage with the manufacturers and to enable them to claim

the corresponding compensation that is built in to the margin structure.

By delinking the stock holding responsibility from the channel

it will be possible to conta. : a large extent, the clamour for an

increase in the distribution margins, every time an increase in the

prices of fertilisers takes place. Stock holding cost being the one

component of the distribution cost that varies in proportion to the

prices of fertilisers, there will be a case for increasing the channel

margins with every increase in prices only if the channel performs the

stock holding function in the intended manner. ‘When this function is

delinked from the distribution margins the demand for an automatic inn

crease in the margins with every increase in fertiliser prices will

become unsustainable. In fact, there is a strong case for increasing

the manufacturers compensation on this account every time a price in

crease takes place for, it is the manufacturer who has to bear the

brunt of stock holding, If at all the channels come forward to dis»

charge this burden the manufacturer can pass on the due compensation

an this account to the channels,



Eargins have become more

attractive with the improvement
in delivery terms:

The recent policy of delivering fertilisers freight paid up

to block head quarters level has also an indirect effect on dealer

margins. The new terms of delivery in effect amounts to an improve

ment in dealer margins. So far, a part of the dealer margins was gett

ing eroded towards the cost of secondary transport from.the railheads

or ex-manufacturers‘ warehouses which are also usually located at the

railhead towns. with the new policy, the same margin will be availa

ble to the channel, with an added advantage in the matter of delivery

terms. In reality, it means an enhancement in margins, the delivery

terms being the same as before.

Even though, the government is viewing the new policy as a

modification calling for adjustments in cost of transport and not in

dealer margins, in effect, the new delivery terms confer added margins

to the dealers. It also shifts some burden from the channel to the

manufacturer. Any study on channel margins must take due note of the

new development of improved product delivery to the advantage of the

channel. The demand for increased margins to the channel had been

partly based on the hard ship and expenditure incurred by the channel

in taking the fertilisers to the block level places. INow that the

delivery upto the block level is taken care of without pinching the

pockets of the channel the demand for increased margins on this score

is no longer sustainable.
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Freedom for manufacturers to pay
_marggn§_according to functions.

bi *Jlé'3~/r'rvr—e4(__13:[ the channel:

Advocating function related distribution margin, S. Venkitara

manan suggests that the provision for stock holding and secondary trans

port could be built into the price structure but be retained by the manup

facturer and passed on to the channel links depending on the extent to

which the intended functions are actually performed by them. He says,

"while the margin concept visualises stock holding
to the extent of four months on an average by the dist
ribution network, actual inventory holding by the dealer
network - cooperative or private — is much less. In pra
ctice, we find manufacturers -not the dealers — holding
stocks for longer periods. This is because of the failure
of the dealer network to hold stocks. We find the dealers
lifting stocks primarily during the season. They expect
the inventory to be held by the manufacturers (Exceptions
to this are in the case of certain manufacturers‘ arranges
ments whereby cooperatives and bulk marketeers are committed
to lift certain quantities each month and are invoiced for
the same automatically). One can argue that the shortage
of credit and rigidity of margin inspite of increase of pri
ces and interest rates are perhaps, the cause of the decline
in inventory holding by dealers. However, the FICC on its
part, limits its allowance for inventory holding by manufau
cturers to 3/4th months sales only. As a result, the cost
of inventory holding is transferred to the manufacturer
from the dealer with no prospect of compensation. In any
reconstruction of the margin, there should be a total view
of inventory holding. The total length of time for which
inventory should be held as between the manufacturer and
the dealer should be considered. The costs determined on
this basis should be allowed in the price and the manufa
cturer should be able to share it with the dealer network
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- fully or in part, depending'on the functions performed,
the season etc.“9

Venkitaraanan also under lines the fact that distribution

margins are but one component of overall marketing costs and accord

ingiy, the margins have to be viewed in the context of overall market

ing costs and overall marketing functions and on the basis of who per

forms which of these functions. To quote him again,

"The distribution margin, normative as it is, for
both nitrogenous fertilisers and phosphatics, is only
one aspect of the total cost of marketing. It would
be in appropriate to emphasise the question of adequacy
or otherwise of the margin allowed to the dealer network,
ignoring the package of services including credit offered
by the manufacturer. An integrated approach to the whole
question would involve a general provision for these em
penditures in the price. It should be left to the dis
cretion and business judgement of manufacturers to pass
it on fully or partly to the various elements of the net
work. There is a strong case, here as elsewhere, for fle
xibility in the system to match specific margins to the
services performed. This is particularly so when we con
sider that during the offseason, the manufacturers have
to offer various kinds.of rebates to these agencies.
Similarly, there are various other services whach are
part of the relationship between trade and industry.
when we consider the total margin provided, we should
include an allowance for these elements also".1Q

9. Venkitaramanan. S, Distribution marg;g_paper presented at the
seminar held by The Fertiliser Association of India, December
1980, New Delhi. pp. IV - 2/7-10.

1 O . Ibid.
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F.J. Heredia advocates a structure of dealer margins that is

As per this structure, the dealers will

entitled for the full dealer margin. Instead,

the dealers will get a minimum.discount which will be notified by the

government and the rest of the margin will be payable to them by the

manufacturers in a function related manner. To quote him,

"This would require revision of the current policy,

in that statutory notifications of the ‘maximum prices‘

chargeable to dealers of various categories will have to
be substituted by notifications of the ‘minimum.discounts‘
that manufacturers will have to grant to dealers. The
quantum of ‘minimum discount‘ in respect of each fertiliser
product should not be less, and could be more than, the am
out provided as ‘commission to wholesaler/retailer‘ (or
‘net profit) in the current ‘distribution margin‘. In the
case of urea, for instance, provision ofi%.25.69 for ‘commi
ssion to wholesaler/retailer‘ might well be raised toIh.30/.
The dealer's ‘net profit‘ having thus been protected, it
should be permitted to the manufacturer to offer dealers
‘offseason discounts‘ as well, by way of inducement to buy
and stock goods in advance of the ‘busy’ season. The
advantages to the national economy of inducing dealers to
build up stocks at interior villages in this manner must be
evident to government. By fixing such discounts at some
what lower amounts than the manufacturer's own costs of sto
rage, the latter stands to gain some benefit, too, And
dealers (cooperatives, for example) who can raise the requiy
site funds at lower interests rates than the manufacturer
pays, and who have spare storage space (even if not more
than ten square meters) could conceivably be interested in
earning ‘offseason discounts‘, if these are made reason
ably attractive, as an addition to the ‘minimum discount‘”lf

.... .4,‘ ..___ nujn:

iik Heredia F.J. Evplution of a fertiliser mrketing system
in India -.A critical_review5 paper presented at the
seminar held by the Fnrtiliser.Association of India,
flew Delhi. 1980; pp I-I/20 8:. 21.
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It can be inferred from the above that Heredia, in effect,

is advocating ‘seasonally differentiated margins’ by which the dealers

will get a margin that varies in a wide spectrum from month to month

over the twelve months of the year. Heredia argues that the government

should not interfere with the distribution margins paid by the manuw

facturers to the channel. The manufacturer must be free to adjust the

margin month to month, after guaranteeing the minimum margin, throughp

out. This will enable the manufacturers to judiciously use the availa

ble amount. The dealers also should have no grouse since, they are

assured of the minimum margin even on their peak season sales - when

the dealers merely exchange the documents and stocks pass on almost

directly from the principals to the customers. The amount of minimum

dealer margin suggested by Heredia (123.30/— MT. for urea) will of

course be insufficient in today's context. But the concept can be

considered, for it has prima facie merit.

Earlier, J.S. Nirody also had advocated ‘seasonally adjust

ed margins, in order to promote an oven flow of fertilisers and to

reduce the overall costs involved in fertiliser marketing. Since

the nature of fertiliser demand is seasonal, the stocking period

varies dependant on the month of purchase. Accordingly the interest

component in the distribution cost also varies. According to Nirody,

in a margin structure that is uniform.through out the year, there is

no incentive for the channel for stocking in the offseason months.

The attempt on the part of the channel to go in for the purchases

only during the season, affects the even flow of the fertilisers

from the production units to the channel. A system hf seasonally

differentiated margins will assist in achieving even flow of the

fertilisers.
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Nirody, however, admits that there are a number of practical

difficulties in implementing seasonally differentiated margins in a

country like India. He specifically mentions the following diffi
culties:

" 1. An a1l—India scheme cannot be evolved due to
variation in peak and offseason in different
parts of the country.

2. Even within a State (particularly in the
larger States) season could vary in different
parts due to agro-climatic variations and /
or cropping pattern.

3. A manufacturer operating in a number of States
will have to evolve and operate varying'systems
in his'various markets.

4. To make the scheme acceptable to both parties,
it will be necessary to ensure that the total
cost to the supplier, i.e. the margin and other
facilities enjoyed 1;y the distributor, remain
the same as in the case of uniform terms thro
ughout the year. Otherwise, the scheme will
not be accepted by the party that stands to
lose.

5. The most difficult problem would arise in iden
tifying the lean and peak months,estimating the
monthwise pattern of sales and the required

12
(or desired) period of stocking for each month.

Taking into account such difficulties and based on certain

assumptions on consumption pattern, sales pattern by the channel,

rate of interest, etc., Nirody divides the entire year into six

time intervals of two months each and suggests a sliding scale of

12. Nirody, J.S.; "Staggering of distribution margin.to promote
even flow of fertilisers" in Fertiliser News, December 1979,
The Fertiliser Association of India. New Delhi. pp. 3-6.
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dealer margins for Urea ranging from Rs.97/- to Rs.151/— per tonne.

He adjusts the margin from one time interval to the other-, provided

there is seasonal variation between them, by Rs.18/- which is the

cost of credit per tonne per month.

']Jhe substance of the foregoing arguments can not be

ignored. Distribution margins is a very important component of

fertiliser marketing costs. If the margins are not contained, it

would be difficult to contain the marketing costs in the fertiliser

business. If the existing practice of giving'away the notified

Imxrgins in full measure irrespective of whether the channel per

formed the intended functions or not is continued and a justifi

cation.in addition is also found for enhancing the margins from

the existing levels, then the inflationary pressure on fertiliser

marketing costs may get an additional lease of life. It would be

unwise to jack up the margins still further without ensuring the

due performance of the intended functions by the channels. What

is required on the other hand is a proper evaluation of the dist

ribution functions performed by each type of channel mebers and

disbursement of margins to each of them in relation to the functions

performed by them.

Since it seems difficult to ensure the stock holding

function on the part of the channel, it would be advisable to

keep the margin at a low level and to compensate the manufacturer

for the stock holding responsibility, with the option of passing
it on to the channel if the manufacturer is satisfied about the

performance of the channel in that respect. Under this approach,

the case is for a downward revision of the distribution margins

sand not for an upward revision.
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CHA_P_TEIR-13.

HARKETING COSTS

Marketing costs constitute a very significant part of the total costs

in the fertiliser business. Yet, so far, this post area has not been

studied in depth.

In 1968, r.v. Parker of United states Agency for Interna

tional Development (USAID) presented a paper on this subject at a

seminar held by the Fertiliser Association of India.1 In his paper

Parker listed the Functions of Fertiliser marketing and presented data

on the costs of these marketing functions in the United States, Europe

and some developing countries. He also commented on the applicability

of those observations to India. But this analysis is out dated now

and of little relevance in today's context.

In 197?, F.J. Heredia, in an article published in Chemical

Age of India. analysed the distribution costs in the Indian Fertiliser

business.2 This study covered only a segment of the marketing costs

and not the marketing costs in Full.

1. Parker, F.w; The Functions and costs of fertiliser marketing
services, paper presented at the seminar held by the Fertiliser
Association of India, New Delhi, 1968.

2. Heredia, F.3; "Availability of Fertilisers can't it be
extended and made more reliable without increasing costs"
Chemical 398 OF IUQi§a §7th flnnivefsary issue, 19?7, Bombay, pp.153-160
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In 1982, H.J. Mittendorf published a paper on "Marketing costs

and margins for fertilisers in developing countriestg This paper also

did not attempt to give a comprehensive idea of the marketing costs in

the Fertiliser business of India. The study was undertaken in an

experimental manner to be followed up by a number of detailed studies

on the subject in the future. Secondly, the data presented was only

sketchy as the position obtaining in a large number of countries in

the two continents of Asia and Africa had been compressed into a brief

paper. Thirdly, this paper too dealt with only one fertiliser product

viz. urea.

The total absence of previously developed data on marketing

costs necessitated original efforts for generating the required data.

The decision to carry out a survey of the fertiliser industry of India,

as a part of this research, was a consequence of the absence of previ

ously developed data on the subject.4
Elements of marketing costs
in the fertiliser business:

It is evident that effective fertiliser marketing rests on the

successful performance of a large number of marketing and distribution

functions. Most of the cost elements involved in fertiliser marketing

are directly related to these functions. As the functions involved in

the job could be grouped under a few homogeneous categories, the costs

involved in the job could also be grouped under a few broad categories.

for
3. Mittendorf H.J; “Marketing costs and margins/fertilisers

in developing countries," Fertiliser News, November 19ag.
The Fertiliser Association of India, New Delhi. p.23

4. Please see Chapter - 2, page.9.
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And the grouping can be done ir a number of ways. A three factor

grouping of costs is followed by some firms. These firms group the

marketing cost elements under the categories of

- Distribution costs
- Promotion costs

-- Administration costs (overheads)

Since cost of credit, i.e., the cost of interest on the stocks held

and the accounts receivables on credit supplies of the fertilisers

is an important component of the marketing costs in the fertiliser

business, some fertiliser firms include cost of credit as a separate

category. It is named differently by different firms. Some refer

to it as interest cost, some as cost of finance some as cost of working

capital and some others as inventory carrying cost.

The consultant appointed by the Ministry of Chemicals and

Fertilisers of the government of India, preferred a four factor

grouping as shown below.S

-— Distribution margins

- Selling cost
-- Promotion cost

-— Over heads.

5. The Fertiliser industry coordination committee (FZCC) of
the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilisers of the Government
of India retained the Fertiliser Planning Development of
India Ltd.,(FPDIL) in 1981 to study the fertiliser marketing
costs. FPDIL, in their questionnaire to the fertiliser industry
used the foufactor grouping of the marketing costs.
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No doubt, there are many advantages in grouping the large number ofcost

elements into a few broad categories. At the same time, there are

certain difficulties too in such categorisation. Some important cost

elements might be left out of the categories, because it may be in

appropriate to put them in any of the listed categories. Also, due

to the variations in the perceptions of the different firms and the

variations in their accounting procedures a given category of costs

may mean different things to different firms. If the cost elements

are listed out exhaustively and the costs are reckoned against each

individual cost element instead of against groups of cost elements,

the costs incurred by each and every function will come into focus.

But the process of gathering and analysing data will become cumber

some if each cost element is considered separately. In order to

avoid the difficulties of both the methods and to retain the main

advantages of both, the following procedure was used for collecting

marketing cost data through the census survey of the industry

In the first place the individual cost elements which the

research study sought to analyse were listed out exhaustively without

any grouping whatsoever. The elements listed were as follows:—

(i) Primary transport
(ii) Road bridging at the rail terminal if primary

movement takes place by rail(by unit trains)

(iii) Secondary transport
(iv) Handling; loading and unloading at two

or more levels, as applicable.

(v) Tertiary transport if applicable
(vi) Interwarehouse transport of stocks
(vii) Rebates allowed to the channel towards

transport
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(viii) Distribution margins

(ix) Special discounts, rebates and commissions
paid for consummating the sales

(x) The cash equivalent of the credit extended
to the channel.

(xi) Advertising
(xii) Sales promotion
(xiii) Publicity
(xiv) Public relations
(xv) Technical services
(xvi) Farm services
(xvii) Extension work of various types

(xviii) warehouse rent

(xix) warehouse administration expenditure

(xx) Cost of interest on the finished
products

(xxi) Cost of losses in storage including
the cost of repacking etc.

(xxii) Salaries and wages of marketing staff

(xxiii) P.F. welfare expenditure etc.

(xxiv) Travelling expenses

(xxv) Over heads and all other costs not covered
by any of the items listed above.

After listing out the cost elements individually as mentioned

above, For the sake of convenience in computation, analysis and com

parison of the costs, the above listed cost elements were grouped

into Five groups as shown below:

(1) Transport cost
(2) Distribution margins
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(3) Promotion cost
(4) Inventory carrying cost
(5) Other costs of marketing.

Cost elements (i) to (vii) were grouped under (1) Transport and

handling cost~£lements (viii) to (x) were grouped under (2)

Distribution margins. Elements (xi) to (xvii) were placed under

(3) Promotion cost. “laments (xviii) to(xxi) under (4) Inventory

carrying cost and (xxii) to(xxv) under (5) Other costs of marketing.

A detailed explanation of the itmes of costs under each

category was made available to all the respondents in the survey.

The behaviour of marketing costs
in the Fertiliser business:

The survey of the fertiliser industry carried out as a part of

this research has revealed that the marketing costs in the Fertiliser

business Forms a very significant part of the Farm—gate prices of fer

tilisers. Un an industry average, it Forms approximately‘f9'percent

of the Farm-gate prices of Fertilisers, if packaging cost is also con

sidered as an element of marketing costs. IF packaging cost is ex

cluded, it Forms roughly Iqtpercent of the Farm-gate prices.

Marketing costs in 1980-81:

The marketing costs incurred during 1980-81 by nine Fertiliser

Firms From whom data was received on a comparable basis through the

survey are shown in Table—1.below. The marketing costs have been
under

grouped/Five heads:

6. Please see page 336,’ below.
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TABLE ‘ 2

weighted average marketing costs of firms
under retention price system - 1980 - 81

Cost element Rupees per tonne
(1) Transport cost - 134.50
(2) Distribution margins ‘ 128.30
(3) Inventory carrying cost -' 3?’ 91

(4) Other marketing costs )
(other than 1, 2 and 3 g 67'18BDOVG) )
Total marketing costs 368.40

Note: Weighted averages\have been worked out, reckoning
the quantities marketed by each firm. The quanti
ties have been shown on page.3‘?9.

«N-e/¢5»t~z.cQ..4 a tag ~31 v=J-
ak,t~5e. 4&,\49(AA‘£4Vx47 fl; 'L.6¢>o fgvx CEfvm4.
( $0—/'»'.'..€/ />.v~’ce.: )2 ~ an’  ’

fact;  3
X8 "' 4 A t '& 5>X {g.:(' r--[,..

Pc=LC(c_n.g,.k' F:L(c—:a°\L—f )“'1” es»
: (LS 1°: />“"~’\/L:~w\~e .
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(1) Transport cost  Pistribution margins (5) Promotion ‘Cost

(4) Inventory carrying cost (5) Other marketing costs. All the

cost figures in the Table are amounts spent for marketing a unit

quantity of fertiliser (one .'1"-.’I.'I‘.). In the case of multiproduct

firms, the cost figures shown in the Table are the average cost per

unit quantity of all the products combined.

The weighted average of the marketing costs incurred by the nine

firms in 1980-81 works out to 368.40 per M.T. It is reasonable to take

this figure as the average for the industry as a whole in respect of the

products covered by the retention pricing system. In this category, a

total quantity of 6.55 million M.T. of fertilisers was marketed in 1980-81.7

Accordingly, the marketing costs incurred by this category of fertilisers

during 1980-81 works out to Rs.254 crores.

AS regards imported fertilisers, a total quantity ¢>f 4.6 million M.T.

was marketed in 1980-81.8 The marketing costs in respect of imported fer

tilisers are usually higher than the marketing costs in respect of the

fertilisers covered by the retention price system. It was mentioned

earlier that the transport cost in respect of imported fertilisers has

to be reckoned-at Rs.180/- per torin<a_.9j\

(As regards i:1:entc>:y carrying cost, an amount of Rs. [99 - per tonne

may have to be reckoned.1O As regards distribution margins, Rs.121/- may

have to be reck_oned.11Accordingly the marketing costs in respect of im

ported fertilisers has to be reckoned at Hs.568per tonne, assuming that

except in these three major elements of costs there is no significant

variation between imported fertilisers and the domestic fertilisers under

retention pricing system. Accordingly the

7» Chapter " 99 P-221
8. Ibid
9. Ibid

10. Please see Appendix xxxup.  I3.»
11. Ibid
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total marketing costs in respect oF

the Fertilisers in this category will therefore work out to $.25’

crores.

As regards the domestic Fertilisers which are outside the re

tention price system, a total quantity of 1.89 million M.T. was mar

keted in 1980-81.12 The marketing costs incurred by this category of

fertilisers are usually lesser than those incurred by the Fertilisers

covered by the retention price system. On an estimated marketing cost

of %.246 per tonne in respect of this category of fertilisers, the total

marketing cost incurred by this category works out to %.4€}5-crorcs.

Thus the grand total of marketing costs incurred by all the cate—

gories of fertilisers during 1980-81 works out tol%.54$-STcccrea This

excludes the packaging costs.

Marketinqgcosts in j982-83

while examining the fertiliser transport costs, it was mentioned

that the actual costs of transport for the year 1982-83 had not been

collected through the survey. It was also mentioned that in order to

appreciate the latest position in this regard it was essential to have

an estimate of the cost of transport during 1982-83.13 This holds good

in respect of marketing costs as well.

The total transport costs in the Fertiliser business during 1982
14

83 had been estimated at %,251.5 stores. The total inventory carrying

120 Chapt€'r"‘9, pa

13.  99.. 222 - 223
14.  224
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costs during 1982-83 was estimated at Rs.;257~ 2rores.15 The total

distribution margins incurred in 1982-83 was estimated at Rs. /' 3'8

crores.16These are the three major components of Fertiliser mar

keting costs. And it is in these three elements that substantial

increase had occurred during 1982-83 as compared with 1980-81. As

regards the other elements of marketing costs, it can be assumed

that the 1980-81 level holds good For 1982-83. On the basis of such

an assumption, a total of‘ Rs.I00-étcrores has to be reckoned For 1982-83,

under this head. Thus the grand total of Fertiliser marketing costs

in 1982-83 could be placed at Rs.7$~7 crores. This excludes the pack

agingicosts.

Noteworthy Features of the behaviour
of marketing costs.

Detailed analysis of the behaviour of Fertiliser marketing costs

reveals the following Facts.

(i) The marketing costs in the Fertiliser business
are quite sizeable.

(ii) The costs show an uptrend

(iii) The high level of fertiliser marketing costs and
the uptrend in the costs are not Fully justified
by the nature of Fertiliser marketing functions.

(iv) Transport cost,distribution margins and inventory
carrying cost are the three most significant ele
ments oF the fertiliser marketing costs.

(v) There are wide interfirm variations in the Ferti
liser marketing costs.

It is worthwhile to describe these Features in detail.

15. Chapter -10; p. ‘figs

15. .5’4z~1~m.;.¢3»\a&«',e )<)<¢;t pose‘?
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(i) Ihe marketing costs are sizgaglg
It is evident that the marketing costs in the Fertiliser busi

ness are quite sizeable. It is in the order oFIh.7D0 crores per

annum. The total sales turnover in many large businesses in the

country is lesser than this amount. As a percentage to sales turn

over too, the marketing costs in the Fertiliser business are quite

significant. The marketing costs Form18 percent of the sales turn

over, if packaging costs are included and flfikpercent of the sales

turnover, if packaging costs are eXClUd€d- 1” the C359 °F many Con"

sumer goods too the marketing costs may Form 15 to 29 percent of the

sales turnover. It may therefore appear that the marketing costs in

the Fertiliser business are quite reasonable. But fertiliser is a

high volume and high cost (unit cost) product, unlike most consumer

softs which are relatively low volume, and low cost (unit cost) pro

ducts. Moreover Fertiliser is an essential commodity. A relatively

low cost distribution system is an imperative as far as this commo

dity is concerned. Viewed against that reality, the marketing costs

incurred by the fertiliser business appears to be quite high.

(ii) The marketing_costs show an_gptreQg3

The Fertiliser marketing costs in 1982-83 went up to Rs.'7I%€7'7

crores Fromle.54l.5crores in 1980-81. The uptrend in the marketing

costs is not readily explained by the increase in the volume of Fer

tilisers marketed, For the cost increase has been more than propor

tionate to the volume increase. In other words, the marketing costs

per unit of Fertiliser sold has gone up. The cost per unit quantity

(one tonne) in 1980-81 was Rs.4;2%3_.z- in 1980-81. It went up to
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in 1982-83. Considering the entire fertiliser business in the

country, the marketing costs formed 18 percent of the total sales

turnover of the business in 198U~81. It went up to 19.5 percent of

the turnover in 1982-83.

Cost of transport alone went up Fromf%336£5crores in 1980-81

to Rs25.15~Crores in 1981-82. Cost of transport per tonne went up

from Rs.145/- in 1980-81 to Rs.168/- in 1981-82. And dealer margins

went up fromfb.110/— per tonne tof%.135/- per tonne.

(iii) The marketing costs are not fully justified
by the functions of marketing§_

Prima facie it may seem that the high level of marketing cost

in the fertiliser business are justified by the nature of the fun

ctions involved in fertiliser marketing. Detailed analysis however

shows that the high level of marketing costs cannot be attributed in

toto to the nature of the Fertiliser business and the functions that

have to be performed for successfully carrying out the marketing task.

Even if the marketing costs of 1980-81 is taken as justified by the

nature of the fertiliser marketing functions, the uptrend in the costs

between 1980-81 and 1982-83 cannot be justified by the rame token.

Nor is it correct to attribute the uptrend to the general hike in costs

due to the overall inflation in the economy. On the contrary, it appears

that a substantial part of the increase in the marketing costs is due to
reasons that are internal to the business.

For example, fertiliser transport cost is high not merely because

the freight rates in rail and road transport systems are high and are

going higher, but also because the fertiliser business incurs a good

deal of avoidable expenditure on transport due to competition, which
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cannot be justified by objective criteria. This aspect has been

dealt with in detail earlier.

Similarly, the high cost of inventory carrying is not fully

justified by objective criteria. It is admitted that the high

level of inventory carrying cost is contributed in large measure

by Factors like the seasonal nature of Fertiliser use, the high

prices of Fertilisers and the high rates 9? interest ruling at pre

sent. Yet, by proper coordination between the pool and the domestic

Fertiliser industry, the overall Fertiliser inventory in the country

could have been kept down. If this had been done then it was merely

a question of reckoning which agency was required to hold how much

of the total inventory as a part of the overall policy and how much

of compensation on this account should go to the respective agencies.

Thereby, the total inventory carrying costs incurred by the country

could have been contained at a lower level. Moreover, through better

inventory policies and better inventory control techniques both the

pool and the domestic industry could have reduced their respective

inventory carrying costs. This aspect was dealt with in detail in

the chapter on Fertiliser warehousing.

As regards distribution margins too, it appears that efforts

could have been made to contain them. when there was clamour For

an increase in the distribution margins on the ground that the in

crease in the prices of Fertilisers warranted an upward revision of

the margins, the government yielded to the pressures and allowed an

adhoc increase in the margins. But the government did not have any

17. Please see Chapter - 9.pp.225 and 243-245

18. Please see Chapter - 10.pp. 246-260.
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instrument to ensure that the channels performed the intended

distribution functions. The experience of 1981-82 and 1982-83

has been that the fertiliser business is unable to get the dis

tribution job done by the channel in the intended manner. The

business incurs double expenditure on some of the distribution

Functions. For example, the cost of offseason inventory holding

is, to an extent built into the distribution margins. But since

the distribution channels do not perform this Function to the extent

intended, the inventory Holding expenditure is incurred twice by the

business - by way of interest on inventory actually held, as well as

by way of distribution margins. Similar is the case with secondary

transport cost. This aspect has been dealt with in detail in the
19

Chapter on ‘Distribution margins’.

In Fact, most of the marketing executives in the Fertiliser

industry interviewed by the researcher conceded that atleast a part

of the uptrend in Fertiliser marketing costs could have been avoided.

They explained that in the first place, the glut conditions in the

business could have been averted by Freezing the pool stocks For the

present and limiting the role of the pool to one of residual supplier,

in letter and spirit. This would have, in their opinion, helped the

domestic Fertiliser Firms to offlead their stocks at considerably
playing

lesser marketing costs. The pool has beenze competitive role, instead
of a residual role. Under conditions of surplus availability of fer

tilisers, the competitive role of the pool has added to the strain of

19. Please see Chapter — 12, pp. 312 - 318.
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marketing and pushed up the marketing costs. Secondly in their

opinion, theliberal margins and terms offered by the pool to the

pool handling agencies contributed in a substantial measure to

the overall increase in the costs of marketing. They felt that

under the existing conditions, they had no alternative but to make

their own terms of sale more and more attractive, increasing the

marketing costs in the bargain.

A third aspect that was highlighted in thisrespect by the

marketing executives was the regulation of margins and terms of

trade by the government. They felt that by taking away the freedom

of the manufacturers in this matter, the government had pushed up

the marketing costs. The industry had to part with the notified

margins to the distribution channels even if the latter failed to

perform some of the distribution functions as intended. This practice

pushed upthe marketing costs. They also felt that the differential

margins and differential terms of credit made applicable to the in

stitutional channels and the private trade also contributed to the

overall increase in the marketing costs in the business.

The variations between the terms of sale applied to the pool

stocks and those applied to the domestic stocks as well as the vari

ations between the terms of sale applied to the institutional channels

and those applied to the private trade have created certain unhealthy

marketing practices resulting in additional marketing costs to the

entire fertiliser business. The situation paper developed by the

Fertiliser Association of India in December 1982 made the following
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comments on this subject.

"The continuing excess availability of fertiliser
in the market had created the glut situation with
the resultant phenomenon of severe cash credit
problems. The situation was aggravated by vary
ing terms and conditions permissible to different
distribution channels. This triggered unrealistic
discounts, credit terms, margin and other practices.
The industry could ill afford b offer these terms
and has, therefore, been suffering from the effects
of these practices." Health of the Industry is being
eroded. Healthy competition is always welcome but

0
unhealthy practices must be eliminated." 2

It will be evident from the various points mentioned above that

atleast a part of the uptrend in fertiliser marketing costs could have

been avoided if the industry and the government especially the latter,

had followed certain other policies in the matter of fertiliser mar

keting.

It appears at the same time, that in another manner too the mar

keting costs could have been contained. For, some firms have managed

to keep the marketing costs under reasonable check despite the hurd

les created by the overall policies operating in the business. This

was achieved through greater efficiency in marketing. This aspect

will be discussed below.21

20. Fertiliser News, December, 1982,‘QQ;§iL3 p.112

21. Please see pp.347—333 below.
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(iv) The three most important elements
in Fertiliser marketing Costs:

The study has revealed that transport cost, dealer margins

and inventory carrying costs are the three most significant components

of fertiliser marketing costs in India. These three components to

gether account For 85 percent of the total marketing costs in the

business. Evidently, other items of marketing costs are not quite

significant in the marketing and distribution of Fertilisers.

It is in this context that attention in this study was Focus

sed on Transport. warehousing and Distribution channels of the busi

ness. In each of these areas, an attempt has been made to examine

how the costs behave and whether there is scope For reduction in the

costs. Chapters 9, 10, 11 and 12 are devoted to this investigation.

(v) wide interfirm variations
in marketing costs:

Table-1 above shows that there are wide variations in market

ing costs from Firm to Firm in the fertiliser business.

During the process of data collection From the various Ferti

liser Firms it was Found that there are variations in the understanding

of the different Firms as to the elements that constitute the marketing

costs. while gathering the data, if‘had to be ensured that all the

reporting Firms had the same understanding of the term ‘marketing

costs‘ and the elements considered under it. The interfirm variations

that are high lighted here are the ones that have come to the Fore

after analysing the data on a comparable basis.
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It can be seen from Table-1, that the marketing cost per

unit quantity varies FromIh.245/- in the case of GSFC to %.543/— in

the case of IFFCU. There are two distinct groups among the nine

Firms under camparison. Six Firms viz., GSFC, RCF, SFC, NFL, MCF

and IEL have relatively lower marketing costs. Their marketing costs

range from m.245/- tole.33U/— per unit quantity. Three firms viz.

IFFCO, SPIC, and FACT have relatively higher marketing costs. They

range from e. 384/— in the case of FACT toue.543/- in the case er

IFFCO.

It can also be seen that the interfirm variations in market

ing costs are equally wide when the costs are expressed as a percen

tage to total sales revenue of the respective Firms. In the case

of GSFC, the marketing costs expressed as a percentage of their total

sales revenue works out to9§2 percent. In the case of IFFCU, it is 18.8
RX percent. The marketing costs of fear out of the nine Firms have been

‘4 .9E33¢0flt Or 8bOHG.&of‘ their respective sales revenue.

The inter Firm variations are equally pronounced even when

each individual item of marketing costs is considered separately. For

example, considering transport and handling costs, Four Firms have

managed withinlb.81/- to mu95/- per M.T. Three Firms have incurred

more than e.16o/- per m.T. Taking distribution margins, the expen~

diture varies from e.1oo/— per m.T. in the case of GSFC to e.161/—

per M.T. in the case of IFFCO. when we consider ‘other marketing

costs‘ which is synonymous with ‘marketing overheads,‘ IFFCD, again

tops the list withl.13D/~ per M.T. whereas Sriram Fertilisers has

incurred only %. 15/- per M.T.
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Reasons for interfirm variations
in marketing costs:

There are many reasons for the wide variations in marketing

costs between one firm and another in the fertilisers business.

In the first place, there are significant variations in

the marketing and distribution functions performed by the different

firms. Also the same function is performed to varying levels of

perfection by the different firms. Such variations in functions and

the manner of carrying out the functions arise in turn due to the

differences in the marketing objectives chosen by the firms and the

marketing patterns adopted by them. These variations explain a

part of the difference in the marketing costs of the different firms.

Another part of the interfirm variations in marketing costs is

explained by the inherent marketing advantages enjoyed by some firms

and the inherent marketing disadvantages suffered by some others,

in terms of location, product mix, etc. A further reason for the

interfirm cost variations is the difference in the marketing effici

ency between one firm and another

The interviews with the marketing executives of the various

fertiliser firms conducted by the researchen as a part of the field

survey helped to clarify the factors influencing the marketing costs

in the fertiliser business. It also provided the basic clues to the

variations in the marketing costs between one firm and the other.
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The respondents cited the Following Factors as contributors to mar

keting costs:

—— Extent of marketing territory

- Intensity of market coverage

—- The marketing system/model adopted by the Firm

-— Location

-— Product mix

- Functions performed and services provided by
the Firm to the channel and customers.

-- Government regulations on transport, terms
of trading, terms of delivery, etc.

-- Degree of efficiency in the marketing operations.
In as much as there are substantial variations from Firm to

Firm in the foregoing factors, the marketing costs too Show wide

variations between one Firm and L arother.

The need For reducing
the marketing costs:

It is highly essential that the marketing costs in the

Fertiliser business are contained at a reasonable level. while

such a requirement may be applicable to any business and not to the

fbetiliser business alone, it appears that reduction of marketing

costs is of particular importance to the Fertiliser business of India

at the present juncture. The industry and the government can-not

escape this requirement. The alternatives to cost reduction are an

increase in the delivered prices of Fertilisers to the Farmers and

a consequent increase in the prices of Food grains to the common man

or an increase in the subsidies on Fertilisers and Food and the conse

quent additicn to the drain of Funds From the public exchequer.
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Neither of the altemalives would be desirable. Also if,

there is no systematic and uniform type of effort to reduce marketing

costs, the result would be haphazard attempts by the industry to

control somezggfiegr of the elements of marketing costs which might
lead to inefficient and defective distribution of this crucial

agricultural input.

It is the accepted policy of the Government of India to

keep the farm gate prices of fertilisers as low as possible. The

present level of prices is by no means low. And it will continue

to go up steadily due to the steady increases in the manufacturing

costs. Rs such, there cannot be two opinions on the need for con

taining the marketing costs and thereby containing the farm gate

prices of fertilisers within reasonable limits. To quote Heredia,

" To raise consumer prices is no way out of this
situation, for, demznd falls of sharply with
price increases, thereby slowing down (even
reversing) growth rate of consumption. The only
other way is to improve the efficiency of all
activities involved in selling the product, from
the point of manufacture to the point of sale"22

22. Heredia, F.J; "Systems approach to fertiliser distribution,“
Fertiliser News ggly, 1978; gp.cit; p.6
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while reduction in marketing costs is essential, the quality

of marketing service should not be saorified in the process of cost

reduction. If a minimum cost has to be inevitably incurred for per

forming an essential marketing function or for providing an essential

marketing service to the channel or the customer, it should be incurred

by all means. Marketing cost reduction should not become a slogan to be

implemented without looking into its adverse impact on the quality of

marketing services. Parker lays great emphasis on this requirement

when he says:

"The figures may surprise some members of this
seminar. If that is the case it may be due to
the fact that a good marketing service is quite
different from the dominate system that has
been used in India. The Central Pool - State
Government — Cooperative system has not perfor
med any of the five marketing functions well.
The new agricultural strategy requires an effi~
cient marketing system for fertilisers and other
inputs. A poor system will impede agricultural
production and development. It would be false
economy to sacrifice the quality of marketing
services in order to slightly reduce the selling
price of the product. Indian farmers need high
quality fertilizer marketing services as well as
high quality fertilisers." 23

The question is whether fertiliser marketing costs could be

reduced or contained without lowering the quality of marketing service.

23. Parker, og.cit; pp.17 & 18
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In fact, a few respondents in the survey conducted by the

researcher had raised doubts regarding the feasibility of maintaining

the quality of marketing service in the emerging conditions without

increasing the marketing costs. This doubt was expressed on the

implied assumptions that the existing quality of marketing service

in the fertiliser business was good and that the existing structure

of marketing costs are fully justified. The study reveals that both

these assumptions are questionable. The existing quality of marketing

service is by no means ideal though it has improved considerably since

Parker made the statement quoted above. The marketing service has to

be improved much more if the projected rates of growth in fertiliser

consumption have to be achieved.24 Mere maintenance of the status

quo in respect of marketing service and marketing costs will not meet

the emerging requirement of fertiliser marketing in the country. On

the contrary, the requirement is to improve the marketing service,

keeping the marketing costs under check.

It seems possible to achieve simultaneously the twin objectives

of containing the marketing costs and improving the marketing service.

Efficient and innovative marketing is the main answer. It also

requires a perfect identity of interests and perfect coordination of

marketing approaches between the government and the indestry. without

meeting the latter requisite, through efficient marketing alone, the twin

ash objectives can not be achieved. This is so because government

policies exercise a tremendous impact on fertiliser marketing in India.

24. Please see ohapter—3, page 46.
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Government is also a direct partner in the fertiliser
marketing system. The marketing of imported fertilisers
is entirely in the hands of the government. Reduction of
marketing costs has to be a matter of shared concern bet
ween the government and the industry.

Once the government as well as the industry become

seriously concerned about the marketing costs it may not
be very difficult to find ways for reducing or containing
the costs. It seems that a ‘systems approach’ could be
applied to great advantage in controlling the fertiliser
marketing costs.

The various functions of fertiliser marketing such as
transportation, inventory management and channel management

interact closely with one another. In the nature of things.
these functions require a high degree of coordination. If
the functions are considered in isolation, each function
may tend to adopt a narrow View of the objectives and re
quirements of marketing resulting in suboptimisation of

the overall efficiency of the marketing task. Further,
because of the interrelated nature of the various functions,
the various marketing cost elements are also closely inter~
related. One element subsidises another. Accordingly, all
the elements have to be considered together and controlled.
Marketing cost control will get fragmented if the inter
related, interacting and inter dependant cost elements
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are considered one at a time and in Bolation for the

purpose of control.
In view of the close interrelationship of the

functions as well as the costs thereof, it would be
advantageous to fit the decisions on the various fun
ctions in a system frame work. Each function of fer
tiliser marketing has to be viewed as an integral part
of a unified system and decisions on each function must
be taken in alignment with the decisions on the various
other functions of marketing. In other wcrds, a consc
ious effort should be made to View fertiliser marketing
as a single integrated system or a single unified fun
ction stretching from factory to farmer. Under such a
total system approach, it would be easier to optimise
the total efficiency and minimise the total cost of fer
tiliser marketing.
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SUWARY AND CONCLUSION

The crucial role of fertiliser
_J'_._n“Indi3.‘s___v1{;ricultuJJ:;e_§_

Agriculture is the min stay of the economy -of India.

For the past several years, the country has been assigning in

all her plans of economic development 0. high priority to agri

cultural progress. Yet, the nation has never found it easy to

produce the food grains and other farm commodities required

for feedim? her vast and growing population. Indications are

that the problern is bound to rennin with the nation for several

years to come. It is not that Indian agriculture is in a. hope

less position. The farm sector of India. does hold great promise,

but the fuvi?_;:"ilmer1t of the promise remains a distant dream.

From the latter half of 19603 :3, Indian agriculture has

been undergoing a. rapid process of modernisation. The grem

revolution that took place in 1966 was prixmrily responsible

for this. This was not a. total revolution. It was confined to

a. few selected parts of the country. The initial momentum could

no‘-‘x also be maintained for long. Yet, the fact remains that the

green revolution provided a. technological break through in the

age old prc-b].em of stagrmnt farm production.

Application of massive doses of chanical fertilisers

to the soil has been a. major component of the new strategy in

agriculture that ushered in the green revolution. In fact, the

green revolution of India has been the outcome of the productive

interaction of high application of chemical fertilisers, provision

of abundant irrigation and the use of new crop varieties capable

of rigaonding most favourably to high application of both fertili
ser and water.
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The level of fertiliser consumption is Imiversally re

garded today as an important index of agricultural progress. In

the Indian context, fertiliser use assumes an added importance.

In India, there is not much scope for increasing the area under

cultivation, Nor there scope for a spectacular increase in the

area under assured irrigation. The strategy has got to be one of

intensive cultivation - of increasing continuously the productivity

per unit of cropped area per unit of time. llhe land - man ratio

in the country is already narrow and with increase in population,

would become narrower still in coming years. The growing demand

for farm produce could be met only th.rough increasing the product

ivity level. Evidently, the role of fertilisers in Indian agi
culture is especially critical. It will become all the more im

portant in the years to come as agriculture in many other parts

of the country gets modernised.

India has committed herself firmly to the strategr of

enhancing the agricultural production through increased fertiliser

use. Judged from the achievements in farm production registered

by the country, the strategy appears to have paid off.
The Fertiliser business
is extremely large and cogrplex

The strateg of adopting fertiliser use as the means to

achieve a major break through in  production has given a
great fillip to the fertiliser business of India. Production

and marketing of fertilisers have become vital functions in the

economic system of the country.
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Consequent to a policy decision to aim at self sufficiency

in fertilisers production the country has laid great emphasis on in

creasing the domestic production of fertilisers. Fertilisers produ

ction in India went up from 39,000 MI in 1951-"52 to 1.24 million MT

in 1971-72, It again went up to 4.1 million IVE? in 1981-82. The in

vestment in fertiliser production in India stood at Rs 5,247 crores

as on ‘I.-.“'\‘;1981. It is poised to be Rs 7,500 crores by 1984-85. The

total ins"? 51.1190. production capacity of the fertiliser industry in

the country" stood at 4.7 ' .ll:?.on M'I‘.,  Ni and 1.5 million Ml‘ of P

as on i-‘Z!t3«---1981,,

The Indian fertiliser industry is quite large even by

ternatione=.l standards. India is the fourth largest producer of

nitrogenour: fertilisers and the eighth largest producer of phos

phatic fertilisers in the world, The fertiliser industry of India

is not O.‘.C.'_'f very vast but also very complex.

Dhe manufacturing units show great variations in the

matter of vintage, size, product mix, technology employed, capital

employed j; er unit of production capacity and operational efficiency.

In ot-me:-sifip pattern too, the units pose a variety. They are spread

over the public sector, the private sector, the cooperative sector

and the jcint sector.

_1jjerti.lisQ;- marketing‘is
uniq_L_7;e :L1.qMnn.ny respects.

with an annual sales of more than Rs Q00 crores, fertiliser

is already a big business in India, ., And it is poised for further Gro

wth, though at the moment, the growth -rate is somewhat unsatisfactory

due to the combined influence of a number of adverse factors that are

short teimx in character. The Sixth Five Year Plan of the country has

envisaged a consumption of 8.4 million ML‘. of fertiliser nutrients
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by i984u85. In terms of fertiliser material, the above consumption

estimate will mean 22 million MT. At current prices, exclusive of

state subsidies and sales taxes, the value of the fertilisers r"ti—

mated to be consumed in 1984-.85 will work out to more than Rsfyooo

crores. In a business of gush magnitude, ‘marketing’ will, evi

dently be a difficult and demanding task.

Size is not the only attribute that makes the fertiliser

maflceting job difficult and demanding. The job involves a number

of complegities. Two sets of factors give rise to these complexi

ties. Firstly, there are those factors associated with the nature

of the proiuct and the consumer. The uniqueness inherent in the

vproduct and the consumer makes fertiliser selling a complex and

unique jobs The strict governmental regulation of the business

gives rise to the second set of factors, Practically all important

aspects of fertilisertmarketingg such.as pricing, warehousing, tra

nsportation and distribution margins come directly or*indirectly

under governmental regulation.

in analysis of the genesis and growth of fertiliser marb

keting in India shows that it has been the first organised and

major effort in rural mrketing in India. A number of other mnu

factured goods had penetrated the rural mrkets of India prior to

the mtry cf fertilisers, but this was sporadic and on a much smaller

scale, Fertiliser marketing stands out as the first massive effort

in rural marketing, involving a great social innovation, an ince

ssant process of education, an enormous effort at physical distri

bution, trfnsportation and warehousing'and a major experiment in

rural mass communication,
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Fertiliser marketing'in India has been unique in.its social

content as well. It has never been a purely commercial venture. Ba

sically, 5.1: has been a process of taking science and technology to

the farming community located even in the most interior parts of

rural Indi.a., The process did succeed to a large measure in its

basic objective of transforming vast masses of farmers from tradi

tionalism to "modernity. At the same time the process d(&47.nitely
had its cc mmercial dimensions too. It is to the credit of ferti

liser mark-¢.~ting in India that it was able to strike a happy bllance

between it 3 social and commercial demands of the business.

’.':.‘et another striking feature of the fertiliser market

ing procesrz has been the higi degree of coordination among the

different txgencies like the government, the industry and the dist

ributor in the public, private, joint or cooperative sectors.

Impact of government policies;
on fertilir -er marlcetings

Coverrment policies have always been a major guiding

force in the development of the fertiliser marketing system in

India. The government has declared fertiliser an essential co

mmodity in 'f'5.€‘W of its crucial importance to the agricultural

economy of -I;-.he country. The government also exercises stringent

controls over the production, imports, distribution and pricing

of fertilisers. It will not be incorrect to conclude that fee

tiliser In-alrketing in India has to  large extent been the direct

outcome of the policies and programmes of the government. Of

the various governmental policies that have guided the course

of fertiliser marketing the following are especially noteworthy:

(J2) '"'I1e policy on prices which prescribes that
zfartilisers will be marlceted at a uniform

j_::*ice ‘H57/pu5l~sutthe country and that the
aznzzinnnn selling price will be controlled and-‘

,,yL-g»Lu{¢m;_;_3. notified by the government. '
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The policy on distribution which prescribes that
distribution of the fertilisers shall take place
as determined by the Government and statutorily
notified under the ECA.
specified products will have to be made available
by the manufacturer in.specified states in speci
fied quantities in each crop season.

As per this policy,

flhe policy on return on investment which pres
cribes the fair retention prices for each fer
tiliser manufacturer.

(iv)a)The policy on transportation which.prescribes

b)

C)

(V)?

an equated freight for each manufacturer within
which he has to carry on the transportation of
his fertilisers. If the manufacturer spends
more than the prescribed equated freight, that
amount will not be reimbursed to him by the FICC
which administers the retention prices and sub
sidies.

As a corollory to the above, the policy of
prescribing'the mix of transport modes (per
centages share of rail and road) for moving the
fertilisers from the factory to the marketing
territories.

Uhe policy which prescribes that all transpor
tation by rail from.the factory to the market
ing'territories shall be by unit train loads]
block rakes consigned to a single destination,
i.e. by point to point full train load from
where the manufacturers will have to take cardP’
of further dispersal of the stocks,

flhe policy on channel compensation which spe
cifies the distribution margins in respect of
each fertiliser unit and each product that
shall be payable to the channels of distri
bution - institutional as well as private
channels .
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The policy on terms of delivery which pres
cribes that all fertilisers shall be delivered
to the channel by the manufacturers, freight
paid up to the block head quarters or a rebate
shall be given by the manufacturers towafids
block level transportation charges in lieu of
actual delivery at block level,

Notwithstanding the tight controls by the government on

every :i.mpo.rtant aspect of f ertil;?.ser marketing, the domestic fertili

ser znanufacturers in the cowmtry have been permitted for years to

carry out their marketing rolee They have had freedom to develop

their indi".*:’.dual brands of the commodity, compete with one another

and develop their own systems of :nar1~:eting  channels of distri

bution, E. ‘nr;a1thy competition has also been pemtted between do

mestic fe-rjilisers as a group and imported fertiliserse As a re

sult of th-:2, fertiliser m:~.r1-xzetning in India presents almost a free

enterprise situation, notwithstanding the governmental controls

mentioned wrlier. This is indeed ::. striking feature of the fer

tiliser mafizeting system in the countryo

Fertiliser p_jqricing_
a strate.9,ic:_ ;L‘1mcti_o_n:

in the matter of fertiliser pricing, India is placed in

a strategic predicament on account of the conflicting requirements

involved 1:. the task. On the one hand, there is/gggssmg require

ment for keeping the prices of farm output sufficiently low so that

the cost of food production and the prices of food articles would

remain love On the other hand; there is the requirement for keep

ing the prices of fertilisers sufficiently high so that the fer

tiliser manufacturers would find fertiliser production as an attra

ctive and rccmunerative business activity,
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A solution to this strategic predicament in fertiliser pri

cing'has been sought by resorting to a system of remunerative reten

tion prices to the fertiliser manufacturers and artifically supprem

ssed prices for the farmers, the gap being met through state sub~

sidies. This policy on fertiliser pricing'appears to have so far

served the objective reasonably well, but the question of how in the

future, the ever growing gap between the real prices and the pegged

down prices of fertilisers could be bridged remains uanswered.

Problems in transportation;

Transportation is a crucial function in fertiliser market»

ingt The quantity of fertilisers transported in India went up to

15 million MT. in 1981-82 from 1.8 million.NE5 in.1959-60. It is

projected to go up to 25 million MT. in 1984-85 and to 33 million

MT. in 1989-90. The sheer bulk of the product makes fertiliser

transportation a complex and mamoth job. A variety of other fam

ctors such as the high seasonality of the use of the product, the

locational imbalance between fertiliser production and consumption

and the capacity limitations of the rail and road transport systems

of the country add to the complexity of fertiliser transportationa

Rail and road are the main modes of transport for fertili

sers. Generally the share of rail had been about 80 to 85 percent

and the balance had been that of road.in the primary transport of

fertilisers. Secondary and terminal transport is totally by road.

During the years 1978-79 and 1980-81, the share of rail came down

drastically to around 60 percent mainly on account of capacity and

productivity constraints in the rail system. Subsequently, the

rail system showed some improvement in handling the fertiliser

cargo. This was made possible largely by the introduction of the

policy to move the cargo in full train loads on a point to point
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is encouraging, capacity constraints are likely to continue in the

movement of the fertiliser cargo.

Cost of transport is the most significant element among

the various costs of fertiliser marketing. In 1982-83, the fertiliser
business incurred on an average Rs. 168 per tonne towards cost of trans

port. It Vorked out to nearly

.35 percent of the overall marketing costs incurred by

the busine<‘.r.., In fact, increase in the cost of transport has been a

major contributor to the overall uptrend in the fertiliser marketing

costs. The total cost of fertiliser transport went up from Rs. 1355

crores in '1 980-81 to P.s251,5 crores in 1982-83.

'Tj;*ine main reasons for the high cost of fertiliser transport

are the loxxg lead of the fertiliser traffic and the suboptinrum mix

of "transport modes employed in the transportation of the cargo. Evi-_

dently, fen:-I;iliser transport costs can be reduced by choosing an opti
inter:n.od3.?.

me? mix and by reducing the lead of the traffic through ra
ticnalisatlcz. of the distribution of the commodity.

.!%s regards the choice of the model mix, there are a number

of objective considerations for determining the optimal mix between

rail and road. They include energy efficiency, resource cost to the

economy, actual cost to the user, extent of availability and extent

of user orientation. Rail has certain merits especially from the

angle of energy efficiency and resource costs. But on the basis of

actual cost to the user rail loses its advantage especially in view

of the recent escalations in rail freight and the increase in the

incidence of dispersal and terminal costs in rail movement due to

the policy of restricting the movement to a f ew selected rake recei

ving rail heads in full train loads. Road transport is chmper in
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the short and medium distance ranges. In addition it has certain

other merits. These considerations have to be taken into account

while determining the optimum intermodal mix. Similarly, the unit

level considerations must also be taken into account. The same

modeltmix may not be the optimum one for all the fertiliser units.

As regards rationalisation, there is great scope both in

domestic fertilisers and imported fertilisers. The transportation

model suggested by the R I T E S study can be a starting point in

working out a rationalised pattern of fertiliser distribution in

India. There is vast need and scope for restricting the nnrketing

territories of the various fertiliser firms and for eliminating

criss cross movement of fertilisers, Only by reducing'the average

lead travelled. by the fertiliser cargo, the supply system in res

pect of this critical agricultural input can be maintained within

reasonable cost limits.

Warehousing problems and
inventogy; carrying costs:

warehousing strategies and decisions play a very vital

role in the distribution of fertilisers. Adequate storage of fer

tilisers close to points of consumption is an essential infrastru

ctural requirement of fertiliser business. The problem is one of

optimising the size and location of the inventory.

Of late, the fertiliser distribution channels in the

country have been showing increasing reluctance to carry the fer
tiliser inventory, especially offseason inventory. It appears

as though they are becoming mere brokers. The manufacturers are,

therefore, forced to bear the brunt of inventory holding cost.

Further, keen competition in the business has necessitated a liberal

warehousing policy on the part of the manufacturers.
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Inventory carrying costs have been steadily going up over

the years. It is the third biggest component of the fertiliser mar

keting costs, next only to the costs of transportation and of dealer

margins. During 1982-83, the fertiliser business spent an estimated

amount ofis. 257.4 crores on carrying the finished fertiliser products,

If the subsidy on fertilisers is also reckoned as a part of the value

of the fertilisers held.in storage, the inventory carrying cost would

work out to I?.s.&.‘}_9,.-q'Lcrores. Interest is the most important element

in fertiliser inventory cost. The inventory carrying cost in the

fertiliser business is mounting up so much.on account of (a) the sales

to inventorv ratio getting'adversely affected and the level of stock

holding going up; (b) the prices of fertilisers suffering steep in

crease; and  the rate of bank borrowings going up equally steeply.

Since the fertiliser business is highly seasonal and the

volume handled is enormous, the offseason inventories would continue

to pose a serious challenge to the business. .As fertiliser consum

ption in the country goes up, year after’year, the cost of carrying

the inventory is bound.to increase further. Every increase in fer

tiliser prices and every increase in the interest rates would aggra

vate the cost of carrying the inventory. It is evident that effective

management of the invetory is a critical function in fertiliser mr

keting; It is possible to achieve substantial savings in the overall

marketing costs of the fertiliser business by efficiently managing

the inventory.

Basically, the inventory levels must be related to the

inventory functions and the cost-benefit position of holding the in

ventories. A managerial approach to inventory carrying:would mean the

offsetting of the costs against the advantages of holding the stocks.
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At the national level, the question to be answered is whe

ther the contribution made by the fertiliser inventory to the country

is more than what it costs the country to hold the stocks. Such a

cost benefit analysis may bring out the v.~realcnesses behind the assum

ptions based on which the high level of buffer stocks of fertilisers

is held in the country.

It is not enough if the domestic fertiliser industry alone

improves its inventory management. The pool, which handles the im

ported fertilisers must also practfce’ sound techniques of inventory

management and perhaps reduce the level of stocks. Since the pool

is a part of the government activity,., it does not feel the pinch of

the inventory carrying costs in the same way as the various commer

cial firms engaged in the business feel. Unless the pool stocks

are also held under check through better planning of imports, the

overall fertiliser inventory levels in the country could not be main

tained at optimum level, avoiding glut conditions as well as shortages.

In fact, analysis shows that one main reason for the high

inventory is the absence of a systematic and coordinated approach to

inventory management beween the pool and the domestic industry.

The sales inventory ratio in the business would have been far more

encouraging if the domestic industry and the pool that handles the

imported fertilisers, had together developed sound policies on fer

tiliser inventory and sound gystems for its control.

Apart from effective inventory management, the business

must evolve a way for avoiding the duplication of the inventory carry

ing function and the consequent double payment of inventory carrying

costs. Presently the marketing systan in the fertiliser business is

compelled to incur the expenditure on inventory carrying twice. This
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is because, on the one hand, the distribution charmels shirk their.

role in inventory carrying. They cleverly pass it on to the manu

facturers. At the same time, with the inimoduction of government
I"3c%'ll15t‘G0C1 margins from 15-8-1981 onwards, the manufactu.rers are

also required to pay the full distribution margins to the channels,

whether they fulfill their responsibility for inventory holding or
not...

By delinking the stock holding responsibility from the

channel it will be possible to contain, to an extent, the clamour

for an increase in the distribution margins, every time an increase

in the p'.‘-t3es of fertilisers takes place. Stock holding cost being

the one camponent of the total distribution costs that varies in

proportim to the prices of fertilisers, a case for increasing the
channel margins with every increase in prices can be made out only

if the amazmel performgthe stock holding function in the intended
manner. ‘.*-.-T131 this function is delinked from the distribution mar»

gins the demand for an automatic increase in the margins with every

increase in fertiliser prices will become unsustairlable. In fact,

it is the manufacturers‘ compensation on this account that must be

increased every time a price increase takes place for, it is the

manufacturer who has to bear the brunt of stockholding. If at all

the channels come forward to discharge this burden the manufacturer

can pass on the due compensation on this account to the channels..

Distr5_.bution Channels:

Distribution channels play a decisive role in fertiliser

sales. The nature of the fertiliser business is such that without

extensive channels of distribution, the fertilisers will not smooth.

flow from the factories to the farmers. The fertiliser firms in
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India have by and large adopted a multi channel approach in the dist

ribution of their fertilisers. And most dealers in fertilisers have

adopted a multi brand approach in their business and deal simultane

ously in different  of fertilisers.
The nature of the business necessitates an extensive net

work of sales outlets. As on 31-5-1980, there are about 110,000

sales outlets in the fertiliser business. The spread of the retail

outlets in the interior parts, however, remains inadequate. At the

same time, there is the problem of poor viability of the retail out

lets acting as a catch against the fast expansion of the number of

outlets. Most of the fertiliser firms have appreciated the pivotal

role of the retail dealers in fertiliser sales and have developed

suitable packages of compensation and other policy measures for

motivating and developing the network of dealers.

"The fertiliser business incurs a heavy expenditure towards

channel compensation. The compensation is paid minly in the form

of distribution margins and credit facilities. Cash rebates are

extended in lieu of credit. The compensation package also includes
a variety of special rebates and discounts.

Distribution Ihrgig:

The margins paid to the charmel form the second largest

component of the marketing costs in the business. If the various

special rebates that are extmded to the channels in addition to

the regular distribution margins are also considered, channel com

pensation may even occupy the first position, among all elements

of marketing costs, overtaking even the cost of transportation.

The fertiliser business incurred an estimated Rs. /47 crores

towards channel compazsation during 1980-81 . This includes the
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distribution margins as well as the cash equivalent of the credit

facilities extended. The expenditure on this account during 1982-83

was substantially larger than the amount spent during 1980-81, both
in absolute terms and in the amount spent per unit quantity of fer

tiliser distributed. This was so because of (1) the adhoc increase

in margins that took place with effect from 15-8-1981; and (ii) the

various special rebates extmded by the firms to the channel during

1982-83 to promote sales under glut conditions.
From 15-8'-1981 onwards government introduced its regulatory

role in the matter of distribution margins. As per the new policy

in this regard, the fertiliser firms are required to extend to the

channels of distribution the margins notified by the government.

The system also envisages that the institutional channels of distn

ribution (Imxinly cooperatives). will have a larger margins - larger

by rupees twenty per tonne of fertiliser. - than the private channels.

The merits of the new system are debatable. ,1_’_-_I‘=_i_n_§:e_t.if§2._.g_:_;_g_ a

strong  does not seen to exist for the government to assume
responsibility to administer the dealer margins. Administering the

margins is quite different from price administration which may per

haps be necessary in the existing context in the country. Similarly

there is no strong case for a differentiated treatment in the matter

of margins between institutional channels and private channels.

The quantum of margins allowed is in itself a point for

debate. It appears that margins are given away to the channels with»

out getting the intended functions done by them. In the context of

nonperfornnnce of some of the intended distribution functions, especi

ally the most encpensive function of offseason storage of the fertilisers,

the margins being paid to the channels appear to be on the high side.
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The economy of the fertiliser industry cannot afford to fix

the distribution margins at too high a level. Unhealthy price war and

inefficient marketing are the consequences of fixing the margins at too

high a level. The fertiliser firms in the country are placed today in

the unenviable position of having to pay the channel not only the full

quantum of the margins notified by the government, but also additional

compensation in various forms in view of the rrnrket glut and keen com

petition. Moreover, in the case of the fertiliser business, the funds

required for paying the margins have to come from the public exchequer

in the form of subsidy under the retention price system. The alter

native to government subsidy will be an enhancement of the prices of

fertilisers to meet the increa.se in distribution margins. This may

not be expedient either. The need for containing the dealer margins

will thus be evident.

It seems that most of the current controversies on distri--

bution margins in the fertiliser business will get resolved if a fun

ctional approach to the issue is made. Infact, the functional approach

to charmels, has two major advantages. In the first place, by such an

approach, the distribution functions could be rationally allocated

between the principals and the channel. And those functions that are

allocated to the channel could be further rationally divided over the

different levels in the channels. Secondly, the total remuneration
that is available could be allocated to the different levels in the

channel in proportion to the distribution functions that are actually

performed by the particular .e f‘,avel¢,

If the aisting practice of giving away the notified margins
‘/./}-c[T~.e‘/

in full measure irrespective of /\the channels perform: the intended
functions or not is continued, and a justification in addition is also

found for enhancing the margins from the existing levels, the
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inflationary pressure on fertiliser marketing costs may get an addi

tional lease of life. It would be unwise to jack up the margins still

further without ensuring the due performance of the intended functions

by the channel. What is required on the other hand is a proper evalu

ation of the distribution functions performed by each type of channel

members and disbursement of margins to each of them in relation to the

functions performed by them. since it seems difficult to ensure the

performance of the stock holding function by the channel, it would be

advisable to keep the margin at a low level and to compensate the manu

facturer for the stock holding responsibility, with the option of pass

ing it on to the channel if the manufacturer is satisfied about the per

formance of the channel in that respect. Under this approach the case

is for a downward revision of the distribution margins and not for an

upward revision.

firketing costs;
Marketing costs form a sizable part of the total costs in

the fertiliser business. In 1980-81, in the case of the fertilisers

covered by the retention price system, the marketing costs excluding

packaging costs formed 14 percent of the ultinate prices of fertili

Bers. When packaging costs are also included, the marketing costs

formed more than 18 percent of the ultimate prices of fertilisers.

In absolute terms, the marketing costs incurred by the en

tire fertiliser business of India in 1980-81 totalled Rs.54l .5 crores,

excluding the costs of packaging. Of this, the domestic fertilisers

under the retention price system accounted for Rs. 234 crores.

The domestic fertilisers that are outside the retention price system

3°°°‘mt9d 1'01‘ 35- 45.5 crores; and the imported fertilisers accmmted
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forib. 26! crores. The marketing costs in respect of imported

fertilisers is so high, mainly because the government, as a matter

of deliberate policy, is holding;a large inventory of imported fer

tilisers as buffer stocks.

The marketing cost worked out to Rs. 421 Per tonne of

fertilisers sold.in 1980-81. It worked out toIb.368.4O jper tonne

in the case of the domestic fertilisers covered by the retention

price system,Ib. 246 jper tonne in the case of domestic fertilisers

that are outside the retention price system and Ba £7 per tonne in

the case of imported fertilisers.

Between 1980-81 and 1982-83, there has been a considerable

increase in marketing costs in the fertiliser business. The total

marketing costs in the business went up from.mu 545.5 crores in 1980-81

to Rs.  crores in 1982-83.

It is also to be noted that the ins

crease in arketing costs between 1980-81 and 1982-83 has been more

than proportionate to the increase in the volume of fertilisers mar

keted. In other words, there has been an uptrend.in the cost per unit

quantity of fertiliser marketed. The marketing costs per tonne in 1980

81 was Rs. 42g , In 1982-83 it went up to £3!  3 ’
Transport cost, dealer margins and inventory carrying costs

are the three most significant components of fertiliser marketing costsd

in India. These three components together account for 87 percent of

the total marketing costs in the business. Other items of marketing

costs are not equally significant in the marketing and distribution

of fertilisers.
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There are wide variations in marketing costs from.firm to

firm in the fertiliser business. The marketing cost per unit quan

tity in 198-81 varied fromlk. 245/— in the case of Gujarat State

Fertiliser Company (GSFC) tolk. S43/- in the case of Indian Farmers‘
The variations

Fertiliser Cooperative Ltd. (IFFCO)/are equally pronounced even when

each individual item of marketing costs is considered separately.

For example, with regard to transport and.handling costs, four firms

have managed to stay within the limits oflh. 81 to my 95 per MT.

Three firms have incurred more than. mg 160 per MT. Taking distri

bution.margins, the expenditure varies fromlh. 100 perIMP. in the

case of GSFC toIb.‘161per MT. in the case of IFFCO. when we consider

'other:marketing costs‘ which is synonmous with ‘marketing overheads‘,

IFFCO, again tops the list‘withIh. 130 per MT. whereas Sriram Fertili

sers has incurred only Rs. 15 per MT.

There are many reasons for the wide interfirm variations in

marketing costs in the fertiliser business. In the first place, there

are significant variations in the marketing and distribution functions

performed by the different firms. Further,the same function is per»

formed to varying levels of efficiently by the different firms. Such

variations in functions and the manner of carrying them out are rooted

in turn, in the differences in the marketing objectives chosen by the

firms and the marketing patterns adopted by them. /These variations
explain a part of the wide difference in the marketing costs of the

different firms. Another part of the interfirm variations in marketing

costs is explained by the inherent marketing advantages enjoyed by some

firms and the inherent arketing disadvantages suffered by some others,

in terms of location, product mix, etc. A further reason for the inter

firm cost variations is the difference in the marketing efficiency bet

ween one firm and another.
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The marketing costs in the fertiliser business do not seem

to be fully justified by the nature of the functions involved in mar

keting the commodity, difficult and expensive as they no doubt are ,

Nor does it appear correct to attribute in full the uptrend in the

marketing costs to the general hike in costs resulting from the over

all inflation in the economy. On the contrary it would appear that a

substantial part of the increase in the fertiliser marketing costs is
due to reasons that are internal to the business.

For example, fertiliser transport cost is high not merely

because the freight rates in rail and road transport systems are high

and are going higher, but also because the fertiliser business incurs

a gpod deal of avoidable expenditure on transport. Such expenditure

cannot be justified by objective criteria.

Similarly as was noted earlier, the high cost of inventory

carrying is not fully justified by objective criteria. It is admitted

that the high level of inventory carrying cost is contributed in a

large measure by factors like the seasonal nature of fertiliser use,

the high prices of fertilisers and the high rates of interest ruling

at present. Yet, by proper coordination between the pool and the

domestic fertiliser industry, the overall fertiliser inventory in the

country could have been kept down. If this had been done it would

merely have been a question of reckoning which agency was required to

hold.how much of the total inventory as a part of the overall policy

and how much of compensation on this account should go to the respective

agency. Thereby, the total inventory carrying'costs incurred by the

country could have been contained at a lower level. ‘Moreover, through

better inventory policies and better inventory control techniques both

the pool and the domestic industry could have reduced their respective

inventory carrying costs.
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As regards distribution margins too, it appears that efforts

could have been made to contain them. The business incurs double ex

penditure on some of the distribution functions. For example, the cost

of off season inventory holding is, to an extent, built into the dist
ribution margins. But since the distribution channels do not perform

this function to the extent intended, the inventory holding expenditure

is incurred twice by the business - by way of interest on inventory act

ually held as well as by way of distribution margins. Similar is the

case with secondary transport cost.

llge need for containing the
marketing gosts

It is highly essential that the marketing costs in the fer
tiliser business are contained at a reasonable level. The alterna

tives to cost reduction are an increase in the delivered prices of

fertilisers to the farmers and a consequent increase in the prices of

food grains to the common man or an increase in the subsidies on fer

tilisers and food and the consequent addition to the drain of funds

from the public exchequer.

Ziieither of these alternatives would be desirable. Also,

if there is no systematic and uniform type of effort to reduce mar

keting costs, the result would be haphazard attempts by the industry

to control some one or other of the elements of marketing costs which

might lead to inefficient and defective distribution.

while reduction in marketing costs is essential, the quality

of marketing service should not get sacrified in the process. A mini

mum cost has to be inevitably incurred for performing the essential

marketing functions and for providing an essential marketing service

to the channel or the customer. Marketing cost reduction programmes

should not be implemented without looking into its possible adverse

impact on the quality of marketing services.
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It seems possible to achieve simultaneously the twin object

ives of containing the marketing costs and improving the marketing ser

vice through more efficient and innovative marketing efforts. But this

requires a perfect identity of interests and perfect coordination in

marketing approaches between the government and the industry. Govern

ment policies exercise a great impact on fertiliser marketing in India.

Government is also a direct partner in the fertiliser marketing system.

The marketing of imported fertilisers is entirely in the hands of the

government. Any effort at cost reduction in marketing will have to

be a matter of shared concern between the government and the industry.

It seems that a systems approach could be applied to great

advantage in controlling the fertiliser marketing costs. The various

functions of fertiliser marketing such as transportation inventory

mnagement and channel management interact closely with one another.

Similarly the various elements in fertiliser marketing costs are

closely interrelated with.oneanother»Marketing cost control will get

fragmented if the interrelated, interacting and interdependant cost

elements are considered one at a time and in isolation for the pur

pose of control. If the decisions on the various functions and the

costs there of are taken in a system frame work, marketing'cost con

trol will be effective. To facilitate such an approach, it is essen

tial to view fertiliser marketing as a single unified function stret

ching from the factory to the farmer.
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List of Libraries perused

Library, University of Cochin, Cochin.

the School of Management Studies,
of Cochin, Cochin.

the Fertiliser Association of India, New Delhi.

the Department of Chemicals and Fertilisers,
of India, New Delhi.

the Department of Agriculture, Government of India,

the Indian Council of Agricultural Research,

the Fertiliser (Planning & Development) India Ltd.,

FACT Management Development Centre, Kalamassery.

Documentation Centre, FACT Engineering & Design Organisation,
Udyogamandal.

Library of Madras Fertilisers Ltd., Madras.

Library of
New Delhi.

the Planning Commission, Government of India,
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RESEARCH STUDY

OI’!

‘MARKETING OF FERTILISER5 IN INDIA‘

QUESTIUNNAIR§_TU FERTILI§ER MANUFACTURE S—vv——

1. SAEES DATA

Please give details of Fertilisers SOLD in '79-'80 and
'80-'81 — Product-wise, State-wise and channel type-wise
in the table given below. Please use one such table For
each product. The required number of copies of the Table
are attached.

OOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOIOOOOOOOOOO0000000 F

ya-Q1» _

QUANTITIES SOLD ( rounded to.'000 m.T,)
5'N°‘ Name °f the State INSTITUTIONAL PRIVATEAGENCIES CHANNELS

79-80 80-81 79-80 aq,a1
1.

3.

31

6.

7.

B.

9.



2. TRANSPORTATION

2.1 what is the total quantity or Fertilisers (all Fertilisers put
together) moved out from your Factory during 1979-80 and 1980-81?

Uutva
How muchzmoved by rail and how much was moved by road?“ (Primary movement From the Factory)

Year Quantity moved_L"1.T.Rail Road
1979 - 80

1980 - 81

2.2 what was the average lead of transport7(State-wise and Product-wise
details are not required. Company average For all products and states
put together will do. Primary transport lead alone will do)

Year Average transport lggd CKRail lead Road lead
1979 - 30

1980 - 81

3. UAREHOUSING

3.1 what is your present warehousing capacity at your FACTORY?

In M.T.

(a) In Bulk Form :
(b) In bagged Form 2

3.2 In the fiolg, how many warehouse points do you have?

Total number :
3.3 what is the total capacity of all the Field warehouses put

together?

Total capacity : M.T.
3.4 what was your average inventory in your factory and in your Field

warehouses? (Produce-wise)
‘J’

‘Average stock‘ in all theName of the ‘Average stock‘ .. . Field warehouses put
Fertllézfr 8? factory together (product-wise)_ !ty1:'i Jgr (_}1r<r:£u¢l‘cUWO{) g ‘T

79-80 80-81 79-80 80-81
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Total:
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4. MARKETING COSTS

Please Furnish below the details of expenditure incurred by you on the
marketing of your products during 79-80 and 80—81 under each of the Following
heads. Please give the TOTAL amount and NOT the FER M.T. cost. Please give
the total expenditure on all Fertiliser products put together.

Total expenditure incurre ,
(in %.rounded to $9804 a4flLLLLW0

1239-80 1980-81
4.1 gxpenditure on TRANSPORT AND HANDLING

Please include under this head 3;;
expenditure incurred by you on the
physical distribution of your products.
This may include primary Freight,
whether Rail or Read, Road.bridging at
rake points, inward handling from rail
heads to warehouses, transfer From
warehouseto warehouse, secondary
transport from steck_peints/warehouses
to dealers‘/distributors’ places and
loading and unloading charges at_aLl
stages. Please also include under this
head the transport rebates/transport
subsidies that were allowed by you to the
channel whatever be the channel, cooperative
or private, wholesale or retail.

IOVV
4.2 Expenditure on DISTRIBUTSR NARGINS:

Please give under this head the total
expenditure on distribution margins/
commissions/discounts/rebates passed on to
distributors/dealers/marketers/institutienal
agencies/bulk consumers etc. etc. Pleaseinclude not only the r /%MX
dealer's margin but also all the rebates
such as cash rebates, quantity rebates, off
season rebates and any other rebates actually
‘passed on. But please do not include the
transport rebate which is already included
under 4.1.

4.3 Expenditure on PROMOTION:

Please give the total expenditure on adver
tising, sales promotion, publicity, public
relations, agronomy, technical services,
extension etc.

4.4 Expenditure on carrying the INUENTORIES:
Please give under thishead the cost of .
Finance i.e. interest charges en—neldin9~A-CM~+1J0fi/
the inventories (Factory stocks -+ Field
stocks + transit stocks) Please do not
include the godown

rV-I.~J['/(,s_|..p-E.
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Total expenditure incurre(in Rs. rounded to=7‘

1979-50 1980-81
4.5 All other marketinq_cost§

All costs on marketing other than 1, 2, 3
and 4 above. Please include here expenses
such as salaries, wages, P.F., T.A.,
Rates and taxes, head office over—heads, nm0w"¢‘-'

0U.g4,J7,.ag(;,)insurance, cost of credit extended etc. etc. «-wvv a¢y?— T47"?

4.6 Grand total or MARKETING cosrs :
(Total of 4.1 to 4.5)

4.7 Total quantity of Fertilisers sold (M.Tonnes)
(All products put together)

4.8 Marketing cost/N-u-T-5' fun/J P1‘-r
= 4.6 -i- 4.7

4.9 Sales value Ub.lakhs after subtracting
sales tax, subsidy undor retention
price etc.)

4.10 Marketing Expenditure as a % to Sales
Value = 4.6x 100 =

4.9
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Aggendix - III

India's ranking in area and yield in 1977

International
ranking

Area under Yieldcrop perC r o p (In million Hectare Area ProductiHectares) (Kg.) uity
1. Barley 2.235 1035 11 422. Maize 6.000 1133 4 383. Millet 18.500 S41 2 43
4. Rice Paddy 39.500 1873 1 365. Sorghum 16.00 650 1 416. wheat 20.863 1394 4 35
7. Beans Dry 9.00 300 1 50B. Pulses 23.587 485 1 46
9. Unions (Dry) .212 7517 1 3910. Tomatoes .075 9505 7 46
11. Potatoes .634 11494 4 36
12. Castor Beans .487 353 1 23
13. Groundnuts 7.000 786 1 3714. Linseed 1.925 224 1 34
15. Rapeseed 3.145 497 1 34
16. Sesameseed 2.300 196 1 53
17. Soya Beans .160 749 14 34
18. Sugarcane 2.771 50590 1 4319. Tobacco .432 960 2 3520. Tea .364 1538 1 321. Coffee .155 542 15 2622. Rubber .224 658 6 7
Source: FAD Agricultural Crop Statistics, cited by Chaco V.I.

"Rural Development and modernisation of Indian agricul—
ture in Arvind Deshpande & Bapat 5.8 (ed) Indian Rgri~
culture - Performance and Potential, Jaico, Bombay-1980.p.163  “
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APPENDIX - VII

Statewise!production of Fertilisers - 1981-82;

5 t a t e Production of Fertilisers
Lip '000 m.T. of nutrients)

fl_ E_ N + P
Madhya pradesh 6 22 28Rajasthan 121 20 141
Uttar pradesh 454 9 463Delhi — 17 17Assam 105 1 106Bihar 201 21 222Urissa 101 - 101west Bengal 63 16 79Haryana 182 - 182Punjab 304 6 310
Andhra Pradesh 1301 90 220Karnataka 119 4 123Kerala 172 59 232Tamilnadu 413 207 620Gujarat 460 303 763Maharashtra 168 139 307
Goa, Daman & Diu 144 36 180

All India 3143 950 4093

Source: Fertiliser Statistics, 1981-82, Qp.cit
pp I 195 & 196



Fertiliserfgpoduct

Ammonium Sulphate

Urea

CAN

Ammonium Chloride

1622020

19:19:19

20:20:0

24:24:0

2832830

17:17:17

15:15:15

14:28:14

14:35:14

10:26:26

12:35:16

1824630

387;
APPENDIX - VIII

Productwar details of production

Production in L000 M.T.

443

5384

404

19

105

116

299

35

297

603

283

45

34

111

662

278

1203

48

— 19a1g§g

Total of all products : 10369
Source: Fertiliser Statistics - 181-82; og.cit;

pp.I.S2 & 53.
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§§PENDIX ~1x

State-wise and Zone-wise consumption
of fertilisers — 1981 - {Q2

State / Zone Consunption
N + P + K (in 'ooo MT)

Madhya Pradesh 236Rajasthan 138Utter Pradesh 1270
CENTRAL ZONE 1653Assam 11Bihar 205Orissa 82west Bengal 258EAST ZONE 566Haryana 252Himachal Pradesh 18Jammu & Kashmir 22Punjab 821NORTH ZONE 1113Andhra Pradesh 656Karnataka 334Kerala 95Tamil Nadu 513SOUTH ZONE 1660Gujarat 401Maharashtra 529WEST ZDNE 935ALL INDIA 5957
Source: Fertiliser News, July 1932,

The Fertiliser Association
of India, New Delhi. p. 117;

mp.



APPENDIX —

Ranking of states in fertiliser consumption and
the share of each state to all India consumgtion

1981 - 82

State
(as per descending
order of ranking)

Uttar Pradesh
Punjab
Andhra Pradesh

Maharashtra
Tamilnadu

Gujarat
Karnataka

west Bengal
Haryana

Madhya Pradesh
Bihar

Rajasthan
Kerala
Urissa
Jammu & Kashmir

Himachal Pradesh
Assam

Other States/UTs/Plantations

ALL INDIA

Fertiliser Nays. July, 1982
0 .cit; p.120

Source:

Percentage share of
consumption of the
state to the national
consumption

20.9

13.5

10.8
8.7
8.4
6.6
6.3
4.3
4.1

3.9
3.4
2.3
1.6
1.4
0.4
0.3
0.2
2.9

100.0
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IMPORTS OF FERTILISERS 1970-71 TO 1981-82

.:>

APPENDIX - XI

=-:. —=— :.'.--=-.".':a-.".“.-I2:-n.1-.'T'.n-n=—.'.".-=-3: 5 0 T T 0 T 0 5-11 j__.j__.j__,j¢_n1__ 1-..Za—i :11.Year N P K Value(in ‘O00 M.T) (0. in million)
1970-01 477.0 32.0 120.0 767.9
1971-72 401.0 240.0 268.0 099.7
1972-73 665.0 204.0 325.0 1212.6
1973-74 659.0 213.0 370.0 1767.5
1974-75 604.0 206.0 437.0 5991.3
1975-76 996.0 361.0 270.0 7227.7
1976-77 750.1 22.0 277.0 2202.2
1977-70 750.1 163.9 590.9 3064.4
1970-79 1233.1 244.0 517.4 4600.2
1979-00 1295.3 237.1 473.3 5545.0
1900-01 1510.4 452.1 796.5 9252.2
1901-02 1055.1 343.2 643.0 716r.3

Source: Fertiliser statistics, 1981-82
op.cit ; P.I - 188.

mp.
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APPENDIX -)QII.

RETENTION PRICES FIXED FOR
AS ON 1--ll--1977

UREA

Eertiliser Unit Price (m/M.T)
IFFCO, Kalol 948.00GSFC, Baroda 1,006.00ZULTI, Goa 1,160.00SRC, Kotah 1,200.00MFL, Madras 1,206.00FCI, Namrup 1,231.00MCF, Mangalore 1,253.00ICL, Kanpur 1,262.00SPIC, Tuticorin 1,335.00FACT5 Cochin 1,436.00FCI, Gorakhpur 1,499.00FCI, Trombay 1,555_3oFCI, Durgapur 1,571.00FCI, Nangal 1,593_oQFCI, Taichar 1,795.09FCI, Barauni 1,321_QQ
FCI, Ramagundam 1,829.00NFL’ P5‘-“iPat 2 ,111.ooNFL, Batinda 2,129.00FCI, Sindri 2’187_QQNLC, Neyveli 2,251.00

EOUICG: Gbvernment of India; Notification No.166/24/77 FD(A)
dt. 1-11-1977 of the Ministry of Chemicals and
Fertilisers, Government of India; New Delhi, 1977;
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A P P E N D IEX -)£VI.

Quantity of Fertilisers trahsported by selected fertiliser
firms in 1980 - 1981

Unit Product Quantity transported in
1980-81__ ______ 4;_n_'0o0 M.T.)CSFC Urea 296GSFC 18:46:0 93RCF Urea 101RCF 20:20 248RCF 15:15:15 263SFC Urea 254NFL Urea 149NFL 17:17:17 462NFL 14:28:14 61NFL 24:24:0 35NCF Urea 182IEL Urea 284FACT Urea 246FACT 17:17:17 115FACT 28:28:U 46FACT 18:46:O 37

FACT 16:2D:D 132FACT 20:20:U 49SPIC Urea 401SPIC 18:46:0 125IFFCO Urea 354
IFFCD 18:26:26 123
IFFCO 12:32:16 499

Note: In all cases, quantities produced in the year have been taken
as quantities transported in the year.

Fertiliser Statistics, 1980-81, p.I-4 to 1-6



Equatod freight For Fertilisers under retention

Unit

NFL, Nangal

NFL, Bhatinda

NFL, Panipet

RCF, Trombay

HFC, Barauni

HFC, Durgapur

HFC, Namrup

FCI, Gorakhpur

FCI, Ramagundam

FCI, Talcher

FCI, Sindri

FACT, Cochin

NFL, Madras

NLC, Neyueli

IFFCO, Kalol

IFFCO, Phulpur

GSFC, Baroda

GNFC, Bharuch

MCF, Mangalore

SPIC, Tuticorin

ZACL, Goa

SFC, Kota

IEL, Kanpur

3 3;”
A P P E N D I X -WXUII .,

price system ~ 1982-83

Equated Freight
IRUQEQS per tonne)

96

81

85

149

93

91

235

97

180

192

184

193

115

109

189

135

122

171

154

220

182

142

128 contd..
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B. COMPLEX FERTILISERS

Unit

RCF

RCF

FACT

FACT

FACT

FACT

FACT

NFL

NFL

NFL

NFL

IFFCO

IFFCO

GSFC

SPIC

ZACL

ZACL

ZACL

ZACL

CFL

CFL

CFL

EIO, Parry

FCI, Sindri

Hindustan Copper

Grade of Fertiliser

15:15:15

20:20:0

16:20:0

20:20:0

17:17:17

28:28:0

1834630

17:17:17

14:28:14

2422420

18:46:0

10:26:26

12:32:16

1824630

18:46:0

28:2B:0

1~:19:19

14:35:14

18:46:0

28s28:0

14:35:14

18:46:0

16:20:0

0:46:0

0:46:0

Equated freight
(Rupeesfper tonnq)

191

211

146

244

171

239

230

120

136

148

274

257

257

99

164

201

174

168

177

164

164

164

125

203

135
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APEEND ‘.1?

Details of domestic fertilisers transporteddur 1 0-81 & 81-82

.QuaniiII-&nn.an2ri2L-..-.
1930-e1 § 1981-82

———————————— can Q3310 cca-cu|-.....-...

(A) Domestic fertilisers
outnido retention price;

3 s 2 11.01 12.10A s 4.39 4.43can 347 um
1a.a7 __§5:;7

(3) Domestic fertilisers
under retention:
grioog.
(I11 products put 1}together) 0 32°30

Fort;;;gor Statigtggg, 1980*81 & 1981'82.
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Details of imported fertilisers transported
durggg 1280-81 & 1281-82

.

E Quant1ty'd1atr1buted
P r o d‘u o t E (‘O00 qg% ,h. .
. . . . . . . . .. -i. .. ..‘2°.‘3".I°.‘. .. .3- 19§‘.'."§2

Urns 2,768.6 1,544.5A.8. 82.6 46.80 A.N 162.9 61.6
D A P 549.5 477.5
I o 1» 1,015.5 1,108.3S O P 14.6 11.0
Total! 4.593.? 3,249.5

rbrt;;%5er §§at%gt;og, 1980-'81 and 1981-'82PD.I. "" "" 40
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@8084

Computation of weighted average transport cost
during 1982-83 in respect of fertilisers under
retention pricing.

Unit / Product Freight per Quantity Totaltonne transported freight'"'i 8» MT 18.
.E;9:£;

Gorakhpur - Urea 97 159100 1 , 54, 32, 700.00Sindri - Urea 184 238900 4.39.57,6o0.00
Iamagundam - Urea 180 128000 2 , 30 , 40,000.00Talcher - Urea 192 99500 1 ,91 ,04,ooo.oosindri - TSP 203 43500 88,30,500.00

3E£E£l

Barauni - Urea 93 161 200 1 ,49, 91 , 600.00
Durgapur - Urea 91 130200 1 ,1 8, 48, 200 .00Uamrup - Urea 235 212000 4,98,20,000.00

_1L.3.':‘1_2._~1*:.

Nanal - Urea 96 267100 2,56,41,600.00Bhatinda - Urea 81 290700 2,35,/16, 700.00
Pa nipat - Urea 85 395900 3 , 36 , 51 , 500.00

...-.,.C_.-.1-.U r e a 149 157300 2.34,57.700-O015:15:15 191 283100 5,40,72,100.0020:20 211 255200 5,38,47,2o0.00
_§,A.0°T.

U re a 195 258300 4,98,51,900.0fJ16:20 146 55300 80.73.800.0020:20 24 473800 1 ,06,87,200.0017:17:17 17 101800 1,74,07,800.0028:28 239 22200 53,05,800.0018:46 230 28100 64,63,000.00
N.L.C.

U r e a 109 98300 1 ,07,14, 700.00
.§;EF.9.Q

K8101 - Urea 189 354200 6,69,43,800.00Phulpur - Urea 1 35 398200 5.37. 57.0oo.00
;‘?;.r1d1e - 10:20:26 257 111100 2,85,52,700.00
Kandle - 12:32:16 257 661500 17,00,05,500.00

_Q.S.T.C.U r e a 122 319300 3.89.54.600-001 3:46 99 88400 87, 51 ,600.00
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-—- —-_.._4__
Freight per

_.#.————_— _. %

Total. QuantityUnit / Product tonne transported freightG.N.F.C. 35' MT 1156
U r e a 171 5100 8,72,100.00

IoEo.L..lo U r e a 120 439200 5,27,04,000.00
3.11.0. U r e a 142 263300 5,73,88,600.00
PUIIO-L 0:10 U r e a 115 114900 1,32,13,5oo.oo17:17:17 120 501000 6,o1,20,000.0014:28:14 156 44700 6o,79,200.0024:24 148 35400 52,39,200.0018:46 274 - ..
C.F.L. 28:28 164 240600 3.94,58,400.0014:35:14 164 20800 34,.11,200.0018:46 164 4400 7, 21 ,600.00
M.C.F. U r e a 154 258400 3.97.93.6o0.00
SCPOIOCO U r e a 220 594600 8,68,12,ooo.oo18:46 236 137000 3.23,32,000.00
EID Parry16:20 125 50000 62.50.000.00
ZUARI U 1' ea 182 239700 4.36.25,400.0028:28 201 34500 69,34,5oo,oo19:19:19 174 117900 2,05,14,600.0014:35:14 168 12500 21.00.000.0018:46 177 - 
HINDUSTAN COPPER

TSP 135 3600 4, 86,000.00
GRAND TOTAL : 8279800 133,47,46,7oo.oo

Weighted Average Freight / MI‘ ..-. 11s_.__1_§1_._21

(1) Equated freight allowed by FICC for 1982-83 has been taken
as the cost of transport per tonne.

(2) Quantities transported during 1981-82 have been reckoned.
(3) Quantities produced during the year are reckoned as quantities

transported.
(4) Quantities have been taken from Fertiliser Statistics 

1981-82 Page I - 2 & 3

NOTE3 



5.02. STORAGE ACCOMMODATION WITH THE FOOD CORPORATION O

,1 ,
l .

.1PPE:‘-»lDIX - 7k >4‘ 1

II-57

0 1

F INDIA

(‘O00 tonnes)
I

1 Available on 31-12-78  Available on 31-12-79 SgrAaP

Owned Hired Total Owned  Hired Total with FCl

Andhra Pradesh 424 807 1.231 486 778 1.264 1,152
Assam 174 219 393 181 184 365 —
Bihar 285 357 642 329 365 694 300
Delhi 166 24 190 168 20 188 31
Gujarat 196 465 661 196 395 591 
-1an.ya:na 354 496 850 360 ' 703 1.063 214
I-iimachal Pradesh —- 14 14 -- 16 16 
Jammu & Kashmir 14 28 42 24 15 39 17
Karnataka 94 194 288 96 173 269 221
Kerala 326 82 408 333 72 405 —
Madhya Pradesh 443 654 1.097 574 662 1.236 455
Maharashtra 878 340 1.218 907 355 1.262 612
N.E.F. Region 18 78 96 21 67 88 Orissa 131 51 182 165 57 222 —
Punjab 1 .284 771 2,055 1,353 1,670 3.023 1.491
Raiasthan 334 686 1.020 377 613 1.390 567
Tamil Nadu 337 439 776 323 441 834 557
Uttar Pradesh 864 1.214 2.078 928 1.524 2.452 678
West Bengal 647 736 1.383 694 716 1.410 505Kandla — 15 15 -— 17 17 503
Total 6.969 7.670 .. 14.639 7.585 . 8.843 16.428 7,303

C.A.P.—-Cover and Plinth.

Source: Food Corporation of indie, New Delhi.
Cited by Fertiliser Statistics, 1980-81; p. II.57
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APPENDIX -x>< /I

II-56

5.00. STORAGE CAPACITY

0.

5.01. CENTRAL AND STATE WAREHOUSES AND THEIR CAPACITY
(as on 31.12.79)

1 No. of warehouses  Capacity (‘O00 tonnes)State-‘Union Territory ; r  1 , D 1 ,
1 Central  State 3 Central  State

Andnra Pradesé. 32 48 671 209Assam - 3 22 27 80Bihar ' 18 37 62 21.7Gujarat‘ 15 79 184 210Haryana 13 65 109 412Karnataka 10 50 84 154Keraia 4 52 43 11;
Madhya Pradesh 19 149 174 413Maharashtra 26 ' 99 A 264 303Orissa 9 34 59 62Punia: 17 103- 271 _ 774Rajasmar. 4 72 73' A 288Tamil Nadu 19 51 436 236
Utlar Pradesr. 43 119 479 1,439West Benga-. 34 I 36 288 160Meghalaya Ni: 1 Nil 2Mizoram 1 Nil Neg. NilNagaland 1 Nil 1‘: NilTripura 1 Nil 7 Nil
Union Territories 1 9 V Nil 66 Ni:
”Total ‘I A A A 278 1.023 3,308 5,074
Source: Central Warehousing Corporation, New Delhi.
Cited by Fertiliser Statistics; 198D~81; 9.11-56



503. STATEWISE COOPERATIVE GODOWNS

#203
APPENDIX ...>< 2:111

]1§§

No. of godowns sanctioned upto
1

1 No. of godowns completed uptoE’ 31-3-1981 30-6~1981
Rura! Mktg. 1 Capacity Rural 1 Mktg. Capacity: 1 (tonnes) I (tonnes)

1. Andhra Pradesb 950 518 309,150 727 368 200,000
2. Assam 748 219 225,350 307 179 106,420
3. Bi bar 1,511 388 273,800 764 284 146,950
4. G uiarat 1.713 399 330.500 1.517 373 278,800
5. Himachal Pradesh 929 120 122,850 615 95 82.310
6. Haryana 1.394 341 545,100 751 329 463,700
7. Jammu 3. Kashmn 135 57 30,900 — 5 4,000
8. Karnataka 3.941 810 707.970 2.368 696 491,000
9. Kerala 1500 117 186,487 1,083 85 129,800
10. Madhya Pradesh 4,300 653 695,250 1,906 430 361,000
11. Maharashtra 3,028 884 561,750 2,608 738 450,810
12. Meg haiaya 72 63 35,350 32 26 11,250
13. Manipur 223 14 29,980 53 11 8,80014. Nagaiand 10 7 5,250 10 6 3,750
15. Ori ssa 1450 '385 284,070 684 297 147,900
16. Pu njat: 3,404 538 1.205.990 2,258 434 850.000
17. Rajasthan 3,061 201 332,220 1,209 136 154,000
18. Tamil Nadu 3,712 309 589.160 3.022 274 497,00019. Tripura 140 16 17.300 59 15 49.650
20. Uttar Pradesh 6,949 232 886.900 3.909 245 583,000
21. West Bengai 1,821 392 277.050 768 256 140,800
22. Arunachal Pradesn —— 9 4.000 —- 5 2,500
23. Lakshadweep ‘.0 11 14,050 8 -—, 120
24. N.A__.F.E.D. —— 2 8.550 — 2 8.550

Total 41,001 6,685 ,678.977 24,658 5,289 5,131,610
Source: National Cooperative Development Corporation, New Delhi.  ——“-M    MM 0
Cited by Fertiliser Statistics, 1980-81; p.I]—5E



APPEN ’ V
Inventory carrying cost in respect of imported

fertiliser; -< ‘I ‘i8 1- 8 3

Inventories of iaported fertilisers are mostly in
the {ore of Urea and DAP. And the quantities in
stock are ueunlly in the ratio or 3 3 1.

Value of one tonne of Ureain stock - 5.2210/r
(consumer price
less dealer margin)

Value of one tonne of DA?in stock. - b.3420/'
(conaumr price less
dealer margin)

Average value of unit inventory. - k.2512o50
Average level of inventory - 1.5 million lei.
Cost of interest in carrying
1.5 nillion m.T. at 19.5 per
cent per annum interest and
Value rookonud at 3.2512.50/M.T.

me  oror.

Coat of interest in carrying one
tonne of inventory over twelve
aonthn.

Assuming that six months sales
are held as inventories, cost of
inventory carrying per tonne offertiliser marketed. \./\/\J\l \./s/N-I ~.J\/xaxa

E’ 3' e e M #3 '3\ \I I
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Arpsnngig - xxvm

2is_t_1;i9_u_tisLn 'I81'81£!9._.P_‘!il9.J£‘ 1980 " 1981

I. Domoatio fertilisers
under rotongigniprioqg
weighted average distributionmargins. - H.128.3O per tonng
Quantity distributed - 6.35 n1111on n.1,
Total margins on theoo torti“liaera. - m.e1.47 ororo.

II. Domestic fertiliser:
ggtgido retention price;
Joightod average diatributionIargin. “ N.75/- per tonne
Quantity distributed ‘ 1.89 u1111on fl.T.
Total miagiu on then“ fortiliaoiu. - &.14.17 ororo

111- E213§flLQ£2££i}L§2£l

Distribution nurgina - Ra. eo/- per tonne
quantity distributed - m.1.o3 million I.T.
Total margin on these forti*11831.80 - mo  Oral‘!

IV- __.n__z.lo '0._t...~2sz.1_s_2-tti2I.i*9.£.§....°d £v1't 11-321:9.

Hoiguted average distributionnurgiu - H.121/* par tonne
Quantity distributed - 5.56 Iillion l.T.
Total margin on those rorti'liudrn " 7543.08 ororo.

Grand total of diutributiou margins ' h.146.96 ororo
Distribution margin per tonne ' N.114.54
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Dosestic fertilisers
nmunssnuaunsn
weighted average distribution
nargins.
Quantity distributed

Total margins on these fertili
esre

Domestic fertilisers
.9.sa.t.1i.d.a._:.o.t.a
Weighted average distribution
margin.

Quantity distributed

Total margin on these fertili
sers

111- .E2.t..aaa£.e_fi_n:.$.i.1.L.:::a.

IV.

Distribution margins

Quantity distributed

Total margin on these ferti
lisers

weighted average distribution
margin

Quantity distributed

Total margin on these ferti
lieere

Grand total of distribution margins

Distribution margin per tonne

$5138.42 per tonne
9.16 million H.’

Rs.12‘5.‘56 eroree

Rs. 75/- per tonne

2.27 million H.To

mu17.D3 croree

Rs. 80/- per tonne

1e1U M11110“ HeTe

%u8.8O orore

Ib.‘|46/- per tonne

2.45 lillion fl.T.

Rs. 36. 21 orore

the 1 3‘ GT0 PC

It. 1 25. 75
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APPENDIX - )0‘:
Distribution margins fixed by the Governmentwith effect from 15-8-1981

Product Distribution margins
2 Institutional 11% PrivateAgencies PartiesUrea 140 120

Diammonium Phosphate 165 145
Ammonium Sulphate 90 30
Calcium:AmmoniumNitrate (25%N) 85 7517:17:17 200 18028:28:0 210 19016:20:O 115 9514:35:14 205 1852032030 (APS) 190 17020:20:O (ANP) 140 12015:15:15 140 12014:28:14 190 17024:24:O 230 21010:26:26 165 14512:32:16 165 14519:19:19 120 100
Note: As per this notification, sane

distribution margins were fixed
for a given product for all the
domestic fertiliser firms,

Source: Government of India, ministry
of agriculture, New Delhi,
No 1-15/81--FA (P & C)
dated l4th.August, 1981;

mp.



Revised distribution margins fixed
by the Government for some products

with effect from 13-11~'81

-Q cu: j —- —— -—¢ 1 -D--jj-j-j-—Q:u1j1jj
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Product DISTRIBUTION MARGINS
For Institutional For PrivateAgencies Trade

16:20FACT 145 125Parry 85 75:
28:28CFL 235 215FACT 180 160Zuari 165 145:
14:35:14CPL 235 215Zuari 165 145
17:17:17MFL 205 185,FACT 155 135,
19:19:19Zuari 145 125
_§g§g; As per this notification, different

distribution margins were fixed for the
same product made and marketed bydifferent firms.

mp.

Source: Government of India, Ministry of
Agriculture, New Delhi. No 1-15/81
FA/P & C dated 13th November, 1981.



llarketina ooete in reepeet oi’ ilported tertilieere
A 12fl9;:JIlI53! %

rranepert ooet: - 180.00
(calculated by proportionateinoreeee in the out or true’
port of does etio tertiliee
baeed an the relative leade

Inventory carrying ooatu . - 199.43
(Average value of etoolce er
Urea and BAP. reckoned at
b.2176.25 per tonne: interest
reckoned at 18.33 percent;
etook holding reckoned at In
months level of sales)

Distribution nargine 3 - 121.00
(He ighted average of Urea ma
BAP)

other marketing ooetes - 67.18
(eaue ee incurred by donaetietertilieere under retention
prioee )

‘:3Ebtel h§67.61
w-—.—¢_._.
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